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All landscapes are hybrids, that is, they are constructed by the reciprocal 
interactions between human activities and nonhuman elements: water, landforms, 
soil, plants, animals, and climate. As humans respond to the parameters of the 
local environment, they modify their surroundings, and in so doing, they modify 
the parameters that influence future responses. Human responses vary based 
on local environmental conditions, cultural differences, assessments of 
resources, available technologies, and the global economy. The Clear Creek 
watershed, Clear Creek County, Colorado, represents such a hybrid landscape, 
demonstrating the forms and consequences of the dialectic between human and 
nonhuman natures.
The Clear Creek watershed is an ecologically-defined region that has been 
shaped by eons of transformations but most recently by 139 years of mining and 
its related industries. Those changes have been topographical, economic, 
political, social, and ecological.
Mining and the industries that stem from it are not necessarily blights on the 
landscape. Because the watershed exists in neutral equilibrium, a status that is 
flexible and dynamic, disturbances are not permanently destructive. Ecological 
transformations by humans can destroy habitats and create new habitats 
simultaneously. A human activity, such as mining, is natural and becomes an 
integral component in the environment.
The result of this thinking can be a land ethic that recognizes the responsibility 
humans have for the environmental consequences of their decisions and actions. 
Thus, this interpretation can help mitigate the consequences of mineral extraction 
on ecosystems in the future.
I have written a bioregional watershed history of a part of the Rocky Mountain 
West. This history captures in microcosm a history that may be fairly typical for 
many mined areas of the West. The physical products of human labor become a 
part of the ecological context, a context that has influenced and will continue to 
influence human societies in the Clear Creek watershed.
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PREFACE
Oh sylvan Wye! Thou wanderer through the woods,
How often has my spirit turned to thee.
-W illiam  Wordsworth
Clear Creek is my River Wye. The Clear Creek watershed in Clear Creek 
County, Colorado, is my home and has been since 1973, a time when I became 
cognizant of my surroundings. The majority of my formal schooling occurred 
there, I spent my breaks from post-secondary education there, and now I have 
returned to the land and its inhabitants who have taught me many lessons. 
However, I want to learn more about my historical, cultural, and ecological home. 
The Gooen principle of identity says the historical, cultural, and ecological 
contexts of a place influence personal identity. 1 Recognition of that influence 
increases individual awareness both of one's surroundings and of the self. That 
awareness has revealed new relationships between humans and the rest of the 
environment. I believe the environmental history of mining the Clear Creek 
watershed demonstrates the reciprocal dialogue between human and non-human 
natures apparent in the histories of other areas. Thus, the insights into this 
watershed may apply to other areas.
As Patricia Nelson Limerick has argued, we humans tend to forget the 
connections between the present and the past, especially when we adopt the
1 Rachel Gooen, University of Montana graduate student, personal communication with author, 
28 November 1996. Notes in collection of author.
1
2
tourist vision of seeing old structures and landscapes as props in an exhibit s 
Clear Creek County’s motto is “Clear Creek County-A Blast from a P asM im e.” 
That tourist-industry quotation is more true than the county’s economic 
development corporation would believe. The current watershed is a legacy of the 
past, a past that spans beyond Euroamerican settlement and mineral extraction.
I seek to remember those continuities from the past and demonstrate what they 
represent. As I remember them, I avoid placing judgments of good and evil on 
the events, and I avoid themes of progress and declension. Although this 
argument includes passion, it is a critical passion.
As I sought clues to those continuities I received help from many people in 
many places, people and places that deserve recognition.
Christine Bradley, the Clear Creek County Archivist, provided a topical 
synopsis of newspaper articles from the first few decades of Georgetown’s 
newspapers. She also sparked ideas for investigation.
Sue Greenley, the Lands Forester with the Clear Creek Ranger District of 
the Arapaho National Forest, generously tracked down numerous USFS reports 
for me and provided a copy of an Environmental Impact Statement she authored. 
Kris Heiny, who also works for the CCRD, gave me an impromptu interview while 
he obliterated some Clematis orientalis behind the visitor’s center.
Lindsey Ashby, my friend and employer, opened his extensive railroad and 
Colorado history library to me and provided encouragement throughout the 1997 
season at the Georgetown Loop Railroad. Although I worked full-time as a 
conductor and ticket agent, we still found time to discuss my project and uncover 
valuable sources.
2 Patricia Nelson Limerick, The Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American West, 
(New York. W.W. Norton & Company, 1987).
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Laura, Sue, and John, at the John Tomay Public Library in Georgetown 
provided access to the rare books collection and taught me how to use the new 
photograph recovery system. Similarly, Paula, Pam, and company at the Idaho 
Springs Public Library found themselves at the business end of an extensive wish 
list of inter-library loans. These small town librarians handled the requests and 
the requestor with an expertise uncommon at larger libraries.
The University of Montana history department’s A. B. Hammond Fund paid 
for my airfare to attend the 1997 SME Annual Conference in Denver, Colorado. 
Tim O ’Neil, the managing editor of Mining Engineering, the journal of SME, 
waived the fees for my attendance of the conference. The conference was an 
opportunity to investigate the mining industry from the industry’s perspective.
I also received assistance from Jim Cannady, Clear Creek County wildland 
fire crew member and Road and Bridge director; Lee Behrens, manager of the 
Colorado Historical Society’s Lebanon Silver Mine; Todd McMahon at the 
Colorado Historical Society’s Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation; 
Diane Settle, Clear Creek County Assessor; B. Moran and Kathleen Krebs, York 
Gulch Homeowners; Bob Harvey, tour guide at the Lebanon and Phoenix Mines; 
Carl Small, Clear Creek County budget officer; Marjorie (Chee Chee) Bell, Idaho 
Springs Historical Society; Brenda Mitchell, Bureau of Land Management; Holly 
Fliniau, Environmental Protection Agency; Robert L. Jones, Clear Creek 
Watershed Advisory Group; J. Jones, former Environmental Manager, Cyprus- 
Climax Henderson Mine; Jackie Boss, librarian at the Colorado Division of 
WIidlife Reasearch Library; Eric Bittner, archivist at the National Archives-Rocky 
Mountain Division; John Jordan, mine manager, Colorado School of Mines’ Edgar 
Mine; Phil and Sally Buckland; and Bert Weaver, Clear Creek County Planner.
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While writing the seminar paper that launched this greater project, Dan 
Flores suggested I read a recent article by Professor Mark Fiege about the 
human relationship with the environment. This article floored me. When I met 
Professor Fiege in January 1997, he was quite helpful with ways to explore the 
application of his ideas to my study and with encouragment about the need for 
investigations of how mined landscapes demonstrate human relationships with 
the landscape. His article has had a profound influence on my own ideas, 
enhancing them when some other scholars seemed uninterested.
Dan Flores has contributed encouragement, expertise, and friendship 
throughout my graduate studies, and hopefully into the future. My thanks can 
hardly be expressed in this format, except to say that he has helped shape this 
fellow homelands devote.
My advisor, David Emmons, also contributed to this paper with 
encouragement and insights into the human aspects of the mining industry. I 
thank Vicki Watson, the nonhistorian on my committee, for bearing with me as I 
attempted some interdisciplinary leaps of faith.
Friends and colleagues in Colorado, Idaho, Oregon, Washington,
Montana, Arizona, Iowa, Minnesota, and West Africa supported me throughout, 
inspiring me to continue tackling these ideas until I was satisfied. Similarly 
teachers from Clear Creek High School and the University of Puget Sound 
presented me with the tools I use to research, interpret, and express these often 
bewildering ideas.
Carla Homstad, friend, mentor, and a historian at Historical Research 
Associates in Missoula, served as a reader and offered valuable comments on 
the text, including numerous grammatical pointers.
5
Jen Ott, a friend and colleague, willingly read some of these chapters and 
suggested corrections and clarifications. W e worked together to encourage 
completion of our respective theses. Without her encouragement, this paper may 
still have been “in-progress” or abandoned altogether.
Robert U. King, my grandfather, worked as geologist for the Climax 
Molybdenum Mine and the United States Geological Survey. His comments 
about the geological details of this paper kept that part of the paper in line. His 
penchant for philosophical thinking and debate also forced me to explain my 
ideas in more concise and more accessible ways. If I could persuade him about 
my hypotheses, I would have a better chance persuading other members of the 
eventual audience.
On a similar note, my parents, Eivind and Caroline, and my sister Karrie, 
served as editors, resource hunter-gatherers, artistic consultants, cheerleaders, 
task masters, audience, and drivers of the SAG wagon throughout the writing and 
grieving process.
CHAPTER ONE  
INTRODUCTION
Man puts his hand to the flinty rock, and overturns mountains by the roots.
He cuts out channels in the rocks, and his eye sees every precious thing.
He binds up the streams so that they do not trickle, 
and the thing that is hid he brings forth to light.
-J o b  28: 9-11, Revised Standard Version
The Clear Creek watershed is known as a gateway to the Rocky 
Mountains. The major transportation corridor that links the western slope of 
Colorado with the Denver metropolitan area dissects the region. Most visitors 
and some natives who drive through the watershed on Interstate 70, U. 8. 
Highways 6 and 40, or any of the smaller roads, see the valleys only as scenic 
landscapes pocked by bedroom communities and service areas with gas stations, 
shopping centers, and restaurants. If these transient observers look closely, they 
may notice the old railroad bed, abandoned cabins, and the evidence of mining 
along the creeks and valley walls.
Of the people who recognize the physical remains and current sites of 
mining, many perceive this evidence of an extractive industry as scars, tumors, 
and open wounds on a pristine landscape. Others perceive the same structures 
and landscapes as proof of the successful economic utilization of nature. Both 
perspectives segregate human activities from a non-human backdrop. As a 
result, both perspectives err. W e humans and our activities, such as mining, 
integrate into the greater environment.
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The historiography of this integration of humans into ecosystems is long 
but not broad. Mark Fiege has conducted the most recent and most thorough 
interpretation of this integration. He describes such an environment or landscape 
as a hybrid. A hybrid landscape is constructed by the reciprocal interactions 
between human activities and non-human elements: water, landforms, soil, 
plants, animals, and climate.3 Fiege applied this model to irrigated landscapes in 
Idaho, but it also applies to mined landscapes. As humans respond to the 
characteristics of the local environment, the environmental parameters, they 
modify the environment, and therefore, they modify the parameters that influence 
future responses. Human responses change based on the current understanding 
of resources, available technologies, and the global economy. The foundation of 
this adjustment is the ecological context. Historically, the watershed of the Clear 
Creek has represented such a hybrid environment.
Along with Fiege's model the environmental history of the Clear Creek 
watershed follows models and ideas postulated by Walter Prescott Webb and 
James Malin. In his first book. The Great Plains, Webb proposed that when 
humans enter and occupy a new area, they change their social institutions and 
technology to adapt better to the new ecoreg ion .4  His examples for the Great 
Plains included Indian sign language, the windmill, the Colt revolver, and barbed 
wire as human innovations developed specifically for adaptation to that 
ecoregion. Similarly, settlers in the Rocky Mountain West developed narrow- 
gauge railroads, mining laws, and water allocation regulations as responses to
3 Mark Fiege, “Creating a Hybrid Landscape; Irrigated Agriculture in Idaho,” lllahee 11 (Spring- 
Summer 1995): 60-76. His thesis identifies the ideas that I am using in my paper: reciprocal 
interactions and hybrid landscapes consisting of those elements. I will use the terms 
environment and landscape as synonyms.
4 Walter Prescott Webb, The Great Plains (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1936).
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the mountainous ecoregion. Settlers in the Clear Creek watershed developed the 
Pohle water pump, the Bowman smelting process, and specialized rock drills to 
solve local adaptation problems. Webb formulated his hypothesis around 
geographic changes in human surroundings. His ideas also apply to changes 
within a specific region over time.
Malin expanded Webb’s hypothesis to include a greater respect for the 
environment. While Webb referred to the Great Plains in terms of its 
deficiencies-treeless and subhumid-Malin acknowledged the Great Plains on its 
own terms-grassy and arid. This alternate perspective was not as ethno- or 
anthropo-centric as the former. He proposed that any given ecosystem has 
possible conditions suitable for human survival. Malin outlined several themes 
from human adaptations to agricultural zones in Kansas that also apply to the 
South Clear Creek watershed.
Three of these themes discuss how populations of humans generally adapt 
to a given ecoregion:
The dynamic ecological givens of a region establish the broad 
natural parameters within which human adaptation, if successful, must 
occur; each region possesses the natural resources necessary to enable 
its human inhabitants eventually to enjoy a “good living”; and the Kansas 
grassland and its inhabitants, like all other geographical regions, of the 
Earth, were linked symbiotically to adjoining regions and to the larger world 
system. 5
Although some historians argue that cultural adaptations in the post­
frontier West evolve around the global market, those adaptations must still occur 
within an ecological context. Yet mining communities are not marginal or isolated,
5 James 0. Malin, History and Ecology: Studies of the Grassland, edited by Robert P. Swierenga 
(Lincoln; University of Nebraska Press, 1984), 128-129.
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as one historian claims.^ They are culturally, politically, economically, and 
ecologically interconnected with other regions. Malin accurately stated, 
“Habitability by [humans] of any area of the earth depends, not upon the 
properties of the area per se, but upon [the human] capacity to utilize the 
properties that exist there, and turn them to his advantage."7 The ability to utilize 
the properties of the area changes with technological, economic, political, and 
social developments.
Technology is not the salvation for humans who seek to transcend the 
limits and laws of the natural world. Human technology reflects the properties of 
the environment and works only as well as the human designers meet the local 
environmental parameters. As Fiege discovered among the irrigators of Idaho, 
they “repeatedly attempted to establish technological control over the 
environment, but with each attempt, nature responded in unexpected, often 
uncontrollable ways.”8 That pattern is present in the Clear Creek watershed.
Malin’s other three themes spoke more specifically to the human 
community within an ecological context:
Successful adaptation was an incremental folk phenomenon by 
which the average practical farmer followed his instincts, often against the 
advice of agricultural experts and scientists; the cultural composition of the 
population and its shaping by technological forces influence to a great 
extent the process of societal construction in a developing frontier; and the 
total culture of the Kansans influenced the ways in which they utilized the 
natural resources of their geographical area.s
6 Richard V. Francaviglia, Hard Places: Reading the Landscape of America's Historic Mining 
Districts, with a Foreword by Wayne Franklin, The American Land and Life Series, ed. Wayne 
Franklin (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1991), 68.
7 Malin, History and Ecology, 132.
8 Fiege, “Wildlife and Irrigation Systems Along the Snake River, Idaho,” in Transcripts of the 
Fifty-Seventh North American Wildlife and Natural Resource Conference (1992), 724.
9 Malin, History and Ecology, 128-9.
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The mining industry was and is a folk industry, contrary to Richard 
Francaviglia's argument. 10 Similar to Malin's farmers, average practical miners 
adjusted to the local ecological context even when such adaptations challenged 
the established principles of mining. Beyond the individuals, the local cultural 
context also modifies the manifestations of the industry as different cultures and 
individuals within those cultures have different experiences to which they refer for 
adaptation to the ecological parameters.
Still other historians have examined the integration of humans into the 
environment as the following survey demonstrates. In his first book, William 
Cronon identified the dialectic between nonhuman nature and human culture;
An ecological history begins by assuming a dynamic and changing 
relationship between environment and culture, one as apt to produce 
contradictions as continuities. Moreover it assumes that the interactions of 
the two are dialectical. Environment may initially shape the range of 
choices available to a people at a given moment, but then culture 
reshapes environment in responding to those choices. The reshaped 
environment presents a new set of possibilities for cultural reproduction 
thus setting up a new cycle of mutual determination. Changes in the way 
people create and re-create their livelihood must be analyzed in terms of 
changes not only in their social relations but in their ecological ones as 
well. 11
Cronon manipulated these ideas in his later book, Nature's Metropolis, and tried 
to fragment the synthesis into dichotomous categories: first nature and second 
nature. The former is the original, prehuman nature, while the latter is the artifice 
that people erect atop first nature. 12 Although Cronon allowed for the mingling of 
the two categories, he had already oversimplified the environment and partially 
removed humans from it. Fiege not only acknowledges but also embraces the
10 Francaviglia, Hard Places, 135.
11 William Cronon, Changes in the Land: Indians, Colonists, and the Ecology of New England 
(New York: Hill and Wang, 1983), 13.
12 Cronon. Nature’s Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West (New York: W.W. Norton & 
Company, 1991 ), xix.
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multiple agents, intentions, and consequences within the irrigated landscapes in 
his hybrid models. Thus, Cron on's later fragmentation was not as persuasive as 
his initial synthesis.
Another environmental historian, James Sherow, also writes about this 
relationship between the human and nonhuman parts of a given ecoregion. He 
referred to this interactive relationship in terms of a geodialectic. This term 
“implies ever-changing environments on the planet, and, in order to survive, 
humans and other living things must adapt to constant environmental flu x .”i3  
The geodialectic is the ecological and temporal context of an organism's or a 
population’s existence. The ecologist Charles Elton discussed this idea in terms 
of conservation: “a wise-principle of co-existence between man and nature, [more 
specifically between] a modified kind of man and a modified kind of n a tu re .”'•4
However, none of these authors explained the synthesis, the geodialectic, 
the hybrid, or whatever term is chosen to describe this relationship, as well as 
Fiege. It is Fiege’s hybrid model that I will use to explain the environmental 
history of mining in the Clear Creek watershed.
The Clear Creek watershed is a hybrid ecoregion, a synthesis of human 
plans and systems, water, landforms, soil, plants, animals, and climate. 15 Only 
after gold was discovered in 1859 did non-indigenous peoples begin permanent 
settlements in the region. Throughout the last 138 years of the watershed.
13 James E. Sherow, "Workings of the Geodialectic: High Plains Indians and Their Horses in the 
Region of the Arkansas River Valley, 1800-1870,” Environmental History Review (Summer 
1992): 63-64.
14 Charles S. Elton, The Ecology of invasion by Animals and Plants (London: McThuen & 
Company, Ltd., 1958; reprint, New York: Barnes & Noble, 1966), 145 (page references are to 
reprint edition).
15 I have chosen to use "ecoregion” instead of "ecosystem” because the watershed is a specific 
place. The Clear Creek watershed is an ecological region, not an ecological process that occurs 
in many regions. Using Dan Flores’, “Place: An Argument for Bioregional History,” in 
Environmental History Review (Winter 1994): 1 -18,1 will elaborate on this idea.
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humans have adjusted their conceptualizations of mining to the natural and 
cultural parameters of the ecoregion. As humans have adjusted and adapted to 
both local and national forces, the rest of the ecoregion has also adjusted. This 
historical process of adjustrnent is known to ecologists as the path toward 
homeostasis, or maintaining the region’s neutral equilibrium.
A current debate in ecology concerns the potential existence of an 
equilibrium in nature. How can the apparent randomness of nature be integrated 
into the human desire for stability and order? In his book, The Balance of 
Nature?, Stuart Pimm discusses stable equilibriums and unstable equilibrium s.
The experiences of miners in the Clear Creek watershed demonstrate that both 
types of balance are inadequate to describe ecosystems because they try to 
break down nature into dichotomous categories. Nature often develops with 
more than “either /  or” options. The fields of chemistry and physics could 
enhance the ecologists' perception and understanding of this idea with their 
“neutral equilibrium.” This third interpretation of nature’s resiliency is preferable 
in part because it is an alternative option and also because of the dynamic idea it 
embraces.
One physicist has described this newer description of equilibrium in 
relation to a cone:
A right circular cone on a level surface affords an example of the 
three types of equilibrium. When the cone rests on its base, the 
equilibrium is stable. When balanced on its apex, the equilibrium is 
unstable. When resting on its side, the equilibrium is neutral.
[see figures la , 1b and 1c]
16 For an example of this discussion, see Stuart L. Pimm, The Balance of Nature?: Ecological 
Issues in the Conservation of Species and Communities (Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 
1991).
17 Francis Weston Sears and Mark W. Zemansky, University Physics: Complete Edition, 2d ed. 
with supplementary problems (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1955), 19.
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A system in a stable equilibrium either returns to its initial condition after a 
disturbance or is knocked out of equilibrium completely by the disturbance. In an
a b
Figure 1. Cones of Equilibria, a) Stable Equilibrium, b) Unstable 
Equilibrium, c) Neutral Equilibrium. Figures prepared by Karoline 
K. Jensen.
unstable equilibrium, the forces that disturb a system increase its displacement 
from the initial condition. However, a system in neutral equilibrium, such as the 
right circular cone on its side, and as will be argued the Clear Creek watershed, 
remains in equilibrium after the disturbance even though its condition is different 
from the initial version. 18 Le Chatelier’s Principle also describes this neutral 
equilibrium: "If a stress [a disturbance] is applied to a system at equilibrium, then 
the system readjusts, if possible, to reduce [the] stress.
As Richard White has said, "All peoples live in a physical world which is 
not only natural but also historical-a creation of their ancestors and 
themselves . ”2 0  Since January 1859, the permanent residents of the Clear Creek 
watershed have modified their ideas about which resources were valuable, their 
technologies used for retrieving those resources, and attitudes that regulate their
18 See also Robert A. Becker, Introduction to Theoretical Mechanics (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, 1954), 108.
19 Michell J. Sienko and Robert A. Plane, Chemistry (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
1957), 186.
20 Richard White, The Roots of Dependency: Subsistence, Environment, and Social Change 
among the Choctaws, Pawnees, and Navajos (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1983), xiii.
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watershed have modified their ideas about which resources were valuable, their 
technologies used for retrieving those resources, and attitudes that regulate their 
methods of retrieval. As miners modified their searches for the resources of gold, 
silver, molybdenum, and other minerals, they modified the previous landscape 
into a newer hybrid. While humans had modified the landscape prior to the 
mineral rushes, the scale of those changes and the legacies that would influence 
future hybrid landscapes was less than those changes initiated during the mining 
eras.
Reading the Clear Creek watershed as a hybrid landscape brings to mind 
numerous questions. How exactly did humans adjust to the ecoregion originally 
and how did they continue to adjust to the contemporary hybrids over time? How 
did the ecoregion function before the gold rush? How does it function now? Do 
ethnic groups have different impacts on the environment based on homelands 
and customs? How did cultural changes affect adjustment? Did the parameters 
of the ecoregion, both actual and assessed, change, and if so, what spurred 
those changes? How has the concept of resources changed? Have the non­
human components changed the ecoregion to a degree necessitating a reaction 
from the human components? How have the non-human components responded 
to human changes? Why does the environmental evidence of mining persist? 
How do mined landscapes fit into the American mind and the American scene?
This paper will demonstrate the forms and consequences of the dialectic 
between human and non-human natures in the Clear Creek watershed and offer 
answers to the above questions. That dialogue will explain local phenomena, but 
it will also illuminate similar relationships in other regions. “Most landscapes are 
the products of human actions combined with physical and biological processes
15
that outstrip human objectives: . . . most landscapes are hybrid creations, 
offspring of human dreams and a dynamic non-human world."21 a  hybrid 
landscape does not occur uniquely in this watershed. Rather, the hybrid model is 
a way to understand ecologically defined regions such as the Clear Creek 
watershed.
Mining and the industries that stem from it are not tumors or blights on the 
landscape. The present watershed is a hybrid ecoregion in neutral equilibrium. 
Disturbances are not permanently destructive. Based on the reciprocal dialogue 
between human and nonhuman natures, the Clear Creek watershed 
demonstrates that a human activity, such as mining, is “natural.” It becomes an 
integral component in the environment that must be recognized as integral if we 
are to understand the present ecological context. In the following chapters, I will 
examine how the physical products of human labor are guided and influenced by 
the ecological context where they are created and become part of that context, a 
context that has influenced and will continue to influence human society in the 
Clear Creek watershed more than we humans have previously acknowledged.
Francaviglia has said; "Very few detailed studies of the relationship 
between depositional features associated with mining and their consequences or 
effect on other aspects of the environment have been conducted to d a te .”2 2  That 
study is what I intend to accomplish. Each chapter of this detailed study has a 
topical theme and the chronologies of the chapters often overlap. Such a 
structure allows for a narrative style, yet it avoids a completely linear format 
where the significance of the past, the legacies, can disappear. The chapters 
also feature some topical overlapping because the syntheses of human and non-
21 Fiege, "Creating a Hybrid Landscape.” 74.
22 Francaviglia, Hard Places, 144.
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human natures are too complex to segregate one from the other.
I am both enamored by and intrigued with the watershed of Clear Creek, 
Colorado. “Humans are an integral component of ecological systems, and 
watershed thinking explicitly recognizes this lin kag e .”23 it is my workplace, my 
classroom, my family, and my home. This paper has bettered my understanding 
of it.
23 Larry MacDonnell, "Thinking Like a Watershed,” in A Riparian Area Runs Through It: 
Proœedings of the Fifth Annual Conference in Boulder, Colorado, September 29 -October 1, 
1993 (Boulder: Colorado Riparian Association, 1993), 54.
CHAPTER TW O  
THE ECOLOGY OF YESTERDAY
Permanence is an illusion; any balance is not only temporary 
but contingent on what went before.
-W . R. Dickinson, 1995
Environmental historians have examined the dynamic relationships within 
an ecologically defined region, an ecoregion. An ecoregion includes human and 
non-human organisms, land, and climate. James Malin described such a field as 
the study of “organisms in all their relations, living together[;] the differences 
between plant, animal, and human ecology or history being primarily a matter of 
e m p h a s is ."24 Before interpreting the human history in the Clear Creek 
watershed, I will examine the ecology of the watershed before the advent of 
mining for precious minerals. Not only do these relations integrate humans into 
nature, they also reflect a process of adjustment to changes within the ecoregion.
The physiographic history is important to the present reciprocal 
interactions because it is the foundation for those interactions. In 1556 Agricola 
wrote, “Now a miner, before he begins to mine the veins must consider seven 
things, namely: the situation, the conditions, the water, the roads, the climate, the 
right of ownership, and the n e ig h b o rs .”25 The situation, conditions, water, and 
climate create the ecological context of the mine. Before understanding how
24 James C. Malin, History and Ecology: Studies of the Grassland, Robert P. Swierenga, editor 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1984), 106.
25 Georgius Agricola, De Re Metallica: Translated From the First Latin Edition of 1556, Herbert 
Clark Hoover and Lou Henry Hoover, trans. (London: The Mining Magazine, 1912; reprint, New 
York; Dover Publications, 1950), 30 (page reference from reprint edition).
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humans mined in the Clear Greek watershed and how their activities transformed 
the region, examining its geological, climatological, and ecological context as it 
existed prior to 1859 is necessary. Although the geology, climatology, and 
ecology are interconnected, I treat each separately to construct the watershed as 
it functioned prior to the mining era. The bioregion that forms my area of study is 
a mountain watershed, part of an extensive mineral belt, the headwaters of an 
important river system, and the home of numerous biotic communities. None of 
these characteristics is more significant than another, nor did any one form 
independently of the others.
The Clear Creek watershed is within the Front Range of the Rocky 
Mountains, a range that extends south from the valley of the North Platte River to 
the Arkansas River Valley. My treatment of the watershed terminates and 
originates at the junction of Clear Creek with North Clear Creek, called “the 
Forks,” forty miles from the creek's alpine sources. The Forks represents an 
important junction for the watershed. Not only does the creek volume double at 
that point, but the junction served as a transportation and commerce hub during 
the railroad era. The northern and southern borders of the watershed radiate 
westward from this junction. (See Map 1.) The watershed’s northern boundary 
extends west to the Continental Divide, along the basically east-west ridges that 
separate North Clear Creek from the main stem of Clear Creek. The Divide is the 
backbone of the continent demarcating where water will flow, west into the Pacific 
Ocean or east into the Atlantic Ocean. Another set of ridges separates the 
watershed from the Bear Creek drainage to the south. From the Forks to the 
Continental Divide, the elevation increases from 7,100 feet to a little over 14,000 
feet above sea level.
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Three types of topographic formations exist in the watershed. The oldest 
formation is the mature mountainous upland. The next oldest formations are the 
V-shaped valleys that streams incised into the mountainous upland. The 
youngest formations are U-shaped, glacial v a lle y s .26 Geologic processes 
created the mineral deposits contemporaneously with the development of each of 
these topographic features.
The region began as the bottom of a Precambrian sea approximately 1.7 
billion years ag o .27 Layers of silt and organic material solidified under the sea 
into sedimentary rocks. This seabed consisted of sandstones, shales, and some 
granites before heat and pressure metamorphosed their composition into 
quartzites, gneisses, and schists.28 That layering was accompanied by 
intrusions of molten igneous rock originating below the crust. Igneous extrusive 
granites broke through the surface to create mountains but the agents of erosion, 
wind and water, wore those features into a vast peneplain during the Lipalian 
Interval, some 570 million years ago.29 Successive periods of submerged 
sedimentation and exposed erosion built the peneplain into thick layers of 
sedimentary rock until the Cretaceous Period, 135 million years ago, when the 
sea returned for the last time.
The Cretaceous sea receded when a continental uplift began that lasted
26 Sydney H. Ball, “General Geology," in Economic Geology of the Georgetown Quadrangle, 
(together with the Empire District) Colorado, Josiah E. Spurr and George H. Garrey (Washington, 
D.C.: United States Geological Survey, Professional Paper 63, 1908), 31.
27 William A. Braddock, Geology of the Empire Quadrangle: Grand, Gilpin, and Clear Creek 
Counties, Colorado (Washington, D C : United States Geological Survey, Professional Paper 
616, 1969), 3.
26 Halka Chronic, Roadside Geology of Colorado (Missoula: Mountain Press Publishing, 1980),
5.
29 John Chronic and Halka Chronic, Prairie, Peak, and Plateau: A Guidebook to the Geology of 
Colorado, Bulletin 32 (Denver: Colorado Geological Survey, 1972), 36.
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into the Tertiary Period of the Cenozoic Era.30 That uplift formed the Rocky 
Mountains, a chain of mountains stretching from Alaska to New Mexico.
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Figure 2. Geologic Time Line. Prepared by K. K. Jensen from 
"Mountains and Plains: Denver’s Geologic Setting," United States 
Geological Survey pamphlet, (1967).
Continental drift initiated vertical forces that compressed and folded the ancient 
seabed into the mountain chains that run north-south and horizontal pressures 
that fractured the land into two major sections, or plates, that run diagonal to the
30 Chronic and Chronic, Prairie, Peak, and Plateau, 59.
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stress and that contain numerous smaller fractures that distribute the stress.
As a result, the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains is "a faulted 
anticline,” formed when the uplift broke the Precambrian metamorphic and 
igneous rock layers below the surface and bent the more flexible Paleozoic and 
Mesozoic sedimentary layers at the surface into a series of corrugations. 31 
Those corrugations became the mountainous uplands: dome-shaped mountains 
with broad, smoothly contoured ridges separated by broad valleys. Lakes were 
absent in the dendritic, or tree-like, drainage system because the contours were 
so smooth. Although the uplift has subsided for the most part, many geologists 
believe, “it Is possible that some movement is still in p ro g ress .”32
This uplift created fractures in the rock layers, known as faults and 
fissures. The faults between the uplifting blocks of igneous and metamorphic 
rocks are channels through which molten material travels and therefore become 
the areas of mineral deposition. The molten material creates dikes, encapsulated 
puddles within the surrounding rock. When the magma cools, hot mineralized 
solutions escape and infuse into the fissures. As the solutions cool in the 
fissures, the minerals condense and crystallize into veins. These dynamic 
geologic processes began in the late Cretaceous or early Tertiary periods and 
continue in the present, slowly renewing the older deposits and creating new 
ones.
As the minerals condensed, they absorbed materials from the sedimentary 
rocks surrounding them. Besides gold, silver, and molybdenum, veins of minerals 
such as lead, iron, zinc, silicates, and sulfides also formed. Each mineral has
31 Chronic, Roadside Geology, 10.
32 Edson s. Bastin and James M. Hill, Economic Geology of Gilpin County and Adjacent Parts 
of Clear Creek and Boulder Counties, Colorado, with a Preface by F. L. Ransome, Professional 
Paper 94 (Washington, D C.: United States Geological Survey, 1917), 21.
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unique characteristics based on its location during condensation. Argentiferous 
veins, those dominated by silver, are found largely in the western portion of the 
watershed around Georgetown. Auriferous veins, those dominated by gold, are 
found largely in the eastern portion around Idaho Springs. Again, those 
tendencies are not exclusive because mineral composition depends on the site 
and conditions of formation. This process created Colorado’s mineral belt. The 
mineral belt is a band of porphyritic rocks containing mineral-bearing veins. The 
belt formed in a southwesterly to northeasterly direction, spanning 250 miles from 
Montezuma County to Boulder County.33
The same processes that enabled mineral deposition to occur under the 
surface also influenced characteristics on the surface. “After the mountainous 
upland had developed, the gradient of the streams increased because the 
surface tended to tilt e a s tw a rd .”34 As the western plates slid northward, the 
eastern plates gave way to the horizontal pressure, tilting away from it. The 
streams have been carving the land into the V-shaped valleys ever since. This 
erosion removed most of the upper sedimentary layers and exposed the 
Precambrian layers in most areas. The exceptions to this incision process are 
notable because they are the foundations of different biotic communities and may 
have necessitated different responses from humans. The mountains around 
Empire, Loveland Pass, and upper Bard Creek are among the remnants of the 
ancient upland, the raised seabed. This peneplain formed at sea level but the 
uplift relocated it to over 10,000 feet above sea level. The differences between 
the original upland and the current stream channels amount to as much as 1,000 
feet, depending on the type of valley that formed in the area. That 1,000-foot
33 Ibid., 13.
34 Ball, "General Geology,” 32.
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difference demonstrates the erosive power of the streams. While these valleys 
are deep, they are not wide. As Samuel Bowles described in 1868: “The valley is 
not wide, indeed you can heave a stone across it in the narrower, and fire a rifle 
from hill to hill at its wider parts.”35
These new valleys abruptly altered the landscape, often modifying the flow 
of tributary streams. Bard Creek, south of Empire, originally flowed eastward 
through Empire Pass into Clear Creek. As Clear Creek cut a deeper channel for 
itself through softer layers of rock, a ridge of harder rock emerged along Empire 
Pass that redirected Bard Creek to turn north and drain into West Clear Creek. 
Barbour Fork is another stream influenced by the incision. It originally drained 
Into Chicago Creek until its channel moved into the Soda Creek d ra in a g e .36
The last major geologic event-glaciation-occurred during the Quaternary 
Period. Alpine glaciers caused intensive topographical changes to the 
watershed. Although some glacial ice was found along the Continental Divide in 
the 1970s when the Eisenhower Tunnel was bored near Loveland Pass and 
some valley floors have grooved and polished surfaces, more telling proof exists 
in the local topography.37 The glaciers further eroded the sedimentary uplands 
and deposited the eroded material as moraine, sometimes many miles away from 
the point of origin. These mobile fields of ice developed at the headwaters of 
valleys. The birth of each glacier carved “steep-walled amphitheaters,” also
35 Samuel Bowies, The Parks and Mountains of Colorado: A Summer Vacation in the 
Switzerland of America, 1868, with an introduction and Notes by James H. Pickering, ed. 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991), 98. When using accounts from travelers, I 
follow a methodology similar to what William Cronon discussed in Changes in the Land. I 
evaluate the traveler’s skill as a naturalist, identify the traveler's ideological biases, and 
recognize that each traveler experienced only a single part of the greater watershed at a single 
point in time. See Cronon, Changes in the Land, 6.
36 Both examples are from Ball, "General Geology," 33.
37 Ethel Morrow Gillette, Idaho Springs, Saratoga of the Rockies: A History of Idaho Springs, 
Colorado (New York. Vantage Press, 1978), 2.
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known as cirques, which are generally located at over 12,000 feet of elevation 
with faces stretching 1,500 vertical feet.38 Where two glaciers headed in 
opposite or adjacent directions, they gnawed the broad domes of the peneplain 
into a sharp ridge, called an arete, in their wake. 39
The glaciers also created hanging valleys such as Herman Gulch: A  
hanging valley develops where smaller tributary glaciers along gulches scraped 
uneven rock from an upper valley, leveling its slope. The larger glacier, such as 
the one that carved the valley of Clear Creek, flowed perpendicular to the 
tributary glaciers and shaved the projecting smaller glacier edges. The steep 
grade at the mouth of the hanging valley reflects the abrasive force the dominant 
glacier used to cut the front of the tributary glacier. The tributary valley appears 
to be hanging above the lower valley.
Above the V-shaped valleys, glaciation also changed the smooth, upland 
drainage system. The greatest hydrological result of glaciation was the formation 
of lakes along the new, more distinct differences in the contours. The same 
forces that carved out the cirques carved depressions into the valley floors.
When the glaciers melted, those depressed areas acted as catch basins for the 
water. Smaller proof of this excavation exists as grooves on the exposed 
surfaces of the valley where the ice forced loose rock over the valley floor.
When the glaciers moved through the valleys bulldozing rock and 
minerals, they deposited some of that scoured material along the tops and outer 
perimeters of the ice.^o This lateral moraine interfered with the drainage of 
alpine meadows and formed such lakes as Echo Lake at the base of Mount
38 Ball, “General Geology.” 31.
39 Ibid., 33.
40 Department of the Interior, Geological Survey, Mountains and Plains: Denver’s Geologic 
Setting (Washington, D.C.; United States Geological Survey, 1976), 16-17.
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Evans during the late-Pleistocene glacial activity. In fact, “radiocarbon dating of 
sediment extracted from Echo Lake indicates that the lake formed at least 18,500 
BP,” at the zenith of the last ice age.4i Thus Echo Lake is the oldest known 
existing lake in the Front Range. The receding glaciers also deposited terminal 
moraine at their leading edges. That moraine could form dikes that partially 
impeded the flow of water. The marshes of the Silver Plume valley formed 
because terminal moraine dammed most of the drainage. Those marshes forced 
the first miners in the area to build their cabins along the slopes of Sherman and 
Republican mountains. As the settlement grew, the residents drained the 
marshes to open the valley floor for construction.42
The watershed’s topography continued to change as the glaciers began to 
recede, at the end of the Wisconsonian Period, 11,000 - 10,000 BP. W ater from 
melting glaciers distributed extensive beds of sand and gravel in many of the 
valleys. Streams that eroded glacial debris dumped alluvium in fan-like patterns 
at the end of gulches. These alluvial flats are exemplified by the areas between 
Georgetown and Lawson, and provided a level area for the construction of much 
of downtown Idaho Springs.43 Smaller alluvial flats also appear as bars along the 
creeks. Those bars would become sites for the first mining activity in the 
watershed.
When air and water eroded the surface, those agents often revealed the
41 BP is the abbreviation of Before Present, which is before AD 1950. James Patrick Doerner, 
“The Late Quaternary Environmental History of Mt. Evans: Pollen and Stratigraphie Evidence 
from Clear Creek, Colorado” (Ph.D. diss.. University of Denver, 1994), 31.
42 Phyllis Flanders Dorset, The New Eldorado: The Story of Colorado’s Gold and Silver Rushes 
(London: Macmillan Company, 1970), 202.
43 Ralph R. Shroba, Kathleen C. Stewart, and Wallace R. Hansen, “Tour Log-Denver to Idaho 
Springs and Return,” in Guidebook on the Geology, History and Surface-Water Contamination 
and Remediation in the Area from Denver to Idaho Springs, Colorado, K. C Stewart and R. C. 
Severson, ed.. Circular 1097 (Washington, D C.: United States Geological Survey, 1994), 15.
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mineralized fissures. Mineral veins that apexed at the surface, whether from this 
erosion or because the fissures reached the surface on their own, provided low 
maintenance resources for placer miners. The quartz matrix disintegrated from 
around the gold and silver leaving the mineral free-standing at the surface. Early 
prospectors such as David and George Griffith easily located such gold and 
recovered it without much milling. The erosion also deposited gold in the creek 
beds along with other alluvia where placer miners such as George Jackson 
acquired it with minimal input relative to the later methods of hard rock miners.
Reconstructing former climates and ecologies is more difficult than 
reconstructing the already complex geological history. A reconstruction of past 
vegetation can be useful for inducing former environmental conditions because 
“vegetation is often responsive to changes in environmental conditions."44 
James Doerner used palynological and stratigraphical evidence for a 
paleoenvironmental reconstruction in order to investigate the late-Quaternary 
environment of the valleys north of Mount Evans.
With short cool summers, long cold winters, and relatively dry conditions 
throughout the year, climatologists classify the climate of the Front Range as 
"highland continental.”45 Latitude, elevation, topography, continentality, and air 
mass trajectories all influence the micro-conditions within the larger climate and 
the sudden meteorological changes throughout the region generally, and in the 
watershed specifically. The air masses for the Front Range originate in the 
Arctic, the Pacific Ocean, and the Gulf of Mexico. A related condition is the
44 Doerner, “Environmental History of Mt. Evans,” 4. For a thorough explanation of his 
palynological techniques consult his dissertation.
45 Ibid., 16.
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continentality of the region. The watershed is landlocked, away from any 
influential body of water. Therefore, no single type of air mass dominates the 
climate.
Seasonal climatic variations are exaggerated in the Front Range as a 
result of its latitude; over twice as much solar radiation occurs in the summer as 
in the winter. Additionally, micro-cosmic conditions form based on elevation and 
slope differences. For example, temperature decreases and moisture increases 
with increases in elevation. North and south facing slopes have different 
vegetation communities despite similar elevation. Over the last dozen millennia, 
these macro- and micro-climates have fluctuated.
James Doerner reviewed thirteen paleoenvironmental studies of 
Colorado’s climate in the Holocene, the period stretching from 10,000 BP to the
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present.46 Eleven of those thirteen studies found palynological evidence 
demonstrating that temperatures warmer than today existed between 9,000 BP 
and 4,500 BP. Of the two studies that did not report warmer temperatures, one 
claimed that the temperatures were largely similar to the late Holocene with brief 
periods of cooler conditions. In fact, when examining the last three thousand 
years before the present era, twelve studies found the temperatures stabilizing to 
modern conditions.47
Using his own evidence, Doerner persuasively argues that the pre-9,000 
BP environmental conditions were similar to today. Over the next 4,500 years the 
conditions warmed with the highest temperatures occurring in the first 2,000 
years of that period. Since 4,500 BP cooler conditions than in the previous four
46 Those thirteen studies were V. Markgraf and L. Scott, "Lower Timberline in Central Colorado 
during the Past 15,000 yr," Geology 9 (1981): 231-4, P. L. Fall, "Vegetation Dynamics in the 
Southern Rocky Mountains: Late Pleistocene and Holocene Timberline Fluctuations" (Ph.D. 
diss., University of Arizona, 1988); J. T. Andrews, P. E. Carrara, F. B. King, and R. Struckenrath, 
“Holocene Environmental Changes in the Alpine Zone, Northern San Juan Mountains, Colorado: 
Evidence from bog Stratigraphy and Palynology," Quaternary Research 5 (1975): 173-95; K. L. 
Petersen and P. J. Mehringer, Jr., "Postglacial Timberline Fluctuations, La Plata Mountains, 
Southwestern Colorado,” Arctic and Alpine Research 8 (1976): 275-88; P. E. Carrara, W. M. 
Mode, M. Rubin, and S W. Robinson, "Deglaciation and Postglacial Timberline in the San Juan 
Mountains, Colorado," Quaternary Research 21 (1984): 42-55; P. E. Carrara, D. A. Trimble, and 
M. Rubin, "Holocene Treeline Fluctuations in the Northern San Juan Mountains, Colorado, 
U.S.A., as Indicated by Radio Carbon-Dated Conifer Wood,” Arctic and Alpine Research 23 
(1991): 233-46; S. A. Elias, “Paleoenvironmental Interpretations of Holocene Insect Fossil 
Assemblages from the La Poudre Pass Site, Northern Colorado, Front Range," Paleogeography, 
Paleoclimatology, Paleoecology (1983): 87-102; S. A. Elias, “Paleoenvironmental 
Interpretations of Holocene Insect Fossil Assemblages from Four High Altitude Sites in the 
Colorado Front Range, U.S.A.," Arctic and Alpine Research 17 (1985): 31-48; S. A. Elias, P. E. 
Carrara, L. J Toolin, and J. T. Jull, "Revised Age of Deglaciation of Lake Emma Based on New 
Radio carbon and Macrofossil Analyses,” Quaternary Research 36 (1991): 307-21 ; L. J. Maher, 
Jr., "Absolute Pollen Diagram of Red lock Lake, Boulder County, Colorado,” Quaternary 
Research 2 (1972): 531-53; R W. Pennak, "Ecological and Radiocarbon Correlations in Some 
Colorado Mountain Lake and Bog Deposits,” Ecology AA (1963): 1-15; S. K. Short, “Palynology 
of Holocene Sediments, Colorado Front Range: Vegetational and Treeline Changes In the 
Subalpine Forest,” American Association of Stratigraphie Palynologist Contribution Series 16 
(1985): 7-30; L. E. Vierling, "The Late-Quaternary Paleo-environmental History of Lost Park, 
Tarryall Mountains, Central Colorado: A Palynological Study" (Honors thesis. The Colorado 
College, 1992).
47 Doerner, "Environmental history of Mt. Evans," 61. While theories about temperatures were 
mostly consistent, hypotheses about moisture levels were more variable among the studies.
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millennia have prevailed. Although another researcher claims that an opposite 
pattern occurred, where warmer temperatures dominated the early-Holocene, 
then cooled to today’s conditions around 9,000 BP, palynological evidence points 
toward Doerner’s interpretation. Based on the evidence of Doerner and most of 
the other studies, “modern climatic conditions were established in Colorado 
sometime between 4,500 and 3,000 BP.”48
My interpretation of his core samples from the subalpine zone’s Echo Lake 
concludes that Picea (spruce) and Pinus (pine) species greatly increased 
between 10,000 and 9,000 BP, as the regional climate began warming. While 
Picea favors moist conditions, Pinus runs the gamut of moisture. Therefore the 
available precipitation must have also increased although the data are 
inconclusive. Those two genera dominated the landscape providing well over 
half the pollen in the samples. Pinus, at 60 percent of the total pollen count, was 
three times more abundant than Picea (20 percent), which shows the former’s 
ability to survive in more diverse conditions. Their fluctuations mirror each other 
except between 7,500 and 5,000 BP when Pinus increased to 50 percent and 
Picea decreased to less than ten percent. Junipers were consistently less than 
five percent of the total pollen count until 2,000 BP when they increased to 
between seven and ten percent. Artemisia (sagebrush) dominated prior to 9,000 
BP when it decreased to below half, the same period when Picea and Pinus 
numbers exploded, again hinting toward a change in precipitation that must have 
accompanied the change in temperature. Artemisia prefers warmer and drier 
conditions. For the last 3,000 years Artemisia has remained at about 30 percent
48 Doerner, “Environmental History of Mt. Evans,” 58-9; Elias, “Paleoenvironmental 
Interpretations of Holocene,” (1983); Elias, "Paleoenvironmental Interpretations of Holocene,” 
(1985); Doerner, “Environmental History of Mt. Evans,” 54, 66.
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of the pollen record.
From 3,000 BP to the present, starting when modern conditions 
developed, Pinus has wavered between 40 and 50 percent, Picea began at 15 
percent for a millennium then dropped below ten percent. For the last 2,000 
years Juniper has registered between seven and ten percent, Artemesia at 20 
percent, Chenopodiaceae and Amaranthus (tumbleweed) at 10-15 percent, and 
Quercus (oak) at less than five percent. Also in the last 3,000 years, the core 
samples from the lower subalpine zone site show Pinus at 80 percent, Picea at 
15 percent, and shrubs and grasses at less than five percent.^s
These data show that the climate near Mount Evans and arguably 
throughout the watershed has fluctuated in the Holocene Period of the late 
Quaternary. As the climate has shifted, the vegetation has also shifted. Echo 
Lake is a good site for this research because it is a hydrological ancestor in the 
watershed. While “an open tundra environment may have existed throughout the 
Front Range during the late glacial [period],” the current subalpine zone was 
certainly in a tundra climate during that period, so Such conditions would allow a 
cold periglacial steppe vegetation to dominate, with conifers restricted to 
drainages and rocky habitats below 2,800 meters. Modern conditions at this 
upper altitude, most likely in the other biotic communities, set up around 1,500 
BP.51
Climate was a significant factor to which mining-era humans had to adapt 
when they arrived in the watershed and attempted to mine it for mineral
49 Doerner, “Environmental history of Mt. Evans,” 120,130.
50 Ibid., 59, 149-50.
51 Ibid., 149-50.
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resources. “Most [immigrants] came from humid regions, principally the Midwest 
and East, and the dry air, deep blue skies, and exhilarating atmosphere were 
undoubtedly new experiences for them.”52 Specific locations in the watershed 
had unique climatological characteristics with which the immigrants were 
unfamiliar. The Clear Creek watershed shares many meteorological 
characteristics with other subalpine, mountain communities along the Front 
Range but it also has unique characteristics based on its topological and 
ecological character.ss For example, Georgetown rests in a north-south valley, 
not the east-west valleys that characterize the Front Range.
The climate of the Clear Creek watershed is influenced by the presence of 
the mountain range and three inter-regional sources: the Arctic, the Pacific 
Ocean, and the Gulf of Mexico. “Mountains control the vertical motion of air, and 
this affects temperature, relative humidity, cloudiness and precipitation. ”54 The 
Front Range can create a reservoir for the arctic air from the north. The eastern 
slope can have frigid temperatures while the western slope remains much 
warmer.
Warm moist air from the Gulf also influences the climate. Topographic 
blocking by the mountains decelerates and diverts the low-level air flow which 
can lead to cold-air damming. As one meteorologist explains.
As air parcels rise, adiabatic cooling generates a mesoscale high 
pressure region over the slope. The resulting pressure gradient reduces 
the flow up the slope. Damming is the forced uplift of warm moist air over 
a relatively cold, stable air m a s s .55
52 vVilliam E. Wilson, “Georgetown Weather Observations-A Historical Perspective,” The 
Georgetown /  Silver Plume National Historic Landmark District Journal 1 / 3: 2.
53 Most of the climatological data comes from Georgetown because it is the only town with a 
federal weather station. Systematic and formal weather observations began in 1878. See 
Wilson, "Georgetown Weather,” 10.
54 Ibid., 17.
55 Douglas A. Wesley, "An Investigation into the Effects of Topography on Colorado Front 
Range Winter Storms” (Ph.D. diss., Colorado State University, 1991), 1-2.
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Air becomes cooler with more elevation; in fact it cools at ground level about 4 
degrees for every 1,000 feet increase in elevation. As air rises and cools, the 
relative humidity increases, clouds form, and precipitation occurs. This tendency 
explains why upslope winds, loaded with moisture from the Gulf of Mexico cause 
heavy snowstorms and rain showers.
But typically, westerly winds with wet air from the Pacific climb the western 
slope of the Continental Divide and precipitate as snow at the Divide. “The 
prevailing westerly winds in Colorado are greatly affected by the north-south 
temperature gradient in North America. In the summertime, when the gradient is 
small, the westerly flow is light; in wintertime, when the gradient is large, strong 
westerlies o c c u r ."56 These westerly winds can cause catabatic winds of warmer 
air to blow through the eastern slope. “As the westerlies cross the Divide and 
descend toward the Plains, the air is compressed and warmed [adiabatic 
compression], and precipitation ceases and clouds evaporate . . .  .”57 
Consequently, even in the middle of winter, the winds carry relatively warm and 
dry air downslope through the Front Range. These winter westerlies, called 
Chinooks, often peak between 80 and 100 mph. Other catabatic winds around 
the world are the Mistrals in France, the Fohn of Switzerland and Bavaria, and 
the Santa Annas of California.
The unstable air that results from strong solar heating of the ground and 
cooler air in the atmosphere causes thunderstorms. The Front Range contains 
and enhances these convective air movements. Less moisture is available near 
the mountains so dry lightning storms are more common than the heavy rains
56 Ibid., 15, 17.
57 Wilson, “Georgetown Weather,” 17.
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common to the Plains. Afternoon rains in the watershed occur almost daily but
they are typically of short duration and contain little moisture.
With all these factors at work, the weather can be erratic in the watershed,
as a Georgetown miner recorded in his diary:
January 1. Snowed till midnight Cleared of [sic] and cold all day and wind 
blowing hard 
5. Clear and nice as summer
8. Clear all day but wind blows hard and snow flies awful 
18. warm as summer 
May 29. Snowed all night last night the Snow was 14 inches Deep this 
morning on a level In Georgetown went up to the Magnet Lode 
this morning the snow was 2ft deep up there 
July 22. Clear and pleasant all Day till near night when it clouded up and 
thundred [sic] awful looked like a hurricane but did not rain 
much. Cleared off Before Bed time 
October 27. weather Splendid warm as s u m m e r.58
As these diary entries reveal, the snow season of the Central Rockies stretches 
from late summer into late spring, although at altitudes greater than 8,000 feet 
snow has been known to fall throughout the summer months. Similarly, warm 
temperatures occur in the winter months, making the weather consistently 
inconsistent.
August is the wettest month and January is the driest for the valleys but at 
the crest of the Continental Divide the winter precipitation is much greater than 
the summer precipitation. Similarly, the lower elevations have warmer 
temperatures and less precipitation. Colorado’s climate is based on the thin and 
dry air and intense solar radiation that permit drastic temperature fluctuations. 
Within any twenty-four hour period, the temperature can swing upwards of fifty 
degrees with extremes even greater. Each organism that thrives in the region 
must find these conditions tolerable at worst and suitable at best.
58 Ibid., 6, 7.
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These geological, hydrological, topographical, and climatological 
foundations are important but without the ecological communities that developed 
within them and around them, they mean little. After all, “the study of a creature’s 
environment shows how the various life forms interact with one another and how 
they interact with the environment they inhabit.”59 The Clear Creek watershed 
begins at the Forks, elevation 7,100 feet and stretches to a little over 14,000 feet 
at the Continental Divide. Those seven thousand vertical feet hold numerous 
biotic communities that can be split into six divisions; montane shrubland, 
montane forest, subalpine forest, timberline, alpine tundra, and riparian land. 
These communities overlap each other, but they are useful for understanding the 
various habitats and inhabitants of the watershed.
The alpine tundra ecosystem is dry and extremely cold. It receives intense 
solar radiation. Soil formation is slow. “Soil in the alpine tundra typically is 
anchored by dense, heavily rooted vegetation, and below the turf level it is 
extremely rocky .”6o The underlying ground is frozen throughout the year, making 
excavation for any purpose difficult.. This permafrost is impervious to water. 
Consequently, the tundra holds many lakes, small streams, and bogs with 
localized riparian communities during the summer months.6i Snow that begins in 
the alpine tundra often blows into the subalpine forest on the high winds that 
scour the peneplain of the higher elevations. In August 1868, Samuel Bowles 
traveled through the watershed en route to Middle Park. Although his visit
59 Dougal Dixon, After Man: A Zoology of the Future, with an Introduction by Desmond Morris 
(New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1981), 11.
60 E. Steve Cassells, “Hunting the Open High Country: Prehistoric Game Driving in the Colorado 
Alpine Tundra" (Ph.D. diss., University of WisconsinrMadison, 1995), 18.
61 Dixon, After Man, 51.
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occurred ten years after the gold rush began in the watershed, the alpine 
ecosystem he described between Empire and Berthoud Pass was close to, if not 
exactly, the same as it was ten years earlier in 1858.
W e have passed the beautifully located village of Empire City, and 
are up where the [West] Clear Creek is but a lively brook. The valley has 
become a defile, a gorge, wooded and flowered, rock-strewed and briskly 
watered, - a  wild alpine scene. The mountains rise sharp and sheer, one 
thousand and two thousand feet above the road, and wide walls of red 
granite hang over it. The stream turns and twists, and foams, and we 
follow a half-made road along, over, in its rugged path. W e turn sharply 
from the road up the steep mountain side, a narrow trail guiding us along 
precipitous lines. . .  . The thin and thinning air offered severer trial.
I wish I could repeat the roll of this army of beauties for the benefit 
of my flower-learned readers; I know most of them very well by sight, as 
the lad said of his unlearned alphabet, but cannot call them by name. Blue 
and yellow are the dominant colors; of the former several varieties of the 
little bell and trumpet shaped blossoms, pendant along stalwart stalks 
[chiming bells {Mertensia lancelata)]', again, a similar shaped flower but 
more delicate, - a  little tube in pink and white seems original here [Parry’s 
penstemon (Penstemon parryi)]\ and of the golden hues, there are babies 
and grand-babies of the sun-flower family in every size and shape [alpine 
avens {Acomostylis rossii), old-man-of-the-mountain {Rydbergia 
grar?d/f/ora),heart-leafed arnica (Arnica cordiflora), possibly bunchberry 
(Chamaepericlymenum canadense), sticky gumweed, blackeyed susan, 
alpine sunflower].
One of these, about the size of a small tea-saucer, holds a center 
stem or spike of richest maroon red, with deepest yellow leaves flaring 
away from it [?cone flower?], each color the very concentration and 
ripeness of itself, as if dyed at the very fountain head.
Perhaps the most bewitching of the flowers we discovered was a 
columbine (Aquilegia coerulea) of pale but firm purple and pure white. 
Higher up, where only the mosses could grow for rock and snow, these 
were in great variety and richness, with white, with blue and with pink
blossoms. 62
The flowers that Bowles knew by name were dandelions, buttercups, violets, the 
wild rose, larkspurs, harebells, painter’s brush [Indian paint brush], and blue
62 Bowles, The Parks and Mountains of Colorado, 104-5. When the witness was unable to do 
so, I have supplied probable identifications of species in brackets. I also added the Latin names 
in parentheses.
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gentian. He also mentioned trees such as the spruce with “a white-blue-green 
combination” which was the blue sp ru ce .63
Information from John Wesley Powell’s expedition over Berthoud Pass 
corroborates Bowles’s list of botanical inhabitants. Using Powell’s journals, 
Wallace Stegner wrote of the 1867 expedition:
They camped for a week on the summit of the range in Berthoud 
Pass. At that season, Alpine plants were an unbelievably flowery carpet 
on slopes and ridges. The early bloomers, moss campion {Silene acaulis) 
and alpine lilies {Lloydia serotina) and alpine phlox {Phlox pulvinata) and 
rock jasmine and forget-me-nots {Eritrichum aretiodes), were gone or 
fading, but others were coming on: alpine goldflower like a squat obese 
sunflower; alpine avens {Acomostylis rossii), bis[s]torts {Bistorta 
bistortoides), yellow green alpine paintbrush {Castilleja occidentalis), 
sandwort {Lidia obtusiloba), saxifrages, sky pilots {Polemonium viscosum), 
chiming bells and harebells;. . .  and skyland willow hardly a inch high.64
Other plants at home in the fragile soils of the alpine tundra are alpine 
spring beauty {Claytonia megarhiza), alpine primrose {Primula augustifola), 
mountain dryad {Dryas octopetala), globeflower {Trollius laxus), marsh-marigold 
{Psychrophila leptosepala), bog laurel {Kalmia microphylla), and king’s crown 
{Rhodiola integrifolia).^^ The growing season at these elevations is short. As a 
result, these species tend to grow low to the ground and produce flowers with 
brilliant colors to lure insects and birds for pollination during the brief time 
available for reproduction.
The only animal species Bowles apparently saw above timberline, both at 
Berthoud Pass and later in the month during his ascent of Gray’s Peak, were
63 /W ., 105.
64 Wallace Stegner, Beyond the Hundredth Meridian: John Wesley poweli and the Second 
Opening of the West, with an Introduction by Bernard DeVoto, Sentry Edition (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1953), 24-5.
65 Unless otherwise noted I acquired this species information from the "Explore Colorado” and 
“Edge of the Wild” exhibits at the Denver Museum of Natural History, February 1997.
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grasshoppers. He numbered them in the thousands and millions and mentioned 
the countless corpses on the snowbanks. “At the edges of the snow cold 
grasshopper soup was to be had ad libituml] a feast for the bears, but we could 
see none enjoying it."66 However, Bowles and Powell either did not see or 
ignored the water pipit, white-tailed ptarmigan, pika, and yellow-bellied marmot, 
as well as the other insects, rodents, herbivores, and carnivores that inhabit 
those upper elevations.
The zone between the alpine tundra and the subalpine forest is called 
timberline because it marks the line between conditions suitable and unsuitable to 
tree growth. The harsh climate stunts the growth of vegetation. This zone 
contains habitat for the subalpine willow (Salix brachycarpa), bisstort {Bistorta 
bistortoides), rosy paintbrush (Castilleja rhexifolia), subalpine daisy (Erigeron 
peregrinus), purple fringe (Phacelia sericea), Jacob’s ladder (Polemonium 
pulcherrimum), sedge (Carex sp.), bittercress (Cardamine cordifolia), subalpine 
buttercup (Ranunculus eschscholtzii), Narcissus anemone (Anemonastrum 
narcissiflorum), marsh-marigold (Psychrophila leptosepala), swamp laurel (Kalmia 
microphylla). Parry’s primrose (Primula parry), rose crown (Clementsia rhodanth), 
elephantella (Pedicularis groenlandica) chiming bells (Mertensia lanceolata), and 
subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa) often appearing as a krummholz tree. Trees in 
the krummholz zone “are tightly bound together for protection, and they flourish 
primarily on their lee sides, ultimately migrating do w n w in d ."67
For both the alpine and timberline zones, the frozen soil, a general lack of 
suitable timber, and the severe, unsheltered conditions above this elevation 
discouraged many miners from prospecting on the tops of the mountains. The
66 Bowles, The Parks and Mountains of Colorado, 130.
67 Cassells, “Hunting the Open High Country,” 25.
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fragility of the soil and its slow recovery rate at these elevations together explain 
why human disturbances such as the railroad grade for the Argentine Central and 
mine excavations still exist in such a preserved condition.
One author referred to the subalpine forest as the "highest, most 
continuous and pristine forest in C o lo rad o ."68 He claims that Engelmann spruces 
and subalpine firs form dense, unbroken stands. While some of these stands are 
remnants of old-growth forests, most have grown since the cutting of the first 
mining eras, a topic I will explore later. On open, dry, south-facing slopes, that 
spruce /  fir mix yields to bristlecone pines, while limber pines predominate windy, 
rocky, and exposed sites. Dwarf juniper is also present. Areas disturbed by 
avalanches, landslides, and fires acquire aspens and lodgepoles based on local 
precipitation availability. Aspens grow in moist soils and lodgepoles grow in drier 
soils. The cones of lodgepoles remain closed until heated, which explains why 
the species can recolonize so quickly after surface wildfires.
The lack of leaf litter and the prevailing dry and cold conditions of 
subalpine conifer forests "inhibit the natural decay of the forest’s pine needle 
carpet-material that is slow to decompose in any case-result[ing] in only a thin 
underlying layer of topsoil and little or no undergrowth. The conifer root system 
forms a thick carpet near the surface and near to the trunk as an adaptation to 
the shallow soil where it grows."69 The roots also spread over a greater area to 
maximize moisture recovery. The indigenous animals such as mule deer are 
largely herbivorous, consuming diets of mosses, pine needles, bark and seed 
cones. The major bird species, pine grosbeak, blue grouse, brown creeper, dark­
eyed junco, warbling vireo, and gray jay, feed on cone-seeds and buds instead of
68 Doerner, “Environmental History of Mt. Evans,” 30.
69 Dixon, After Man, 51.
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insects, much like their counterparts in higher elevations.
Carnivores also inhabited these forests. Articles in the Georgetown 
newspapers noted the presence of the carnivores well into the first decades of 
the mining era. “A man pursued what he thought was a horse up Argentine, but 
he soon realized it was a grizzly bear,” and “a timber wolf was trapped above 
Silver Plume a few days ago.” 7o
The plants native to this biotic zone are the subalpine fir {Abies 
lasiocarpa), heart-leafed arnica {Arnica cordifolia), golden banner {Thermopsis 
montana), woodnymph {Moneses uniflora), avalanche lily {Erythronium 
grandiflorum), Engelmann spruce {Picea engelmannii), myrtle blueberry 
{Vaccinium myrtillus), Indian paintbrush {Castilleja miniata), shootingstar 
{Dodecatheon pulchellum), bunchberry {Chamaepericlymenum canadense), fairy 
slipper {Calypso bulbosa), columbine {Aquilegia coerulea), wild rose {Rosa 
woodsii), clustered lady’s slipper {Cypripedium fasciculatum), quaking aspen 
{Populus tremuloides), and bush honeysuckle {Distegia involucrata).
Coniferous trees thrive at high altitudes because their needles are filled 
with chlorophyll throughout the year and photosynthesis can occur whenever 
conditions are suitable. At the same time, the needles prevent water loss from 
transpiration and evaporation much better than deciduous leaves. Their tall and 
pointed shape is ideal for bearing the weight of winter snows that fall directly and 
that blow down from the alpine tundra. This shape also allows the snow to be 
shed quickly when it melts in the spring.7i
In the upper montane zone the forest density increases as precipitation
70 Colorado /W/ner (Georgetown, Colorado), 29 August 1872; Georgetown Comer (Georgetown, 
Colorado), 25 February 1886. Both articles provided by Christine Bradley, Clear Creek County 
Archivist, Georgetown, Colorado.
71 Dixon, After Man, 51.
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increases. “Needle-leafed conifers dominate the forests of the Front Range. 
Except for those areas where disturbance has allowed Populus tremuloides to 
invade, broad-leafed deciduous trees are limited to riparian habitats.”72 Limber 
pine is possible where winds are strong or soils are too coarse for ponderosa. 
Although present in upper elevations, aspens and lodgepoles “form dense 
secondary successional forests after fires,” in the montane communities.73 
Aspen stands have grassy understories while lodgepoles do not. The lower 
montane forest features broad-crowned evergreen trees often interrupted by 
grasslands. Ponderosa pine and Douglas fir dominate while some juniper can 
also be present, as Doerner’s data show. Narrow-leaf cottonwood, Colorado 
Blue spruce, and river birch grow in riparian habitats.
The montane shrubland exists in limited pockets in the watershed. Two 
species of vegetation that are characteristic of the shrubland are kinnikinnick 
{Arctostaphyus uva-ursi) and ponderosa pine {Pinus ponderosa). They are 
present in multiple regions in the eastern end of the watershed along Clear Creek 
Canyon and in other drier places. Flocks of wild turkeys gathered in these 
shrublands at all elevations, such as at the headwaters of Mill Creek. Ponderosa 
tend to grow on the drier, south-facing slopes because they have long tap roots 
which make them resistant to drought conditions. The ponderosa pine stands of 
the montane regions are habitat for pygmy nuthatch and other birds that eat 
seeds. They nest in existing tree cavities common among mature and old-growth 
stands.
The riparian habitats have a large impact on the mountain biotic 
communities. Bowles described the mountain scenery as “lively streams with
72 Doerner, "Environmental History of Mt. Evans,” 24-5.
73 Ibid., 26, 27.
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tangles of willows, hops, and clematis.”74 These areas existed throughout the 
watershed wherever water flowed and collected on the surface, providing the 
exceptions to the preceding models of communities. For example, the water 
allows amphibians to survive in upper elevations. The boreal toad {Bufo boreas) 
was numerous among the upper elevations of Colorado’s Rocky Mountains, 
inhabiting wetlands created by slack water between 8,500 and 12,000 feet above 
sea level. Tiger salamanders are found in all habitats up to 12,000 feet, as long 
as non-flowing water exists nearby for breeding. The salamander requires 
perennial water with a depth of at least 18 inches so that larval salamanders can 
complete their development into mature, terrestrial forms.75 Riparian zones are 
habitat for numerous insects and thus provide habitat for insectivorous birds such 
as swallows and ouzels.
Riparian zones also diversified mammalian populations. Beavers “use 
aspens and willows for food and building materials; they prefer to cut large- 
diameter trees, which encourages stumps and roots to sprout and generate 
dense stands of suckers and stump-sprouted hardwoods around beaver 
p o n d s .”76 They create slack water for animals and plants both in short and long 
term scales of time. The presence or absence of beavers is a sign of local 
ecological health and integrity because they are linked to so many other species. 
David Butler refers to the beaver as a keystone species because of these
connections.77
74 Bowles, The Parks and Mountains of Colorado, 95.
75 Jeff Bohler, “Revised Biological Evaluation for Loveland Ski Areas’ Revised Master 
Development Plan, 18 May 1995," in Appendix 0, Loveland Ski Areas: Revised Master 
Development Plan and Final E.I.is., (United States Forest Service, Arapaho National Forest, 
Clear Creek Ranger District, 1995); 3, 18. Provided by Sue Greenley.
76 Yvonne Baskin, “The Work of Nature,” Natural History 106 (February 1997): 50.
77 See David Butler, Zoogeomorphology: Animals as Geomorphic Agents (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1995).
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Rainbow and cutthroat trout were the major fish inhabitants of the 
watershed because the watershed had perennial streams with abundant clean 
and flowing water, gravels free from sediment for spawning, and adequate levels 
of pools and riffles.
With those biotic communities in mind, the larger animals have territories 
that overlap those boundaries, often seasonally as they migrate upslope in the 
summers and downslope in the winters seeking suitable temperatures and food 
supplies. Of the larger mammals that inhabited the watershed, mule deer 
{Odocoileus hemionus) and elk (Cervus canadensis) inhabited the lower 
elevations. Mule deer utilize edge habitats with thermal and visual cover, hillsides 
with southerly aspects at lower elevations for winter habitat, fawning areas 
associated with riparian areas with cover for hiding and close proximity to free- 
flowing water, and areas of seclusion away from human d is tu rb an ce .78 
Throughout the year, at least 50 percent of their diet consists of shrubs and trees, 
while the proportion of forbs, grasses, sedges, and rushes varies during the 
seasons depending on availability.79 Unlike their mule deer cousins, elk are 
grazers who forage on young, green grass. Otherwise they prefer a similar 
habitat for the same reasons.
The chief animal species in timberline habitats is the Bighorn sheep {Ovis 
canadensis), although they do range down into the shrublands. Bighorn sheep 
utilize south-facing hillsides at lower elevations for wintering habitats, open 
hillsides with rock or other security cover as forage areas, and seclusion areas
78 "Loveland Ski Areas’ Revised Master Development Plan: Effects to Management Indicator 
Species” in Appendix D, Loveland Ski Areas: Revised Master Development Plan and Final E.I.S., 
2. Provided by Sue Greenley.
79 Roland C. Kufeld, 0  C. Wallmo, and Charles Feddema, Foods of the Rocky Mountain Mule 
Deer, Research Paper RM-111 (Fort Collins: United States Forest Service, Rocky Mountain 
Forest and Range Experiment Station, 1973), 2.
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free from human disturbance for breeding areas. They have “specialized teeth 
and a digestive system that allow them to survive on low quality, highly abrasive, 
dry, hard plants” native to the upper elevations.so Whether mountain goats were 
in the upper elevations of the watershed prior to 1859 is a continuing debate.
Because the local newspapers considered wildlife sightings worthy of note, 
their articles document the presence of now rare species such as the North 
American lynx. “The other afternoon, while Will Mendenhall was riding 
meditatively along the Bakerville road, near the Kelso Cabin, he saw a very large 
lynx in the path, and getting off his horse followed the varmint a quarter of a mile 
up towards timber line . . .  ”81 The North American lynx lived in spruce, fir, and 
lodgepole forests above 7,800 feet. Because they base 60 percent of their winter 
diet and 40 percent of their summer diet on snowshoe hare, the lynx relied on the 
health of the snowshoe hare habitat. 8 2  Snowshoe hares inhabit spruce-fir and 
lodgepole pine forests. Forest cover provides shelter from weather conditions 
and predators. Disturbances to the hare habitat also impacts other carnivores 
such as martens and raptors such as the golden eagle. The eagles use cliffs and 
large trees for nesting and meadows for hunting rodents and small birds. As 
these examples demonstrate, the ecological communities were diverse with 
complementary, competing, and predatory relationships abounding.
An ecological status of the watershed prior to the discovery of gold must 
include some information on human use of the watershed prior to that discovery 
in early 1859. This statement suggests that Native Americans interacted with the
80 Cassells, “Hunting the Open High Country,” 153.
81 Colorado Miner, 12 December 1874.
82 Bohler, “Revised Biological Evaluation for Loveland," 9.
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environment and helped shape the environment as the miners or "miner- 
Americans” would experience it after 1859.
Isolated Clovis sites provide evidence that humans inhabited Colorado as 
early as 11,590 BP, during the Paleo-indian Stage, 12,000 - 7,450 BP, and 
following the last period of continental glaciation, the W isconson ian .83  That 
period featured a cooler and moister climate where humans hunted the 
m e g a fa u n a .84 More evidence exists for permanent settlement during the Early 
Archaic Period, from 7450 to 4950 BP, as "distinct mountain-oriented cultures” 
developed .85  These years coincided with the general warming of the North 
American climate, termed the Altithermal, and with the extinction of the 
megafauna. Despite the move of peoples away from the plains and into the 
mountains and inter-mountain parks, few specific archaeological sites have been 
found in the Clear Creek watershed.
A series of cultural resource surveys was conducted in the early 1990s for 
the extreme western portion of the watershed. The archaeologists predicted that 
no historic or prehistoric cultural resources would be found in the survey areas 
and their results tended to match those predictions with few exceptions, although 
those exceptions are telling pieces of evidence about the ecology of the 
watershed prior to mining.
One of those archaeologists commented, "prehistoric camps, as well as 
special use sites are relatively rare and tend to be located where slope is minimal
83 Mark R. Guthrie, Powys Gadd, Renee Johnson, and Joseph J. Lischka, Colorado Mountains 
Prehistoric Context (Denver: Colorado Historical Society, 1984), 15.
84 Peter J. Gleichman and Michael P. Whalen, “An Archaeological Overview of the Loveland Ski 
Areas,” Prepared for Clear Creek Skiing Corporation (15 May 1995): 4. Provided by Sue 
Greenley.
85 Guthrie, Gadd, Johnson, and Lischka, Prehistoric Context, 24.
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and in proximity to water sources.”86 in fact, a dissertation about high altitude 
game drives from the Archaic Stage (7,450 - 1,450 BP) failed to locate any drives 
in the Clear Creek watershed.87 That failure is significant. Does the absence of 
game drives mean that the animal herds were not present? That the 
transportation of killed animals to communities was too difficult? That the 
landscape was not conducive to game drives? Something else entirely? This 
absence summons questions as to the suitability of the topography and the 
animal populations; it further shows that the watershed was used more as a travel 
corridor than as a place of settlement.
The drives that Cassells investigated straddle the Continental Divide, but 
they were north of the Clear Creek watershed, directly east of Middle Park. One 
expert has said of the watershed that “this area was certainly utilized for many of 
the same purposes as the northern Front Range, including resource extraction 
and transportation.”88 Those uses have clearly been of a temporary nature as 
compared to the permanent settlements of Middle and North parks.
Interestingly, the drives of Middle Park and the archaeological sites in the Clear 
Creek watershed are found above 11,000 feet of elevation. Sites at lower 
elevations could have been destroyed during the mining era and later settlements 
in the watershed, but another conclusion suggests that the contemporary climate 
was better suited for high altitude settlements and hunting.
However, some proof of human use has been recovered. In July 1990 
Carol Gleichman recovered a single projectile point at the headwaters of Clear
86 Carol Legard Gleichman, “Cultural Resource Survey of the Proposed No. 8 Chair Lift and 
Access Road at Loveland Basin Ski Area,” Prepared for Clear Creek Skiing Corporation (11 July 
1990); 4. Provided by Todd C McMahon.
87 Cassells, “Hunting the Open High Country.”
88 Gleichman and Whalen, “Archaeological Overview,” 13.
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Creek, near the Continental Divide. The medium-sized, white chert point was 
dated to the Formative Period, 1650-450 BP, a period characterized by sedentary 
and agricultural communities.89 Without challenging that dating process, the 
point may better represent the older Archaic Period where humans adjusted their 
tool technology toward the exploitation of smaller game animals.so The presence 
of that projectile point supports the theory that pre-1859 use of the Clear Creek 
watershed was transitory, as a travel corridor and ephemeral hunting ground.
That transitory use of the watershed continued into the modern era. In the 
eighteenth century, the Utes were native to Colorado’s western mountains and 
parks. They began using the Front Range and adjoining plains for hunting in the 
latter part of that century.91 By 1820, Cheyennes and Arapahos had secured 
their territorial dominance on the plains east of the Front Range, replacing the 
southward migrating Comanches. These groups augmented their economic 
subsistence on the plains with hunting forays into the mountains and Middle and 
North parks. The Utes continued to augment their subsistence with hunting trips 
to the plains. In fact. Chief Colorow's bands visited Empire from Middle Park into 
the 1 8 6 0 s.92 As the mountain tribes and plains tribes entered each other’s 
territories, skirmishes often resulted. One historian has argued that the Front 
Range became a “no-man’s-land and buffer zone between the groups.”93 This 
buffer zone may partially explain the huge herds of herbivores and carnivores that
39 Carol Legard Gleichman, “Cultural Resource Survey of the Proposed No. 8 Chair Lift,” 5.
90 Guthrie, Gadd, Johnson, and Lischka, Prehistoric Context, 38, 22-3. A lithic scatter, which is 
a site of tool manufacture with flakes and chips of stone, and a possible prehistoric stone circle 
have also been located in the western watershed near the Continental Divide. See Gleichman 
and Whalen, “Archaeological Overview,” 10-12.
91 Steven F. Mehls, Colorado Mountains Historic Context (Denver; Colorado Historical Society, 
1984), 15.
92 Gillette, Saratoga of the Rockies, 71; see also Emma Shepard Hill, "Empire City in the 
Sixties,” Colorado Magazine 5 (February 1928): 29.
93 Mehls, Historic Context, 15.
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ate them that prospectors discovered in the watershed in 1859.
In 1858, George Jackson hiked into this watershed, a watershed shaped 
by millenia of human use and by these geological, hydrological, climatological, 
and ecological factors. Jackson was hunting in Elk Park, known today as Bergen 
Park, with two companions in late December 1858 and early January 1859. 
Excerpts from his diary described that part of the ecoregion that he entered and 
that the other gold miners encountered when they entered the watershed.
Dec. 29. Clear. All out hunting today. Tom down the creek; Black 
Hawk to the North, and I to the two Blue Mountains [possibly Squaw  
Mountain and Floyd Hill] one and a half miles to the west. Tom killed two 
deer; Black Hawk, one deer and two elk. I got into camp late at night.
Saw about 600 elk. Killed five cows and one bull.
Dec. 30. All off for the elk ground of yesterday; Tom and Black 
Hawk to bring in the meat, and I to follow up the band of elk. Left Tom and 
Black Hawk butchering the kill of yesterday, and took the elk trail west; 
followed to brow of mountain looking down on Vasquez Fork [Clear Creek]. 
Ran into about six hundred elk; killed one fat cow and camped.
Dec. 31. Jerked elk meat until noon, with intention of going down 
the mountain to Vasquez Fork. Packed my meat and blankets and started 
down over fallen timber and through snow four feet deep. Had a H -l of a 
time before I reached the creek. Went into camp on creek at dark. Dogs 
and I almost tired out. Made a big fire after supper, and dried my clothing 
and blankets. Turned in about twelve o’clock and slept good until daylight.
Jan. 1, 1859. Clear day. My supply of States grub short; 2 lbs. 
bread, 1/2 lb. coffee, 1/2 lb. salt. Plenty of meat for myself and dogs, so 
here goes for head of the creek. Told Tom I would be back in a week to 
our old camp above table mountain. Off; good traveling most of the way; 
killed mountain lion today; made about 8 miles and camped at Mineral 
Springs near mouth of small creek [Soda Creek] coming in from the south. 
Snow all gone around the spring. Killed fat sheep, and camped under 
three cottonwood trees. 1,000 sheep in sight tonight. No scarcity of meat 
in future for myself or dogs.
Jan. 2. Drum and Kit woke me by low growls at daylight. Sheep all 
gone. Mt. lion within twenty steps. Pulled my gun from under the blanket 
and shot too quick, broke his shoulder, but followed up and killed him. 
Clear, high wind and very cold. In camp all day. Built boughhouse, and 
eat fat sheep all day. Bread all gone; plenty fat meat; “no wantum bread.”
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Jan. 3. Still clear and very cold. Sun dogs. Sheep came down 
again; are very tame; walk up to within one hundred yards of camp and 
stand and stamp at me and the dogs. Mt. lion killed one within three 
hundred yards of camp today, and scattered the whole band again. Went 
up the main creek to another tributary [Chicago Creek], coming in from the 
south, a little larger than this one.
Jan. 4. Pleasant day. Made a long tramp today, followed up the 
Main Fork five miles. Here the main creek forks; each one about the same 
width; followed up the North Fork [Fall River] about three miles; canons 
and plenty of snow. Got back to camp after dark. Mountain lion stole all 
my meat today in camp; no supper tonight; D--n him.94
94 LeRoy Hafen, ed., “George A. Jackson’s Diary, 1658-1859,’’ Colorado Magazine 12 
(November 1935): 204-5.
CHAPTER THREE  
GOLD;
THE FIRST MINERS AND THEIR DIGGINGS
In 1853, a seventeen-year-old Missourian embarked on a five-month long 
overland journey from his home in Glasgow to the gold fields of California. He 
remained in California until 1857. During the summer of that year he returned to 
Missouri for the winter but soon decided to return to the West. This time he 
followed rumors about gold along the Laramie and Sweetwater rivers in Wyoming 
Territory. On 7 September 1858 he abandoned his search along those rivers 
because news of a gold discovery at Cherry Creek far to the south had spread his 
way. Prospecting the South Platte River's tributaries along the way, George 
Andrew Jackson, now in his early twenties, and twenty-five other young men 
embarked for Auraria, Colorado Territory.
Gold was not the first resource extracted from the Clear Creek watershed. 
Louis Vasquez, Baptiste La Lande, and other fur traders trapped fur-bearing 
animals in the region throughout the early nineteenth century. As described 
previously, the watershed was home to numerous beaver, marten, weasel, and 
larger mammals as well. “By 1818 or 1819 trappers were working the South 
Platte’s mountain tributaries like Bear Creek,” and probably also Clear C re e k .95 
Vasquez, the namesake of Clear Creek’s original European name--Vasquez
95 Steven F. Mehls, The New Empire of the Rockies: A History of Northeast Colorado, Cultural 
Resource Series #16 (Lakewood, CO; Bureau of Land Management, 1984), 23.
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For a map of the Gold Mining Portion of the watershed, 
see Map 2 in the sleeve.
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Fork-built a trading post near West Clear Creek at the base of Douglas 
Mountain. That outpost was a branch of his main post, Fort Vasquez, near the 
junction of Clear Creek and the South Platte River.
However, gold was the first mineral deposit that humans determined to be 
a resource in the Clear Creek watershed. Although some evidence suggests that 
the Spanish, out of New Spain, were the first European miners in the watershed, 
that evidence is inconclusive .96 For example, an expedition led by Juan de 
Rivera explored the southern portion of Colorado for mineral deposits, but the 
northern extent of the expedition is am biguous.97 Regardless of these tales, the 
Spanish had abandoned the Clear Creek watershed by the late 1850s, if they 
were ever there.
Richard Sheldon argues that a mineral resource differs from a mineral 
deposit because the former holds value from the human perspective .98 | will 
discuss this idea further in a later chapter but it is worth mentioning here. Gold 
deposits had long existed in the Clear Creek watershed, but they were neither 
valued as resources nor widely known until George Jackson found a nugget at 
his campsite at the junction of Chicago Creek and Clear Creek. Humans from 
multiple cultures with simple and complex technologies then took advantage of.
96 Historical Society of Idaho Springs, History of Clear Creek County: Tailings, Tracks, and 
Tommyknockers (Denver; Specialty Publishing, 1986), 1. Supporting the presence of Spanish 
miners in the watershed, one historian recollected a meeting with a local “expert.” “One day in 
the 1970s Willard William Janes .. . pointed to a spot above Stanley Mill at Spanish Bar. [He 
said,] there is an opening above the mill. It was there when the first pioneers came. It is 
characteristic of the Spanish mining method. They built square openings and a square room just 
inside.” From Ethel Morrow Gillette, Idaho Springs, Saratoga of the Rockies: A History of Idaho 
Springs, Colorado (New York: Vantage Press, 1978), 10-11. I have been unable to confirm the 
validity of the story.
97 Frederic J. Atheam, A Forgotten Kingdom: The Spanish Frontier in Colorado and New Mexico, 
1540-1821. Cultural Resource Series #29 (Denver: Bureau of Land Management, 1992), 143.
98 Richard P. Sheldon, "Replenishing Non-Renewable Mineral Resources-A Paradox,” United 
States Geological Survey Yearbook, Fiscal Year 1977 (Washington, D C.: United States 
Geological Survey, 1977).
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and adjusted to, the local environmental parameters to recover the auriferous 
resources. Despite the limited means of production initially available to these 
miners, they influenced and responded to the environment, evolving within a 
hybrid landscape. Components of that hybrid, the legacies of those human 
decisions within a dynamic ecological context, have influenced human responses 
throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
The first major gold discovery in Colorado was preceded by smaller 
discoveries that realized minimal significance outside the party of lucky 
prospectors. In 1858, for example, while traveling from New Mexico to the 
Oregon Trail along the eastern edge of the Front Range, some soldiers under the 
command of Captain Randolph B. Marcy successfully panned gold at the junction 
of Cherry Creek and the South Platte River.99 While that deposit would later 
prove to be significant regionally, their discovery of it was not.
It was a veteran of the Georgia and California gold rushes who launched 
the first major mineral-seeking stampede to the Rocky Mountains. William Green 
Russell and a party of fellow Georgians traveled to the Front Range specifically to 
prospect along the South Platte River. A group of Cherokees, who had 
participated in the Georgia strikes prior to their forced removal from the region, 
joined Russell's party as it hiked through the Indian Territory. That party of 
experienced prospectors recovered gold along Dry Creek.
News of the Dry Creek discovery prompted settlers, mostly from Kansas, 
to stampede to the newest El Dorado. The depression of the late 1850s, initiated 
by the Panic of 1857, prompted young men to look away from home to find their
99 Mehls, The New Empire of the Rockies, 28.
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fortunes in less conventional ways. The 1857 Panic was the bust period of the 
economic boom ignited by the 1848-1849 California gold rush. National 
speculation, unprecedented expansion of railroads, and the easy credit extended 
by state banks had driven the nation’s economy into a flurry, but by 1857 the 
flurry had e n d e d  ioo Banks, factories, and railroads failed. Thousands of people 
lost their jobs and were unable to purchase the food, goods, and services offered 
by the expanded market. That economic and social context provided the prime 
setting for a new round of speculation and profits.
The depression also pressured merchants. Mehls, demonstrating the far- 
reaching nature of economic activity, argued that merchants in western plains 
communities “took news of gold discoveries and embellished it” [sic] for the 
benefit of the young men who might be needing supplies. Said Mehls:
These merchantilists no doubt felt that if a rush took place they 
would benefit from increased outfitting business, since they were in closest 
proximity to the mines. Some towns commissioned guidebooks for the 
argonauts. These publications stressed quick wealth, the easy trip across 
the plains and unbounded opportunities.
Russell’s party and the recent immigrants founded the city of Auraria 
around their golden dreams. However, the Dry Creek deposit soon became 
exhausted as did some small deposits along Cherry Creek, leaving many of the 
novice miners discouraged with the Aurarian promoters who promised wealth to 
those willing to make the journey to the new town. The immigrants also felt 
betrayed by the merchants in Kansas who outfitted these gullible customers.
Many disillusioned and busted gold seekers abandoned the region for home, 
referring to the Russell discovery as the “humbug rush.” Although it was less
100 Percy Stanley Fritz, Colorado: The Centennial State (New York: Prentice-Hall, 1941), 103-4.
101 Mehls, The New Empire of the Rockies, 34.
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productive than participants had hoped, the discovery of gold in 1858 was the 
speculative placebo that temporarily soothed the nation’s economy until the 
discoveries of minerals inside the Front Range ignited a new economic boom.
George Andrew Jackson was part of the larger migration during the late 
1850s where the sons and some daughters of midwestem farmers, southern 
planters, and northern industrialists sought their own fortunes and allotments of 
land in the trans-Mississippi West. One historian claimed “it was the commercial 
collapse of 1857 that set so many adventurous spirits in the West peering into the 
obscurity beyond them for a new field of enterprise. ’’ 102 Jackson also had a 
wanderlust that motivated him to peer into and tramp through the obscurity 
beyond his home in Missouri.
As described at the outset of this chapter, Jackson entered the Clear 
Creek watershed as part of a hunting party into the elk habitat near present-day 
Bergen Park. While he valued animals as his primary resource, he also valued 
minerals as a resource! After hiking into the Clear Creek watershed and having a 
confrontation with the local wildlife, he described his discovery of gold in his diary:
Jan. 5 [1859]. Up before day. Killed a fat [Bighorn] sheep and 
wounded a Mt. lion before sunrise. Eat ribs for breakfast; drank my last 
cup of coffee. After breakfast moved up half mile to next creek on south 
side [Chicago Creek]; made new camp under big fir tree. Good gravel 
here, looks like it carries gold. Wind has blown snow off the rim but gravel 
is hard frozen. Panned out two cups; no gold in either.
Jan. 6. Pleasant day. Built big fire on rim rock to thaw the gravel; 
kept it up all day. Carcajou [wolverine] came into camp while I was at fire. 
Dogs killed him after I broke his back with belt axe; H - l of a fight.
Jan. 7. Clear day. Removed fire embers, and dug into rim on 
bedrock; panned out eight treaty cups of dirt, and found nothing but fine 
colors; ninth cup I got one nugget of coarse gold. Feel good tonight.
Dogs don’t. Drum is lame all over; sewed up gash in his leg tonight- 
Carcajou no good for dog.
102 Ovando James Hollister, The Mines of Colorado (New York: Promontory Press, 1974, reprint 
of Springfield, MA: Samuel Bowles & Company, 1867), 7 (page reference to reprint edition).
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Jan. 8. Pleasant day-well, Tom, old boy. I’ve got the diggins at 
last, but can’t be back in a week. Dogs can’t travel. D -n  a carcajou. Dug 
and panned today until my belt knife was worn out, so I will have to quit or 
use my skinning knife. I have about a half ounce of gold; so will quit and 
try to get back in the Spring. 103
Those diggings, at the junction of Chicago and Clear creeks, became the first of 
the discoveries that reversed the outward flow of prospectors discouraged by 
Russell’s humbug discovery. It also marked the time when the scale and volume 
of human changes to the landscape accelerated.
A second gold discovery in 1859 further entrenched mining as the major 
economic force in the Clear Creek watershed. The Griffith brothers, George and 
David, were arrivals at the Auraria Humbug Rush in 1858. When news that John 
Gregory and George Jackson had discovered gold (on the North and Main forks 
of Clear Creek, respectively) reached Auraria, the Griffiths joined the human 
stampede into the Front Range. When they reached Gregory’s Diggings on 
North Clear Creek, they found the best sites for placering had already been 
claimed. The brothers left that watershed and followed the Main Fork of the 
creek to Idahoe and Jackson’s Diggings. Again, they found the best placering 
sites occupied so they continued west along the creek until they reached “a 
beaver-filled valley, . . . with thick willows and large stands of lodgepole pine.'"i04 
Extensive beaver colonies forced the brothers “to travel well up on the 
mountain s lo p es .’")os While up on the slopes, they hammered rock outcroppings 
and washed the resulting sands. George Griffith found “the unmistakable glitter
103 LeRoy Hafen, ed., “George A. Jackson’s Diary, 1858-1859,” Colorado Magazine 12 
(November 1935); 205.
104 David Fridtjof Halaas, "The Story of a Valley: The Camp that would be Gold,” Colorado 
Heritage 3 (1984): 20.
105 Liston E. Leyendecker, Georgetown: Colorado's Silver Queen, 1859-1876 (Fort Collins: 
Centennial Publications, 1977), 3.
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of gold In the bottom of his pan” on 17 June 1 8 5 9 .ioe The next summer George 
and David, who were then joined by their father, two brothers, William and John, 
John's wife Elizabeth, and many other prospectors who had abandoned the highly 
populated lower valleys of the watershed, organized the Griffith Mining District. 
Both the eastern and western portions of the watershed had become local cores 
of population, supplies, and services for the peripheral districts that soon 
developed in the watershed’s hinterland.
Veterans of the California gold rush, such as Jackson and the Griffiths, 
brought knowledge of how to mine effectively in California with them to Colorado. 
However, the placer mining experiences in Colorado differed from those in 
California because the ecological contexts differed. As Bayard Taylor, the Great 
American Traveler for America’s armchair traveling public, described in 1866:
Gold is found here under very different conditions from those of 
California. Tree Gold’, as it is called, is much less abundant. Owing to 
the conformation of the mountains, there is but limited space for ‘gulch’ or 
surface washing, and the rush of miners to the country in 1859 and ‘60 
soon exhausted the best of these.
The major climatic difference between the mining districts in the two states 
is that California’s accumulation of water is about ten times greater than 
Colorado’s. Most miners recognized that "where there is little water there will be 
slight wash, and where there is little wash there will be few surface gold 
mines.”109 Bowles also mentioned the influence of climate on placer mining: “the
106 Halaas, “The Camp that would be Gold,” 20.
107 I am using the term “core” as William Cronon did in Nature’s Metropolis, as the economic 
hub to the raw materials and product consumers of the periphery.
108 Bayard Taylor, Colorado: A Summer Trip, William W. Savage, Jr. and James H. Lazalier, 
eds. (Niwot: The University Press of Colorado, 1989), 62.
109 Hollister, The Mines of Colorado, 46.
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season for this kind of mining is less than half the year, in some places because 
of ice and snow; in most for lack of water.” 110
Variations in the local weather patterns affected the crucial supply of 
water. The first four winters that miners spent in the watershed were relatively 
mild, described by one author as extended periods of Indian Summer only 
occasionally interrupted by snow and cold. 111 Although such conditions 
permitted mining to continue into the winter months, water must have been in 
short supply for the summer placers since seventy-five percent of the creek water 
originates in the s n o w p a c k .112 The next four winters returned to normal, with 
“that of 1863 to 1864 very severe,” following an abnormally xeric summer. 1 "is 
The summer of 1863 marked a serious drought in the watershed and across 
Colorado. The hot, dry summer was followed by an early winter with heavy 
snows and extremely cold temperatures that lasted well into the spring. Those 
conditions slowed mining in the winter and produced a heavy run-off that 
continued to disrupt the schedule of placer m iners. Placer mining, the primary 
early method of recovering gold, was limited to areas where water had previously 
deposited minerals and where it currently flowed to permit resource recovery.
When describing subsistence strategies, biologists refer to an optimal 
foraging strategy: the most efficient use of time and energy to recover resources.
110 Samuel Bowles, The Parks and Mountains of Colorado: A Summer Vacation in the 
Switzerland of America, 1868, with an introduction and notes by James H. Pickering, ed. 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991), 186.
111 Ibid., A3.
112 “The Hydrology of Clear Creek," Clear Creek Watershed Improvement Initiative Newsletter A 
(Winter 1995): 1.
113 Hollister, The Mines of Colorado, 43. ^
114 Katherine Kenehan, Colorado: The Land and the People (Denver: Denver Public Schools, 
1957), 70.
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Although this principle describes food recovery in the animal kingdom, it can also 
be applied to extractive resource industries. Describing the optimal foraging 
model, a professor of anthropology said the model must specify “a currency (such 
as energy), a goal (such as maximizing foraging efficiency), a set of constraints 
(factors that limit the range of options for the duration of the process studied), and 
a set of options (choices left open to the a c t o r ) . S i n c e  gold is a currency, 
high profit margin is a goal, geological characteristics and the availability of water 
are constraints, and the sites of claims and methods of mining are the options left 
to the actor. Another scholar wrote that an individual who utilizes an optimization 
theory, of which foraging is most known, is “engaged in a consistent, and hence 
rational, process of decision making with the proximate goal of optimizing the 
function of whatever activity is the focus of its decisions.“ii6  Therefore, optimal 
foraging theory should be applicable to extractive resource industries beyond 
food gathering.
In the Clear Creek watershed, miners used placer, hydraulic, and hard 
rock methods to extract mineral resources. Placering was the easiest form of 
gold mining, requiring the least amount of input from miners to extract the 
mineral. Placer gold deposits occur in three types; all three involve gold that has 
eroded from surface veins and deposited with other alluvia or sediment in stream 
channels. Those three types are stream placers, river-bars, and bench placers. 
Eroded sand, gravel, and boulders that fill the creek channels form stream 
placers. A river-bar accumulates in flood plains adjacent to the creek bed. The
115 Eric Alden Smith, "Anthropological Applications of Optimal Foraging Theory: A Critical 
Review,” Current Anthropology 24 (December 1983): 626.
116 Bonnie McCay, "Optimal Foragers or Political Actors?: Ecological Analyses of a New Jersey 
Fishery,” American Ethnologists (1981): 364. McCay applies the optimal foraging model to 
commercial fishermen.
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bed of Clear Creek and the silted bars that formed along areas of mild grade 
provided the bulk of placer claims during the early diggings. Bench placers are 
ancient stream placers located higher in elevation than the current channel, away 
from an accessible water source. The bench placers in this watershed occurred 
approximately twenty-five, fifty, and one hundred feet above the modern creek 
bed.
Placer miners recreate the processes of erosion and deposition to recover 
their resource. The characteristics of the mineral itself dictated the methods of 
extraction. For example, pans, cradles, and sluices-the tools of the placer miner- 
-depended “upon the high specific gravity of gold-its great weight relative to that 
of other substances-to cause it to be left behind when a current of water washed 
away other substances presumed to be w o r t h l e s s . 7 The simplest tool used to 
wash away those other substances is the pan. Sluices, rockers, and long toms 
were to a large extent, larger pan mechanisms, achieving the same results from 
the same means. W ater washed through a collection of sediment, lifting the 
lighter particles away while leaving behind the heavier particles. However, as the 
form of the pan increased, into sluices, rockers, and long toms, the need for 
water increased as did the amount of debris cast out from the pan. The scale of 
disturbance increased with these technological developments, although in 
placering pure efficiency depended on factors other than the size of equipment. 
Because alluvial placer deposits are generally easier to recover than lode 
deposits, they exhaust first.
Paynes Bar in Idaho Springs and Spanish Bar located upstream from the 
town were the first areas heavily prospected and placered. From May 1860 to
117 Author’s emphasis; James E. Fell, Jr., Ores to Metals: The Rocky Mountain Smelting 
Industry (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1979), 6.
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June 1861, the Recorder for the Spanish Bar District recorded three hundred bar 
claims, twenty-five gulch sites, and three hundred water-mill sites. 8 After the 
bars had been claimed and prospected, companies of men organized to get at 
the creek bed, “thought to be very rich."is The efforts of the miners were 
unsuccessful. A  visitor to the diggings described the reasons for the miners’ 
inability to recover the resources: “The creek was very rapid, the valley narrow 
and rough, the bars were masses of bowlders [sic] of all sizes, the gold very deep 
and below the bed of the creek, and the pits were constantly flooded with 
water.” 120 These environmental parameters discouraged many of the miners.
The technologies available to the miners-pans, sluices, picks, and shovels-were 
not effective in such places. In fact, many of the discouraged placer miners 
headed to the North Fork of Clear Creek, Gilpin County, where placer mining was 
much eas ie r. 121 The gold deposits at Spanish Bar largely remained deposits.
Part of the miners’ transplanted knowledge consisted of technology. As 
Webb explained, institutions and technologies tend to be specialized to a certain 
set of environmental parameters. Although most miners knew how to build tools 
once they arrived at a new claim and carried few tools with them beyond “the 
crowbar, sheath-knife, and pan,” they were unable to transfer all of their tools 
without adjusting them to this new environment. 122 A similar adjustment was 
necessary when the search for gold gave way to the search for silver.
118 Hollister, The Mines of Colorado, 117-18.
119/fo/d., 70.
120 Ibid., idem.
121 Josiah E. Spurr and George H. Garrey, Eœnomic Geology of the Georgetown Quadrangle 
(Together with the Empire District) Colorado, with General Geology by Sydney H. Ball, 
Professional Paper 63 (Washington, D C.: United States Geological Survey, 1908), 312.
122 The Golden Era (San Francisco), 4 January 1857; quoted in Francis S. Williams, “The 
Influence of California Upon the Placer Mining Methods of Colorado," Colorado Magazine 26 
(April 1949): 127.
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Hydraulic mining, a mainstay of the California mining experience, occurred 
only in isolated pockets in the Clear Creek watershed because hydraullcking 
requires much more water than placering and occurs at sites often removed from 
natural stream flows. One confirmed area of hydraulicking was along the bench 
placer on the south side of Idaho Springs, now called Montane Park. Those 
placer workings are difficult to distinguish today because the construction of the 
interstate highway removed much of the old eroded hillside and what remained 
was colonized by grasses.
Founded in 1881, the Alice District also used hydraulic techniques. 
Hydraulic miners induced mass erosion. They sprayed water through nozzles at 
high intensities and quantities into an alluvial deposit on a hill to dislodge the 
sediments. The eroding material entered sluices built at the base of the hillside. 
To create the water pressure necessary to maintain the intense stream of water, 
miners had to harness vast quantities of water at a raised elevation and then 
drain it into hoses near the given hillside. This method was not used widely in the 
watershed because water was not readily available near the bench placers.
After collecting most of the free gold from the alluvial sites, the miners 
shifted their prospecting to the sources of that eroded material. Those sources 
were the gold veins that periodically apexed at the surface but for the most part 
existed well under the surface as lodes. The veins that apexed at the surface 
provided temporary lower maintenance resources for the first miners. The quartz 
matrix disintegrated from air and water erosion, allowing the miners to liberate the 
gold without much m illing .123 After the miners exhausted the placers and the
123 Edson S Bastin and James M. Hill, Economic Geology of Gilpin County and Adjacent Parts 
of Clear Creek and Boulder Counties, Colorado, with a preface by F. L. Ransome, Professional 
Paper 94 (Washington, D C.: United States Geological Survey, 1917), 153.
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exposed veins, they began underground operations. Lode mining, also called 
hard rock mining, was the most energy- and labor-intensive extraction method of 
the gold mining era.
The experiences of lode miners in Colorado differed from their 
counterparts in California. The Californians entered the ground with shafts. 
Because the ground was generally level, the miners used vertical holes for 
access. The mountains of the Front Range, Colorado, permitted drift mining. 
Miners could initially access the subterranean veins with horizontal adits and 
tunnels. Once underground, the miners of both regions dug adits and shafts, but 
their inital entry into the ground differed.
After the placer miners had largely exhausted the surface deposits, small, 
marginal properties were combined into larger properties managed by a single 
company so that capital could be raised and labor managed more efficiently. As 
the mining industries attempted to “catch-up with the challenges” of the 
environment, the mining boom subsided into a trend referred to as 
retrenchment. 124 During the retrenchment, miners sought better methods to 
excavate, recover, and transport ores out of the hinterland mining communities to 
the anticipated markets in the cores. While the placer camps adjusted to lode 
mining, the production of the watershed's miners decreased and caused financial 
panic to ripple into the core cities of the Front Range and throughout the eastern 
states.
Hard rock mining requires much more energy input than placer mining. 
When the miners reached depths of 50 to 100 feet below the surface, they
124 Cornelius W. Hauck, Colorado Rail Annual: A Journal of Railroad History in the Rocky 
Mountain West, Narrow Gauge to Central and Silver Plume, Issue No. 10 (Golden, CO; 
Colorado Rail Museum. 1972), 11.
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encountered sulfide ores. Unlike the oxidized ores neaer the surface, the sulfides 
required more intense methods to separate the resource from the surrounding 
matrix. 125 Drilling separated the ore from the mountain encasing it, but milling 
was necessary to separate the ore from the waste rock. In some cases the gold 
remained in amalgams after milling. Smelting-the chemical segregation of the 
mineral-was often necessary. Vast sums of hard currency and capital were 
needed to hire laborers to excavate the mine, secure it against collapse, furnish it 
with proper equipment to mine, mill, smelt, and transport the ore to the awaiting 
markets.
Milling could be achieved at different scales. The animal-driven arrastra 
was the simplest. An animal, usually a horse or donkey, slowly dragged a pestle 
around a circular mortar, crushing limited quatities of ore. The crushed material 
could then be washed with a relative of the pan.
Stamp mills were mechanical mortars and pestles that applied greater 
force to the ore in order to release the gold. They replaced the rolling pestle with 
heavy stamps that fell onto the ore from varying heights, usually between twenty 
and forty times per minute, although greater and smaller rates also existed. The 
mills were used to transform the ore into a form that could be washed or refined, 
separating the gold from the quartz matrix physically or chemically, depending on 
its form.
While mills were built in a variety of sizes and with a variety of equipment, 
a description of the Mattie Mill on Chicago Creek is useful as a basic model for 
understanding how mills functioned.
. . .  Ore received over the gravity tram is discharged into large 
grizzlies which screen it, the fine going to large concrete bins of abut [sic] 
500 tons capacity, coarse to a large Blake type crusher. From the bins the
125 Ibid., 69
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ore goes by gravity to automatic stamp feeders, which supply thirty 1,050 
pound rapid drop stamps, crushing to forty mesh. After crushing to this 
size, pulp passes over copper amalgamating plates where free gold and 
silver are extracted; thence to the first table floor by gravity, which has five 
Wilfly concentrators. From there the tailings are discharged into the creek 
at the lower end of the mill, by gravity. 126
A gentle sheet of water carried the pulp over the amalgamating plates 
where the gold united with mercury, and the waste rock, being lighter and having 
no affinity for mercury, flowed away. When the mercury became loaded with 
gold, the miners strained the amalgam through buckskin to concentrate it further. 
The final step applied heat to the amalgam. The mercury evaporated into a 
collection container, leaving the gold behind. 127
While the mill equipment reflected the processing needs of the miners, the 
architecture of mills represented adaptations to local and universal forces of 
nature. The mountainous terrain, the snowy climate, and the natural gravity- 
related sequence of interior operations in the mills influenced the structures 
miners built for resource extraction. 128 As the description of the Mattie 
demonstrates, the miners took advantage of gravity where possible. Along the 
sides of mountains, buildings sloped and stepped down from the point of 
extraction to the point where the ore could be transported away from the site. 
Although this relationship may seem obvious, it is no less significant. Corrugated 
metal roofs were common because they were both fire-proof and shed the heavy 
snow accumulations more efficiently than other roofing materials.
Smelting was necessary when gold was chemically integrated into the ,
126 Brochure by the Ideal Investment Company for the Mountain States Silver Mining Company, 
formerly the Mattie (Denver: The Hower Advertising Agency, n.d.); quoted in Gillette, Saratoga of 
the Rockies, 88.
127 Hollister, The Mines of Colorado, 338-39.
128 c. Eric Stoehr, Bonanza Victorian: Architecture and Society in Colorado Mining Towns 
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1975), 149.
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surrounding material. In 1867, Nathanial Hill built his Boston & Colorado Smelter 
Works, the first sucœssfui gold smelter, in Black Hawk. Prior to Hill’s smelter 
development, raw ore was shipped to California, the East Coast, and Europe for 
refinement.
Ovando Hollister surveyed the equipment of the gold miners in the Union 
District at Empire and found crackers, ball pulverizers, crushers, shaking tables, 
almost one hundred stamps, and at least one saw m ill. 129 Most of these mills 
utilized water for power and transportation of the waste rock away from the 
separation process. The mills treated hundreds of tons of ore per day. 
Considering that the Union District was one of many in a watershed that held 
individual mills with greater stamping capacity than entire districts, such as the 
Whale Mining Company’s mill that featured 128 stamps, each weighing three 
hundred pounds, the watershed was bustling with activity from the earliest weeks 
of extraction. 130 Similarly, the Mattie was able to process approximately seventy 
tons of ore in a twenty-four hour period. The din was considerable, increasing 
during the silver era because gold stamps and silver stamps were operating 
alongside each other. While the specific ecological consequences of that noise 
production have yet to be surveyed, general hypotheses are possible.
Acoustic stimuli can have multiple impacts on animals, from pain and 
confusion to the masking of verbal calls and the hiding of sounds of approaching 
predators. Respiration rates, growth rates, and endocrinology also vary during 
the stress induced by exotic levels and durations of acoustic disturbances. Any 
changes to the individual’s external environment, “which are neurally sensed and
129 Hollister, The Mines of Colorado, 245-49.
130 Ibid., 235.
131 J. P. Wood, Report on Mine Tailing Pollution of Clear Creek, Clear Creek - Gilpin Counties, 
Colorado (Denver; 12 December 1935).
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interpreted,” probably result in changes to homeostatic functions.'•32 Humans 
share many of these responses. “Among workers in industries with high noise 
levels,” wrote one researcher, “there is an unusually high incidence of circulatory, 
digestive, metabolic, neurologic, and psychiatric problems.”'•33 An author added 
that as one species experiences and responds to a new auditory context, those 
responses reverberate through the ecosystem. 134 For example, if a herd of 
herbivores shift ranges, competitors, carnivores, and species of forage in the old 
and new habitats adjust to the shift. Thus, the changes in the auditory context 
can initiate ecosystem transformations.
A significant problem with researching the impacts of sound on wildlife is 
the difference between studying subjects in controlled laboratories and studying 
subjects in their natural niches. Subjects in the latter group have a bit more 
freedom to avoid the sounds and face a wider range of consequences than 
taboratory group. Another obstacle to answering my specific questions about the 
impact of noise pollution on wildlife is that the sound frequency, spectrum, and 
intensity from the mining communities is unknown.
One scholar found that animals may initially panic when a new sound is 
introduced into an ecosystem, but if their “other sensory systems (optical, 
chemical) are not stimulated, the major vertebrates quickly learn to ignore the
132 D. R. Ames, “Physiological Responses to Auditory Stimuli,” in Effects of Noise on Wildlife, 
John L. Fletcher and R G. Busnel, eds. (New York: Academic Press, 1978), 26. See also 
Ronald D. Fell, Charles J. Ellis, and David R. Griffith, “Thyroid Responses to Acoustic 
Stimulation,” Environmental Research 12 (1976): 208-213.
133 Robert W. Cantrell, “Physiological Effects of Noise,” The Otolaryngologic Clinics of North 
America 12 (August 1979): 544.
134 Patricia A. Dufour, Effects of Noise on Wildlife and Other Animals: Review of Literature Since 
1971, Raport 550 / 9-80-100 (Washington, D C.: United States Environmental Protection 
Agency, Office of Noise Abatement and Control, 1980), 44.
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noise s o u rce .”''35 Since feral and wild animals may associate the new sound 
with the presence of humans, they may avoid the acoustic stimuli to avoid contact 
with Homo sapiens. Did the animals react differently to sounds that were 
associated with an immediate threat from humans than to sounds that were not? 
Additionally, animals probably react differently to bursts of noise compared to the 
introduction of sustained noise levels.
By the summer of 1866 the eastern portion of the watershed readily
showed the presence of mining. Bayard Taylor wrote:
W e reached the divide between the waters of North and South 
Clear Creek; . . .  while directly in front of us rose the three picturesque 
summits, which have been named the Chief, the Papoose, and the Squaw. 
After crossing the divide, the road descends to South Clear Creek, through 
a long, winding glen. . . . Far and near, all over the steep sides and flanks 
of the mountains, were the traces of prospectors.'•36
Taylor painted a neutral picture of the widespread mining activities that had 
already advanced into the hard rock stage, but he did note the “traces of 
prospectors,” a phrase that no doubt reflected only a fraction of producing claims.
Francaviglia explains the topographic change that occurs in a mining 
district as “a reflection of the changes in both the quality of the ores mined and 
the techniques used in their pro cess in g .’"'37 As settlers constructed more mills 
and smelters, more and more raw ore could be processed. The disturbance to 
the landscape increased twofold, first as material was removed from the
135 Rene-Guy Busnel, “Introduction,” in Effects of Noise on Wildlife, John L. Fletcher and R. G. 
Busnel, eds. (New York: Academic Press, 1978), 11.
136 Bayard Taylor, Colorado: A Summer Trip, 71. His references to South Clear Creek are the 
same as the main stem of Clear Creek.
137 Richard V. Francaviglia, Hard Places: Reading the Landscape of America's Historic Mining 
Districts, with a foreword by Wayne Franklin, The American Land and Life Series, Wayne 
Franklin, ed. (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1991), 131.
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mountains and stream channels and second as the waste rock was replaced onto 
the landscape. While one perspective might ask, “Aren’t the animals gone, the 
fish gone, and the valley torn to hell?," another perspective recognizes that 
habitat creation accompanies habitat destruction. Despite those disturbances, 
neutral equilibrium remained while the watershed was modified and its inhabitants 
adapted to their modified surroundings.
From the beginning of the mining eras, the quantity and quality of water 
depleted in the mined watershed. Interestingly, only one mining district in the 
Clear Creek watershed included a provision for water rights in their articles of 
government. On 29 July 1859, the miners of the Downieville District passed 
Article 8: “In all gulches or ravines where water may be scarce the oldest 
claimants shall have preference and priority of right to water[.]’’i38 This article 
was the local version of the California water law, a doctrine of prior appropriation 
adopted from Spanish settlers. Other mining districts reacted to water shortages 
by taking water from neighboring areas. The settlers in the watershed to the 
north, that of North Clear Creek, built a canal from a tributary to the main stem of 
Clear Creek to North Clear Creek. Representative of other interests in Gilpin 
County, a laundry owner in Central City, Clara Brown, had problems acquiring an 
adequate amount of water for her popular business. As her biographer lamented.
Like everyone else in Mountain City [Central City], Clara had a 
problem: scarcity of water. The demands made upon the [North] Clear 
Creek system were far in excess of its capacity. Mine tailings choked 
both mainstream and feeders, often reducing flow to a minimum, and the
138 From “An act to provide for the drainage of mines, and to regulate the liabilities of miners, 
mine owners, and mill men in certain cases, and to repeal all territorial acts on the subject,” 
approved 16 March 1877, in Clarence King, compiler, The United States Mining Laws and 
Regulations thereunder, and State and Territorial Mining Laws, to which are appended Local 
Mining Rules and Regulations (Washington, D C.: Census Office, Tenth Census, 1885), 352.
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voracious appetite of the watermills aggravated this condition.139
The Consolidated Ditch was Gilpin County’s short-term solution to the scarcity of 
water, serving the camps in the Quartz Hill C om plex . 140 The ditch connected the 
headwaters of Fall River to Russell Gulch, a gulch that feeds North Clear Creek. 
Although the ditch leaked incessantly, that appropriation of water impacted the 
riparian and human communities downstream of Fall River.
The need for water diversion was a sign of the increasing human 
populations along the Front Range. The influx of gold miners, their families, and 
the other settlers in the Clear creek watershed outcompeted nonhuman animals 
for food, water, and space, polluted many other resources, and hunted the 
animals for food. As a result, the animal communities lost diversity and sheer 
numbers of animals plummeted. At the same time, the human communities 
increased in numbers and in diversity. The human communities became more 
stable while the animal communities, and the watershed as an ecological whole, 
lost stability. The system was displaced to new statuses.
“Biological diversity is the key to the maintenance of the world as we know 
it,” wrote the renowned biologist E. O. W ilson . Following the principles of 
ecology, diverse communities are more stable over time than homogenous 
communities, whether human or otherwise. Heterogenous mining communities 
are more stable because different ethnic groups and individuals respond to the 
ecological contexts differently. Throughout the years of mining, diverse cultures 
have influenced the development of the mining districts and the integration of
139 Kathleen Bruyn, 'Aunt' Clara Brown: Story of a Black Pioneer, with a foreword by George L. 
Brown (Boulder: Pruett Publishing Company, 1970), 63.
140 Ironically, the municipalities of Black Hawk and Central City both have plans for similar water 
diversion projects today to quench the thirst for this resource by the exploding gaming industry 
now entrenched in Gilpin County.
141 Edward 0. Wilson, The Diversity of Life (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1992), 15.
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those districts into the environment. One historian noted that there was a 
Swansea, Mexico and Chinn’s Town in the watershed along with an Alice, 
Freeland, Red Elephant, and Soda City. 142 As Patricia Nelson Limerick 
observed the American West was the place “not where we escaped each other, 
but where we all met. “ 143  The ethnic communities were not unified, in fact they 
were quite segregated, but individually and together they contributed to the 
development of the mining districts and the life of the watershed.
Writing about the experience in Butte, historian David Emmons said, “like 
every immigrant group, the Irish . . . brought with them an assortment of 
m e m o rie s ."144 Those memories informed who the immigrants were and how 
they adjusted to their new surroundings. Humans are conditioned by their past, 
but they are not programmed by it.i4S That conditioning is reflected by their 
integration into society, the way they accept other ethnicities into the community, 
the way they become part of the community economy, and how they interact with 
a similarly historically conditioned ecological context.
A thorough analysis of how different peoples entered and became part of 
the Clear Creek watershed community is neither possible nor appropriate for this 
paper. Not only do different ethnicities have intricacies, but each person within 
that culture also has complexities. As one author cautioned, sharing an ethnicity 
does not imply a cohesive community acting with solidarity. 146 Yet, while
142 Gillette, Saratoga of the Rockies, 1.
143 Patricia Nelson Limerick, The Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American 
West (New York: W. W. Norton & Company. 1987), 291.
144 David M. Emmons. The Butte Irish: Class and Ethnicity in an American Mining Town, 1875- 
1925, The Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island Centennial Series, Roger Daniels, Jay P. Dolan, and 
Rudolph J. Vecoli, ed. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1990), 35.
145 Ibid., 35.
146 Roiia L. Queen, “Ethnicity and Community on the Mining Frontier.” Mining History Journal 2 
(1995): 76.
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acknowledging the inherent relativity, ethnic similarities are possible and shed 
light on the human responses to the changing landscape.
Mining towns and districts were often the most segregated communities in 
the nation. However, at the same time, the members of various enclaves shared 
responsibility for altering the watershed, both reacting to consequences of 
previous choices and making their own choices. The different ecological contexts 
also influenced the human community structure. For example, the limited extent 
of placer mining in Colorado relative to California, Idaho, and Montana limited the 
immigration of Chinese laborers into the territory and state. 147 Nevertheless, 
Chinese immigrants were present in the Clear Creek watershed as the following 
observation notes: “Modern houses perch on Montane Park east of Soda Creek, 
where Chinese miners worked and a sawmill buzzed."148 The Census recorded 
two Chinese settlers in Clear Creek County in 1870, seventeen in 1880, and 
seven in 1890, but more must have lived in the watershed. 149
The Chinese miners in and around Idaho Springs established placer 
operations at sites previously worked by their white predecessors. Unlike the 
prevailing hypothesis that Chinese immigrants were a sign of a mining district’s 
downfall, Randall Rohe argues that they entered districts following the 
retrenchment process. As whites began hard rock operations and abandoned the 
placer claims, Chinese miners were able to adapt to and occupy this niche. They 
were a succession population in placer gold mining, complementing rather than
147 Randall Rohe, “After the Gold Rush: Chinese Mining Activities in the Far West, 1850-1890,” 
Montana: The Magazine of Western History 32 (Autumn 1982): 14.
148 Gillette, Saratoga of the Rockies, 8.
149 Department of the Interior, Report on Population of the United States at the Eleventh 
Census: 1890 (Washington, D.C.: United States Department of the Interior, Census Office, 
1895), 437.
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competing with the pioneering white population. 150
Because the Chinese immigrants developed self-contained communities 
within the larger district, such as on Montane Park, the Clear Creek watershed's 
gold production became linked to another set of markets including San Francisco 
and mainland China. Similar to other mining regions in the West, most 
immigrants from China to Colorado’s placering communities came from the 
Kwangtung P ro v in c e .'•si These miners and their families also patronized local 
merchants and entered the service industry making them both an active and an 
integral component of the watershed's economy.
These Asian immigrants encountered different welcomes in the mining 
districts. While they developed previously discarded placer claims and opened 
businesses such as stores and laundries, they were often victims of 
discrimination as in this editorial from 1873:
Three female “Heathen Chinee” have taken up their abode over the 
creek, recently, and their neighbors say that for “ways that are dark” and 
“tricks that are vain” these three almond-eyed duaghters of the Orient, can 
lay over a dozen times that number of the worst “bad-ones,” on the row 
[Georgetown’s Brunell Street]. And still they are in the washee-washee 
business, and rent their house from one of our best citizens.'•52
Despite this discrimination, these Chinese women added to the diversity of the 
human communities and added to its long term stability.
African Americans found opportunities in the Rocky Mountain West that 
were unavailable back in the eastern states. While they were often discriminated 
against, simultaneously they were more often valuable members of the greater 
community. Aunt Clara Brown was one of the most famous women in Colorado’s
'•50 Rohe, “After the Gold Rush,” 18.
151 Townsend Walker, “Gold Mountain Guests: Chinese Migration to the United States, 1848- 
1882,” Journal of Economic History 37 (March 1977): 264.
'•52 Colorado Miner, 2 January 1873.
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Front Range during the gold era. Her biographer recounted:
To Clara’s surprise and joy, there were numbers of colored 
immigrants living in the mountain towns and prospecting in the hills.
. . . [Many] had been having considerable success prospecting around 
Central City, Empire, Nevadaville, and other productive areas, all the way 
to still largely unsettled Clear Creek County. 153
Although Blacks could not buy a claim in the mining districts, this quotation 
suggests that they were able to file claims. Brown also owned property to the 
south, along Paynes Bar and on Illinois Bar, both in the Clear Creek
watershed. 154
The gold mining era, with its human population explosion and its 
movement of earth, irreversibly transformed the ecological context of the Clear 
Creek watershed. However, seeing the transformation and understanding the 
transformation are not the same act of perception. Most visitors to the quaint 
mining communities in the 1990s see the old structures and landscapes as topical 
scars from the past. The buildings and landscapes are integral ecological 
components of the present environment. Adits and tunnels are examples of 140 
years of human integration in the creation of a hybrid Iandsape.i5s
Both yesterday and today, mine tunnels and adits have served as 
watercourses that drain naturally occurring ground water-connate water-from  
the mined mountains. This additional function of tunnels was known in the 
sixteenth century to Agricola:
There are four kinds of situations-mountain, hill, valley, and plain. 
Of these four, the first two are the most easily mined, because in them 
tunnels can be driven to drain off the water, which often makes mining
153 Bruyn, ‘Aunt’ Clara Brown, 65.
154 Ibid.. 101.
155 Adits are tunnels with a single opening at the surface. Shafts are the vertical connections 
between the horizontal adits and tunnels.
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operations very laborious, if it does not stop them altogether. 1S6
Writing for the monarchy, Agricola returned to this important subject throughout 
the text of De Re Metallica:
It often happens that a rush of water or sometimes stagnant air 
hinders the mining; for this reason miners pay the greatest attention to 
these matters, just as much as to digging, or they should do so. The water 
of the veins and stringers and especially of vacant workings, must be 
drained out through the shafts and tunnels. 57
This double purpose of mine workings, access and drainage, was not unknown to 
the miners of the nineteenth century.
This consequence of underground mining prompted the 1877 Colorado 
Legislature to pass an act that provided for the drainage of mines and assigned 
responsibility to operators of contiguous and adjacent mines with common 
ingresses of water to account for safe drainage.
Be it enacted by the general assembly of the state of Colorado. 
Section 1. Whenever contiguous or adjacent mines upon the same or 
upon separate lodes have a common ingress of water, or, from 
subterraneous communication of the water, have a common drainage, it 
shall be the duty of the owners, lessees, or occupants of each mine so 
related, to provide for their proportionate share of the drainage thereof. . . .
Section 6. That hereafter, when any person or persons or 
corporation shall be engaged in mining or milling, and in the prosecution of 
such business shall hoist or raise water from mines or natural channels, 
and the same shall flow away from the premises of such persons or 
corporations to any natural channel or gulch, the same shall be considered 
beyond the control of the party so hoisting or raising the same, and may be 
taken and used by other parties the same as that of natural water-courses.
Section 7. After any such water shall have been raised, and the 
same shall have flown into any such natural channel, gulch, or draw, the 
party so hoisting or raising the same shall only be liable for injury caused 
thereby, in the same manner as riparian owners along natural water­
courses. 158
156 Georgius Agricola, De Re Metallica: Translated from the First Latin Edition of 1556, Herbert 
Clark Hoover and Lou Henry Hoover, trans. (New York: Dover Publications, 1950; reprint of 
London: The Mining Magazine, 1912), 30 (page reference to the reprint edition).
157/p/cf., 121.
158 King, The United States Mining Laws, 93-4.
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Strangely, this dual function of tunnels has not been properly acknowledged in 
recent decades.
The Argo Tunnel represents one example of a human structure from the 
gold era exemplifying part of a hybrid landscape. Originally known as the 
Newhouse, the four-mile-long Argo Tunnel was completed in 1910 after sixteen 
years of excavation. 159 The volume of ore hauled through the tunnel and 
connecting drifts prompted the owners to build the Argo Reduction and Ore 
Purchasing Company and Mill at the tunnel's south portal. The Argo could 
process one hundred tons of ore in twenty-four hours, one of the largest 
operations in the Clear Creek watershed. 1 so
However, the Newhouse Tunnel served a second purpose as well.
Because Clear Creek at Idaho Springs was 1,000 feet lower in elevation than the 
majority of the mines attached to Gregory Gulch and Central City, a tunnel could 
drain water into Clear Creek much more efficiently and economically than it could 
be pumped into the north fork. Ore could also be hauled more efficiently working 
with gravity rather than against it. These compound functions of the Argo 
property-drainage and ore processing-have had consequences that influenced 
the watershed from the project’s inception in 1894 to the present.
A Forest Service hydrologist has distinguished among three types of 
streams: “Watersheds are drained by a stream network composed of perennial 
streams that flow continuously, intermittent streams that flow seasonally, and
159 Kathleen C. Stewart, “Historical Notes,” in Guidebook on the Geofogy, History and Surface- 
Water Contamination and Remediation in the Area from Denver to Idaho Springs, Colorado, K. C. 
Stewart and R. 0. Severson, eds., Circular #1097 (Washington, D C.: United States Geological 
Survey, 1994), 24.
160 Bastin and Hill, Economic Geology of Gilpin County, 156.
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ephemeral streams that flow only in response to rainfall or snowmelt.”'i6i 
Underground streams can also be perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral. The 
surface and subsurface streams also behave similarly, cutting channels, 
depositing sediments, and occasionally damming the flow. Unlike a surface 
stream, however, an underground channel lacks a flood plain for overflow until it 
reaches the surface. That intrachannel concentration often has disastrous 
consequences.
George Collins bought the Argo Tunnel in 1926 with plans for lengthening 
one adit to reach the rich Kansas Shaft. The Kansas had flooded after years of 
disuse and Collins planned to use the Argo to drain it. His idea was sound, but 
he failed to account for the estimated five hundred pounds per square inch of 
water pressure contained in the K ansas. Fifteen years later, before the men 
who were slowly extending the adit could reach the actual shaft, the water 
pressure exploded through the remaining rock and swept through the tunnel, 
downhill to Idaho Springs. This 1943 flood killed four miners and eroded vast 
quantities of mill tailing into Clear C re e k . 163 That cataclysm marked the last 
human use of the tunnel for mining purposes, but it also marked a portent of 
mining’s legacy in the hybrid watershed. As Fiege’s model predicts, human 
intentions combine with nonhuman forces to create a natural scenario out of 
human control. This tunnel now continues to flood every few years, participating 
in spring run-off and flash flooding similar to the other streams, both surface and 
subterranean, in the watershed.
161 Colorado Riparian Association, Growth in the Intermountain West: Impacts on the Greenline, 
Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Conference, 11-13 October 1995, Frisco, Colorado, 35.
162 Merle L. Sowell, Historical Highlights of Idaho Springs: Mining Camp Days, with Illustrations 
by C. Dyer Snow (Idaho Springs; Idaho Springs Friends of the Library, 1976), 65.
163 Stewart, "Historical Notes," 25.
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“Wall of water sweeps out of old Argo Tunnel," proclaimed a headline in 
the Clear Creek Courant in May of 1980, demonstrating the tunnel’s continued 
influence on local hydrology. 164 From the tunnel, the water swept into Idaho 
Springs and entered Clear Creek. Sediments inside the tunnel had accumulated 
and dammed the normal flow. When the dam broke, the constricted tunnel 
channeled the water into a rushing torrent that exploded through the tunnel gates 
and out toward the surface. Heavy runoff and abnormally high precipitation from 
spring rains caused the increased volume of water in the spring of 1980.
Despite these flooding events, and historical recognition of them, the place 
of adits and tunnels in the watershed hydrology has generally been ignored by 
modern city planners. The Idaho Springs Chamber of Commerce publication 
“Health, Wealth and Recreation,” circa 1902, identified forty-two tunnels in and 
around Idaho Springs alone. 165 The flood insurance rate maps currently used by 
the National Flood Insurance Program do not identify the ingresses of mine water 
Into Clear Creek. (See Map 3) Nor do they account for the floodplains adjoining 
these mostly subterranean streams. Such ignorance has resulted in property 
damage and human injury during times of flooding. Despite this ignorance of how 
subterranean streams integrate into the drainage basin, the potential acidic and 
metallic pollution from leaking mines is recognized. This contradiction is 
interesting.
164 Carol Wilcox, “Wall of Water Sweeps out of Old Argo Tunnel,” Clear Creek Courant, 22 May 
1980, 1.
165 Those tunnels are the Newhouse, Big Five Central, Monarch, Lucania, Star, Big Forty, 
Honest John, Argus, United States, Bums-Moore, Tolland County, Centurian, Lamartine, Brazil, 
Three Friends, Clear Creek & Gilpin, Torrey, United Gold, Pennsylvania, Sterling, Wire Gold, 
Federal International, Cassatt-Homestake, Nebraska, Quito, Tropic, Lake, Torpedo, Bullion, 
Bullion-King, Cedar Ridge, Mica-Gold, Lexington, Little Richard, Big Chief, Doherty, Coronation, 
Denmark, Bonney Britton, Lucy Boy, Gomer, and Forty-States. See Gillette, Saratoga of the 
Rockies, 210.
Map 3 Idaho Springs Portion of the Flood Insurance Rate Map.
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The mined landscape contributes both point and non point sources of water 
contamination. Point source pollution comes from a discernible and confined 
source such as a mine adit or a sewer plant. Nonpoint source contamination 
comes from more diffuse sites such as mine dumps and tailing piles or highway
runoff. 166
W ater quality is measured in three levels; no effect concentration, chronic 
toxicity, and acute toxicity. Those levels reflect the impact of metal 
concentrations on aquatic animal life. A study conducted in 1991 found six 
metals consistently above the no effect concentration (NEC) throughout the Clear 
Creek watershed. Those six metals and their average NEC levels were cadmium 
0.4 ug /  L, copper 5.0 ug /  L, iron 1000.0 ug /  L, lead 4.0 ug / L, manganese 
1000.0 ug /  L, and zinc 47.0 ug / L.167 When concentrations of these metals 
increase beyond the aforementioned levels, fish, insects, and microinvertebrates 
begin to suffer.
For example, naturally reproducing populations of cutthroat trout 
(Oncorhynchus clarki), native brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis), stocked rainbow 
trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss), and introduced brown trout (Salmo trutta) exist in 
Chicago Creek upstream of the ingress of Cascade Creek, but not below that 
ingress. 1 6 8  The 1991 study discovered chronic and acute toxicity levels of 
metals in the water, increasing as it flowed toward Clear Creek and encountering 
numerous ingresses of point and nonpoint source contamination. Most of the 
streams in the watershed experience an increase in metallic content the closer
166 Christine S. Lehnertz, Clear Creek Basin: The Effects of Mining on Water Quality and the 
Aquatic Ecosystem (Denver; Colorado Division of Wildlife, 1991), i.
167 Water alkalinity, pH, hardness, and the presence of chemicals and nutrients impact the 
influence of metals on aquatic animal species. Age, size, and the season of the year impact the 
individual's susceptibility to the metals concentrations. Ibid., i, ii, 2.
168 /p/c/., V.
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they get to Clear Creek because, as it moves downstream, the metallic content of 
the water increases.
Some water contamination is attributed erroneously to mining. Springs 
that occur near auriferous veins carry acid caused by the erosion of the pyritic 
o re s . 169 When sulphur-bearing minerals, such as those common to the 
auriferous veins of Idaho Springs, contact water where dissolved oxygen (O2 )
and dissolved ferric iron (Fe^+) are present, oxidation, better known as rust, 
occurs. That oxidation produces loose dissolved hydrogen ions (H+) that cause 
acidic conditions in the water. The production of acidic conditions increases 
when pyrite (FeSg) is present instead of dissolved oxygen. Eight times as much
acidity results from this oxidation of pyrite and ferric iron compared to the reaction 
where dissolved oxygen is the oxidant. 170 These processes occur without 
human intervention. In the reaction where ferric iron oxidizes pyrite, the free 
oxygen reacts with the newly produced ferrous iron (Fe^+) to create ferric iron, 
replenishing the substance that initiated the reaction. 171 Thus, the cycle can be 
self-propagating as long as water, oxygen, and pyrite are present.
Efforts to control acidic mine water discharge must account for both 
inorganic and organic sources of the acid. Acidophilic micro-organisms are 
catalysts in the reaction, reoxygenating ferrous iron into a renewable supply of
169 Bob Harvey, Lebanon and Phoenix mines tour guide, letter to E. N. Jensen, Georgetown, 23 
February 1996. In possession of the author.
170 Kathleen S. Smith, “Generation and Interactions of Mine Drainage at the Argo Tunnel," in 
Stewart and Severson, Guidebook on the Geology, 39. The equations of the two reactions are 
as follows:
1 ) FeS2 + H2O + 3 .5O2 = Fe2+ + 2 SO42- + 2H+ ; and
2) FeS2 + 8 H2O + 14Fe3+ = 15Fe2+ + 2SO42- + 16H+.
171 Ibid., idem; The replenishing reaction is:
3) Fe2+ + 0.2502 = Fe3+ + O.5H2O.
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ferric iron thousands of times more quickly than the normal reaction.172 Bacteria 
such as ThiobacHlus and LeptospiriHum derive energy from these reactions and 
generate sulfuric acid, an agent of further corrosion. 173 The additional mineral 
corrosion may release aluminum, silicon, and calcium into the water. This highly 
acidic and metallic water can damage human structures and micro-habitats 
downstream from the point of generation. Mining practices accelerate the 
reaction and consequently increase the volume of acidic product. The human- 
initiated contamination pushes the range of toxicity beyond those levels to which 
the native aquatic species had adapted. Obviously, the human influence within 
the hybrid landscape affects macro- and micro-organisms and macro- and micro­
habitats. The mine workings are not separate from the environment and 
landscape; they are the human system's component of the hybrid.
This flooding and the uncontrolled surface erosion of the tailing piles are 
some of the reasons the Environmental Protection Agency (ERA) determined the 
Argo Tunnel, the Mill, and tailing piles to be a Superfund Site. The Agency's 
current goal with regard to the mined landscapes is “to make Clear Creek clear 
again.”174 The Argo Site is one of many examples of consequences of the 
historical gold mining operations, as expressed in a hybrid landscape, influencing 
the ecological and political atmosphere of the current landscape.
The ERA’S plans for the Argo Superfund Site include treatment of the
172 Philip 0. Singer and Werner Stumm, “Acidic Mine Drainage: The Rate-Determining Step," 
Science 167 (20 February 1970): 1122; also in Smith, “Generation,” 39. An acidophilic organism 
can survive and thrive in acidic conditions, an acidophobic organism can not.
173 Arthur P. Harrison, Jr., "The Acidophilic ThiobacilUand other Acidophilic Bacteria that Share 
their Habitat,” Annual Review of Microbiology 38 (1984): 266; also in Smith, “Generation,” 39.
174 Environmental Protection Agency, "Central City / Clear Creek Fact Sheet,” [http:// 
www.epa.gov/region08/html/r80813.htm] 22 October 1997.
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acidic mine water drainage and flood control. in a study conducted in August 
and October 1985, two geologists found eleven metals and metalloids suspended 
in the water flowing from the Argo Tunnel: sulfate, calcium, magnesium, iron, 
manganese, sodium, zinc, copper, potassium, molybdenum, and a rs e n ic . 176 
Although all of those elements exist in the creek upstream of the Argo ingress, 
having entered the main channel from other ingresses from mines and springs, 
the Argo is still a major point-source of contamination.
As described above, the 1980 flooding was caused by the sudden, 
massive release of water that had been temporarily dammed by structural 
collapse or the accumulation of sediments. The EPA planned to clean out 2,000 
feet of the tunnel to prevent future blowouts, but such efforts are only temporary 
solutions, not permanent. Any efforts to prevent the tunnel from draining are 
impractical because it has become a tributary within the watershed. However, 
efforts to treat the drainage can be practical. The EPA and Colorado Department 
of Public Health and Environment are currently addressing this solution with a 
new treatment plant that should be completed in the spring of 1998.
Before flowing into the plant, the tunnel water flows into a 200,000 gallon 
equalization basin. Hydrologists use the basin to control the volume of water 
flowing through the facility. They add sodium hydroxide to the water to raise its 
pH, a key factor in the treatment of water because pH determines when metals 
will solidify out of the water. The metals settle to the bottom of a tank while the 
clear water filters off the top and makes its way to the steam c h a n n e l. 177 Over
175 Penny Round, “EPA Costs in Gilpin, Clear Creek Run Over $1 Million Mark,” The Central City 
Register-Call, 25 March 1988; reprint. Clear Creek Courant, 6 April 1988, 13.
176 Walter H. Ficklin and Kathleen S. Smith, “Influence of Mine Drainage on Clear Creek, 
Colorado," in Stewart and Severson, Guidebook on the Geology, 47.
177 Jefferson Dodge, “Work is Underway at the Argo Water Treatment Plant," Clear Creek 
Courant, 11 September 1996, 8.
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700 pounds of condensed metals are then removed from the water each day. but 
the articles did not specify the site where the metals were taken. Engineers also 
accounted for some flooding events, planning for two 42-inch pipes to divert 
floods around the plant and directly into Clear Creek. 178
Mine water treatment occurs at scales much smaller than the Argo facility 
with passive and active methods. In 1993, students from the University of 
Wyoming, for example, began a passive water treatment project at the mouth of 
the Rockford Tunnel near Idaho Springs. The Big Five Tunnel at the west end of 
Idaho Springs is also a site for water treatment. Beyond the NEC, water from 
mines is detrimental to aquatic animalia; however, different toxicity levels exist for 
the riparian floral communities. In both cases of passive water treatment, the 
scientists have constructed wetlands to treat the mine drainage because 
wetlands are natural-forming treatment facilities.
Wetlands treat mine drainage with the adsorption of metal and hydrogen 
ions and by transforming metals into insoluble compounds. The adsorption 
actually protects the wetlands from sudden changes in pH and creates a deposit 
of metals available for bacterial reactions, such as dissimilatory sulfate reduction. 
Some anaerobic bacteria use sulfate (SO4 ) instead of oxygen for primary cellular
functions. That reaction produces hydrogen sulfide (H2 S), a compound that
precipitates metal sulfides from the stream water. 179 With a multitude of such 
reactions, wetlands become native chemical treatment plants processing mine 
drainage at microscopic quantities, which, over a large surface area and a long
178 e r a , [http:] 22 October 1997. None of these articles specified where the condensed metals 
were taken.
179 John 0. Emerick, Thomas R. Wiideman, Ronald R. Cohen, and Ronald W. Klusman, 
“Constructed Wetland Treatment of Acid Mine Drainage at Idaho Springs, Colorado," in Stewart 
and Severson, Guidebook on the Geology, 54.
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duration, can be quite significant.
Unfortunately, other human activities related to mining, such as water 
diversion, earth disturbance, and road construction often sacrifice these riparian 
communities. Dumps and tailing piles cover wetlands, snuffing them out of 
existence. Humans also disrupt the wetlands by removing vegetation from the 
area. While plants do absorb some metals through their root systems, they also 
act to slow the rate of flow through the wetlands. Thus, vegetation stabilizes the 
habitat of these bacterial colonies.
The seasonal climatic changes also influence this passive, or nonhuman, 
treatment because the weather influences stream flow rate. When the creek 
freezes, and the embankment areas collect ice first, the process stops.
Therefore, the acidic and metallic content of the stream water is lowest in the 
summer and early autumn when temperatures are warm and flow is low. Winter’s 
cold temperatures and snow accumulations and the high water of spring runoff 
hinder the ability of the wetlands to act as water treatment facilities.
Recognition of the ecological legacies of gold mining is not limited to the 
late twentieth century. Bowles, who was in Colorado as a promoter for the 
railroads, wrote: “I pray [extensive placer mining] may not be done while I live to 
come to these Mountains and the Parks; for gold-washing leaves a terrible waste 
in its track . "1 8 0  He based that prayer on the status of the North Clear Creek 
watershed in the late 1860s:
The North Clear Creek Valley is hardly more than a ravine, through 
which for five miles is huddled the chief gold mining operations of the 
State. Black Hawk, Central City, and Nevada run into and over each 
other, and form really a single town. The clang of mills, the debris of 
mines, the waste of floods leave nothing that is inviting, except money
180 Bowles, The Parks and Mountains of Colorado, 187.
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making. 181
While the Clear Creek watershed was not as loud and cluttered, it shared these 
characteristics to varying degrees.
The twentieth century has not been as amiable to the gold mining industry 
as the nineteenth century because international events and global markets have 
grown to influence local mining as much as the local environment. The First 
World W ar halted British investments in the mines of Colorado. Without those 
investments, the hard rock mines were unable to operate profitably.
The recession in mining was relieved briefly during Franklin Roosevelt’s 
presidency. In 1934 President Roosevelt monetized gold and silver, an act that 
initiated a buying program of the two metals by the U.S. Treasury. On 16 
January 1934 the price of gold soared from $20.67 to $35.00 per ounce. Silver 
prices also increased as long as the federal government did not increase the on- 
hand ratio of silver to gold beyond 1:4. 182  The human interest in mining in the 
Clear Creek watershed increased slightly for those individuals who could afford 
the capital and time necessary to repair the abandoned mines and prepare them 
for renewed production. The Great Depression may have caused the instant 
wealth from gold strikes to be attractive, but few people had the means to invest 
even a little time and money in such pipe dreams.
If the Depression was ambivalent toward gold mining, then the entrance of 
the United States into World W ar II was the coup de grace that crushed dreams 
of a new El Dorado in the West. In October 1942, the United States Government 
issued order L-280, the Gold Limitation Order, classifying gold mining as a non-
181 Ibid., 97.
182 Gillette, Saratoga of the Rockies, 137.
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essential industry. 1S3  Besides recruiting many miners for work at essential war- 
related operations and drafting others for service overseas, that order prevented 
individual miners from obtaining machinery, tools, and powder, those items 
integral to gold mining as an industry and as a weekend pursuit. For a few years, 
gold lost its status as an important resource because the nation needed other 
resources such as molybdenum, iron, and copper developed for the war effort. 
Although some gold mining continues in the watershed, it never returned to its 
previous prominence. The political and economic cores that guided gold mining 
for almost a century shifted to include Washington, D.C., manufacturing centers 
in the Midwest, naval shipyards along both coasts, and military theaters hundreds 
of miles across the oceans.
The landscape transformations instigated by the gold miners, their families, 
and the other settlers of the gold era were the first of many that accompanied the 
permanent settlement of humans in the Clear Creek watershed. While numerous 
ecosystems died completely in response to the repercussions of the settlement 
and mineral extraction, new ecosystems grew in the alterred landscapes. The 
newer ecosystems and communities of the gold era continued to transform under 
the pressures of displacement in the silver and molybdenum eras. The ability of 
the environment to rebound from disturbance is evident in the Clear Creek 
watershed’s forests. The forests had responded to climatic, entomological, 
pathological, and fire-initiated changes for millenia, but starting in 1859, they also 
had to adapt to human cutting and management strategies.
183 Duane A. Smith, Mining America: The Industry and the Environment, 1800-1980 (Lawrence: 
University Press of Kansas, 1987), 124. Otherhistorians have claimed the order was L-202 and 
L-208. For the former see Historical Society of Idaho Springs, Tailings, 4; for the latter see 
Louise C. Harrison, Empire and the Berthoud Pass (Denver: Big Mountain Press, 1964), 454. 
However, based on Smith's reputation and his knowledge of mining history I find his evidence 
more convincing.
CHAPTER FOUR
THE FORESTS;
A RESOURCE AND A CONTEXT
A new mining camp is being built up about two miles west of Georgetown, 
on the Bakerville road. The valley at this point is quite broad 
[and] wood for fuel is abunidant.
-Georgetown Miner, 20 July 1870
Reading the history of the 1997 Clear Creek watershed from an ecological 
perspective requires listening to the many tales from its forests. Where did the 
miners find all the wood they needed for shoring, home construction, firewood, 
and railroad ties? Why does one species dominate certain acres of the forest but 
not others? Why are entire hillsides stocked with dead trees, presumably of the 
same species? How have the forests developed over the last century? What 
were the consequences of clear-cutting? Did the mining era influence the current 
diversity of the forests? The answers to these questions are the tales of the 
trees.
The answers demonstrate that the forests are part of the hybrid landscape: 
combinations of natural forces and human ideas about logging, conservation, and 
fire suppression acting on the land. The history of the forests begins prior to 
permanent European settlement in the watershed, but the sources of those 
legacies are difficult to reconstruct. Similar to the topographical transition of the 
watershed, the botanical transformations began in earnest during the era of gold
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mining and have continued into the present.
I had assumed the current forest was completely different than its 
predecessors, a product of human interference with forest behavior. I began 
researching these questions with the hypothesis that among other ecological 
consequences, the clear-cutting by the communities of miners terminated the 
previous fire frequencies and cycles in the watershed and most of the forests’ 
changes were the consequences of fire elimination. After all, clear-cutting 
prevents forest fires. Despite a dearth of primary and secondary literature about 
local forest structure prior to 1859, interviews with local experts presented 
evidence that led me to a different conclusion. The forest composition has 
changed, but not permanently. It has always been dynamic. The forest behaves 
similarly to its pre-1859 form and recently, in tree years, the forest has developed 
a complexity similar to what may have existed before the clear-cutting of the 
nineteenth-century mining eras. Overall, however, the forests continue to 
develop from the era of deforestation and are “awaiting” the next big thinning 
event. A century ago it was clear-cutting, but next time the event will probably be 
a fire, ignited by lightning or a careless human.
The first chapter of this thesis described the ecological context of the Clear 
Creek watershed in depth, but a brief summary is necessary to remember the 
complexion of the forests as Jackson and the Griffith brothers discovered them.
In the U-shaped montane valleys, ponderosa pine, Douglas fir, and lodgepole 
pine dominated the forests. Although strict lines of demarcation did not exist, the 
V-shaped subalpine valleys possessed a different species mix because they were 
slightly higher in elevation and subject to slightly different climatic conditions than
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the lower montane zone. The subalpine forests consisted of Engelmann spruces 
and subalpine firs. Bristlecone and limber pines grew along the upper fringes of 
these forests. Communities of similarly aged aspens filled avalanche chutes in 
the upper subalpine valleys and where fire had removed the conifers. Narrow- 
leafed cottonwoods, willows, and blue spruces dominated the stream 
embankments, marshes, and lakesides. Mining-era humans valued all these 
species, these deposits of wood, as resources.
As soon as miners entered the watershed to extract ore, a second group 
of settlers followed to provide supplies for the miners. Some of those settlers 
developed an industry to supply wood; the timber industry soon became the 
second largest industry in Clear Creek County, second only to mining. Settlers 
were constructing cabins, stores, sluices, wagons, bridges, flumes, and fences, 
and they were burning firewood for fuel and for heat. Charcoal production also 
consumed wood. 184 All the wood came from nearby hillsides. A decade after 
the first gold discoveries, the 1870s, the railroad became the major consumer of 
wood products. The need for wood was great. Among those individuals who 
pioneered in logging in the watershed was Paul Lindstrom.
Like George Jackson, Paul Lindstrom ventured into the watershed after an 
intitial westward migration to California for the 1848-49 gold rush. Unable to find 
his fortune in numerous ventures on the West Coast, he migrated to Colorado for 
the new gold bonanza. Arriving in Colorado with his family in the summer of 
1860, Lindstrom first settled in Central City where he briefly tried his hand at 
prospecting, but he soon realized that the next economic boom lay in supplying 
the mining communities with wood, just as it had in California. Unfortunately for
184 Steven F Mehls, Colorado Mountains Historic Context (Denver: Colorado Historical Society, 
1984), 74.
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Lindstrom, miners had already denuded the hillsides of Gilpin County. He and a 
business man from the Gilpin communities, Henry 0 . Cartwright, searched the 
surrounding valleys for an adequate supply of timber. On 1 August 1860, their 
search took them southwest into the West Clear Creek valley, "the Valley of Big 
Timber and Water,” as they described it.iss
The partners built a sawmill along Mad Creek near the growing community 
of Empire City. Their mill housed an impressive twenty-eight foot water wheel to 
supply power to the saws. 186  Producing between two and three thousand feet of 
lumber per day, Lindstrom's mill supplied timber to customers in Empire City, 
George’s Town, Central, and the clusters of miners in the gulches between those 
growing communities. 187 Lindstrom also developed a nearby clay deposit into a 
brick business which in turn became another consumer of timber.
The humans who accompanied the establishment of the mining industry 
were not the first to inhabit the Clear Creek watershed, an idea discussed in the 
first chapter. However, I have not recovered enough evidence to describe and 
interpret the impact of these pre-mining era humans on the forests of the 
watershed. A human fire ecology probably existed prior to 1859. The Mountain 
Utes and Cheyennes, two nations who used the watershed as a transportation 
corridor, recognized the benefits of burning. Surface fires promoted understory 
growth and edge growth of plants directly beneficial to human foragers and those 
plants preferred by ungulates and rodents. Thus fire was also useful for herding
185 Phil Buckland, phone interview, 26 February 1996. Buckland is married to the fifth 
generation of Paul Lindstrom’s family.
186 Historical Society of Idaho Springs, History of Clear Creek County: Tailings, Tracks, and 
Tommyknockers {Denyer: Specialty Publishing, 1986), 332.
187 Louise C. Harrison, Empire and the Berthoud Pass (Denver; Big Mountain Press, 1964), 45.
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animals. Beyond these generally accepted comments, whether a human fire 
ecology existed in the Clear Creek watershed can not be answered with certainty. 
However, some clues do exist.
According to one historian, David and George Griffith found stands of 
lodgepole pines in the longitudinal valley soon to hold Georgetown. 188 For 
lodgepoles to dominate the forest, a major disturbance, probably a fire, must have 
eliminated the other species and been of the proper temperature to heat the 
lodgepole cones without damaging them, enabling the seeds to release and 
germinate. Whether such a fire was caused by humans or lightning is 
unanswerable at this point.
Once the miners occupied the watershed, they suppressed and prevented 
fires in order to protect this organic resource that seemed to be growing for their 
exclusive use, free-for-the-taking. “Originally it was the policy of the United 
States to allow free cutting and use of the trees in the mountain states for the 
benefit of the miners and occupants of the lands in the West." 189 As the timber 
resources disappeared, the humans who lived near the shrinking forests turned 
their attention to limiting tree consumption. However, some veterans of the 
California mining bonanza, who had seen the ecological consequences of mining, 
anticipated such future resource shortages. The members of the Griffith Mining 
District were among those analyzing timber consumption. At a meeting on 9 
March 1861, the miners formulated laws about forest use.
Resolved, 3rd. That all timber to be used for House logs must be 
used within ten ( 1 0 ) days of felling the same unless it be shown that some 
unavoidable accident prevented the requirements of this section.
188 David Fridtjof Halaas, “The Story of a Valley: The Camp that would be Gold,” Colorado 
Heritage 3 (1984): 20.
189 Erl H. Ellis and Carrie Scott Ellis, The Saga of Upper Clear Creek: A Detailed History of an 
Old Mining Area, Its Past and Present, with a foreword by Polly Chandler (Frederick, CO: Jende- 
Hagan Book Corporation, 1983), 149.
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Resolved, 4th. That all Saw Logs shall be hauled to the Mill site for 
which they are intended within thirty days from the time of felling the same 
and they must be trimed [sic] and marked at the time of felling.
Resolved, 5th. That no party or parties shall be allowed to fell 
timber for Saw Logs until they have their Mill machinery on the ground and 
are using ordinary diligence toward the erection of the same.
Resolved, 6 th. That any and all timber now lying upon the ground in 
the forest shall be forfeited within the space of thirty days from this date by 
public notice being given by posters being posted in three principal points 
in this district after the expiration of said time, said timber shall become 
common property of the district and be governed as standing timber 
according to resolution fifth (5) of the resolutions and no person shall 
convert or change the condition of said fallen timber until they comply with 
said resolution No. five (5) [.]190
These laws overruled the federal law that allowed settlers to use the timber that 
occupied the land of the mining claim. Their concern for the timber resources 
was not a means to protect the remaining stands from human use, but to protect 
them from misuse.
In the mid-1860s many of the forests in the watershed stood relatively 
strong as quotations from witnesses attest. Bayard Taylor observed, “The village 
behind us [Empire], showed between groups of tall, dark fir t r e e s . E m m a  Hill, 
a young settler in the town of Empire, recalled:
The winter following our arrival, [1864-1865], was one of the most 
severe in memory, snow to a depth of three or more feet covered the 
ground till spring . . .  but wood was plentiful for the getting and a degree of 
comfort was en joyed .
She also referred to “those years when the mountains were densely timbered and 
before the smoke of smelters and cities had changed the plan of nature,” the
190 Clarence King, compiler, The United States Mining Laws and Regulations thereunder, and 
State and Territorial Mining Laws, to which are appended Local Mining Rules and Regulations 
(Washington, D C.: Census Office, Tenth Census, 1885), 377.
191 Bayard Taylor, Colorado: A Summer Trip, William W. Savage, Jr., and James H. Lazalier, 
eds. (Niwot, CO: University Press of Colorado, 1989), 79.
192 My emphasis, Emma Sheperd Hill, “Empire City in the Sixties," The Colorado Magazine 5 
(February 1928): 26.
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compositions and populations that existed when the first miners arrived. 193 
Writing in 1867, Hollister reiterated Hill’s assessment, claiming, "the fuel is ample 
now, but once mining were fully entered upon, would soon be exhausted,. . .  in a
few years."194
Twenty-six years after the Griffith District’s citizens adopted laws to protect
their trees, Georgetown’s citizens retained their utilitarian perspective rather than
what would be termed a preservationist one, looking at other consequences of
forest use. A writer for the Georgetown Couner warned that:
the immense quantities of lumber shipped from the several sawmills 
above Graymont in the last two months is without parallel; some being sold 
locally but the most going to Denver. A. B. Peterson, the wood king of 
Brown ville, has landed about 800 cords of wood near the Baltimore Mine, 
which resulted from cutting last spring and [is] to be marketed this
winter. 195
The warning about such extensive cutting did not go unnoticed by the local 
newspapers, the public, or by law enforcement agencies. “J. E. Henderson was 
arrested last week by the U. S. Marshal for cutting timber near Graymont and 
selling same in violation of the law."i96
In 1902, a newspaper reported that a man had “killed a badger the other 
day while up in Grizzly Gulch after a load of wood."i97 This story is interesting 
not because of the untimely and, depending on one’s perspective, tragic demise 
of the badger, but because the man had to travel seven miles from Silver Plume 
to Grizzly Gulch for wood supplies. The closer mountainsides apparently were
193 /W ., 28.
194 Ovando James Hollister. The Mines of Colorado (New York: Promontory Press, 1974, reprint 
of Springfield, MA: Samuel Bowles & Company. 1867), 257 (page reference to reprint edition).
195 Georgetown Courier, 25 August 1887.
196 Georgetown Courier, 15 September 1887. Whether the violated law was local or federal is 
unknown.
197 Silver Standard, 8 November 1902; provided by C. Bradley.
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bare or the existing trees were inaccessible.
Lindstrom's Mad Creek enterprise was not an anomaly in the watershed. 
Sawmills often developed alongside ore mills, reduction works, and smelters 
previously built by miners. Mills also developed at the mouths of gulches away 
from the communities. Kearney and Herman gulches, west of Bakerville, are 
both named for the sawmill owners who extracted wooden resources from 
hanging valleys in the upper watershed. Mills that were built outside of towns, 
such as Kearney’s, often were located at the mouths of gulches to take 
advantage of quickly flowing water and of the position between a monopolized 
source of trees and the wagon road or railroad linking the mill with the 
marketplaces. Mill owners also used flumes to transport their wood products.
With a subsidiary company of his family’s mill, F. E. Kearney constructed a flume 
between the High Line Mill and Silver Plume. “The object of the company, ” 
reported the Georgetown Courier, “is to prepare all kinds of timber and lumber for 
mining and building purposes and for fire wood, and to float the same down to 
Silver Plume, thus saving heavy cartage e x p e n s e s .”'•98
Human mass consumption of the forests occurred between those years 
documented in journals and William Henry Jackson’s photos of denuded hillsides 
in the 1870s. Combined with the increase in mining and in the general 
population, the main difference between these two decades, the 1860s and 
1870s, was the railroad. The impact of the railroad in terms of its place in the 
reciprocal interactions within a historical landscape is treated in a later chapter. 
However, it is worth mentioning here that most commercial and private ventures 
in the watershed relied on wood for infrastructure and fuel. The montane forests
198 Georgetown Courier, 18 August 1881.
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took the brunt of the initial cutting because the towns developed at those lower 
elevations. As the montane forests disappeared, loggers looked to the subalpine 
zone for timber. The subalpine forests held up remarkably well in the face of this 
consumption. In fact, the Georgetown Courier ran numerous stories about timber 
and logging west of Silver Plume during the 1880s. Yet the small number of 
acres with old growth communities remaining in the late twentieth century 
demonstrate the high rate of tree consumption by the watershed’s humans.
The humans in the mining communities transformed the watershed, in part, 
because they transformed the botanical communities. The miners removed trees, 
but in the process they also removed forests and the ecological communities that 
grow within those forests, both actions producing consequences downslope and 
downstream. As soon as the first tree fell in this surface-resource extraction, the 
ecosystems around each tree began to adjust slowly to the new conditions. 
Visualizing the cone of equilibrium, the cone rolled on its side to another position, 
retaining its neutral placement, open to disruptions, not threatened by them.
Those dynamic readjustments to disturbances are the stories the forests can add 
to understanding how humans are integral components of a hybrid landscape, 
and as shown in this case, the Clear Creek watershed.
Depending on the species, vegetation absorbs different quantities of water 
from the soil and diverts it directly into the atmosphere through transpiration. 
Ground cover-plants, litter, humus-also diverts water away from direct stream 
influx because it increases infiltration and retains the surface runoff for absorption 
by vegetation. 199 When vegetation and its sheddings are removed, such water
199 Colorado Riparian Association, Growth in the Intermountain West: Impacts on the Greenline, 
Proceedings of the Seventh Annual Conference, 11-13 October 1995, Frisco, Colorado, 36.
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diversion does not occur and more water travels across the surface as a liquid, 
eroding as it flows. Soil compaction can be an accompanying consequence of 
reduced ground cover and an additional cause of concentrating runoff. Because 
it influences the velocity, rate, and quantity of stream flow, vegetation upstream 
influences riparian habitats downstream. Therefore, the deforestation during the 
mining era increased the transformative powers of the region's water.
Stream flow is a driving ecological force within any watershed. Humans 
and other agents that can alter stream flow, in regard to event frequency or flow 
magnitude, have direct and indirect consequences on habitats downstream from 
the place of disturbance. A conservation organization recently summarized the 
importance of understanding how flow influences vegetation, a summary that is 
applicable to mined landscapes;
The response of riparian vegetation to changes in streamflow 
occurs over many decades. [Current] management can be improved by 
understanding past events and future trends. Long-term vegetation 
responses are related to flow dependent channel responses. Reduced 
channel movement ultimately results in decreases in native riparian 
species [and] possible increases in non-native s p e c ie s .200
Human attempts to manage the flow of water for placers, stamp mills, smelters, 
sawmills, and domestic uses all modified flow. Those hydrological changes 
permitted the establishment and spread of non-native species of vegetation in 
riparian areas because those non-native species may be better suited to the 
modified conditions, whereas the natives were best suited for the previous 
conditions. The scenario for an initial species explosion resulting from vegetation 
changes upstream is prime.
The consequences of deforestation of the mountainsides and removal of
200 ibid.^O.
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trees from riparian ecosystems were not limited to terrestrial communities. 
Accelerated slope erosion and stream channel entrenchment amplified the loss of 
vegetation because slope erosion dumped more sediment into streams and 
increased flows scoured the channels, limiting the number and diversity of plants 
and animals that could inhabit the water. 201
The purity of stream water, or lack thereof, directly influences aquatic 
ecosystems. The impact of chemicals and metals on aquatic systems was 
discussed in the second chapter, but the impact of dirt and sands are also 
significant. Because roots act as filters, the removal of riparian vegetation 
maintains the amount of sediment suspended in the water. Just as silting from 
the gold mines threatened fish habitat, the equivalent process from the timber 
industry had similar consequences as contemporary news stories reveal. In 
1887, “the Fish Commissioner issued orders that the sawmill operators at 
Graymont must stop dumping sawdust into Clear C re e k ."202 Two decades later, 
such concern was still prevalent: “A Government Fish Warden came up to stop 
the dumping of sawdust into Clear Creek above Graymont,” because the 
populations of rainbow, cutthroat, and brook trout were at risk .203
Sawdust in the water also threatened the boreal toad (Bufo boreas) habitat 
upstream of Bakerville and downstream of Abe Fiske's sawmill on Herman Gulch. 
However, since the toads were not valued as a game animal, they received no 
attention from the utilitarians and government agencies. Primary and secondary 
sources revealed little about the impact of the extensive logging on wildlife 
populations beyond the concerns of anglers.
201 William L. Graf, “Mining and Channel Response,” ANNALS of the Association of American 
Geographers 69 (June 1979): 266.
202 Georgetown Courier, 22 September 1887.
203 Georgetown Courier, 30 May 1903.
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Many niches were lost during deforestation, but many were also gained, a 
topic treated more in a later chapter. Bryan Schwartz, a long time resident of 
Clear Creek County, commented in an interview that he remembered when two 
dozen elk {Cen/us canadensis) were reintroduced into the county in 1916.204 
Having to reintroduce elk was a dramatic change from the extensive herds that 
Jackson followed into the watershed. Although numerous habitats have 
recovered, such as the elk’s, not all of the inhabitants of those ecosystems have 
returned. The wolverine {Gulo luscus) is one example. Potential wolverine 
habitat exists along the headwaters of Clear Creek and W est Clear Creek, but no 
wolverines have been documented in those forests over the last decades. 
Deforestation and the explosion of permanent human settlement clearly 
transformed the niches of toads, elk, wolverines, and hundreds of other animal
species.205
Beyond slope erosion, the clear-cutting directly influenced the composition 
of the forests. Charles Elton uses the term “explosion” to refer to the “the 
bursting out from control of forces that were previously held in restraint by other 
fo rces. ”2 0 6  The disappearance or introduction of a species into an ecosystem
204 Bryan Schwartz, interview in “Bryan Schwartz Lived 101 years of Clear Creek County 
History,” by Trevor McFee, Clear Creek Courant: Clear Creek Country Christmas Edition, 1997 
(December 1997): 12.
205 Nancy Langston wrote about the impact of forest transformations on wildlife in the Blue 
Mountains of Oregon. She focused on foragers, cattle, sheep, and elk, because they consumed 
secondary commodities produced in the national forests, that is, grasses and shrubs. Her work 
is a good, respectable start at understanding forests from animal perspectives, but it is only a 
start. See Nancy Langston, “Animals: Domestic and Wild Nature,” chapter in Forest Dreams, 
Forest Nightmares: The Paradox of Old Growth in the Inland West, Weyerhauser Environmental 
Series, William Cronon, ed. (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1995), 201-246.
206 Charles S. Elton, The Ecology of Invasions by Animals and Plants (New York: Barnes & 
Noble, 1966), 15. While Elton believes “we [humans] are artificially stepping up the whole " 
business” of initiating invasions, humans can not step up anything artificially. (31) Elton’s 
statement removes humans from the environment. The exclusion of humans from nature is 
artificial.
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disrupts that system as the forces and inhabitants adjust to the displacement of 
normalcy. Explosions, one consequence of disrupting an ecosystem, result 
during that adjustment process. When humans entered the watershed as 
permanent inhabitants, they unleashed their own manifold consequences in the 
local ecology.
Clear-cutting for the mining and railroading industries and subsequent
wildfire policies have produced numerous opportunities for population explosions;
populations of trees, insects, and microbes have all taken advantage of the
opportunities. The structures of the stands have probably developed differently
over the last century than they did before the mining period. However, the overall
composition of the forest may not be that different. Humans stepped up the
whole business of forest transformation, but they, or rather we, did not do it
artificially, nor did we step it up or disrupt the process as much as I had
envisioned initially. While human activities may have changed the short term
composition, the processes and cycles of the forest have continued with little
regard for human interference.
As vegetation species attempt to colonize a modified landscape, they
compete for finite resources: light, soil chemicals, space, and water. Species that
are best suited for the available resources or that can quickly adapt to those
conditions establish themselves first. If a given species can explode into the
modified landscape it will become the dominant species until natural forces can
act to reestablish a diverse ecology. E. O. Wilson, a reknowned entomologist,
described this process in terms of a race:
In the succession, pioneer species are the sprinters, old-forest species the 
long-distance runners. The violent changes and a clearing of space bring 
all the species briefly to the same starting line. The sprinters dash ahead,
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but the prolonged race goes to the marathoners. 2 0 7
Animal species react similarly because they require energy, water, and space to 
forage and breed. While animals are more mobile than vegetation, they too, are 
niche-specific and compete for resources. These explosions disturb the existing 
equilibria, but since they are natural reactions to natural disturbances, the neutral 
equilibrium is preserved throughout the process.
The clear-cutting of the mining era eliminated trees on a vast scale. While 
tree removal via saws and axes is different than tree removal from fires, both 
events thin the forest and change the stands' age and species complexion. Fire 
is a significant mitigating factor with the forest compositional changes. Prior to 
1859, fire maintained the forest composition and structure in the Clear Creek 
watershed. Lightning undoubtedly ignited fires, and humans probably did as well, 
although evidence for such a conclusion is incomplete. I propose that the clear- 
cutting replaced a large-scale fire and that the forest has regrown with few 
differences from a forest regenerated by fire. Insects, pathogens, and the fire 
cycle have remained in the watershed, producing conditions ripe for the next 
large-scale thinning event.
The pre-mining era forest structure demonstrated signs of evolving within 
a fire regime. Spruce forests, such as those in the subalpine zone, produce thick 
carpets of dry needles loaded with lignin and resin. Forest floor microbes find 
these substances difficult to digest so the needles accumulate until erosion 
washes them away or fire burns them away. The dead branches shed by the 
trees are also combustible, more so than debris from hardwood tree species, 
because the wood from conifers is less dense and contains larger quantities of
207 Edward 0. Wilson, The Diversity of Life (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1992), 11.
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sap. Lodgepole stands are also dependent on fires. Their sheddings are 
combustible and their cones require the heat from a fire to open and release the 
seeds. For this reason they are able to recolonize a topically burned area before 
other species. Clearly spruce and lodgepole forests rely on fires to maintain their
communities.208
Fire is the most effective form of decomposition in the Clear Creek 
watershed. It is “the dominant selective force for determining the relative 
distribution of certain species, and the means for effective nutrient recycling and 
even the recycling of whole communities," because low humidity and cold 
temperatures prevent microbial decomposition.2 0 9  Fire transforms energy and 
matter from organisms into forms that can be absorbed by different organisms. 
Ecosystems adapt to that transformation process to harness and repel the 
released heat and chemical energy and organic and inorganic compounds. Fire 
destroys biomass and it creates biomass-the two greatest complementary 
powers in the universe.
Based on the evolution of the conifer forests, fire was an essential 
component of the pre-1859 ecosystems. Historian Stephen Pyne believes, “Many 
biotas have consequently so adapted themselves to fire that, as with biotas 
frequented by floods and hurricanes, adaptation has become symbiosis.”2 1 0  | 
had thought that logging during the mining eras would have disrupted this 
symbiotic relationship because clear-cutting removes the primary fuel for forest
208 Yvonne Baskin, “The Work of Nature,” Natural History 106 (February 1997): 50-1.
209 Stephen J. Pyne, Fire in America: A Cultural History of Wildland and Rural Fire (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1982), 3.
210 3 . Fire is not the only natural phenomenon that thins and promotes forest realignment.
Windstorms such as the October 1997 blowdown in the Routt National Forest is a climatic form 
of forest management. The blowdown was “Mother Nature’s form of clear-cutting,” in the words 
of Larry Lindner, USFS forester.
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fires, successfully suppressing forest fires. However, discovering the frequencies 
of fires, insect infestations, and pathogen infections within a given ecosystem are 
the key factors toward determining whether a short-term or long-term disruption 
has resulted. In terms of “the big one,” a fire that thins thousands of forested 
acres down to snags, the frequency has not changed. Deforestation had a short­
term influence but over a longer duration the influence has been slight as the 
development of the forest demonstrates.
As Pyne has argued, fire can be a cultural force. Humans can initiate it, 
combat it, dissipate it, bury it, and herd it.211  The humans of the Clear Creek 
watershed have suppressed it and replaced it. The clear-cutting was the first 
major influence of the miner-Americans on the Clear Creek watershed's forests. 
As the trees grew back, the human inhabitants excluded small fires from the 
watershed with wildland fire suppression policies. Starting in the 1950s, the 
volunteer fire departments in the watershed contracted with the United States 
Forest Service to suppress all wildland fire s .212 Those policies have affected the 
small fire events, but they have had no impact on the large-scale, pan-ecosystem 
fires.
The previously mentioned testimonies noted that total clear-cutting did not 
occur immediately after the placer miners settled in the watershed. A resident of 
Empire recorded one fire event in her diary: “In July, 1869 . . .  a terrible fire swept 
the side of Silver Mountain. Silver Mountain was densely timbered and for many 
nights afterward the smouldering fires in the treetops looked like the lights of a 
distant city .”2 i3  Hill recorded this description ten years after the gold era began
211 Ibid., 3-4.
212 Jim Cannady, Clear Greek County Road Supervisor and former wildland fire crew team 
leader, interview with the author, 5 November 1997. Notes in possession of the author.
213 Hill, “Empire City,” 30.
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in the watershed, just before the construction of railroads began the mass 
consumption of the watershed’s timber resources.
The forests of the Clear Creek watershed experienced fires fitting two 
widely accepted categories: Type One, which are frequent fires of low to 
moderate intensity, and Type Two, which are infrequent fires of high intensity. A  
Type One fire regime is maintained by fires that thin and prune stands and 
remove ground litter. These small fires serve to postpone the larger event. Type 
Two fires simultaneously terminate and initiate the long-lived individuals of that 
re g im e .214 The regimes complement each other within the watershed's forests. 
Because the small fires have different functions in the temperate mountain forests 
than the large fires, the presence of the former cannot substitute for the eventual 
return of the infrequent, high intensity fire in the wooded ecosystems of the 
watershed.
Small fires have ignited and burned a few acres in the watershed over the 
last hundred years, but the large-scale fire has been absent. For example, a 
moderately-sized Type One fire burned two hundred acres of subalpine forest 
near the Idaho Springs Reservoir in 1975. With entire stands of dying and dead 
spruce, fir, and pine trees throughout the watershed, many mountain slopes are 
ready for the regeneration of life that results from the Type Two burns.
The montane forests, largely consisting of ponderosa pine habitat, rely on 
health and integrity maintenance from Type One fires. However, they can also 
benefit from the infrequent, high intensity conflagration. The clear-cutting from 
mining influenced the growth of similarly-aged and densely populated stands of
214 The characteristics of Type One and Type Two fires are from Paul Gleason, “Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement for the Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forest and Pawnee 
National Grassland Land and Resource Management Plan,” (Fort Collins; United States Forest 
Service, Rocky Mountain Region, 1993), 243.
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ponderosas. The wildland fire suppression policies have changed the mean fire 
intervals of the regimes compared to similar ecosystems in other less developed 
watersheds. However, the overall composition may remain similar to the forests 
of the watershed when it was a transportation corridor and hunting ground for 
Indians.
Most of the forests in the Clear Creek watershed are in the subalpine 
zone, a zone dominated by the Type Two regime, but also open to smaller fire 
events. Lodgepole pines, Engelmann spruces, and subalpine firs are long-lived 
individuals that depend on fire, or some other en masse thinning event to 
reproduce healthy populations and communities. According to an U.S.F.S. fire 
ecologist, “in the past, although infrequent, these fires usually involved the major 
portion of a fourth order watershed,” approximately 10,000 acres . 21 s Because 
the mean fire interval, or the frequency, of this regime can vary between one 
hundred years and several centuries, the estimated 150-year interval for the 
Clear Creek watershed gains credibility. These long intervals confound the effort 
to determine whether the clear-cutting disrupted the long-term development of 
forests that depend on fire for compositional regeneration.
A recent plant survey of Mount Trelease, a mountain near the headwaters 
of Clear Creek, demonstrates the consequence of eliminating Type One fires 
from the subalpine forests.
An overstory of overmature Engelmann spruce and subalpine fir 
[exists] with a high level of downed, dead woody material and a thick layer 
of conifer needles. Standing dead trees, decaying logs, and large woody 
debris occur throughout the survey a re a .216
Some pockets of slowly decaying trees are necessary to diversify habitats.
215 Ibid., 249.
216 ERO Resources Corporation, “Loveland Ski Area Rare Plant Survey: Mount Trelease,” 
prepared for Clear Creek Skiing Corporation, 15 October 1996.
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allowing communities of moss, lichen, and fungi to develop, and snags provide 
habitat for birds and rodents. However, overmature trees and the overly thick 
layer of duff also prevent forests from growing through healthy successionai 
stages.
Cannady believes a repeat of the heat and drought of the summer of 1995 
could supply the climatic conditions that produce pan-ecosystem fires, in this 
case, along the interstate corridor, where the watershed’s human population is 
concentrated. The recent devastating conflagrations along the Front Range’s 
Boulder Creek and Buffalo Creek, are examples of large scale, regenerative, 
diversifying fires reentering their respective watersheds. Because Type Two fires 
hold such a significant role in the macro-ecosystems of watersheds, local 
foresters doubt whether the current forests of the Clear Creek watershed are truly 
different than their ancestors as a result of wildfire suppression policies.
Therefore, the compositional regeneration of the forests initiated by the clear- 
cutting of the mining era may be more similar to the pre-mining forest than had 
been assumed.
Allan Gallamore of the state forest service argued that the forest has 
developed differently because the timing of insect and pathogen outbreaks may 
have changed after the mining e ra .217 His perspective is valid, but he was 
unable to cite specific evidence for his hypothesis. Kris Heiny, who works for the 
Arapaho National Forest, was unwilling to make similar conclusions about the 
development of the forest compared to the pre- mining era forests without better 
e v id e n c e .218 Heiny’s argument and his caveat about evidence from before 1859
217 Allan Gallamore, District Forester, Colorado State Forest Service, interview with author, 26 
November 1997. Notes in possession of the author.
218 Kris Heiny, Forestry Technician, Clear Creek Ranger District, personal interview with author, 
17 October 1997. Notes in possession of the author.
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suggest that human-initiated fire restoration, a theory championed by many 
current foresters, especially in the form of one large wildfire, may not be 
appropriate in this watershed.
When foresters claim to restore the forests by returning fire as a 
disturbance they need to understand that the forests from before 1859 cannot be 
mimicked exactly. Such a goal ignores the past 138 years of the hybrid 
watershed’s history. Carl Fiedler, a faculty member of the University of 
Montana’s School of Forestry, said “historical descriptions, old photos, forest 
inventory records, and field plot data can be pieced together to provide initial 
targets for restoration.”219 However, they can not be used for the final targets 
because, from a theoretical standpoint, merely assuming that a specific target can 
be achieved denies the cyclical nature of forest growth. In addition, evidence of 
the watershed’s drought cycle, soil acidity patterns, and the chemical content of 
the soils have changed over time.
Both Heiny and Cannady argued that the frequency of the large. Type Two 
fires in the Clear Creek watershed is between 125 and 150 years. Cannady 
explained, “Where you can find evidence of old bums, the trees are 125 to 150 
years old. ”2 2 0  Part of the evidence to which he referred was the extensive 
deposits of charcoal in the older stands, lending credibility to Heiny’s argument 
about the similarity between the 1997 and 1857 forests. Charcoal deposits in the 
older lodgepole stands demonstrate that the previous cataclysmic fire was of 
such intensity as to eliminate entire stands. Based on this evidence, their
219 Carl E. Fiedler, “Silvicultural applications; restoring ecological structure and process in 
ponderosa pine forests,” The Use of Fire in Forest Restoration: A general Session at the Annual 
Meeting of the Society for Ecological Restoration, Colin 0. Hardy and Stephen F. Amo, ed., 
General Technical Report INT-GTR-341 (Ogden: United States Forest Service, Intermountain 
Research Station, 1996), 39.
220 Cannady, interview, 5 November 1997.
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credibility as experts-and contrary to popular assumptions-the extensive logging 
from the mining era has not disrupted the long-term fire regime. Although 
Gallamore may be correct, that other nonhuman forest management agents 
follow different patterns than before, the long-term forest growth has varied little. 
Smaller fires have burned in the watershed, both before the clear-cutting put up 
broad fire breaks, such as the one recorded by Hill in July 1869, and after the 
clear-cutting era had ended in the early twentieth century. As for the next Type 
Two conflagration and its ecological influences, the watershed’s forests seem to 
be on schedule for the next major cataclysm.
Just as the reclamation process at a mine site is a human design that 
further tweaks the neutral equilibrium, restoration of fires within forests will 
displace the current ecosystems. Similarities with the past may exist, but the 
legacies of the past prevent the forest from returning completely to a previous 
state. This literal restoration and reclamation are misnomers; the re- can not be 
completed, partly because determining the ideal previous condition varies based 
on the perspective of the planner, but mostly because the legacies of the past, 
the hybrid of human designs and the nonhuman reciprocal responses, continue to 
inform the present. However, used metaphorically, restoration acknowledges the 
human place in the en v iro n m e n t .221 Humans can allow fires to burn, restoring 
forest health and integrity to the watershed.
While the current forests have evolved without the diversifying influence of 
a large-scale fire in the last one hundred years, they have evolved with the 
diversifying influence of a finite era of clear-cutting. Their potentially homogenous 
structures have relied on other thinning and diversifying forces, such as parasitic
221 This distinction, between metaphorical and literal restoration, comes from Dan Flores, "The 
West that was, and the West that can be,” High Country News 29 (18 August 1997); 6.
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and entomological invasions to maintain local health. The deforestation of this 
watershed for wood supplies, during a specific, limited era, has had the short­
term (in tree years) and long-term (in human years) consequences of producing 
both relatively homogenous stands composed of Wilson’s sprinters and densely 
populated stands of his marathoners.
Insect and pathogen outbreaks are a common feature of simple temperate 
forests, such as those in the Clear Creek watershed, but not of diverse tropical 
forests.2 2 2  The infestations of the western spruce budworm {Choristoneura 
occidentalis), spruce beetle (Dendroctonus rufipennis), mountain pine beetle 
(Dendroctonus ponderosae), and the growth of dwarf mistletoes (Arceuthobium 
spp ), root disease fungi (Armillaria spp.), and comandra blister rust {Cronartium 
comandrae) in the last decades support this hypothesis.2 2 3  Unlike mature 
forests, the regrowth forest in the watershed lacked the resistance (inherent in a 
more diversified forest) to the micro-organisms that could impact the individual 
trees and entire stands. However, these insects and pathogens are not tumors 
on the forests. These agents are forest managers, thinning dense stands and 
diversifying homogenous stands.
Since simplicity allows for concentration and complexity allows for 
diffusion, “the balance of relatively simple communities of plants and animals is 
more easily upset than that of richer ones; that is, more subject to destructive 
oscillations in populations, especially of animals, and more vulnerable to 
in vas io n s .”224 Any additional disturbance can completely alter the pioneering
222 Elton, The Ecology of Invasions, 147, quoted in Stuart L. Pimm, The Balance of Nature?: 
Ecological Issues in the Conservation of Species and Communities (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 1991), 7.
223 These insects and pathogens are from plant patholgist David J. Johnson, “Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement,” 261.
224 Elton, The Ecology of Invasions, 145.
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community. Rachel Carson explained the connection between epidemics of 
Dutch Elm disease and the prevalence of elms along suburban b o u levard s .225 
The same phenomenon occurred with the insects and pathogens mentioned 
above in the South Clear Creek watershed. Compositionally simple communities 
are vulnerable. While the sprinters that recolonized this watershed were able to 
survive in variable conditions, they were also vulnerable to mass infection and 
death as long as the stands remained homogenous.
Western spruce budworm entered the watershed at epidemic levels in the 
early 1980s attacking the extensive stands of similarly aged Douglas firs, largely 
around the interstate corridor. After the deforestation of the watershed by the 
nineteenth-century miners, the trees started to regrow at the same time, making 
the ages similar. A large fire would have had similar consequences. If the stands 
contained individuals of multiple ages, the budworms would still develop, but they 
would develop on only some of the individual hosts, not on the entire stand. The 
explosion in the Clear Creek watershed peaked around 1986, but continues to 
inhabit the forests at small levels. One expert estimated 10,000 total acres of 
Douglas firs and some spruces were killed in the 1980s outbreak.2 2 6  Not 
coincidentally, that acreage is quite similar to the number of acres that tend to 
burn in Type Two fires.
The spruce beetle can infest all species of spruce, but the Engelmann 
spruce is the principal host in the Clear Creek watershed. Found in riparian 
zones, the Colorado blue can also host this beetle. This insect is often 
overlooked as an agent of forest management because it infests downed
225 Rachel Carson, Silent Spring, with a foreword by Paul Brooks and drawings by Lois and 
Louis Darling, twenty-fifth anniversary edition (Boston; Houghton Mifflin Company, 1987).
226 Heiny, interview, 17 October 1997.
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trees.227 However, if the supply of downed trees is extensive, the subsequent 
explosion of spruce beetles often spreads to the standing dead and immature 
individuals.
Spruces and firs are not the only genera open to diseases. Mountain pine 
beetle attacks ponderosa pines and older lodgepole pines, especially those 
already weakened by other parasites. The adult beetles bore through the bark 
and construct long tunnels within the bark for egg galleries. When the larvae 
develop, they feed on the inner bark and bore farther into the tree, eventually 
killing the tree from the inside outward. 2 2 8  An epidemic of these beetles swept 
through Colorado in 1933. Other explosions occurred in each of the last three 
decades. The current population of pine beetles is growing in the montane 
forests. Although the pine beetles appear only in isolated pockets, the possibility 
of a full blown explosion has not been dismissed by the regional foresters.2 2 9
Dwarf mistletoe, a parasitic pathogen, infects the trunks of the watershed's 
conifers. For example, Arœuthobium americanum infects lodgepole pines and A. 
vaginatum infests ponderosa pines. Mistletoes are more damaging than root 
parasites because they integrate into the tree immediately under the bark. The 
mistletoe’s own equivalent of roots taps into the host’s nutrient distribution system 
and extends under the bark. As the tree grows, the local infection grows into a 
systemic infection, stunting growth and eventually killing the host. The mistletoe
227 Johnson, USFS, “Draft Environmental Impact Statement," 261.
228 Robert Bruce Parham, “The Civilian Conservation Corps in Colorado, 1933-1942,” (Master’s 
thesis. University of Colorado, 1981), 69.
229 Kristin Garrison, comp., "Forest Insect and Disease Survey, 1997,” report by the Colorado 
State Forest Service, 16 October 1997; provided by Jack Benson, Clear Creek County 
Administrator. The infestation surveys contained in this unofficial report are limited in their scope 
to private property, the jurisdiction of the Colorado State Forest Service. The report does not 
cover the Arapaho National Forest, nor does it cover the lands recently transferred from the 
Bureau of Land Management to the county. However, insect and pathogen trends in those sites 
probably reflect the trends in the rest of the Clear Creek watershed’s forests.
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spreads to different hosts by producing fruit with seeds that “shoot” outward and 
latch onto the bark of nearby hosts.^so
The Armillaria fungi and Comandra blister rusts infect pines in the 
subalpine zone. These parasites weaken the hosts by decreasing the nutrients 
absorbed by the roots and preventing the foliage from properly functioning. 
Conifers are particularly vulnerable to foliage diseases because they do not 
regrow their foliage each year as do their deciduous counterparts.
The insect infestations and pathogen infections are agents of nonhuman 
forest management. The stands of spruce and Douglas fir depopulated by 
budworm and pine beetle are actually more healthy now than they were before 
the outbreaks.231 The invertebrates and micro-organisms prune and thin over- 
dense stands and promote successionai diversity. They also weaken the trees 
for abiotic thinning events such as heavy snows, high winds, and deep freezes. 
When the mature and overmature conifers fall, aspens, younger conifers, and 
understory plants grow in their place. Fiege’s model for understanding human 
integration into the environment is clear here. Humans unknowingly substituted 
watershed-wide clear-cutting for the cataclysmic forest change associated with 
the intense, large-scale Type Two fires. The consequences of the thinning event 
have generated a viable and diverse forest.
Economic depressions in mining slowed the consumption of timber 
because the logging industry was tied directly to the mining and railroading 
industries. When miners and railroaders hit hard times in the 1930s and 1940s,
230 Information about dwarf mistletoe is from J. Worrall, “Forest Pathology,” 
{http://www.esf.edu/course/jworraII/mistle.htm], 17 October 1997.
231 Heiny, interview, 17 October 1997.
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loggers followed suit. Mines had closed, the railroads had been abandoned, and 
lumber was available at cheaper rates from elsewhere in the state and the region. 
The creation of the Arapaho National Forest in 1907 also slowed mining and 
logging in the watershed. The days of “free-cutting and use of the trees ' had 
ended.232 The Civilian Conservation Corps performed some thinning in the 
watershed, primarily to provide jobs and secondarily to enhance forest health. 
Their limited thinning efforts may have replaced Type One fires in those small 
sites because they reduced the competition for finite resources within a given 
stand.233 The most recent Land and Resource Management Plan for the 
Arapaho National Forest lists no acreage as being projected for long-term 
commercial timber harvesting in the Clear Creek watershed, although it does 
provide for limited thinning to maintain forest health.234 Clear Creek County 
officials have investigated the possibility of opening limited acres of transferred 
BLM lands to commercial timber harvesting.
Areas disturbed by avalanches, landslides, localized cutting, and fires still 
acquire aspens and lodgepoles based on local precipitation availability.235 One 
such community of aspens and lodgepoles initiated by disturbance exists near the 
confluence of Chicago Creek and W est Chicago Creek, where a sawmill 
operated during the 1920s. With the exception of the avalanche chutes that have 
their properly dense aspen overstories, other parts of the watershed’s subalpine 
forest continue to support dense stands of overmature conifers. The density and
232 Ellis and Ellis, Saga of Upper Clear Creek, 149.
233 Parham. “The Civilian Conservation Corps in Colorado,” 76.
234 United States Forest Service, “Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forests and Pawnee 
National Grassland Proposed Revised Land and Resource Management Plan," (Fort Collins: 
USFS Rocky Mountain Regional Office, 1994).
235 James Patrick Doemer, “The Late Quaternary Environmental History of Mt. Evans: Pollen 
and Stratigraphie Evidence from Clear Creek, Colorado” (Ph.D. diss.. University of Denver, 
1994), 27.
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extent of ponderosa pines in the current montane forests have increased along 
the Front Range since the 1930s as fire suppression policies were adopted, 
grazing ceased, and logging d e c re a s e d  236 However, that trend may now be 
changing as developers open more lots in montane and subalpine zones for 
home construction.
Species such as firs and spruces have slowly and consistently ingressed 
into the post-disturbance colonies dominated by aspens and lodgepole pines.
One estimate describes the succession process as taking between two hundred 
and four hundred years, depending on the potential for conifers to establish and 
grow.237 As I have demonstrated, succession also relies on fire regimes and 
parasitic community growth. Eventually, the aspens, the sprinters of the 
subalpine forest succession race, are crowded out by the marathoners, the 
conifers. In the montane zone, ponderosas yield to conifers.
The history of the forests, like that of the greater landscape, has not been 
one of a perfect natural form despoiled by the presence of humans, a theme 
common among many environmental histories.238 it has been a history defined 
by neutral disruptions and their natural consequences within dynamic 
ecosystems. The era of clear-cutting for miners and the communities has 
passed. However, the legacies of the deforestation have not passed.
Significantly, those human-initiated legacies have produced a forest that may vary 
little from the forest regenerated by a pan-ecosystem Type Two fire. Initially, the
236 Joy Nystrom Mast, “Climatic and Disturbance Factors influencing Pinus ponderosa Stand 
Structure near the Forest / Grassland Ecotone in the Colorado Front Range” (Ph.D. diss., 
University of Colorado-Boulder, 1993), 202.
237 James K. Brown and Dennis G. Simmerman, Appraising Fuels and Flammability in Western 
Aspen: A Prescribed Fire Guide, General Technical Report INT-205 (Unites States Forest 
Service, Intermountain Research Station, 1986), 1.
238 This theme was identified In Flores, “The West that was,” 6.
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watershed’s forests developed differently with regard to density, composition, and 
age structure, but since the fire frequency is 125-150 years long, the long-term 
impact of mining and its clear-cutting is minimal. The population of tree 
inhabitants of the Clear Creek watershed will continue its dynamic development. 
The forest story is far from over; it continues with the other subcontexts of the 
hybrid landscape, such as silver mining, informing and responding to the actions 
of its human inhabitants.
CHAPTER FIVE
THE SILVER ERA:
NEW  RESPONSES TO  NEW  PARAMETERS
Union Manufacturing Company, Alpine Street, Georgetown, Colorado.
Founders and Machinists.
Mill and Mining machinery and supplies,
Blake Steam Pumps, Comish Pumps,
Steam Engines, Crusher Rolls, Mining Cars, Etc.
-Colorado Miner, 18 February 1882
The silver rush developed as a by-product of the gold rush. When gold 
miners entered an area of the Clear Creek watershed containing predominantly 
silver-bearing ore, it was only a matter of time before the silver-bearing ore was 
recognized as such, and the hard rock miners shifted their attention to recover 
the argentiferous resource. Because mining for the new resource necessitated 
new methods for extraction, silver mining produced new consequences in the 
ecological context. Generally, silver mining required industrialization. Miners 
needed machines, much like those in the Union Manufacturing Company’s 
advertisement, to excavate, process, and transport the ores. The technological 
innovations of the industrializing watershed increased the rate, scale, and 
quantity of ecological transformations. These ecological consequences began to 
take shape when the Griffiths hiked into the valley.
As discussed earlier, George and David Griffith were the first successful 
prospectors in the upper Clear Creek watershed in 1859, having arrived late for 
the placer bonanzas downstream. After John Gregory discovered gold and
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publicly announced his discovery in May of 1859, the Griffiths "joined the hopeful 
herd which thundered up to Gregory’s Diggings” along the North Clear C re e k .239  
By the time they arrived, the best placer sites had been claimed, so the Griffiths 
joined a prospecting party headed for Clear Creek where George Jackson had 
recently announced his discovery of gold. Those diggings were also crowded. 
They prospected upstream from Jackson’s Diggings and camped in a valley less 
than a mile north of the junction of Leavenworth Creek and Clear Creek, soon to 
become the site of George’s Town following the brothers’ discovery of gold. Over 
the next couple of years, the ensuing gold rush created a small town 12 miles 
upstream of Idaho Springs.
Over those two years the town and mining operations developed enough 
to encourage the Griffiths to import a stamp mill. Soon, "the clatter of twelve 
wooden, iron-shod stamps was echoed back from the hills for the first t im e .”240 
With that mill, the miners could complete a preliminary processing of the ore 
before shipping it to smelters near Denver and the markets to the east. That 
initial processing reduced the amount of excess rock hauled downstream and 
therefore reduced the already prohibitive losses from shipping charges. The 
Griffith’s mill and others like it were built to separate gold bullion from the quartz 
matrix. The process was inefficient because the ore-bearing rock was a gold 
telluride; it contained minerals other than gold. The miners had considered the 
other minerals to be "non-gold,” and therefore, not valuable.
Although the Griffiths returned to Kentucky in 1863, gold mining continued 
in the area. Production continued to decrease, however, because the miners
239 Liston E. Leyendecker, Georgetown: Colorado’s Silver Queen, 1859-1876 (Fort Collins: 
Centennial Publications, 1977), 7.
240 Aaron Frost, “History of Clear Creek County,” in History of Clear Creek and Boulder Valleys, 
Colorado (Chicago: 0 . L. Baskin & Company, 1880), 281.
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were attempting to extract gold from primarily silver-bearing rock. New settlers 
and Eastern sources of capital turned elsewhere to find profitable mining 
ventures. The boomtown busted as the quantities of gold recovered from the 
dark gray-tinted ore decreased below profit margins.
Historian Duane Smith has argued that the autumn of 1863 was a turning 
point in the state's gold mining doldrums because the Union victories at 
Gettysburg and Vicksburg had given Northerners new confidence in the nation’s 
government and economy. President Lincoln had also issued paper money, 
which subsequently sparked a scare of inflation among investors.241 Colorado's 
gold mines were potential personal banks, reservoirs of gold upon which to base 
noninflationary wealth. When these reservoirs failed to materialize, the 
investments ended for this second “humbug” rush. However, the capitalists did 
keep their collective eye on Colorado's mines looking for new signs of growth.
The mines of Colorado Territory received new attention from American 
investors after the Civil W ar because former soldiers and political leaders needed 
money if they were to “play a role in the emerging modern America of investment 
and capital.”242 By 1863 the placer deposits had largely become exhausted and 
the lode miners were waiting for better milling and smelting technologies before 
they initiated their fortune building. Needing money to finance required 
equipment upgrades and experienced miners, mine owners willingly sold stock to 
eastern American and European industrial capitalists. Mine owners in Colorado 
recruited renowned investors to better the state’s image following less-than- 
hoped-for success in the gold industry’s first five years.
241 Duane A. Smith, "Where a Bird Could Hardly Obtain a Footing,” Colorado Heritage (Spring 
1997); 26. The title refers to the steeply perched Stevens Mine, near Bakerville, Colorado.
242 Ibid., 25.
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Nathanial Hill’s Boston and Colorado Smelter in Black Hawk restored 
some confidence in Colorado's gold mines as did other breakthroughs in ore 
refinement. The construction of railroads to Denver also improved the attention 
span of potential stock buyers. However, the discovery of silver and the 
recognition of silver as a resource were the keys to returning out-of-state money 
and capital to Colorado.
On 14 September 1864, Robert W. Steele, James Huff, and Robert Layton 
discovered silver on McClellan Mountain. This Belmont Lode was eight miles 
southwest of George’s Town but close enough to the established community to 
make Georgetown, as it became known, the hub for the watershed’s silver mining 
industry. Deposits of silver had been discovered prior to 1864 in the Union and 
Lincoln mining districts near Empire City, but miners were preoccupied with their 
search for the auriferous resource. Silver was also less precious at the time of 
the earlier discoveries than the more efficiently recovered gold.
During the winter, news of the strike on McClellan Mountain rekindled the 
mining spirit, and in the spring of 1865 the search for the new resource 
commenced.243 Experienced miners from within the watershed and veterans 
from mining in California, Nevada, and Cornwall, England, rushed to the region in 
droves. An early settler of Empire remembered that after the discovery of silver, 
gold mining declined around her town as miners moved to the silver camp at
Georgetown.244
Not distracted by golden blinders and working with a purposeful 
determination, they quickly revealed a startling fact: the pioneer miners of 
Georgetown had been attempting to squeeze gold out from primarily silver 
bearing ores. Gangs of miners began searching the tailings of old
243 Leyendecker, Georgetown, 13.
244 Emma Shepard Hill, "Empire City in the Sixties,” Colorado Magazine 5 (February 1928): 31.
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mines.245
Over the next thirty years the mines surrounding Georgetown and Silver Plume 
would produce over $200 million in silver based on nineteenth-century dollars. 
That impressive sum today would be worth over 3.3 billion dollars. With that level 
of production, Georgetown earned a nickname, the Silver Queen of the Rockies.
The perception of resources changed for the miners and the meaning of 
the hybrid watershed changed with it. As one historian accurately interpreted, 
Steele, Huff, and Layton “should rather be credited with first awakening the public 
to a sense of the importance and value of Clear Creek’s argentiferous veins, than 
with the original discovery of silver in the county.”246 Rock formerly considered 
waste and mountains formerly considered barren were newly assessed.
In his essay, “Replenishing Non-Renewable Mineral Resources-A  
Paradox,” Richard Sheldon discusses the differences between minerals in the 
environment and minerals in a hybrid landscape. Sheldon does not use Fiege’s 
terms, but his ideas are consistent with the hybrid model. His ideas are also 
consistent with James Malin s premise of possibilisms. “Mineral deposits are 
permanent and unchanging on the human time frame [while] mineral resources 
are temporal and c h a n g in g .”247 He distinguishes between deposits and 
resources; the latter is a deposit deemed valuable by the humans in question. 
When the mineral needs of a society are low, the assessed mineral resources of 
that society are correspondingly low. When the mineral needs change, the 
society’s assessed and desired resource bases also fluctuate. The historical
245 David Fridtjof Halaas, "The Story of a Valley: The Camp that would be Gold,” Colorado 
Heritage Z {^984): 21.
246 Frost, “History of Clear Creek County,” 281.
247 Richard P. Sheldon, "Replenishing Non-Renewable Mineral Resources-A Paradox.” United 
States Geological Survey Yearbook, Fiscal Year 1977 (Vyashington, D C.: United States 
Geological Survey, 1977): 4.
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transformations of a mineral from a deposit to a resource have defined many of 
the reciprocal interactions in the Clear Creek watershed. Silver was one mineral 
that underwent such a transformation.
Unlike gold, silver is not a free-forming mineral. The silver boom did not 
take hold immediately because the gold miners had to re-educate themselves on 
how to mine this new resource. Prospecting increased daily but actual production 
lagged behind, demonstrating that the value of resources relies in part on the 
ability to extract and refine them. The closest smelters to Georgetown's silver 
claims were in Black Hawk, but those facilities were configured for refining and 
collecting gold. New, local mills crushed the rock to finer and finer powders that 
were heated to higher temperatures in reduction facilities, yet these techniques 
sacrificed over sixty percent of the s ilver.248 Local experts at the Georgetown 
Smelting Works experimented with various temperatures and solutions but met 
with little success. The inability to recover so much of the ore once again started 
to scare off investors, suppliers, and miners.
If Georgetown had been ethnically homogenous, silver refinement would 
not have developed as quickly as it did in the heterogenous community. Malin 
identified the significance of the local cultural context when human communities 
adapt to an environmental context. To paraphrase his ideas, the total culture of 
an area influences the ways in which the community utilizes the natural resources 
of an ecologically defined reg ion  2 4 9  Applying Sheldon’s theories, the total 
culture also determines which deposits become valued as resources. The story 
of Lorenzo Bowman, a former slave who worked in lead mines in Missouri,
248 Halaas, ‘The Story of a Valley: The Queen is Silver," Colorado Heritage 3 (1984): 24.
249 James C. Malin, History and Ecology: Studies of the Grassland, Robert P. Swierenga, ed. 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1984), 128-9.
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illustrates this point.
Two local mine owners, Caleb Stowel and Frank Dibbin, made the solution
to the silver refinement question into a competition. Dibbin, who considered
himself quite knowledgable of early milling processes, bet Stowel five hundred
dollars that he could separate the rich silver ore associated with galena within
twenty-four hours. Stowel accepted the challenge. Dibbin isolated himself and
three assistants in a mill, fenced in for privacy. As a historian has related,
the success of his undertaking was bound to be of vital importance 
to everyone in the mining district, so naturally a throng of inquisitive people 
hung around all day. The only man who succeeded in seeing first-hand 
what was going on was Lorenzo Bowman, who watched through a good 
sized keyhole at eye level. He was interested in only one thing: the color 
of the flame, which indicated the temperature, and was consequently all 
important. And it was w rong  12 5 0
When Bowman identified the error to Stowel, Stowel told him that if Dibbin lost 
the bet, he would give Bowman the opportunity to separate the ore.
Although Dibbin tried every means he knew to separate the silver from the 
galena, he was unable to refine the ore. Bowman began his attempt the next 
morning. Lorenzo M. Bowman had immigrated to Georgetown in 1865. A former 
slave who had worked for fifteen years in the lead and galena mines of Joplin, 
Missouri, Bowman had also spent a couple years around the gold mines of Gilpin 
County. With that experience, and given an opportunity from the established 
experts. Bowman designed the first smelting works in the region to treat 
argentiferous ores. He smelted the ore into silver bullion, the first such payload in 
the Griffith Mining District.2S1
250 Kathleen Bruyn, ‘Aunt’ Clara Brown: Story of a Black Pioneer, with a foreword by George L. 
Brown (Boulder: Pruett Publishing Company, 1970), 103. Extended research showed that Bruyn 
had lifted most of this story from "History of Clear Creek County," in History of Clear Creek and 
Boulder Valleys, Colorado, 282, without giving Aaron Frost the proper credit.
251 Halaas, “The Queen is Silver,” 25.
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Bowman and a partner, Jeremiah Lee, opened the Red-White-and-Blue 
Smelter in Leavenworth Gulch.252 The success of their smelter was limited 
because the argentiferous ores proved more recalcitrant than the lead Bowman 
had learned how to smelt in Missouri. However, his initial success had a crucial 
impact on the mining industry in the watershed. Renewed capital investment 
followed Bowman’s success, launching several new mines in the upper 
watershed: the Dives, Pelican, Lebanon, Silver Plume, and Stevens, to name 
only a fe w .253
After the Civil W ar the impact of mining on the regional environment 
increased because new capital, more efficient technology, and more laborers 
made their way to the Rockies. In the Clear Creek watershed, this changing 
impact emerged in the silver mining industry more than the waning gold industry. 
Argentiferous veins existed deep within the mountains and at higher altitudes 
than auriferous veins, so the environmental parameters governing lode mining 
were different. The deep veins associated with this industry had special needs: 
“tunnels, shafts, and adits had to be ventilated and timbered; ores needed to be 
blasted and hacked from the surrounding rock; and, once the ore was freed, it 
had to be transported down the mountainsides by chutes or roads and moved into 
mills. ”254 Additionally, the rise of industrial capitalism changed the workplace 
and the workforce. Laborers and technologies became specialized for specific 
jobs and conditions. The prospectors of the gold era were replaced by hard rock 
miners: managers, powdermen, muckers, trampers, and hoistmen. Pans and
252 Bruyn, ‘Aunt Clara Brown, 78. Bowman’s smelter was also known as the Nigger Smelter 
and Bowman and Company Smelter.
253 Halaas, “The Queen is Silver,” 26.
254 Halaas, “The Camp that would be Gold,” 21.
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sluices were not adequate for mining silver, nor were shallow mines and stamp 
mills. Mechanized drills, deep mines, water pumps, and smelters were required 
to produce the new mineral resource. The towns of silver mining underwent local 
industrial revolutions.
Lode mining for silver resembled the underground search for gold. A  
prospector looked for an apexed vein, fissure, or other sign of mineralization at 
the surface. Once the miner filed the proper paperwork with the district recorder, 
and later the county recorder, excavation could begin. The miners drilled adits 
into the mountains because it was easier to remove ore from horizontal access 
points than from vertical access points. Some historians have referred to this 
period of mining as the “tunnel craze" because the miners turned to adits instead 
of shafts in an attempt “to lower the cost of mining, hoping to produce the needed 
profit m arg in .”255 Pushing ore cars along slightly sloping adits and tunnels 
provided a better forage strategy than hoisting buckets hundreds of feet to the 
surface. It was easier for miners to drill upward and let the rock fall back to the 
adit level for re m o v a l.256 Tunnels also drained the connate water more easily 
than did shafts.
Sheldon observes that, “within the limits of geologic availability, one can 
conclude that the character, variety, and size of mineral resources depend on the 
technology that needs them and the technology for developing them.”257 Those 
technological innovations allowed humans to overcome some of the initial 
environmental parameters, establish new parameters, and further transform the
255 Duane A. Smith and Hank Wieler, Secure the Shadow: Lachlan McLean, Colorado Mining 
Photographer {Golden: Colorado School of Mines Press, 1980), 17.
256 Lee Behrens, “Recommended Reading and Narrative for Georgetown Loop Historic Mining 
and Railroad Park Guides,” 1995. Copy in possession of the author.
257 Sheldon, “A Paradox," 4.
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landscape.
The Lebanon Mine, west of Georgetown, provides one example of a mine 
that faced these different scenarios miners had to solve in order to extract the 
ore. Developed in the 1870s, the Lebanon consisted of six levels: three above 
the main adit and two below. The two lower levels did not have horizontal access 
to the surface that facilitated water drainage in the upper levels. Without an 
artificial drainage system they would have filled with connate water. Julius Pohle, 
the mine's original manager, invented a compressed air pump to raise the water 
from the lower levels to the main adit where it could easily drain to the surface. 
Pohle’s Air Lift Pump, as it was called, was special because it had no moving 
parts. By forcing air down one pipe under the pooling water and into a second 
pipe that ran back to a level with surface access, the air bubbles raised the water 
to the surface.258 Mine owners throughout the area soon adopted his invention 
to solve their flooding problems.
Miners throughout the silver mining districts encountered the connate 
water that plagued the gold mines to the east.
At the Mammoth Mine above Georgetown the Saturday blasting 
once opened an underground spring and over Sunday the shaft started to 
fill up with water. On Monday morning the men rode the bucket down the 
vertical shaft, right down into the water. Their candles extinguished, they 
groped around in the dark for the bell cord with which to signal the hoist 
operator. . .  .259
Although the well-being of these miners is unknown, the situation they faced was 
an acknowledged hazard of working underground. Deep mines uncovered
258 Lee Behrens, manager of Colorado Historical Society’s Lebanon Silver Mine Museum, 
conversation with the author, 25 November 1997. The same principle is used to draw water from 
modern artesian wells and to circulate water in household aquariums.
259 Polly Chandler, “The Men Who Lived On Hope," reprinted from Empire Magazine, Denver 
Post (November 1979): 9.
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reservoirs of water and pockets of bad air that often remained unknown until 
humans stumbled into the hazards, and sometimes were unable to stumble away 
from them.
Improvements in drilling technologies created new consequences related 
to the geological characteristics of the mountain landscape. Initially the miners 
used single jack and double jack strategies to extract the ore from the 
surrounding rock. A single jack miner used a four-pound sledge hammer and a 
drill bit to open holes in the rock. Responding to the dense granite in the 
watershed, Italian miners developed a hammer with rounded heads to increase 
the energy transferred to the drill regardless of where the two surfaces made 
contact.2 6 0  The double jack team consisted of one man holding an extended drill 
and turning it after every strike from his partner who swung an eight pound sledge 
hammer.
These manual drills and the newer pneumatic and mechanized drills 
ground through the quartz of the watershed’s mines and produced a “sharp- 
edged dust” that injured the miners’ lungs.26i (The manual drills produced this 
dust, but in much smaller quantities than their pneumatic and mechanized 
counterparts.) Miners easily succumbed to tuberculosis, silicosis, and pneumonia 
with their blood-filled lungs. The dust often held silicic acid that further weakened 
the miner’s lacerated alveoli. One improvement to the drills reduced the dust by 
forcing water through the bit to the rock surface. However, that additional water 
helped erode the sharp, angular dust and silicic acid out of the mine into the 
watershed’s aquatic ecosystems.
260 Those tools became known as “Dago Hammers” as a result of their Italian roots.
261 Mark Wyman, Hard Rock Epic: Western Miners and the Industrial Revolution, 1860-1910 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979), 92.
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In a typical drilling operation, “six, eight, or more holes were hand-drilled, 
filled with dynamite in the late afternoon and set off with a black powder just 
before quitting time [or a shift change], to give the tunnel time to clear of smoke 
and dust. "262  Before 1867, miners only used black powder, but after 1867 the 
miners turned to dynamite, Alfred Nobel’s stable form of nitroglycerine. 
Nitroglycerine, C3 Hs(N0 3 )3 , produces ten thousand times its own volume of gas 
when it explodes. Relative to weight it was eight times more powerful than black 
powder; relative to volume it was thirteen times more powerful.263 The greater 
cost of dynamite was offset by its greater efficieny from the perspectives of 
preparation and production.264
Although it increased the efficiency of hard rock mining, the switch to 
dynamite was not immediate, nor was it adopted by all m iners.265 The switch 
was not universal because successful and safe use of Nobel’s explosive required 
new knowledge and new rules. Dynamite produced more gas than black powder. 
More significantly, dynamite was susceptible to cold. If it froze, the absorbent 
material inside could no longer hold and stabilize the nitroglycerine. It also had a 
limited shelf life. Old dynamite could leak nitroglycerine, a substance that was 
extremely unstable outside the protection of the absorbing material inside the 
sticks.
262 Chandler, "The Men Who Lived on Hope,” 8.
263 N.A., “Nitroglycerin,” Microsoft Encarta 97 Encyclopedia, 24 November 1997.
264 H. 0. Chellson, “From Gunpowder to Modern Dynamite,” Engineering and Mining Journal 
137 (May 1936): 233.
265 Eric Roy Twitty, “The Entry of Explosives into Mining,” The Colorado Historian A (May 1996): 
3, found at http://stripe.colorado.edu/~history/ColoHist/ColoHist.html, 1 December 1997. See 
also W. W. Taylor, “Good Old Black Powder,” The Explosives Engineer {October 1931): 366- 
367. Although the latter article is fictional, the author highlights the need to teach the miners 
how to use the new substance.
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Similar to the sites of gold mining in the eastern watershed, the tunnels 
and dumps from silver mines also flooded and eroded, further influencing the 
human adaptation to the watershed. In 1899, Brownsville “was buried under tons 
of rock and debris when a pile of mud and tailings slid down Brown Gulch. ”2 6 6  
Landslides and avalanches were common in the upper watershed, but the 
loosened rock from mining and denuded hillsides from cutting increased their 
frequency, especially in the inhabited valleys.
Beyond the costs to human property, eroding mine dumps also 
endangered water supplies. In 1880, an article in the Colorado M/ner reported 
one such event:
Last Tuesday the dump of the Consolidated Colorado Central 
Company, at the mouth of the Marshall Tunnel, gave way, and the vast 
body of rock and ore was washed down [South Clear] Creek from Silver 
Dale into the channel from which we [the citizens of Georgetown] take our
water. 267
After twice clearing the channel, Georgetown's citizens renewed their precious 
fresh water supply. This event was a contemporary impact of mining on the 
human use of the environment and of the integration of mining into the 
environment.
As the previous newspaper excerpt shows, the citizens of silver-era 
Georgetown were concerned with water quality and how mine drainages 
integrated into the local hydrology. Some citizens had learned from previous 
mistakes and attempted to prevent contamination of the town’s limited drinking 
water supply. For example, G. W. Hall constructed a pipe to carry the draining 
water from his Ocean W ave Tunnel over Leavenworth Creek to a level surface
266 Cheryl Barton, Silver Plume Walking Tour, (Tumbleweed Press), 4.
267 Colorado Miner, 12 June 1880; provided by Christine Bradley.
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area nearby to filter the water through the ground before it entered the ground 
water supply and the creek. He avoided the immediate threat of contamination 
faced by the Consolidated Colorado Central Company. Additionally, before 
Leavenworth Creek entered the town water supply, it passed through two settling 
reservoirs constructed in the years after the above e p is o d e .2 6 8  Clearly the 
citizens understood how the creeks carried the effluence and influence of the 
mines beyond the mining property. However, their concern for the water quality 
rarely stretched beyond human use to include concern for the fish, plants, and 
land animals that also used the water.
One apparent exception to this anthropocentric view was the meeting of 
some hunters and anglers in Denver in 1879 to protect fish habitat in Colorado. 
They brainstormed about protection measures, including a prohibition on 
discharging sediment and sawdust into streams. 269 However, their interest 
actually grew from protecting a resource for human leisure time. They valued a 
rainbow trout for its presence at the end of a baited fishing line, not as an 
individual member of a riparian community or as a fellow being with a soul.
Despite this concern from the sportsmen, the water courses of Clear Creek 
County had to be stocked with fish: “Echo and Edith Lakes were loaded with 
50,000 trout from the state hatchery last w eek-and the Lord knows with how 
many liars,” and “six thousand young trout have been turned loose in the creek at 
Graymont.”27o As a result from transformations during the nineteenth century, 
the lower streams have yet to achieve the pre-1859, self-reproducing 
ichthyological populations, 140 years later.
268 Georgetown Courier, 22 August 1889; provided by Christine Bradley.
269 Colorado Miner, 4 January 1879; provided by C. Bradley.
270 Georgetown Courier, 4 July 1889; ibid., 20 June 1891; provided by C. Bradley.
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The erosion of tailings and mine dumps had different impacts on riparian 
and aquatic habitats than “normal” erosion because the particles released during 
lode mining were coarse with sharp edges while the hydraulically eroded particles 
were smooth and rounded.271 The waterborne coarse particles lacerated the gills 
of fish and roots of marine plants much like the airborne particles injured the 
lungs of miners. Erosion of hard rock mining sites is more detrimental than that 
of placer sites because placering does not shatter the sediment grains. Silver 
mining increased the volume of tailing potentially available for erosion into aquatic 
habitats because it increased the number of mines and mills active in the 
watershed.
Stream flow is a driving ecological force within any watershed. As miners 
modified the flow of water and the amount of sediment and debris held in the 
flowing water, they changed the geomorphological trends of the creeks. The ratio 
of flowing force to resistance determines geomorphology. More force and less 
resistance results in erosion; the reciprocal ratio results in deposition.272 
Because the quality of the stream channel influences the riparian habitats, it, too, 
can influence the consequences of mining in the watershed.
The silver miners used their share of wood products, but the geology of 
the upper watershed enabled miners to spare some trees. The Silver Plume 
granite was uniformly dense enough that the ribs and back of the adits, the sides 
and ceiling, provided most of the support necessary to prevent collapse. The 
area around the portal demanded the usual shoring as did areas inside the mine 
where the main adit intersected fissures, shafts, and internal adits. The miners
271 j. p. VVood, Report on Mine Tailing Pollution of Clear Creek, Clear Creek - Gilpin Counties, 
Colorado (Denver, 12 December 1935); 7.
272 vVilliam L. Graf, “Mining and Channel Response,” ANNALS of the Association of American 
Geographers 69 ( June 1979): 266.
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did not abandon their shoring strategies altogether, but they .were able to limit,
relatively, their use of wood.
The watershed’s hydrology is not the only legacy of the nineteenth-century
mining eras. The honeycombing that resulted from lode mining caught the
attention of a local historian. In Idaho Springs,
Thomas Cooper and one of his various partners dug down to bedrock in a 
vein that went the length of the town. Adults still remember that even in 
the 1940s, a heavy rain brought evidence of the tunneling as ground 
collapsed. Once the swings on the school playground sank into the
tunnel.273
Animals could also be victims of the open shafts. A young man was leading two 
draft horses when one became startled and backed into a fall down a 40-foot 
shaft.274 Conversely, as I will discuss in a later chapter, over time other animals 
benefitted from the adit-pocked mountains. This honeycombing is also evident in 
the mountain walls along the interstate highway. When highway crews blasted 
Interstate 70 through the mountains, they revealed holes in the sheer rock w alls- 
the tunnels and adits of old.
Isabella Bird traveled through the watershed in October and November 
1873, ten years after the discovery of silver and fifteen years after the Griffiths 
discovered gold in the valley. As she traveled and after she returned to England, 
she recorded her impressions of the host landscapes. Her testimony is important 
because it illustrates how mining transformed the local landscape, on small 
scales of time and over the long term.
Bird rode the Colorado Central Railroad from Golden to the Forks through
273 Ethel Morrow Gillette, Idaho Springs, Saratoga of the Rockies: A History of Idaho Springs, 
Colorado (New York: Vantage Press, 1978), 61.
274 Argo Tailings, 2 (1993): 3.
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Clear Creek Canyon. She described the canyon as “almost entirely denuded of 
timber, mining operations consuming any quantity of it."275
The canyon is a mere gash cut by the torrent, twisted, walled, 
chasmed, weather-stained with the most brilliant coloring, generally dark 
with shadow, but its utter desolation occasionally revealed by a beam of 
intense sunshine. A  few stunted pines and cedars, spared because of 
their inaccessability, hung here and there out of the rifts. . .  . After two 
hours of this, the track came to an end, and the canyon widened 
sufficiently for a road.
The road pursued the canyon to Idaho Springs . .  . where we took a 
superb team of six horses, with which we attained a height of 10,000 feet 
[Union Pass], and then a descent of 1,000 [feet] took us into
Georgetown.276
Clear Creek Canyon was the transportation corridor between the mining districts 
and the markets, a role it played in 1859 and 1873, and one that it has continued 
to play in the 1990s.
Once in Georgetown, Bird rented a horse and rode to Green Lake. Along 
her journey, she noted her feelings about the condition of the landscape, almost 
ten years into the silver mining era of the valley.
I shall forget many things, but never the awfulness and hugeness of 
the scenery. I went up a steep track by Clear Creek, then a succession of 
frozen waterfalls in a widened and the narrowed valley, whose frozen sides 
looked 5,000 feet high. That is the region of enormous mineral wealth in 
silver. . . .
These mines, with their prolonged subterranean workings, their 
stamping and crushing mills, and the smelting works which have been 
established near them, fill the district with noise, hubbub, and smoke by 
night and day; . . . .
Agriculture restores and beautifies, mining destroys and devastates, 
turning the earth inside out, making it hideous, and blighting every green 
thing, as it usually blights man’s heart and soul. There was mining 
everywhere along that grand road, with all its destruction and devastation, 
its digging, burrowing, gulching, and sluicing; and up all along the 
seemingly inaccessible heights were holes with their roofs log supported.
275 Isabella L. Bird, A Lady's Life in the Rocky Mountains, with an introduction by Daniel J. 
Boorstin, with a map and index by Nancy G. Gambrill, The Western Frontier Library Series 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1960), 189.
276 Ibid., 189-90.
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in which solitary and patient men were selling their lives for treasure.
Down by the stream, all among the icicles, men were sluicing and washing, 
and everywhere along the heights were the scars of hardly passable trails, 
too steep even for pack-jacks, leading to the holes, and down which the 
miner packs the ore on his back. . . .  All the ledges are covered with 
charred stumps, a picture of desolation, where nature had made 
everything grand and fa ir .277
While Bird certainly romanticized some of her memories about the precipitous 
heights and the utter desolation of the region, the record of her memories is 
important for understanding how many non-miners and probably some miners 
perceived their ecological surroundings.
In contrast, the local press did not share Bird’s feelings about the apparent 
destruction. “For the first time in the history of the silver mines in our Territory,” 
wrote one editor, “every available man is now busy working out the salvation of 
our silver m in e s .”278 They reminded readers about the need to conserve 
resources, but the editors of the Georgetown Courier, Colorado Miner, and Silver 
Standard retained the promotional bias common among newspapers in mining 
districts.
In a notice printed in each edition, the editors of the Colorado Miner 
explained, “The Miner was established in May 1867 for the purpose of directing 
the attention of capital to the immense wealth lying dormant in the everlasting hills 
of Clear Creek C o u n ty .”27s The editors made weekly journeys to local sites of 
mining and processing to report on the progress of excavation and the promise of 
future returns. In later years, the newspaper updated its readers on the progress 
of the nearby mines with a section dedicated to “Bullion Reports and Mining 
Items.” One column in August 1870 reported, “An air-shaft is being sunk to
277 Ibid., 192-93.
278 Colorado Miner, 23 July 1868.
279 Colorado Miner, 25 February 1869.
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ventilate the McAfee Tunnel, the Ni-Wot tunnel is being rapidly driven ahead, and 
the Baker Silver Mining Company, sends down a brick weighing 947.7 ozs., 828 
fine, coin value $ 1 ,6 0 8 .3 5 . ”2 8 0  The editors were quite proud of the industry’s 
growth.
As Bird recollected, the local topography did not always discourage miners
from extracting mineral resources from the watershed. The early workings at the
Stevens Mine, along the east side of Stevens Gulch, also demonstrate this
human drive to push the envelope of environmental parameters for economic
gain. (See Map 5) Historians Erl and Carrie Ellis have related,
the earliest workings were mostly by shafts sunk at several places 
along the outcrop among the very rough rocky pinnacles, requiring in some 
instances the use of ropes to get to the workings. Before any sort of tram 
way was built, ore was loaded into raw hide sacks, with the top tightly tied, 
and then the sacks were tossed down the cliff with the hopes that the bags 
would not burst open, though some did.28i
The Stevens was nicknamed the “Frozen Mine” because it was exposed to the 
frigid west winds that blew across the cliffs at 12,600 feet of elevation. An 1871 
report stated that even “200 feet below the surface, the vein was frozen solid. 
Wood fires were burned during the nights and by morning the vein material could 
be mined mostly by pick and shovel, with but a bit of blasting being n e e d e d .”2 8 2  
Clearly, the economic potential of the mine drove humans to extreme measures, 
but those measures were based on overcoming, or at least bending, the
280 Colorado Miner, 18 August 1870.
281 Erl H. Ellis and Carrie Scott Ellis, The Saga of Upper Clear Creek: A Detailed History of an 
Old Mining Area, Its Past and Present, with a foreword by Polly Chandler (Frederick, CO: Jende- 
Hagan Book Corporation, 1983), 96. See also Georgetown Courier W  May 1887.
282 Ellis and Ellis, Saga of Upper Clear Creek, 97. See also Frank Fossett, Colorado: Its Gold 
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limitations of the mineralized landscape.
Part of this disregard for the environment may have originated with the 
prevalence of absentee ownership of the silver mines. The precarious 
environment of the Stevens Mine did not deter outside investors, because they
1 920
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Map 5. Stevens Gulch, Clear Greek watershed. The 
Stevens Mine is marked as “A .”
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were unfamiliar with the environment, although at least one investor was guilty of 
poor judgement on more than one occasion. No less an illustrious character than 
George Armstrong Custer was among the investors who believed his future 
financial solvency lay in the western silver mines. He and Jairus Hall owned part 
of the Stevens in the early 1870s. However, as they struggled to raise capital for 
working the mine, their portion of the venture sat idle. Not only did Hall and 
Custer lose opportunities for wealth, but the local laborers, suppliers, and 
managers also felt the economic sting of abandonment from these absentee 
owners.
Absentee ownership was not restricted to capitalists from eastern America 
and Europe. Many of the owners and managers of the mines around Silver 
Plume lived in Georgetown, as a survey of the town's old homes revealed. 
“Georgetown’s large and ornate Victorian mansions were the homes of the mine 
owners and managers who were making their fortunes [in part] from Silver 
Plume’s m in es .”283 The miners lived in Silver Plume.
Absentee owners in general, not only Hall and Custer, rarely appreciated 
the expense, intense labor, and time consumption inherent to hard rock mining 
because they rarely witnessed these characteristics of their properties.284 While 
on-site ownership did not guarantee production rates, it did inspire the owners to 
pay attention to the mine, the miners, and the landscape surrounding the mine. 
Absentee owners had little need to understand the ecological transformations, 
such as the aforementioned topographical, hydrological, and botanical examples, 
that accompanied their mining ventures.
283 Barton, Silver Plume Walking Tour, A.
284 Smith. “Where a Bird." 34.
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While ecological factors caused the gold bonanza to plateau and then 
decline, national economic and political trends crashed the silver industry.
National events influenced the industry from its initial development. During the 
Civil War, the Union government printed greenbacks for currency that were not 
backed by anything more than promises. The resulting inflation inspired many 
individuals to hold and monitor their wealth in gold and silver. Of course, the 
federal government had a bimetallic standard for most of the century, backing the 
nation's currency with gold and silver at a ratio of 16:1, or sixteen units of gold for 
each unit of silver. The war inflation renewed the public's waning interest in 
monetary issues.
Prior to 1860, gold had grown in value compared to the market price and 
therefore became more attractive to the Mints. However, the silver discoveries in 
the 1860s throughout the West increased its supply and reduced its market price 
so much that the Mints preferred to coin silver. This activity threatened the gold 
standard and motivated Congress to draft and pass the Coinage Act of 1873.
This act limited silver coinage to dollars and fractional currency, and made silver 
legal tender for debts only up to five dollars,” in the words of an economic 
historian.285 Although this legislation depressed the market for silver, many of 
the mines around Georgetown had found higher grades of silver. Those mines 
were able to remain profitable, although at decreased levels, despite the 
politically based market shift.
By 1875 gold specie payments on paper money had resumed. Many 
Coloradans opposed the Coinage Act because it reduced the national demand for 
silver, the chief mineral product of the future Centennial state at that time.
285 George W. Hilton, American Narrow Gauge Railroads (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
1990), 285.
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Pressure from Colorado and other silver-producing states and territories inspired 
Congress to pass the Bland-Allison Act in 1878. This act allowed “the coinage of 
$2,000,000 to $4,000,000 of silver per month at the discretion of the Secretary of 
the Treasury, to be bought at market p rice . ”286 Since the federal government 
was purchasing silver at market price, it was not a subsidy, and did not artificially 
inflate the price of the mineral. In fact, by 1889 the market price had dropped to 
a 22:1 ratio. Because Colorado was producing over half of the nation's silver, the 
state supported Bland-Allison, but also advocated a stronger response from 
Congress to protect the silver mining industry.
That response occurred in 1890 with the Sherman Silver Purchase Act, 
another in the series of monetary acts that dealt variously with the secular decline 
in the price of s ilve r.287 “Unlike most enactments for specie purchase, which 
specify a mint price but not a quantity,” claimed an economist, “the Sherman Act 
provided for the Treasury to buy 4.5 million ounces of silver per month- 
approximately the nation’s entire output at the tim e-at market price .”288 The 
Sherman Act guaranteed a market for silver, “obligating the Treasury Department 
to annually purchase millions of dollars worth of silver at a fixed price,” regardless 
of supply and dem and.289
The Treasury Department purchased the silver with a new type of paper 
money called the Treasury Notes of 1890. Those new notes could be redeemed 
in gold or silver, but most people chose gold because it had proven more stable 
than silver. The Treasury bought $147 million in silver under the 1890 Act and
286 /b/d., idem.
287 idem.
288 Ibid., 286.
289 Steven F. Mehls, The New Empire of the Rockies: A History of Northeast Colorado, Cultural 
Resource Series #16 (Lakewood, CO: Bureau of Land Management, 1984), 123.
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with the notes being paid in gold, the nation’s gold stock depleted quickly.29o
When the federal government issued the notes for silver, they also 
increased the quantity of money, reducing the value of the dollar compared to 
foreign money and as mentioned previously, depleting the gold reserves. The 
resultant increased supply of silver and limited demand, except for the inflated 
demand created by the government purchase, permitted the price of silver to 
continue falling. Initially the Sherman Act increased the price of silver from $0.93 
to $1.00, but it soon fell to $0.83. Demonstrating the influence of global markets 
on the domestic price of silver, an economic historian argued that the American 
price of silver plummeted further to $0.62 per ounce when India ceased producing 
silver rupees.29i
Those people who favored the gold standard believed that the linkage 
between gold and money was natural, a link created by nature, and therefore 
created by God. These people belonged academically and economically to 
America’s middle and upper classes. More importantly, they were “more urban 
than rural workers, more Northerners than Southerners, and more Easterners 
than Westerners,” according to one historian.292 They were a significant foe to 
the advocates of the bimetallic standard. This group was politically diverse, so 
diverse that they were unable to unite and present their case to Congress 
because each faction’s platform contained other planks that prevented alliances.
Favoring the gold standard, President Grover Cleveland called a special 
session of Congress to solve the monetary problems stemming from the 1890
290 Ibid., 286.
291 Ibid., idem.
292 Kathryn Morse, "Nature, Culture, and Wealth: Toward an Environmental History of Gold in 
Alaska and Seattle,” paper presented at the Western History Association Conference (Lincoln, 
Nebraska, 1996), 3, in possession of the author.
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Act. By the fall of 1893, Congress had repealed the Sherman Act to protect the 
convertibility of dollars into gold. Without the federal monthly purchase, the 
bottom fell out of the silver market. Seven years later. Congress put the final nail 
in the silver mining industry's coffin with the Currency Act of 1900. That act 
officially demonetized silver except for “subsidiary c o in a g e ."293
In 1893, following the repeal of Sherman, most of the silver mines in the 
Clear Creek watershed were forced to close. Those closures impacted the 
railroads and communities that housed and serviced the miners. They also 
marked the end of the silver industry's major disturbances to the equilibria of the 
watershed's ecological contexts.
Each of these federal acts may have seemed inconsequential to the 
lawmakers in Washington, D C., but each had massive repercussions in the 
western mining communities. Those acts spurred boom and bust cycles that 
have accompanied mining communities throughout history, regardless of the 
extracted resource. Investor interest waned. Capital disappeared. Although 
some silver mining continued, most refining and hauling industries collapsed. 
Merchants who supplied the miners and depended on their wages also felt the 
economic devastation. Many citizens abandoned the mountain communities. In 
1893 the Silver Era ended economically in the Clear Creek watershed. 
Ecologically, the consequences of the Silver Era joined the consequences of gold 
mining and logging, two industries that existed simultaneously with the silver 
industry, compounding the human-driven ecological transformations of the 
watershed. Human adaptation in this context was as much an adaptation to a 
national economic policy as it was to local environmental conditions. The silver
293 Hilton, American Narrow Gauge Railroads, 266.
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miners also relied on and responded to the economic and geographical changes 
wrought by the railroad, "the Cyclopean steed that followed on bars of iron .”294
294 Frost, “History of Clear Creek County,” 267.
CHAPTER SIX 
THE RAILROADS
The relationship between mining and railroading is intimate.
-R ichard Francaviglia, 1991
The miner also should consider whether the roads 
from the neighboring regions 
to the mines are good or bad, short or long.
-Georgius Agricola, 1556
The history of mining and its integration into the environment must include 
an examination of railroading because these two histories are interconnected in 
the mountain valleys of Colorado. The mountain communities relied on the 
Denver area for their initial settlement. Without connections to those commercial 
hubs at the eastern foot of the Front Range, the Clear Creek watershed 
communities would not have remained viable. Food was not produced to any 
great extent in the mountains and few people could use the raw ores without 
having them manufactured into usable goods or using the refined minerals to 
purchase other materials. Ore processing facilities, heavy industry, 
manufacturing, ranching, and farming were either available in Denver or 
connected to Denver through rail connections. The railroad embodies the 
process of ecological transformation, moulding human designs and economic 
necessities to the topographical and ecological parameters of a given area.
Prior to the presence of railroads, the miners and their suppliers had to
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suffice with horse trails and wagon roads. Traditionally, the river valleys had 
been used by native peoples and fur trappers to move between the plains and the 
mountain parks. The Griffiths constructed a toll road to Central City via Empire to 
connect their mining outposts to markets. Before this toll road was constructed, 
prospectors and general sightseers had to bushwhack their own trail from 
Gregory’s Diggings to the Clear Creek watershed.
Horace and Augusta Tabor were among the first settlers to move to 
Jackson’s Diggings from Gregory’s Diggings. The Tabors drove and maneuvered 
their wagon full of home and business supplies to Payne’s Bar, one of the 
settlements that became Idaho Springs, over hills seldom traveled. Augusta 
described the journey;
The road was a mere trail; every few rods we were obliged to stop 
and widen it. Many times we unloaded the wagon, and by pushing it 
helped the cattle up the hills. Going down hill was so much easier that it 
was often necessary to fasten a full grown pine tree to the back of the 
wagon for a brake. . . . W e were nearly three weeks cutting our way 
through Russell’s Gulch to Payne’s Bar.295
The effort proved worthwhile, for once they reached Payne's Bar, Augusta, who 
bragged that she was the first white woman in town, opened a bakery, one of the 
first businesses in the growing community.
Such trails between mining districts developed into wagon roads and stage 
lines as traffic increased. A stagecoach line developed between Empire and 
Middle Park. Between 1866 and 1868 Joseph W. Watson built a wagon road 
from Elizabethtown, the western part of Georgetown, to his mining interests to the
295 Duane A. Smith and Hank Wieier, Secure the Shadow: Lachlan McLean, Colorado Mining 
Photographer (Golden: Colorado School of Mines Press, 1980), 2. The Tabors traversed less 
than two linear miles in those three weeks.
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west, namely the Baker Mine on Kelso Mountain.296
The horse was the chief vehicle of transportation in the early mining 
camps. Mules and oxen also contributed, but horses dominated the trails.
Horses were important to the communities but they were not the perfect form of 
transportation since they required water and food. Often hay had to be imported 
from the Bear Creek watershed or all the way from Denver when local supplies 
ran out. They were also vulnerable to injuries and diseases. In the winter of 
1872-1873 an epizootic, the animal version of an epidemic, struck the watershed 
and crippled or killed most of the horses and mules in the communities. The 
editors of a local newspaper announced its presence;
This terrible animal scourge has at last reached our mountain city. 
Many of our horses are sick to-day, and as we are so much dependent on 
horses for our supplies from the railroad, should the disease continue any 
length of time we may be in a bad fix .297
Horse owners in Idaho Springs also noted the presence of the equine respiratory 
disease. Based on the symptoms reported in newspaper articles, this scourge 
may have been vesicular stomatitis.298 While the supply of horses dropped 
significantly, much below the demand in fact, transportation was threatened but it 
was not suspended completely. A week after the above report, editors wrote 
“Notwithstanding the prevalence of the Horse Epidemic, our mails arrive and 
depart regularly, and travel is not entirely suspended . . . .  So we are not
296 Erl H. Ellis and Carrie Scott Ellis, The Saga of Upper Clear Creek: A Detailed History of an 
Old Mining Area, Its Past and Present, with a foreword by Polly Chandler (Frederick, CO: Jende- 
Hagan Book Corporation, 1983), 59.
297 Colorado Miner, 2 January 1873.
298 John W. Davis, Lars H. Karstad, and Daniel O. Trainer, eds. Infectious Diseases of Wild 
Mammals, 2d edition (Ames: The Iowa State University Press, 1981), 75-77. Vesicular stomatitis 
was first recorded during the Civil War. Large vesicles occur on the nose, lips, mouth, and teats. 
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blockaded after all."299
The 1859 gold rush and 1864 silver rush created the need for an efficient 
form of transportation in and through the Clear Creek watershed. Miners needed 
to move their families and increasing quantities of supplies, ore, and products, to 
and from the mining districts. Jack strings and horse-drawn wagons were 
inefficient for the quantity of goods traveling through the districts. As the mining 
communities matured, business leaders sought to replace the organic horse with 
the iron horse. While standard gauge railroads were not suited for mountain 
service, narrow gauge railroads fit the economic and environmental criteria 
perfectly, often reducing shipping costs up to fifty percent.
The narrow gauge tradition began in England, the home of the standard 
four foot eight and one half inch gauge. These fifty-six and one half inch designs 
are credited to George Stephenson, a railroad designer for the Stockton & 
Darlington and the Liverpool & Manchester railways. However, the initial capital 
requirements, construction costs, and operation costs led some citizens of the 
outlying portions of the British Empire to question the expansive gauge, especially 
when mines, quarries, and factories had built their own rail haulage systems with 
much less space between the ra ils .3oo One problem with the smaller gauged 
haulage systems was the incompatibility of the equipment to the main lines.
Larger cars could carry smaller cars, but the reciprocal was not possible. Despite 
the additional cost of transferring loads from one gauge to the other, the narrower 
gauges gained popularity.
Carl Pihl, a chief engineer in Norway, was the first engineer to attempt an
299 Dsiiy Miner, 9 January 1873.
300 Unless otherwise indicated, the following information about the evolution of narrow gauge 
follows George W. Hilton, American Narrow Gauge Railroads (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1990).
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adaptation of narrow gauge technology to general transport purposes. In 1856
he consulted with colleagues in England to develop two 42-inch gauge steam
railways in Norway. Charles Fox built similar railways in India establishing Pihl's
gauge as the smaller British gauge of choice.
American railroad companies followed the standard gauge of Britain to
permit the usage of British equipment on American roads. George Hilton, an
economic historian who specializes in railroad history, claims that the economic
predominance of the British standard gauge in New England was the reason the
rest of America recognized it as such, yet other gauges, both broader and
narrower, were developed by various firms. He describes the status of American
railroads in 1870 as reaching a point of economic maturation,
characterized by collusive pricing by firms that were simultaneously rivals 
and joint ventures; the adoption of a standard gauge of 4 ’ - 8 1/2”; the 
interchange of compatible equipment fitted with the Janney coupler and 
the Westinghouse airbrake; and the establishment of a regional 
geographic pattern.soi
Yet the industry continued to be ripe for entrepreneurial ideas about cost-cutting, 
improving efficiency, and improving passenger, employee, and freight safety.
The development of a narrower gauge was such an idea.
In the United States, Major Alfred P. Sears, James P. Low, and Colonel 
Edward Hulbert independently advocated a 36-inch gauge for regional economic 
growth in the developing nation. Stephenson and another engineer, Robert 
Fairlie, independently began envisioning railroads that followed the contours of 
the land, the “surface lines” as Fairlie described them. The effort to conform 
closely to the contours of the land, following the surface lines, without heavy 
grading led to an excessive number of small bridges and trestles. The lines of
301 Hilton, American Narrow Gauge, 24.
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the Clear Creek watershed certainly shared this characteristic with other narrow 
gauge routes.
The debate between broad and narrow gauge advocates in America was 
as rich as the debate in Britain. Most arguments focused on economics. Narrow 
gauge proponents generally based their cost projections on one of Fairlie's 
tenets: “every unnecessary inch of axle width entailed costs in unproductive tare 
weight of equipment."302 Some of the economic arguments reflected 
environmental parameters. For example, construction costs also decreased 
because curves could be tighter and the right of ways could be narrower, two 
important factors in mountain valleys.
The use of narrow gauge in the Rocky Mountain West was made official in 
1871 when William Jackson Palmer announced his plan to utilize the three foot 
gauge with his Denver & Rio Grande Railroad. The prospect of connecting to the 
D&RG both within the mountains and between the Front Range and destinations 
to the east ensured the growth of narrow gauge lines in the West. The railroads 
of the Clear Creek watershed did not link with Palmer’s railroad, but as 
competitors trying both to transport mineral wealth and to serve the mining 
districts, they also promoted the 36-inch gauge.
The story of how the “Cyclopean Steed” reached the Clear Creek 
watershed coincided with the Central Rocky Mountain mineral rushes. William A. 
H. Loveland hired Captain Edward L. Berthoud to investigate stage routes 
through the Rocky Mountains to connect the mining regions with Denver, Golden 
and Salt Lake City. The search for a suitable stageline was the first step toward 
finding a suitable route for a railroad. Berthoud discovered a pass over the
302 Ibid., 48 .
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Continental Divide northwest of Empire City in May of 1861, a pass that now 
bears his name.^os However, the expedition’s engineer, Francis M. Case, “said 
a railroad over Berthoud Pass was not economically feasible because of 5% and 
6% grades, heavy rock work, extensive tunneling, and severe winters.”304 
Although the Berthoud Pass route was not used as the official Denver to Salt 
Lake City stageline, it did become the locally prefered road through the Clear 
Creek valley into Middle Park.
Loveland was one of many boosters trying to lure the transcontinental 
railroad into Colorado Territory. The Union Pacific dropped its interest in 
Colorado as the transcontinental route following its own investigation into 
Colorado’s bid for the commercial opportunity, in large part because the visiting 
engineer’s survey party encountered a fierce, early season b lizza rd .3os 
However, that initial snubbing by a national corporation only delayed the 
construction of railroads within the state. While many business leaders sought to 
build a feeder route from the Denver area north to the Union Pacific line across 
southern Wyoming, a few men such as Loveland were unable to establish a 
financial base for such a large project. Instead of building a feeder, he initiated 
numerous attempts to build spur lines from the Denver feeders into the mining 
communities in the mountains.
Combining his resources with Henry M. Teller and eastern capitalists, 
Loveland incorporated the Colorado & Clear Creek Railroad Company in 1865. 
The Colorado & Clear Creek planned to use standard gauge despite Berthoud’s
303 Cornelius Hauck, Colorado Rail Annual: A Journal of Railroad History in the Rocky Mountain 
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suggestion to utilize narrow gauge. In January 1866, with the newly expressed 
interests of the Union Pacific Railroad as a guide, Loveland reorganized his 
railroad company as the Colorado Central & Pacific Railroad Company. He 
reorganized again in 1868 under the name Colorado Central Railroad 
C o m p a n y .306 Construction finally began in Golden with a link to the Denver 
railyards, but staggered throughout 1869 as funding grew scarce.
In 1870, Loveland had linked Golden and Denver by rail and his plans to 
continue the Colorado Central into the mountains began to be seriously 
considered. Absentee directorship, corporate politics, and the consistently 
inconsistent financial support delayed construction of the mountain branch. Local 
Front Range interests took control of the company in May 1871, and in the fall, 
grading and blasting up Clear Creek Canyon commenced. Because the settlers 
and merchants in Gilpin and Clear Creek counties would directly benefit from the 
railroad, the counties’ politicians provided the financial support with bon d s.30?
The Union Pacific continued to assist the Colorado Central because its 
directors wanted to retain a place in Colorado's increasingly competitive railroad 
traffic. Other national firms shared that interest. The Kansas Pacific bought the 
previously independent Denver Pacific Railroad in the winter of 1871. The KP 
began planning its own route to Georgetown’s silver mines through the Bear 
Creek watershed. That purchase and the subsequent planning increased the 
pressure on the UP. The rail route up Clear Creek probably would have occurred 
regardless of the corporate competition to reach the mines in the mountains and 
eventually the markets of Utah. However, the process would have taken longer 
without the competition from the Kansas Pacific. Although the Clear Creek
306 For the full story of Loveland’s woes, see Hauck, Colorado Rail Annual, 13-14.
307 Ibid., 23.
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watershed had existed without the iron horse for eighteen years, each delay 
reverberated through the mining communities, communities that had placed 
hopes of future stability and prosperity on the construction of the railroads.
Track-laying began in 1872, one year after blasting and grading west of 
Golden had begun. The Colorado Central reached the Forks, 13 miles upstream 
from Golden, on 1 September 1872.3os One year later, Isabella Bird astutely 
observed how the railroad engineers had to fit their railroad into the 
environmental parameters;
The narrow-gauge, steel-grade railroad . . .  is a curiousity of 
engineering. The track has partly been blasted out of the sides of the 
canyon, and has partly been ‘built’ by making a bed of stones in the creek 
itself, and laying the track across them.309
Clearly, the engineers did not build the railroad independent of the natural 
surroundings, both delaying construction for blizzards and high water and 
adapting plans for the topography of Clear Creek Canyon.
Black Hawk and Central City, the hubs of Colorado's gold mining, were the 
first goals for the Colorado Central construction effort. The North Clear Creek 
watershed was too narrow and too developed to build a wye track or a turntable. 
The locomotives were unable to turn around. However, just enough space 
existed at the Forks for the wye track and for the engines to switch direction. 
Therefore, the locomotive could remain in the position of pulling its load. Rail 
passengers, such as Bird, who wanted to continue along the South branch of the 
creek to Idaho Springs, Empire, and Georgetown could board a stagecoach at 
the Forks or at the western end of the ongoing construction and continue
308 Ibid., 25.
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upstream.
After the railroad reached Black Hawk and Central City, plans to reach the 
Silver Queen commenced. Since their establishment, Golden and Denver had 
competed for regional civic status. Business leaders from each city, with their 
national, corporate backers, wanted lines to be built to Georgetown from their 
respective cities. The construction race to Georgetown pitted the Union Pacific’s 
Golden-based Colorado Central Railway against the Kansas Pacific’s Denver, 
Georgetown & Utah Railway, a company whose backers wanted to ensure 
Denver’s place as a hub for commerce and transportation.3io The plans of the 
Denver company, true to their absentee roots, ignored the local environmental 
parameters in a vain attempt to maximize profits. They planned to ascend the 
Bear Creek watershed, work through the Chicago Lakes area, and descend into 
Georgetown. The ill-conceived design failed.
The Colorado Central continued its own construction, completing rails to 
the western base of Floyd Hill on 24 February 1873 .311 Then construction 
stopped. The railroad had connected with the Mount Vernon Stage route and in 
essence, controlled the watershed’s commercial traffic without reaching the actual 
com m unities.312 The MVS completed the connections to Idaho Springs, Mill 
City, Empire, Georgetown, and Silver Plume. The Panic of 1 8 7 3  influenced the 
temporary cessation of construction because investors grew weary of further 
commercial expansions before existing railroads and businesses demonstrated 
profits.
Loveland acquired management privileges of the Colorado Central’s Clear
310 Hauck, Colorado Rail Annual, 37.
311 This site continues to be an important transportation hub: the junction of highways US 6 and 
US 40, Interstate-70, and the Scott Lancaster Memorial Bicycle Path.
312 Hauck, Colorado Rail Annual, 37.
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Creek spur from the UP in 1874 and organized the Golden, Georgetown &
Central R ailroad  313 His construction crews began working from Floyd Hill in the 
spring of 1877. The rails reached Idaho Springs on 11 June 1877. Grading 
teams simultaneously reached Fall River. Obviously, the topographical 
conditions were much more favorable for a railroad along the base of the valley 
between Floyd Hill and Georgetown than between Golden and Floyd Hill. The 
railroad reached Mill City on the first of August. The marshes and ponds of the 
once beaver-filled valley retarded the progress of the grading crews north of the 
Silver Q ueen .314 The railroad finally reached the newly constructed depot 
building in Georgetown on 14 August.
Georgetown was the initial goal of the railroad builders, but with significant 
silver discoveries in 1878 and 1879 in Leadville, the blossoming community soon 
to be known as the “Silver King of the Rockies,” it became the new goal of all the 
railroads stretching west from towns along the Front Range; including the Denver 
& Rio Grande, the Denver, South Park & Pacific, and the Colorado Central. The 
Colorado Central won the race to Georgetown, but the race to Leadville was just 
beginning. The Union Pacific organized the GB&L in 1881 to formalize the 
railroad construction toward Leadville. For the Clear Creek watershed route, 
reaching Silver Plume was the first step toward reaching Leadville.
Some corporate politics, but mostly route surveys and engineering plans, 
delayed the physical construction process to Silver Plume between 1877 and 
1881. After the UP created an official company to utilize the surveys and plans, 
construction resumed in earnest. That railroad was the Union Pacific’s GB&L. 
Those initials stand for Georgetown, Breckenridge, and Leadville, the towns
313 Ibid., 59.
314 Georgetown Courier, 19 July 1877.
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originally to be serviced by this railway. After the railroad reached Silver Plume it 
was supposed to tunnel under the Continental Divide and drop into the 
communities of Breckenridge and Leadville. The GB&L reached Bakerville and 
developed its own station, Graymont, to capitalize on the tourist draw to nearby 
Gray's Peak. About the time the GB&L completed track to Graymont, its parent 
company, the Union Pacific, had acquired another route to the increasingly rich 
mining valley of Leadville: the Denver, South Park & Pacific. No reason existed 
for the Union Pacific to continue the northern route. By stopping construction, the 
UP saved expenses from construction and labor, and eliminated a potential 
competitor with one of its own lines.
The construction of the railroad between Georgetown and Silver Plume 
demonstrates the adaptation of human designs to nonhuman p a ram ete rs .3 is  The 
first train reached Georgetown in August 1877. However, the first train did not 
reach Silver Plume until 1884. It took seven years to find and construct a solution 
to an environmental obstacle facing the Georgetown, Breckenridge, & Leadville 
railroad. That obstacle was the 600-foot elevation difference between two towns 
a mere two miles apart. To build track directly up the valley would have created a 
grade in excess of six percent, a grade that was far too steep for any main line 
steam operation, even for narrow gauge roads. A  Union Pacific engineer, Jacob 
Blickensderfer, solved the problem. The Georgetown Loop Railroad was the 
manifestation of his ideas. By encircling the valley in a helix spiral pattern where 
the track actually crossed over itself and then continuing west with a couple
315 Unless otherwise noted, the information about the GB&L construction is from a narrative I 
have developed as a conductor with the Georgetown Loop Railroad, the reconstructed GB&L. 
The narrative teaches the passengers about the history of the railroad and its place in the 
watershed. Einar Jensen, “Georgetown Loop Narrative,” in possession of the author.
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hairpin curves and two more crossings of the creek, Blickensderfer spread the 
elevation change over a greater length of track. The average grade became a 
mere 3.5 percent. Within those 600-feet lay other physical obstacles, which 
would, in turn, challenge the human desire to build a railroad up the valley.
Some of Georgetown’s citizens criticized the GB&L's route because those 
physical parameters appeared so intimidating. An article in a local newspaper 
critiqued the planned route in favor of another with fewer environmental 
obstacles.
The route selected by the Union Pacific is nearly four miles long 
with an average grade of 160 feet per mile (3%). There will be five 
bridges, one of which will be quite expensive, and three very short curves, 
which, with the heavy grade, will compel trains to run at a very low speed. 
Besides these difficulties a large portion of the grade is at the base of the 
northern slope of [Leavenworth] Mountain, where during the winter months 
the sun seldom shines and the snow lies deep.
. .  . the better route would be to start from Georgetown and run 
down to Union Pass, on the mountain side, and thence back along the side 
of [Democrat and Republican] mountain[s] to Silver Plume. This route 
would be comparatively straight and as it would be at least six miles long 
the average grade would be reduced to 100 feet per mile (2%). The large 
sum paid for land damages, the expense of bridges, the difficulty in winter 
and the snail-like rate that will be necessary on the other route, will all be 
avoided; in fact, the roadbed on the mountainside would cost less and be 
worth much more when completed.3ie
Although not utilized by the railroad, the upper portion of this alternate route was 
used by the interstate in the 1960s.
Work on the railroad grade commenced in January 1882. Construction did 
not occur with one crew starting at the Georgetown Depot and slowly proceeding 
along the proposed route until they reached Silver Plume. That tack would have 
been slow and inefficient. Instead, several camps of men worked on stretches of 
the right of way simultaneously.
316 Georgetown Courier, 1882; quoted in Hauck, Colorado Rail Annual, 79.
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The labor crews represented the diversity in the mining comunities. A  
Swedish firm under the name Smith & Company contracted for the grading along 
Griffith Mountain.si7 The Langston and Ballard Company was the contractor for 
the four miles of track between Georgetown and Silver Plume. Langston and 
Ballard established camps and blacksmith shops at the Lebanon Mine and at a 
brewery in Plume. Out of 125 men, they employed at least a dozen blacks and 
scores of Ita lia n s .8 Cornish miners also hired on with the crews. Twenty 
Chinese workers were slated to work on the railroad, but the citizens of Silver 
Plume objected vehemently and sent the Asians away.3i9 Although these crews 
worked on many parts of the grade at once, this discussion will follow the track 
from east to west to explain the environmental obstacles.
Leaving the Georgetown depot, the track initially headed north then curved 
toward the base of Griffith Mountain and headed west around the town toward the 
ascent to Silver Plume. When the track left the city limits, it had already 
ascended almost 100 feet. It then approached the mouth of the upper valley, 
named the Devil’s Gate by the locals. Two immense walls of granite, separated 
by only fifteen to twenty feet of space through which the creek flowed, framed the 
upper valley. The railroad construction removed part of the wall on the southern 
side of the valley, but the Devil’s Gate retained its ominous character and the awe 
felt for the romanticized landmark.
Once through the Gate, the train followed the southern side of the valley 
along the creek for half a mile until it turned to the right and crossed Clear Creek
317 Georgetown Courier, 1 February 1882.
318 Christine Bradley, "It’s Bully, But It Ain’t War,” mem-ber-a-bil-ia 1 (December 1995): 2.
319 Georgetown Courier, 11 May 1882.
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for the first time. 2 2 0  The curve at the low bridge was 28 degrees, an angle that 
allowed the train to return toward Georgetown along the northern side of the 
valley.
By the time the track completed the U-turn it was 90 feet higher in 
elevation than when it had entered the canyon. Blickensderfer employed a
Figure 3. Georgetown Loop Railroad Track Chart by Mike Squibb. From 
Lindsey G. Ashby, ed. Timetable, Rulebook and Instructions for Employees, 
No. 1, (1997).
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curved iron bridge to span the canyon and return the track to the west. Ninety- 
five feet above the creek, the Devil’s Gate High Bidge was three hundred feet 
long. It appeared level from a distance, but Blickensderfer needed to utilize every 
length of track to decrease the overall grade of the region. Thus, he designed the 
bridge on its own two percent grade as it curved along the mouth of the valley. 
The southern end of the bridge was six feet higher than the northern end. The 
bridge necessitated an eighteen and one half degree curve to realign the track to 
the west.
Laborers completed the high bridge on 25 November 1883. However, the 
chief engineer, Robert B. Stanton, refused to accept the bridge. His reasons and 
the circumstances were reported in the 29 November 1883 Georgtown Courier, 
and included “a defect in the riveting and . . .  the columns of the bridge have 
been placed wrong. The columns placed at the north end of the structure should 
have been placed at the south end.” The riveting and placement problems 
resulted from second-class laborers: “A number of men engaged for that purpose 
refused to work upon the bridge when they arrived here and viewed the 
dangerous structure.”321 Replacements were found as quickly as possible. 
Although this occurred in the middle of the winter, the crews finished the 
dismantling and reconstruction on 23 January 1884. The complete price tag for 
the bridge was over $250,000. The high bridge was integral to the construction 
because after its completion, a train could haul equipment closer to the crews 
working in the upper valley. In fact, crews had laid the ties for the grade all the 
way to Bakerville, but they had to wait for the new rails to finish the track.322
321 Both quotations are from Georgetown Courier, 29 November 1883; quoted in Hauck, 
Colorado Rail Annual, 77.
322 Rocky Mountain News, 20 January 1884.
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After another half mile, the track passed the Hall Tunnel mine, one of few  
mines lucky enough to have direct access to the new railroad. (The enterprising 
owners of the Hall wanted to tunnel under Leavenworth Mountain and connect 
the mines on the south side with the railroad on the north. After drilling a few  
thousand feet, the tunnel developers found some veins of silver. They 
abandoned the tunnel idea in favor of the mining opportunity.) The track then 
curved to the right and crossed over the creek to the north side of the valley. It 
immediately turned left on a twenty-eight degree curve and crossed back over the 
creek to the south side of the valley headed eastbound.
Between the two upper crossings of Clear Creek, at approximately mile 
52.6 west of Golden, was an area referred to as the Cut. Of the entire GB&L 
route, this site could have featured a tunnel, but the crews chose to excavate 
instead of burrow. The Cut is 207 feet long around another twenty-eight degree 
curve. Utilizing skills they had learned elsewhere, Cornish miners built the 
retaining walls around the Cut with a method known as dry-stacking. They used 
neither mortar nor cement during the construction. During the reconstruction of 
the GB&L in the 1970s, the crews found the walls still standing, protecting the old 
right of way as they had a century earlier. With only a little maintenance each 
spring, the walls continue to hold the rocky slopes away from the railroad.
Once the roadbed crossed the creek for the fourth time, it began a steep 
ascent up Leavenworth Mountain. A huge boulder field resting directly in the 
track's path complicated the ascent. Some of the boulders had delayed 
construction between Hall Tunnel and the Cut, but the majority of the delays 
occurred during the steep 4.13 percent ascent. The boulder field was the result 
of a landslide from the top of Leavenworth after the last glacial era. In an era
159
For a map of the Georgetown Loop Railroad, 
see Map 6 in the sleeve.
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prior to heavy equipment such as tractors, each of the boulders that happened to 
rest in the proposed right-of-way required hand-drilling, packing the holes with 
dynamite, and detonating the charge, hopefully exploding the rock into pieces 
small enough that could be hauled away by hand or by mule team. The hand- 
drilling was difficult and dangerous and often referred to as “widow-maker” work 
because charges detonated earlier and later than anticipated and because 
chunks of the rocks fell randomly.
The track through the boulder field was called the ladder because it was 
one of the steepest portions of the GB&L’s route, second only to a steep grade at 
the west end of the high fill curve. Crews built the track on a 4 percent grade, 
climbing four feet of elevation for every one hundred feet of forward travel. These 
steep grades, the sharp curves through the Cut, and the need to minimize 
blasting through rock demonstrated the value of narrow gauge track. Less space 
between the rails translated into a narrower right-of-way, and a narrower right of 
way was important for overcoming space limitations.
The big fill, or high fill as it was alternatively known, was a burm built on 
the side of Leavenworth Mountain. At mile post 53, the track followed a thirty 
degree hairpin curve around the burm to head back upstream toward Silver 
Plume. Without that curve trains would have been unable to turn back to the 
west. Laborers hauled hundreds of tons of rock to build this 190-foot long burm 
above the side of the mountain, “filling-in” a place where the mountain was 
insufficient for the railroad designs and where the grade threatened to increase 
above four percent. At its tallest point, the burm raised the track 60 feet above 
the hillside. The big fill was a human compromise to the ecological parameters, 
at least as significant as the high bridge.
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Leaving the big fill, the track went west to the cemetary hill where it curved 
around the northside of the hill, passed over the dam of terminal moraine, and 
followed the creek west into Silver Plume. An article in an 1885 Railroad Gazette 
summarized the material consumption of the Loop’s construction: “The quantities 
for the 8 1/2 miles of work, which includes the spiral, are, in round numbers: loose 
rock, 44,000 cubic yards; rock, 55,000 cubic yards; masonry, 8,500 cubic yards; 
and a total cost of grading and masonry was $225,500, or $26,500 per m ile .”323 
Track crews reached Silver Plume in March and Graymont in April 1884. The 
citizens of each town “rejoiced as they never did before” when the first train 
reached their d e p o t.324 Plume’s celebration included a parade, speeches, and a 
grand ball, a fitting welcome for the portent of economic growth.
As historian Cornelius Hauck summarizes, “The Loop attracted immediate 
attention because, in addition to offering a very scenic trip for tourists, it was then 
a unique example of a different method of gaining altitude on a mountain 
ra ilw ay .”325 in fact, a handful of railroads in the world utilized a helix spiral to 
gain altitude, but the Georgetown Loop was the only place where the engineers 
enclosed neither level of the track in a tunnel.
The original railroad company continued west to Graymont, a small 
community at the mouth of Stevens Gulch next to Bakerville. Although Loveland 
had lost control of the railroad construction in the watershed, he had anticipated 
the Union Pacific continuing to the western slope, and had started constructing a 
tunnel underneath the Divide in 1882. Marcus Pomeroy also attempted to bore a 
rail tunnel under the Divide approximately 1.5 miles west of Bakerville at 10,200
323 Railroad Gazette, 1885; quoted in Hauck, Colorado Rail Annual, 78.
324 Georgetown Courier, 6 March 1884.
325 Hauck, Colorado Rail Annual, 78.
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feet above sea level. He started digging in 1880 and went 4,000 feet before 
running out of m o n ey .326 Unfortunately for these entrepreneurs, the UP 
terminated construction upon reaching Graymont because it had acquired the 
Denver, South Park and Pacific Railroad that had recently reached Leadville.
In 1899, just after the Colorado & Southern bought the Colorado Central 
and GB&L, a passenger could leave Denver and reach Silver Plume in three 
hours and fifty minutes on the “Mail and Express” trip, or three and a half hours 
on the “Day Express” e xcu rs io n .327 The return trips were only slightly quicker. 
The passengers on both trains travelled 54 miles one way and ascended or 
descended 4,006 feet in elevation. Almost 2,300 feet of that change occurred 
upstream of the Forks Creek Station. However, the C&S was not the only 
railroad serving the mining communities and visitors of the Clear Creek 
watershed.
Edward J. Wilcox had immigrated to Colorado to become a gold miner in 
Summit County’s Montezuma District. He also developed gold claims in Idaho 
Springs. In the 1890s he sold his gold claims and bought numerous silver 
properties in the East Argentine District of Clear Creek County. In 1902, after 
lead and zinc prices had rebounded and after silver had stabilized following the 
national depression of the late 1890s, Wilcox formed the Waldorf Mining and 
Milling Company around his 65 mining claims at the headwaters of Leavenworth 
G u lc h .328 Waldorf, the town that would develop around the Wilcox Tunnel, was 
miles away from the nearest railroad and had to rely on jack strings and teamster-
326 Ibid., 79-80.
327 Colorado and Southern Railway, “The Colorado Road,” promotional brochure (Denver: Smith 
Brooks Company, 1899), 7.
328 Dan Abbott, Stairway to the Stars: Colorado’s Argentine Central Railway, Gary Morgan, ed. 
(Fort Collins: Centennial Publications, 1977), 19.
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driven wagons for hauling equipment and ore. The road to Waldorf was 
treacherous and service was often unreliable, even during the summer months. 
Despite the low price of silver, Wilcox believed his high grade ores would turn a 
profit once transportation costs d e c re a s e d .329
The economic promise of another mining boom inspired Wilcox to mold a 
railroad around Leavenworth Mountain and up to his properties. He created the 
Argentine Central Railway to fulfill the transportation dreams. It connected with 
the Georgetown, Breckenridge & Leadville, by then owned by the Colorado & 
Southern, in Silver Plume. Construction began on 1 August 1905. The sharp 
curves and steep grades of the proposed route did not prevent the construction of 
a railroad, but the topographical circumstances did mean Wilcox had to utilize the 
latest technological innovations to accomplish his goal.
Starting from Silver Plume the grade is about 6% for the greater 
part of the distance, broken at intervals by stretches of level track and 5% 
grades. The maximum grade is 6.6% for a short distance (combined with 
a curve of 286 ft. radius), and there is about half a mile of 2.4% grade.
The normal minimum of curvature is 32 degrees, but the three sharpest 
curves are of 143 ft. radius; a portion of one of these is on a 6% grade, the 
combined grade and curve resistance being equivalent to an 8% grade on 
tangent. The topography necessitated the introduction of several 
switchbacks or reversing stations, and these are approached by 6%  
grades in both directions.sso
Remarkably, the railroad accomplished one of its owner’s goals; it reduced the 
transportation costs for all the mining companies in the East Argentine District, 
not only for Wilcox.
The Argentine Central climbed the north face of Leavenworth Mountain in 
a series of switchbacks, rounded the eastern end of the mountain, and ascended
329 Ibid., 22.
330 N. A., “Two Interesting Mountain Railways, Operated By Geared Locomotives," Engineering 
News (26 October 1911): 491 -93.
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Leavenworth Gulch to the town of Waldorf. From Waldorf, elevation 11,666 feet,
the Argentine Central branched into a line that utilized more switchbacks to climb
Mount McClellan toward the north and numerous spurs to mining companies
toward the south. Unlike the Georgetown Loop, where tourism was a secondary
function of the road, Wilcox constructed the route to the summit of McClellan
specifically for both mining and tourism.
The Argentine Central climbed 4,500 feet over 16 miles of track with an
average grade of 5 1/3 percent. The only comparable railroads could be found in
the Andes Mountains. “At its inception,” noted one historian,
the Argentine was not designed to carry out the aim of multitudes of other 
roads and cross the Continental Divide. Its function was to serve the East 
Argentine Mining District centered at Waldorf, and to climb Mount 
McClellan, then published as a 14,000 foot p eak .33 i
The latter goal, although not mentioned by the source represented the owner's 
desire to develop.
As soon as Wilcox’s grading crews began developing the roadbed, citizens 
of the county discovered a new sense of optimism. Because the railroad served 
both the mining industry and the increasingly significant tourist industry, the 
communities' collective economic future was bright. Although the town only 
indirectly benefitted from events upstream, the Idaho Springs Mining Gazette 
utilized every possible chance to champion Wilcox’s plans. The merchants and 
civic leaders of Idaho Springs had a stake in the tourist boom upstream because 
most of the visitors would take the Colorado & Southern through their town to 
reach the other communities and scenic attractions.
Wilcox bought a special type of locomotive to maneuver around the
331 Robert M. Ormes, Railroads and the Rockies: A Record of Lines in and near Colorado 
(Denver: Sage Books, 1963), 69.
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sharply curved and steeply graded route. That locomotive was the Shay, built by 
the Lima Locomotive Works of Lima, Ohio, and developed by Ephraim Shay. 
Patented in 1881 the Shay was the latest development in locomotive 
technology.332 While Shays could rarely travel above ten miles per hour, they 
were capable of hauling large loads of timber, minerals, freight, and people over 
steep ten- to fourteen-percent grades, although eight percent was the highest 
along the Argentine Central. The Argentine Central owned and operated seven 
two-truck Shay locomotives.333
An unseasonably warm fall and winter prevented heavy snows from 
delaying construction. The need for blasting did cause some delays, but work 
progressed quickly for the first six months. The largely Austrian labor crews 
completed the track to Waldorf on the last day of January 1906. Because most 
of the properties in the high altitude valley were within a mile of the new railroad, 
the arrival of the railroad motivated the miners to increase their production.
Freight hauling began soon after the rails reached Waldorf. As the miners of 
Waldorf celebrated, crews continued construction to the summit of McClellan. 
Normal accumulations of snow returned to the watershed in March and 
suspended work until May. In May, the grading crews dug through the snowpack 
to expose the roadbed.334 The final ties were driven at the summit on 1 August 
1906, exactly one year after the construction project began. Passenger cars full 
of sight-seers reached the summit the next day. The Colorado & Southern had 
promised Wilcox thousands of passengers in the summer tourist season.
The Argentine Central was immediately busy, hauling supplies to the
332 Donald B. Robertson, Encyclopedia of Western Railroad History, Volume II. The Mountain 
States: Colorado. Idaho. Montana. Wyoming (Dallas: Taylor Publishing, 1991), 41.
333 Hilton, American Narrow Gauge, 338.
334 Abbott, Stairway to the Stars, 38.
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mining companies and hauling the ore to Silver Plume and the Colorado & 
Southern. Unlike the C&S at the lower elevations, the Argentine Central was a 
seasonal railroad. Wilcox attempted to operate his railway during the winter but 
snowslides buried the track.335 Since the railroad could not operate continuously 
in the snovy^ winter, stockpiles of excavated ore developed from the Vidler, 
Paymaster, Tobin, Kitty Owsley, and Waldorf claims. Those stockpiles ensured a 
demand for shipping once the snow melted in the spring and the track was 
repaired. Wilcox facilitated the demand for the rail service by charging low prices 
for shipping to and from Waldorf.
As with the mines, the railroads were vulnerable to problems associated 
with absentee ownership. Facing bankruptcy in 1909, Wilcox sold the Argentine 
Central to a firm in Denver consisting of businessmen with no railroading 
experience. The new owners proposed extending the track from the summit of 
McClellan to the summit of Gray’s Peak to the west. They wanted to increase the 
railway’s appeal to the tourist industry, an industry that had begun to plateau in 
the face of political upheaval in Europe. The new owners, the Gray's Peak 
Scenic Development Company, also proposed building an observatory and a 
hotel on the mountain top with no apparent thought to the high winds, heavy 
snows, lightning, and low oxygen content present at the fourteener’s summit. 
Newspapers in Denver championed the development plans, but like the owners, 
they either overestimated the ability of human designs to conquer the landscape 
or underestimated the influence of the environment on human activities.336 The 
topographical and climatological parameters prevented these ill-conceived 
development plans from taking shape.
335 For an example see Idaho Springs Mining Gazette, 28 February 1907.
336 For an example, see Denver Times, 12 June 1909.
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Financial losses for the railroad continued to mount even with the new 
capital from numerous Denver-based holding companies. One set of formal 
foreclosure proceedings began during the spring of 1911. Although the 
proceedings were dismissed on a legal technicality, efforts to reorganize North 
America’s highest railroad failed and the line suspended rail service in 1911 and 
1912.337 The roadbed, ties, and rails deteriorated during those two years of 
temporary abandonment. Operators after 1912 were unable to maintain the 
mountainous right-of-way and aging rolling stock. Inadequate maintenance led to 
accidents such as derailments and runaway cars. The line suspended operations 
after the 1917 season, having lost freight traffic and most of its passenger 
business.
Beyond these lines, businessmen founded other railroad companies with 
the intent of taking a piece of the financial bonanza in mining transportation. 
However, none of those other companies developed beyond the stage of an 
entrepreneurial pipe dream or a threat to another person’s plans. Railroads could 
vault the owners to wealth and fame. However, they could also ruin unprepared 
boosters.
Among these paper railroads were the Georgetown, Silver Creek and 
Chicago Lakes Railroad Company and the Georgetown, Silver Creek and 
Chicago Lakes Railway Company. The former was created three days after the 
latter to compete for the wealth from the higher altitude mining districts.^ss Both 
remained as paper companies but they clearly demonstrate the economic drive to 
serve the mines and communities. Similarly, the Rocky Mountain Rail Road 
Company was formed in 1901. The boosters envisioned a railway from Idaho
337 Abbott, Stairway to the Stars, 94.
338 Ormes, Railroads and the Rockies, 255.
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Springs along Clear Creek to Fall River, then ascending the mountains to the 
Yankee District. The $10,000 capitalization would have necessitated a tight 
budget of $1,000 per mile. 339 As this case demonstrates, the boosters’ dreams 
were often much larger than their pocketbooks and the environment would allow.
While the topography of the Clear Creek watershed could be hostile to 
railroads, the climate of the watershed was generally amiable to them. However, 
the iron roads were not impervious to climatic phenomena. Except for 
Leavenworth Gulch, the valleys of the watershed were not plagued with blizzards 
that delayed rail service. Small “butterfly” plows on the fronts of locomotives were 
enough to keep the routes free of snow. Frost heaves along the roadbed also 
caused problems. Wind and rain, however, did cause significant delays. A gust 
of Herculean proportions once toppled a train. “On 28 February 1884, about 7:00 
am, as the eastbound passenger train was just leaving Georgetown, it was 
literally blown over by a sudden g a le .”340 That event raised concerns about the 
vulnerability of trains to high winds while they crossed the high bridge, but no 
such accident ever occurred.
Lacking forests after 1877, the threat of forest fires in the Clear creek 
watershed from airborne cinders was minimal. However, the seasonally dry 
climate meant that wind blown cinders from locomotives could still ignite the 
grassy hillsides and wooden structures in towns. To lower the fire hazard, J. 
Wellington Nesmith of Golden equipped many of the Colorado Central 
locomotives with a special spark-arresting stack that he invented. The smoke
339 Ibid., 344.
340 Georgetown Courier, 28 February 1884, referred to the Herculean gust while the quotation 
was from Hauck, Colorado Rail Annual, 136.
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stack featured an inverted cast-iron cone designed to precipitate sparks and 
cinders out of the smoke without using screens.341 Similar to the “bear trap” 
model of spark arresters, Nesmith’s cone funneled the cinders to the ballasted 
grade under the engine’s wheels. The cone also minimized the number of sparks 
that wafted back to the passengers’ open windows.
Numerous authors have overlooked the impact of flooding on the 
watershed’s railroads. Because the trains used the bottom of the canyons and 
valleys to traverse through the mountains, flooding from heavy rains and spring 
run-off were continuous threats. In the summer of 1909, one George LeBlanc 
noted in his copy of a tourist publication that the track had been washed out in 
numerous places in Clear Creek Canyon. At one point he "had to ride a Jack for 
about a mile” until he reached the next piece of passable track where a train 
awaited.342 Heavy rainfall often caused mudslides, especially along the steep, 
denuded hillsides of the upper watershed. A landslide between Georgetown and 
Silver Plume hit a train and almost forced it into the creek in 1895.343 The 
reconstructed portion of the railroad similarly faces rockslides during the weeks of 
spring thaw each season.
The Silver Panic of 1893 caused the price of silver to drop far below the 
costs of production and transportation. Most of the mines closed, and 
consequently many of the towns and railroads that serviced them also folded. 
However, tourism kept the GB&L from a similar demise. As many as seven trains
341 Hauck, Colorado Rail Annual, 39. Nesmith’s invention was patented 9 November 1875 
under patent number 169,831.
342 George W. LeBlanc, handwritten notes from 20 July 1909, in Nature’s Romance: “Over the 
Loop,” Clear Creek Canon and Adjacent Scenery, Frank W. Hynes, with photographs by the 
Smith-Hassel Company (Denver: Frank S. Thayer, 1906), 10.
343 Silver Standard, 25 July 1895; provided by C. Bradley.
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a day made their way west from Golden to see the famous Devil’s Gate High 
Bridge. In the 1880s and 1890s that bridge was known internationally as an 
engineering and scenic marvel. The Argentine Central Railroad and an aerial 
tramway from Silver Plume to Sunrise Peak also lured tourists into the early- 
twentieth-century watershed. Beyond these economic impacts, the direct 
environmental impacts of using the railroads continued until another set of 
national circumstances resulted In the closure of the GB&L.
In 1899, the populations of the watershed communities greatly exceeded 
those of today. Idaho Springs had 3,000 citizens; Dumont, 250; Lawson, 250; 
Empire, 500; Georgetown, 1,800; and Silver Plume, 1,000.344 These 
populations could easily support a railroad if the train was the chief form of 
transportation between the communities and the markets on the plains. 
Unfortunately for the railroad owners, trains were not the final transportation 
upgrade in the Clear Creek watershed.
In the late 1920s and 1930s, the trendiness, mass production, and 
increased affordability of the automobile, as well as the improvements to 
roadways decreased railroad usage. Potential railroad passengers, mostly 
tourists in those decades, largely preferred to drive themselves into the scenic 
mountains rather than ride the narrow gauge trains. Because many watershed 
citizens relied on the railroad for transportation, the decrease in rail service that 
resulted from the loss of tourist traffic proved inconvenient. Veronica Elliott, a 
teacher at the Dumont schoolhouse, used the train to commute to work from her 
home in Georgetown. She had to depart her hometown at 7:10 A.M. and stay in
344 Colorado and Southern Railway, "The Colorado Road.” 8.
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Dumont until after 6;30 P.M., hours after she had finished her duties.^ 5  Patricia 
Limerick explains this transition: while “railroads eliminated the test of endurance, 
the thirst, and the physical exertion of the overland trail, automobiles eliminated 
the railroad's restrictions on individual choice and freedom of movement.”346
Declining business from the mines, the loss of passengers to automobiles, 
inflated charges for hauling freight, and the loss of attention from the once friendly 
press to information about World W ar I ended the fame and hopes for fortune of 
the watershed’s railroads.347 The economic devastation of the Great 
Depression, on both industrial and personal levels, also crushed the dreams of 
railroad owners. In August 1926 the Colorado & Southern petitioned the 
Colorado Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) to suspend all passenger service 
along its Clear Creek division. Sensing economic doom, the citizens of Clear 
Creek and Gilpin counties protested to the same Commission. The CPUC held a 
hearing in Idaho Springs to gather citizen input. Because the town’s mayor 
believed the hearing was of “vital importance” to all his constituents, he 
proclaimed that afternoon a town holiday, enabling the businesses to close early 
and allowing as many citizens as possible to attend the hearing.348 
Apparently, the concerns of the citizens had little impact on the 
commissioners’ deliberations. The commission authorized the termination of 
passenger service on 25 May 1927.349 The last regular passenger train ran ten 
days later. Freight traffic continued for the miners and merchants in the
345 Veronica Elliott, “A Sentimental Journey on the Colorado & Southern Train," The Clear Creek 
Courarit Railroad Edition (Summer 1996): 13.
346 Patricia Nelson Limerick, The Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American 
West {New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1987), 165.
347 Abbott, Stairway to the Stars, 113.
348 Idaho Springs Mining Gazette, 10 December 1926.
349 Georgetown Courier, 25 May 1927. It was decision #1234 of application 1770.
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watershed, but that service was doomed as soon as the passenger service 
ended. Since 1907, “the Colorado & Southern was doing a lot more freight 
business into the mountains than it was carrying out,” according to one historian, 
despite the increased demand for service from the mines of the East Argentine 
District.350 Few freight companies could survive such an imbalance. When the 
Gray’s Peak Scenic Development Company abandoned the Argentine Central in 
October 1918, the quantity of freight hauled on the C&S plummeted. In February 
1936 the Colorado & Southern filed for complete abandonment. Three years 
later, labor crews dismantled the once proud Loop. All of the rails, all of the ties, 
and all of the bridges were removed and sold for scrap. The C&S removed their 
equipment from the bed to stop paying taxes on the land. The roadbed remained, 
having been carved into the hillsides, serving as an often ignored yet lasting 
reminder of the ecological legacies of railroads in the watershed.
With the abandonment and dismantling, “the politicians and ‘highway 
lobby’ cheerfully observed that, with the railroad gone, construction of the new 
highway west of Golden in Clear Creek Canyon would be much easier and 
cheaper.”351 As Limerick has interpreted, automobiles and highways replaced 
railroads just as railroads replaced wagons and pack trains as the major 
transportation method into and out from the watershed. Significantly, “mining 
companies aggresively lobbied for highway improvements” to facilitate truck 
usage over railroad usage, just as they had lobbied for the railroads in the 
previous century. 352
350 Hauck, Colorado Rail Annual, 107, his emphasis.
351 Ibid., 179.
352 Richard V. Francaviglia, Hard Plaœs: Reading the Landscape of America's Historic Mining 
Districts, with a foreword by Wayne Franklin, the American Land and Life Series, Wayne 
Franklin, ed. (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1991), 76.
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The histories of mining and railroading are clearly interconnected. Their 
environmental legacies are also similar. Although the railroad equipment was 
removed in 1939, its environmental legacy could not be removed. Human use of 
the trains had stopped so the need for wood to maintain the roadbed and to fuel 
the engines decreased, but the topographical changes to the landscape 
remained. The original roadbed remained in such good shape between 
Georgetown and Silver Plume that it was used forty-four years later when 
Westrail, Inc., brought the railroad back into the watershed. The railroads, both 
their construction and their utilization, provide a good example of a human 
construction remaining in the ecological context as the hybrid model predicts.
In the twentieth century, miners discovered molybdenum in the watershed. 
The excavation of molybdenum further demonstrates the connection between 
mining and railroads, the need for efficient technologies, the changing values that 
humans place on the landscape, and therefore, how humans and their 
constructions integrate into the environment.
CHAPTER SEVEN
THE SEARCH FOR MOLYBDENUM: 
MODERN MINING IN A MODERN LANDSCAPE
Some mines are decidedly better than others, 
but you won’t find an environmentally 
benign mine anywhere.
-Missoulian, 4 December 1994
In the twentieth century, small miners, those individuals who were 
independent of corporations, continued to remove ore from the mountains and 
valleys and stream channels of the Clear Creek watershed, but corporate mining 
performed the most significant excavation. The evolution of the mining industry in 
the Clear Creek watershed began with the prospectors of the gold era. The silver 
era marked the start of hard rock mining, a slowly industrializing form of mineral 
resource excavation. Outside investors enabled local laborers and managers to 
open larger mines. Mining evolved further in the molybdenum era when 
multinational corporations operated the mines. Modern mining necessitated large 
and long-term capital investments. Because the grade of the ore was low, only 
large-scale excavation could produce the necessary profit. Small miners and 
their operations remained important, economically, ecologically, and socially in 
the Clear Creek watershed, but the corporate hard rock miners rose to 
preeminence. Thus, molybdenum mining occupies a significant stage in the 
environmental history of the Clear Creek watershed.
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For a map of the Molybdenum Mining Portion of the watershed, 
see Map 7 in the sleeve.
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Mining for molybdenum marked another transition in the recovery of 
resources in the Clear Creek watershed. Human needs, technology, and the 
physical environment remained important factors that defined whether minerals 
were simply deposits of rock or resources of ore. However, social attitudes also 
became a factor, more than in the past. The political environment, shaped by the 
perceived long term consequences of gold and silver mining and a growing 
national sense of environmentalism, played a role in constructing new standards 
upon which the hybrid ecological region was assessed by inhabitants and 
outsiders. The hybrid landscape model reveals and teaches how human designs, 
environmental parameters, and human values about the legacies of preceding 
hybrids informed the search and recovery of molybdenum.
A historical survey of the changes to mining laws and the legacy of those 
changes explains the development of the socio-political atmosphere that miners 
confronted in the late twentieth century. The web of legal regulations had grown 
significantly between the initial Colorado gold rushes by individual prospectors 
and the development of the watershed’s molybdenum deposits by a corporation. 
The mining claim, which has been the core of the legal web, has withstood the 
test of time. A private citizen or United States corporation could create a claim 
against the federal government for the mineral rights in a piece of land. The 
Mining Act of 1866 formalized the right to create such claims.
Prospecting for and extracting minerals from the public lands before 1866 
was considered a trespass against the federal goverment, the landlord of the 
public domain. For the first forty years of the nineteenth century the federal 
government used a leasing system to regulate mineral extraction from public
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la n d s .353 President Polk understood the inadequacy of the program: “The
system of granting leases has proved to be not only unprofitable to the
Government, but unsatisfactory to the citizens who have gone upon the lan d s /354
That program had limited success with lead mines and quarries in the Mississippi
River valley, but it was bound for failure in the placer districts of California
because the government had little desire to enforce the penalties for trespass
against so many prospectors. Instead of designing a way to enforce the laws
against trespass, Congress eliminated the crime altogether, first by abandoning
the leasing program and second by drafting a new law.
According to the act of 26 July 1866, “the mineral lands of the public
domain, both surveyed and unsurveyed, are hereby declared to be free and open
to exploration and occupation by all citizens of the United States."355 After
locating a claim, inhabiting it, and improving its value by $1,000, the party could
obtain a patent for the land. The patent transfered ownership from the federal
government to the claimant party. Four years later, lawmakers amended the act
to account for placer claims specifically.
The next major federal law that concerned the development of mining
resources in the nation further promoted mineral resource extraction. Approved
in May 1872, the General Mining Law provided
that all valuable mineral deposits in lands belonging to the United States, 
both surveyed and unsurveyed, are hereby declared to be free and open 
to exploration and purchase, and the lands in which they are found to 
occupation and purchase, by the citizens of the United States.356
353 Clarence King, compiler, The United States Mining Laws and Regulations thereunder, and 
State and Territorial Mining Laws, to which are appended Local Mining Rules and Regulations, 
Tenth Census (Washington, D C.: Department of the Interior, Census Bureau, 1885), 2.
354 James K. Polk, “First Annual Message,” 2 December 1845; quoted in Thomas Donaldson, 
The Public Domain: Its History with Statistics (Washington, D.C.: Public Land Commission, 
1884), 307.
355 King, Mining Laws, 7.
^56 Ibid., 11.
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The significant difference between this law and that of 1866 was the 
encouragement to purchase the lands from the public domain. The size of the 
offered claim increased while the amount of improvement decreased. The law 
also said the claimant could retain title to the land without obtaining a patent if the 
party completed $100 worth of improvements annually. By its own pen, the 
government received no direct reimbursment for the development and 
privatization of mineral lands.
Interestingly, the federal government enacted these laws after western 
mining was in full swing. The glory days in California had already passed and the 
bulk of Colorado’s placer claims and lode mines had already conformed to district 
and territorial laws. The federal government worked after the fact to legalize and 
promote further the actions of miners in the Rocky Mountain, Intermountain, and 
West Coast regions. A former attorney for American Metals Climax and 
executive officer for several other mining firms said “the law worked surprisingly 
well in its early days, especially when one considers the brevity of its provisions 
and the magnitude of its c o v e r a g e .”357 The miners who recovered the gold, 
silver, molybdenum, and other mineral resources from the Clear Creek watershed 
established their mines under the brief, wide-scale, and long-lasting provisions of 
the law of 1872.
Thomas Donaldson, who has investigated the history of the public domain, 
estimates that the federal government spent an average of twenty dollars for 
each patent of a mining claim. The cost to the claimant was at least $200, but it 
often climbed as high as $1,000 before accounting for the cost of
357 Stanley Dempsey, "Mining Law Update,” Mining Engineering 49 (February 1997): 43.
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improvements.358 Those fees explain why many mining claims were never 
patented. Why obtain ownership for a slab of land when the government both 
allowed for and promoted mineral resource recovery from land still owned as the 
public domain? Although placer claims cost only $2.50 per acre and lode claims 
were $5.00, all the other fees, paying for surveys, notice publications, and 
property taxes, for example, discouraged many miners from obtaining patents. 
This squatting, legalized by the Law of 1872, may have encouraged poor land 
stewardship practices on the part of the miners. The federal government joined 
the roll of absentee owners who knew little about the local ecological 
transformations accompanying the mining activity.
In the second half of the twentieth century, many other laws have been 
instituted to regulate mineral land development and to account for the 
environmental consequences of industrialization. Among the regulatory acts 
were the Wilderness Act of 1964 and the Federal Land Policy and Management 
Act of 1976. The Wilderness Act required the United States Geological Survey 
and United States Bureau of Mines to survey the public lands to determine 
mineral resources potential.359 The Act of 1976 required that all mining claims, 
old and new, be filed with the federal government. The Bureau of Land 
Management acquired jurisdiction over the public domain and could negate new 
mining claims if filing did not occur within ninety days of the date of location.360 
Both of these acts confirmed the federal partnership with the mining industry but
358 Donaldson, The Public Domain, 323.
359 Alan M. Bielski, Terry J. Kriedler, and Louis W. Hamm, “Mineral Investigation of the Vasquez 
Peak Wilderness Study Area and St. Louis Peak and Williams Fork Roadless Areas, Clear 
Creek, Grand, and Summit Counties, Colorado.” Records Group 070 BOM, Mineral Lands 
Assessment Report, 1981-1986, 8NS-070-96-063, box 4 of 21. National Archives, Rocky 
Mountain Region, Lakewood, Colorado.
360 Cheryl Outerbridge, “Staking Mining Claims," Colorado Mining Association 1980 Mining 
Yearbook {Denver: Colorado Mining Association, 1980), 1.
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other laws seemed to threaten that partnership by breaking the traditional policy 
of non-interference with mineral development.
Current mining companies no longer have the option to develop mineral 
resources for a nominal fee or without government regulation. The Clean Air Act 
and Clean Water Act, the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), and the National Environmental 
Policy Act of 1969 are environmental laws that have strengthened the provisions 
of the federal laws governing mining. When Congress passed the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) they created the Environmental Protection 
Agency and the process of assessing long-term ecological transformations.
NEPA established environmental quality as a national priority and therefore a 
priority for industries within the nation. The costs of late twentieth-century mining 
entailed monetary and temporal additions unknown to nineteenth-century miners. 
This scenario, an absentee land owner, poor land stewardship, the small amount 
of money paid the government for extremely valuable mineral lands, and new 
federal attention to environmental quality, culminated in the socio-political climate 
molybdenum miners encountered and operated within in the latter half of the 
twentieth century.
Similar to those of gold and silver, molybdenum deposits form within 
fissures as mineral veins. Unlike the early Tertiary intrusions, the intrusion that 
cooled inside Red Mountain was part of a specific volcanic event. A volcano 
formed above a geothermal vent located between the Vasquez and Berthoud
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faults in the northwestern portion of the watershed. 361 The glaciation and stream 
erosion that followed the intrusion period destroyed the pre-volcanic surface and 
the surface evidence of the volcano.362 As the lava ascended to the surface, 
some intrusions stopped within the fractured granitic crust and cooled. “One of 
the pulses of molten rock was exceptionally rich in dissolved iron, sulfur, silicon, 
potash, and molybdenum.”363 As the rock cooled, hot aqueous solutions rich in 
those noted substances flowed into fissures newly created by the volcanic 
activity. When the solutions cooled, the mineral deposits formed. That volcanic 
activity produced other vents near Paines and Leavenworth mountains, to the 
southwest, but since the surrounding rock differed, the mineral deposits differed 
from those in Red Mountain.364 Those sites are in the southwest portion of the 
watershed along South Clear Creek and Leavenworth Creek, respectively. This 
relatively recent volcanic activity proves that the mineralization associated with 
the Colorado Mineral Belt was not a one-time occurrence.
Glaciation and stream erosion, and more recently, wind erosion, exposed a 
summit of mineralized rock above the vent. Air and water oxidized the iron at the 
mountain's summit, giving it a red hue from which the mountain gained its name. 
The red color is significant because it signals the presence of mineralization. As 
a geologist recounted, “the prominent staining of the rocks . . . undoubtedly 
attracted the attention of prospectors who combed the hills of the Front Range in
361 Stewart R. Wallace, W. Bruce Mackenzie, Robert G. Blair, and Neil K Muncaster, “Geology 
of the Urad and Henderson Molybdenite Deposits, Clear Creek County, Colorado, with a Section 
on a Comparison of These Deposits with Those at Climax, Colorado,” Economic Geology 73 
(May 1978): 325.
362 N.A., “New Urad moly mine is block-caved for 3-stage underground crushing,” Engineering 
and Mining Journal (October 1967): 103.
363 Ibid., 103.
364 Richard B. Taylor and Robert U. King, “Preliminary report on mid-tertiary rhyolite vents and 
associated mineralization south of Georgetown, Colorado,” unpublished report. United States 
Geological Survey, 2 August 1967, 12.
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the latter half of the Nineteenth century, but in the absence of gold and silver, few 
mining locations were ever m a d e .”365 Samuel Bowles noticed the staining of the 
rocks in 1868 during his trip to and over Berthoud Pass. “The mountains rise 
sharp and sheer one thousand and two thousand feet above the road, and wide 
walls of red granite hang over [the va lley ].”366 Those walls of red rock were on 
Red Mountain. From the perspective of the nineteenth-century prospectors, no 
resource existed in that part of the watershed. However, the twentieth-century 
geologists sought a different resource. Fifty years after Bowles’s trip the rouge 
hues caught the eyes of federal geologists. Molybdenum, commonly referred to 
as moly, was discovered on the south side of Red Mountain in the 1910s.
Molybdenum, the element, was discovered in 1898, but uses for this metal 
were not discovered until 1914. Molybdenum has a higher melting point than 
most other metals: 4,730 degrees Fahrenheit, which is approximately 2,000 
degrees higher than the melting point of iron.367 Thus it could be used in 
combination with iron for products that experience high temperatures such as jet 
engines, missiles, and gun barrels. It also strengthens steel alloys because its 
tensility is high. This tensility made it a popular ingredient in wartime and 
peacetime vehicle construction. Molybdenum was also a substitute for tungsten 
in high-speed steels.368 Because it resists oxidation, the metal was especially
365 Wallace, Mackenzie, Blair, and Muncaster, “Geology of Urad," 330.
366 Samuel Bowles, The Parks and Mountains of Colorado: A Summer Vacation in the 
Switzerland of America, 1868, with an introduction and notes by James H. Pickering, ed. 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991), 102.
367 Robert U. King, "Molybdenum," Mineral and Water Resources of Colorado (Washington,
D.C.: Department of the Interior, United States Geological Survey and Colorado Mining Industrial 
Development Board, 1964), 102. Information about the element’s chemical properties can also 
be found in Roger F. Sebenik, et al., “Molybdenum and Molybdenum Compounds,” reprint from 
UHman’s Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry, fifth edition (New York: VCH Publishers, 1990).
368 John W. Blossom, Molybdenum: Annual Report (Washington, D C.: United States Bureau of 
Mines, 1994), 2.
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useful in warm and humid environments. Beyond these steel alloys, other uses 
include lubricants, catalysts, and pigments. Unlike gold and silver, molybdenum 
was not a metal for measuring wealth. Its value came from its properties as a 
raw material. Although different motives inspired the respective mineral 
searches, the recovery processes similarly had to account for the reciprocal 
interactions of human and nonhuman agents and parameters.
International affairs motivated the domestic development of molybdenum.
In its quest to make the rest of the world safe for democracy, the American war 
effort in World W ar I required molybdenum. The Germans had already started 
using molybdenum-strengthened steel for gun barrels, shell-casings, and armor 
for their tanks and ships in the war. The metallurgists of the United States and its 
allies sought a comparable alloy for their vehicles and tools of war.369 
Geologists found the first intrusion containing molybdenum ore in the Clear Creek 
watershed in 1914. The Urad ore body consisted of 12 million tons of rock 
containing approximately 46 million pounds of molybdenum disulfide (MoS2).370 
The average grade of the ore was a relatively high 0.33 percent. The extended 
commercial exploitation of the Urad Mine began in 1914 with the Primos 
Exploration Company. Primos ceased operations in 1917 when the war ended.
Molybdenum was a strategic and critical material. When the government 
issued order L-280 in 1942, it determined that gold and silver mining were no 
longer as significant to the well-being of the country as they were in the 
nineteenth century. Coal, copper, and molybdenum were important, important 
enough to draw the former men and materials from gold and silver mines into
369 Robert U. King, U.S.G.S. Geologist, retired, conversation with the author, 31 December 
1997. Notes in possession of the author.
370 “New Urad moly,” 100.
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their operations. The Strategic and Critical Materials Stockpiling Act had 
authorized the Secretary of the Interior to investigate and develop sources of 
these patriotic m in era ls .371 The Urad Mine was established under the provisions 
of that act. With the federal government as its major customer and supporter, the 
Molybdenum Corporation of America leased and operated the Urad in the 1940s. 
This company had leased the site from the Vanadium Corporation of America but 
in 1942 the government transferred full ownership to MCA.372 The mine 
operated until 1946.
The early 1960s, one of the warmest periods of the Cold War, witnessed a 
new shortage of m o lyb d en u m .373 Extractive firms such as the American Metals 
Company and Climax Molybdenum Company began exploring for new and 
previously abandoned sources of the element. These companies merged into 
American Metals Climax, better known as AMAX, in 1957. AMAX reached an 
initial agreement with MCA for exploration rights at Urad and purchased the 
property outright in 1963 for two million dollars.
While many of the gold and silver lode mines relied on investors along the 
Atlantic Coast and some had economic ties to Europe, none of the nineteenth- 
century mines was owned by multi-national corporations. The molybdenum era 
changed that tradition in the Clear Creek watershed. AMAX was a global 
company with facilities throughout the world searching for, developing, and 
recovering tungsten, nickel, aluminum, copper, gold, coal, molybdenum, and
371 Richard A. Beach, Arthur W. Gray, Eileen K. Peterson, and Clark A. Roberts, Availability of 
Federal Land for Mineral Exploration and Development in Western States: Colorado, 1984 
(Washington, D C.: United States Bureau of Mines, 1985), 28.
372 Diggins, 2 December 1974, 1; See also R. U. King, “Molybdenum,” 105.
373 David Mayers, “Henderson: A 15-Mile Showcase for Mining, Railroading and Processing,” 
reprint from Engineering and Mining Journal (1969): 1.
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many o th e r  re s o u rc e s . 374
The Urad Mine began official operations for the local subsidiary of AMAX, 
CLIMAX Metals, in September 1967. It ceased production in November 1974.
At its peak, the miners produced seven million pounds of M0 S2  in a single year 
from the Urad ore body.375 The molybdenum concentrate was shipped to 
facilities in Langeloth, Pennsylvania, where the concentrate was converted into 
products for industrial customers.376 The geological characteristics of the Urad 
site indicated to scientists that more moly probably existed deeper inside the 
mountain. Drilling for core samples commenced but only the last sample proved 
the geologists’ theories correct. The last core sample tapped an additional 
molybdenum deposit, transforming it into a resource known as the Henderson ore 
body.
At Urad’s inception in 1914, the political climate of mining was favorable to 
the industry, both from federal and public perspectives. Duane Smith argues that 
by the outbreak of World W ar One, the mining industry had abandoned most of 
the concern it had gained during the early Progressive Era for protecting the ’ 
environment. When President Harding suggested that America return to a 
nostalgic normalcy, “the mining industry could virtually ignore environmental 
matters at only slight risk” for the last time in its lengthening history.377 Although 
most of the mining in the Clear Creek watershed was now restricted to the Urad
374 Michael Tanzer, The Race for Resources: Continuing Struggles over Minerals and Fuels 
(New York; Monthly Review Press, 1980), 166.
375 Howard N. and Lucille L. Sloane, A Pictorial History of American Mining: The Adventure and 
Drama of Finding and Extracting Nature's Wealth from the Earth, from Pre-Columbian Times to 
the Present (New York: Crown Publishers, 1970), 270.
376 Larry F. Brown, Comprehensive Plan for Land Reclamation and Stabilization at the Urad 
Mine, AMAX, Inc. (Empire: AMAX, Inc., 1974), 4.
377 Duane A. Smith, Mining America: The Industry and the Environment, 1800-1960 (Lawrence: 
University Press of Kansas, 1987), 107.
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mine, the miners’ disregard for their influence on the environment produced long­
term legacies. Nationally, large tailing piles from hard rock mines and the use of 
strip mines by coal companies attracted the attention of grassroots protection 
groups who watched their aesthetic environments disappear. The reactionary 
preservationist concern for aesthetic beauty, nurtured during this business- 
minded Harding administration, strengthened the growing preservation movement 
that, by the 1960s, would develop into a strong political lobby and influence the 
mining industry. By the time Urad had reached the end of its productive phase of 
life, the federal and local political climates had changed to an anti-mining 
perspective. Before that shift occurred, the mine operators had neither the need, 
internally or externally, nor the technology to minimize their impact on the 
landscape.
Miners recovered 48.5 million pounds of molybdenum disulfide from the 14 
million ton Urad ore body. The remaining 27,951,500,000 pounds of gangue, 
largely consisting of silica, were deposited in the watershed as a slurry, 40 
percent rock and 60 percent water. Although the first mining operations at Urad 
discharged their tailings directly into the creek, later operators attempted to 
contain the waste. That quantity of tailing was the largest impact of Urad on the 
local and downstream ecosystems.
Before the technology and knowledge for retaining tailing was found, most 
mine and mill wastes drained directly into the nearest watercourse. The AMAX 
engineers used the latest technology and methods of the 1960s to avoid stream 
contamination at Urad, including locating the crushing mill inside the mountain 
and building a series of reservoirs to enclose the mine water cycle. To control the 
mine and mill wastes, the engineers impounded the material in tailing ponds.
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This method gained credibility as early as the 1930s because it prevented stream 
pollution, conserved and reclaimed water, retained material on the property, and 
avoided the potential for waste trespassing onto the adjoining properties and
claims.378
AMAX was the first mining company in the nation to mitigate water 
pollution during mineral production.379 Company engineers diverted Ruby Creek 
and Woods Creek into pipelines to separate the fresh water from tailing infiltration 
throughout the Urad property. The Urad site has four dams holding two tailing 
ponds and two water reservoirs. A by-pass pipe system, twenty-four inches in 
diameter, directs natural flow from Woods Creek around the east side of the 
upper tailing pond to Ruby Creek. Ruby Creek enters a larger, seventy-two inch 
pipe and flows around the east side of the lower tailing pond to the lower 
reservoir. A decant system that runs under the tailing ponds to the lower 
reservoir captures the water from Ruby and Woods creeks that misses the by­
pass system. A tertiary pipe exists to carry overflow from the lower reservoir 
directly to West Clear Creek.380 These by-pass and decant systems divert the 
creeks’ flow away from the sources of contamination.
A fresh water reservoir upstream from the mine, called the upper reservoir, 
provided the 450 gallons of water needed to process each ton of o re .3 8 i Tailing 
ponds on either side of the mine complex and the lower reservoir at the 
downstream edge of the property settled contaminants out of the water. The mill
378 J p Wood, Report on Mine Taiiing Pollution of Clear Creek, Clear Creek-Gilpin Counties, 
Colorado (Denver: 1935), 34.
379 Brown, Comprehensive Plan, 6.
380 ibid.̂  20.
381 “New Urad moly," 103.
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water from the tailing ponds recycled back to the mill.382 AMAX engineers built 
this closed water system to accommodate the 100-year flood in order to mitigate 
extreme climatic conditions from contaminating the downstream habitats.
When AMAX ceased producing ore at the Urad Mine in 1974, they initiated 
post-production operations. The reclamation and stabilization program called for 
revegetating roads, dam faces, and other disturbed surfaces.^ss AMAX treated 
a landscape with a history of disruptions longer than their thirteen years of 
ownership. Gold and silver mines had existed along Ruby Creek and Woods 
Creek as early as the 1870s. Even before those operations in the Dailey Mining 
District, transient humans, animals, and the forces of erosion had been shaping 
the small valleys for thousands of years.
The environment presented special parameters for reclamation efforts at 
the Urad hybrid landscape. High altitude environments are fragile enough without 
human disturbances, but fostering new growth in a growing season that can be 
as short as twenty days, (but usually stretches between forty-five and sixty days 
long) has been a difficult undertaking. Snowfall accounts for seventy-five percent 
of the annual twenty-five inches of precipitation that falls at the site. The actual 
water content of snow varies based on individual storm characteristics, but since 
ten inches of snow generally yields one inch of water, nearly 200 inches of snow 
falls at Urad annually. The average temperature at the 10,000 foot elevation 
hovers around 32 degrees Fahrenheit with winter extremes reaching twenty 
degrees below zero, and summer extremes in the mid-seventies.384 High winds
382 N A., “Openness, cooperation-keys to the AMAX environmental program,” Engineering and 
Mining Jot/rna/(September 1972): 158.
383 N.A., “National Environmental Industry Awards Entry,” submitted by AMAX, Inc., 1981. 
Provided by J. J. Jones, Environmental Manager, CLIMAX Molybdenum Company, Empire, 
Colorado, 4 March 1996.
384 “Openness," 157.
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also strafe the landscape.
Despite those climatic and environmental parameters, the Urad site 
“became the first mining property to undergo a full-scale stabilization and 
reclamation p ro g ram .”385 The landscape's parameters directly influenced that 
program. When humans attempted to reclaim the areas disrupted by hard rock 
mining, they imposed their own designs into living nonhuman systems. The 
results of that incomplete imposition further manipulated the reciprocal 
interactions and the hybrid evolved. Micro-habitats that had not existed naturally 
adapted to the conditions of the surrounding habitats. The reclamation engineers 
displaced the mining environment with their concept of a natural environment.
The cone rolled and rested, rolled and rested.
The environmental control engineer at Urad in 1974 distinguished between 
secondary and primary plant succession. Secondary succession follows 
disturbances where the topsoil remains after the event, even if the amount of 
topsoil has decreased. Primary succession follows wholesale topsoil removal, 
such as after volcanic eruptions, glacial retreat, and flooding.386 The tailing 
ponds at Urad created conditions for primary succession because the topsoil was 
missing. In preparation for revegetation, the engineers combined 1.5 million tons 
of waste rock, 24,000 cubic yards of wood chips, and 4,200 dry tons of sewage 
sludge to create an artificial topsoil at many of the disrupted areas. The new 
topsoil promoted growth on land with minimal base soil and reduced wind and 
water erosion on the tailing ponds.
The reclamation efforts did not provide immediate corrective results. The
385 Duane A. Smith, “Boom to Bust and Back Again: Mining in the Central Rockies, 1920-1981,” 
Journal of the West2^ (October 1982): 9.
386 Brown, Comprehensive Plan, 22.
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upper portion of the Woods Creek valley was logged during the nineteenth 
century, the 1920s, and again between 1960 and 1962. A Type Two fire burned 
in the 1880s along the southern side of the va Hey. 38? Twelve major and five 
minor avalanche chutes also dot the valley. The effects of these deforestation 
and disturbance events were evident in the 1970s, demonstrating the duration 
needed for ecosystem recovery at that elevation. Therefore, the recovery from 
the disturbances of corporate mining would be a similar long-term commitment.
Once the engineers had built a layer of soil they purchased seeds for 
revegetation, preventing the consequences from plant removal discussed in 
earlier chapters. One reason reclamation further disrupted the site was that 
efforts to revegetate the exposed surfaces with native grasses were complicated 
by the lack of seed sources. The reclamation engineers chose seeds based on 
two criteria: rapid growth and low price. Engineers replaced the native flora with 
grasses able to adapt quickly to disturbed and artificially fertilized habitats. They 
also chose seeds that were commercially available from the market; not 
necessarily the species endemic to those parts of the watershed, nor the species 
familiar to the local anim als.388 The engineers' sensitivity to the native 
ecosystem was influenced by economics.
The subalpine forests around Urad contained grasses and sedges typical 
to other subalpine zones: smooth brome (Bromus inermis), alpine timothy 
(Phleum alpinum), Idaho fescue {Festuca idahoencis), tufted hairgrass 
(Deschampsia caespitosa), and ebony sage (Carex ebenea). Engineers replaced 
that native ecosystem with an exotic system. Balbo rye (Seca/e cereale) 
provided a quick growing cover for the vulnerable seed mixture applied to the
887 ibid^ 8.
388 Ibid., 27.
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new topsoil. That seed mixture contained smooth brome, timothy {Phleum 
pratense), red top {Agrostis alba), meadow foxtail (Alopecuras pratensis), orchard 
grass {Dactylis glomerata), red fescue {Festuca rubra var. penlawn), hard fescue 
{Festuca ovina var. duriscula), and white clover {Trifolium repe/?s).389 Only 
smooth brome was native to the valley. The reclaimed ecosystem clearly differed 
from the pre-reclamation ecosystem. Reclamation is not a simple process of 
hiding past disruptions to a static biotic landscape. It is yet another human 
process that modifies an existing hybrid landscape into a newer landscape with 
hybrid combinations of intentions and consequences.
One consequence of using non-native plants to revegetate the disturbed 
areas involves wildlife. Mule deer {Odocoileus hemlonus), elk {Cervus elaphus), 
black bear {Ursus americanus), porcupine {Erethizon dorsatum), marmots 
{Marmota Flaviventris), and smaller rodents and birds are transient and 
permanent inhabitants of the valley that rely on plants for sustenance. Brown 
warned that “oftentimes introduced [plant] species are more palatable than native 
species” to the animals that inhabit the valley. Yet the same author claimed that 
the animals have responded to the human presence in the valley “with general 
in d iffe ren ce .”390 On the contrary, when the animals chose the tasty exotic 
species instead of the native species, they were responding to the human 
presence with great interest.
The environmental control engineers for the reclamation of the Urad site 
notified the Colorado Division of Mines that “as improved techniques evolve and 
experience is gained, we may need to revise the approaches outlined in this
389/i&/d.. 17.
390 Both quotations are from Brown, Comprehensive Plan, 22, 17.
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p lan .”391 They were prepared to embrace and welcome technological 
improvements. Despite that willingness to modify their plans, they were 
ambiguous about the timescale of their plan. The aforementioned writer warned 
that over two hundred years could elapse before the ecosystem recovered from 
the century of mining, but he also claimed that “the valley will be green and stable 
by 1983 and will once again be a self-sustaining ecosystem by the year 1 9 9 6 .”392 
Of course, the environment never stopped functioning during the various mining 
operations in the valley. The two hundred year estimate may be accurate for 
discussing the visual restoration of the plant communities, but the hybrid 
landscape will always retain the legacies of mining operations at Urad.
The reciprocal relationship between mining and the environment also 
included water issues. As with other hard rock mines in the watershed, the Urad 
tunnel drained the acidic and metallic water from the shafts and adits after 
production ceased. The on-site managers of AMAX used an innovative solution 
to mitigate water pollution from the Urad adits. They sealed the mine portal with 
a concrete p lug .393 The plug solved the uncontrolled drainage at Urad but it 
forced the connate water in Red Mountain to seep into the developing Henderson 
adits. By merely redirecting the water seepage, the mine developers 
acknowledged the influence of the environment on human designs and based a 
solution to their problem on those geological characteristics. The technologically 
new water treatment facility at Henderson easily accommodated the water from 
Urad.
391 Harold R. Wright and Larry F. Brown, “Letter to Norman R. Blake, Deputy Commissioner of 
Mines, Colorado Division of Mines,” in Brown, Comprehensive Plan.
392 Ibid., 37.
393 Eivind B. Jensen, “Informal History of the Henderson Mine,” report written for and in the 
possession of the author, March 1996, 2.
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When AMAX planned to construct the Henderson Mine to extract 
molybdenum from Red Mountain, the engineers responded to the new political 
environment as well as a different physical environment. American politics 
included a new voice belonging to the environmental protection movement. Ian 
MacGregor and other AMAX officials “realized they were sitting on a powder keg 
of public opinion directed against the mining industry . . .  or any industry that 
would upset the environmental status quo,” from the perspective of advocates of 
environmental preservation.394 Rachel Carson recently added fuel to this public 
sentiment toward industrial America five years before with the publishing of Silent
Spring.
Regional environmental groups had cause for their anxiety about the 
underground mine based on the environmental track record of American Metals 
Climax, Inc. Taken as a whole, with all the company sites together, AMAX did 
not have exemplary environmental policies; some environmentalist groups even 
characterized AMAX as environmentally hostile.396 in the Clear Creek 
watershed, however, the company established a new practice, new from the 
perspective of the corporation and new from the perspective of the watershed’s 
mining heritage. AMAX responded to the challenge of constructing a wise-use 
mine with their “Experiment in Ecology” program. Ian MacGregor, the company’s 
chief executive said, “Our philosophy, as part of the mining industry, is to 
evaluate development plans with full consideration of their impact on the
394 “Openness,” 158.
395 Rachel Carson, Silent Spring, with a foreword by Paul Brooks and drawings by Lois and 
Louis Darling, twenty-fifth anniversary edition (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1987); 
originally published in 1962.
396 Tanzer, The Race for Resources, 173.
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environment that created and must sustain them.”397 This new approach 
effectively diffused the powder keg of public opinion and genuinely protected the 
environment from undue stress.
The Experiment in Ecology made the visual environment and local ecology 
integral components in the economic development of the Henderson Mine and 
Mill.398 More than a tool for public relations as historians such as Duane Smith 
have claimed, the program formally integrated environmental quality into 
economic planning. While complete elimination of disruptions is impossible, 
Henderson's development successfully limited the amount and degree of 
ecological disruption. Mining, similar to all human interactions with the landscape, 
is not benign, but it is not malignant either.399 The mines become neutral 
components of the living landscape. AMAX embarked on this ecological program 
in 1967, three years before President Nixon signed the National Environmental 
Policy Act into law.
When Nixon signed NEPA into law, he codified environmental quality as a 
national policy and a national priority.4oo When AMAX developed similar 
standards and processes independently in the late 1960s the company became a 
leader in environmentally protective mining because the Experiment in Ecology 
designated environmental quality a corporate priority. It melded economically 
sound development with environmentally sound development in an engineeringly 
sound project, from routing power lines around old-growth stands of Douglas firs
397 Ian MacGregor, “Mining Needn’t be a Dirty Word,” Catalyst for Environmental Quality 2 
(1971): 25.
398 Jonijane Paxton, “An Experiment in Ecology, AMAX / Henderson: Meeting the Environmental 
Challenges,” Editorial Alert (Denver: Mountain Empire Publishing, 1974), 3.
399 This sentence refers to the quotation at the beginning of the chapter, Missoulian, 4 
December 1994.
400 Smith, Mining America, 137.
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to minimizing roads through the fragile soil. AMAX developed the Urad and 
Henderson mines in an era when “mining, once a favored, if not pampered, 
institution, [had] slipped into public d is favo r.”401 At the same time, the 
increasingly warm Cold W ar hungered for the molybdenum contained in Red 
Mountain. It was also an era when environmental protection was economically 
feasible.
The Henderson Mine tapped an ore body amounting to 300 million tons of 
rock, estimated to contain an average grade of 0.49 percent moly. Molybdenite, 
the name for the molybdenum mineral that occurred in the ore body, occurred 
between six and nine pounds per ton .402 That percentage was high but it still left 
a large percentage of waste rock. For a variety of reasons, the engineers 
decided the watershed of West Clear Creek was inappropriate for holding the 
approximate 2,490 pounds of sandy tailings produced per ton of molybdenite. 
Public opinion was an important factor in their decision, but another factor was 
the environmental parameters of the West Clear Creek valley. The valley was 
too small to hold the anticipated volume of tailing.
In the second half of the twentieth century, mine owners had to take 
responsibility for the transformations they made to the surrounding landscape. 
That concept was a complete change from the previous century, as shown by the 
information contained on plats for located mining claims. To file a mining claim 
under the General Mining Law, the party staked out the boundary of the claim and 
filed a location notice with the mining district recorder or the county recorder. The 
party also listed the improvements to the land to fulfill the requirements of the 
patent process. For example, the plat for the Union District’s Pickwick Mine listed
4Ô1 m/d., 147.
402 “Openness,” 157.
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the shop, drift, tunnel, shafts, and pits, but not the dumps or tailing piles.^os 
Nineteenth-century miners had no need to account for the placement of waste. 
Unlike the Pickwick’s owners, who accounted for the sites of rock extraction but 
not the sites of waste placement, Henderson’s owners consciously planned for 
the sites of waste placement. The Experiment committee chose the Williams 
Fork watershed on the west side of the Continental Divide to house the mill and 
tailings facilities. The third longest train tunnel in the world connected the two 
properties, running from the 7,500 level of the mine through a ten-mile tunnel 
under the Divide to the mill site.^o#
In the previous century, railroads provided miners with a relatively efficient 
form of transportation. Without railroads, the growth of mining in the Clear Creek 
watershed would have developed slower than with them. Railroads were not as 
crucial to twentieth-century mines as nineteenth-century mines because trucks 
could transport supplies to the site more cheaply than trains. In fact, mine 
owners promoted highway development in the twentieth century much as their 
predecessors championed railroads in the previous century. Because the 
Henderson Mill was fourteen miles west of the Henderson Mine, AMAX officials 
needed a transportation system to haul ore from the site of extraction to the site 
of processing. The most efficient route was not over the Continental Divide, or 
around it, but directly through it. Since the railroad followed a straight route to the 
mill it could be standard gauge instead of the narrow gauge of most other 
mountain railroads. The mine used a double-track railroad to maximize the
403 Frank Young, “Homesteads, Mining Claims and Townsites in Clear Creek County-How Did 
They Come About?” Lecture presented to the Devil’s Gate History Club, Georgetown, Colorado, 
19 January 1996. The Pickwick is one of hundreds of plats with similar telling information.
404 K. w . Keskimaki and E. B. Jensen, “Advances in Equipment Technology at the Henderson 
Mine,” MASSMINQ2 (n.d.); 345.
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amount of ore transported to the mill. The railroad was not the final transportation 
solution. The company automated the train in the late 1980s and in 1997 the 
mine owners decided to replace the railroad with a conveyor belt.
The displacement of Red Mountain, in the form of tailiing, to a watershed 
on the west slope had ecological ramifications on the east slope of the 
Continental Divide. The north side of Red Mountain sported an aging glory hole 
created by surface subsidence during the 1980s. In the 1990s, the hole 
developed into a gaping crater as more of the surface collapsed into the hole. 
Glory holes exist in other mining districts of the watershed such as at Alice, but 
they are much smaller than the subsidence at the Henderson Mine. When the 
mine was proposed and first began operations, engineers doubted that such a 
sink hole would develop because the ore deposit was so far below the surface.^os 
They were wrong. Although the hole grows noticeably each year, the 
consequences of the glory hole have not received adequate attention from the 
company. The alpine ecosystems that once existed along the summit of Red 
Mountain have been destroyed. Production at Henderson has not been 
disrupted, nor has employee safety been threatened. Environmentally, the glory 
hole has increased the amount of precipitation that percolates into the mine, but 
research has not discovered other consequences.^os
The glory hole provides an interesting case study for why complete 
reclamation of a site is impractical. Frank Joklik, a former executive of AMAX, 
explained the problems associated with thinking that evidence of mining can be 
completely removed. He argued, “Contouring wastedumps and revegetating
405 Bill Strabala, “$500 Million Molybdenum Complex: Henderson Mine Unique,” The Denver 
Post, 13 June 1976, 6(G).
406 j  j  Jones, Environmental Manager, Henderson Mine, letter to the author, 4 March 1996. 
Notes in possession of the author.
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tailing ponds are standard practice, but the mind boggles at the thought of loading 
five billion tons of material back into Bingham C a n y o n .”407 in addition to being 
economically infeasible, refilling Bingham Canyon, the Berkeley Pit in Butte, or 
Red Mountain would disrupt the existing ecosystems at least as much as the 
initial excavation processes.
Some forms of mitigating environmental disruptions were not impractical. 
Water was one medium that engineers strove to protect. The adits of the 
Henderson Mine drain approximately one thousand gallons of connate water per 
minute from Red Mountain.408 As I discussed earlier, connate water is water that 
exists naturally in the ground and that has a finite quantity. It does not include 
rain or snowmelt. The connate water carries acid, metals, and in the case of Red 
Mountain, energy in the form of heat. A facility used to clean and raise the pH of 
water was relatively easy to construct but another measure of water quality and 
contamination was temperature. Designing a system to treat temperature 
pollution was more difficult. Low-level radioactive decay of uranium, an element 
that occurs in varying quantities throughout crustal rocks, heats the connate 
water to between eighty and eighty-five degrees Fahrenheit.409 The released 
water must be cooled before it can be discharged into the watershed.
The heat from the water can be transferred to the air. Connate water 
passes through a heat exchanger that recovers approximately twenty million BTU 
per hour to heat the intake air during the cold weather months. The warmed air 
overcomes problems associated with the climate of the high altitude region. Air
407 Frank Joklik, “What, If Anything, Is Wrong with the Minerals lndustry?-a CEO’s 
Perspective,” in Maintaining Compatibility of Mining and the Environment: Proceedings of a 
Symposium in Honor of Charles Meyer (1915-1987), George H. Brimhall and Lewis B. 
Gustafson, editors (Seattle, 25 October 1994), 6.
408 Jensen, “Informal History of the Henderson Mine,” 2.
409 ipicj,̂  1; see also Robert U. King, Conversation, 24 January 1998.
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ventilated into the mine must be heated to prevent ice from accumulating in the 
intake shafts, to prevent waterlines from freezing underground, and to minimize 
employee discomfort. Warmer ambient temperatures underground also limit 
equipment-related problems such as the icing of pneumatic rock drills and the 
wear from cold-starting diesel engines. When the intake air does not require 
heating, the water is cooled at a surface pond equipped with aeration sprays.4io
W ater from the treatment plant flows through pipes to the lower Urad 
reservoir and then into West Clear Creek. Did the company adequately treat the 
water discharged from its facilities? The water in West Clear Creek was healthy 
enough for beavers to inhabit. Zoologist David Butler identifies the beaver 
{Castor canadensis) as a keystone species in ecosystems: “By selectively 
foraging for specific species, beavers profoundly affect the composition of forests 
in the riparian environment.”4ii They also influence aquatic habitats. Beaver 
dams create ponds, recharge ground water, elevate the water table, increase 
evaporation from impounded water, filter sediment from streams, divert channels, 
manage downstream discharge in times of extremely high and low flows, and 
expand riparian habitat area. Beavers built a lodge and a series of dams on 
West Clear Creek, downstream from the mine, across the road from an 
avalanche chute. That chute held an extensive aspen stand, the preferred food 
and building material of beavers. The beavers have not occupied this stretch of 
West Clear Creek in recent years, because they were poached by humans, not 
because the water quality deteriorated.
The new political awareness in ecologically defined regions is evident in
410 Eivlnd B. Jensen, “Mine Water Used to Heat Ventilation Air at Henderson Molybdenum 
Mine,” Mining Engineering (January 1983): 17-18.
411 David Butler, Zoogeomorphology: Animals as Geomorphic Agents (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1995), 149.
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the formation of the Upper Clear Creek Basin Association. The current owners of 
the Henderson Mine have maintained their stake in protecting and sharing their 
portion of the watershed’s ecosystems. They are one partner of the UCCBA, a 
bioregional political organization that seeks to protect water quality and manage 
wastewater for the benefit of the basin’s inhabitants. Municipalities, special 
interest districts, and corporations signed a Memorandum of Understanding on 11 
May 1992 to protect the water quality of Clear Creek.4i2 The members of this 
organization, including the corporate mining company were publically committed 
to conserving the water resources and habitats of the upper Clear Creek basin, a 
large portion of which is the Clear Creek watershed upstream of the Forks.
Engineers designed the Henderson Mine as a rubber-tired and diesel- 
powered underground mine. Engineers had to develop much of their own 
equipment because Henderson was the largest mine of its type when it began 
production. Providing further evidence of the hybrid watershed, the mine design 
influenced human technology and technology influenced mine design. Those 
aspects were in turn reciprocally influenced by the greater environment.
In a Malinesque style, “average practical miners”- in  this case a former 
mechanic and engineer from the mining company and engineers from equipment 
manufactuuring companies-challenged the established rules and regulations 
governing the development of mining equipment to build the proper vehicles for
412 “Memorandum of Understanding for Conducting Water Quality Management Activities in the 
Upper Clear Creek Basin,” 11 May 1992, in possession of the author. In addition to the 
Henderson Mine and Mill, the agreement includes the City of Black Hawk, City of Central, Town 
of Empire, Town of Georgetown, City of Golden, Town of Silver Plume, City of Idaho Springs, 
Central Clear Creek Sanitation District, Black Hawk / Central City Sanitation District, St. Mary’s 
Water and Sanitation District, Clear Creek County, Gilpin County, Jefferson County, and the 
Clear Creek Skiing Corporation.
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the mine. Eivlnd Jensen worked with equipment manufacturers to design new 
vehicles specifically adapted to the environmental parameters of the Henderson 
Mine and the mine’s operative requirements.^i3 in most cases, he started with a 
current model from a given manufacturer and adapted it to its future “habitat”.
The first vehicle Jensen designed was a Load-Haul-Dump truck. An LHD differs 
from a front-end loader because in addition to digging and dumping, it trams the 
ore over long distances.
The Caterpillar Company had not built mining equipment previously, but as 
Jensen said, “they had the infrastructure and willingness to change old models for 
new applications.” Working with Frank Groos, the special projects engineer at 
Caterpillar, Jensen started with the frame of an existing bulldozer model and 
decided what characteristics it needed. “As they say, the devil is in the details,” 
said Jensen. Using trial and error, the team modified a bulldozer, first replacing 
its double tracks with four rubber-tired wheels because the LHD needed speed 
and mobility over rugged and treacherous roadbeds. The tires were an important 
piece of the puzzle, both economically and environmentally. Since “the ground 
can eat rubber like butter,” the type and thickness of rubber and the tread as well 
as gearing, torque differentials, and steering were factors that informed the 
decisions about tire purchases.
The technology for a flexible transmission existed but it had not been 
applied to mining equipment. Jensen and Groos changed that. They also 
incorporated Westinghouse air-release brakes into the model. The unit had a 
heavy front frame and five cubic yard bucket that could withstand the battering of
413 Most of the following information, including quotations, except where otherwise noted, is from 
Eivind B. Jensen, Professional Engineer, conversation with the author, 18 January 1998. Notes 
in possession of the author.
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being driven into and catching tons of rock. The bucket itself uses four to five 
tons of steel. The steel used in the bucket's lip required versatility and long life, 
but since stronger alloys of steel have shorter lives generally, the designers had 
to approach metallurgists for a new blend.
“Height and width clearance is real critical in a mine,” said Jensen. The 
mine’s cage determined the vehicle’s absolute width since it carried the vehicle 
from the surface to its home underground. The cage was only eight feet wide.
The designers cut the axles of the base model and shortened them to decrease 
the vehicles’ width. Air doors and fire doors in the mine set the ceiling at eight 
feet so the engineers also modified the height of the vehicle.
They also designed the vehicle so that it would be ergonomically sound. 
The designers sought to protect the operators from getting jostled and injuring 
their backs, shoulders, and necks. They provided the eventual operators with a 
comfortable vehicle, while also improving their personal safety. Much time was 
spent maximizing the operator’s visibility. An LHD is unable to turn around inside 
a drift, so the operator must be able to see both in front of and behind the vehicle.
Caterpillar built the new LHDs for a number of years because the 
Henderson design was successful enough to create a demand by other mining 
companies. They are now made by an Tasmanian firm. Dale B. Elphinstone, Ltd. 
Underground mines throughout the world utilize descendants of the Jensen- 
Groos Load-Haul-Dump, adding their own modifications when necessary.
The attention to tires and tramming prompted Jensen to design a road 
grader because good roads would protect the new equipment and the operators. 
Jensen noted that “the road surface was integral to a diesel-powered, rubber-tired 
mine.” The operators also should have the best, safest roads possible. This idea
203
opposed the traditional notion that road maintenance in underground mines was 
unimportant. The adapted motor grader again had to fit the cage and the drift 
ceilings. It also had to maneuver around tight curves. Attesting to the success of 
the new vehicle, Henderson's graders continually maintain the underground road 
systems. In fact, the roads in the production drifts have been concreted to 
ensure their protection. Productivity increased. Safety increased. Equipment life 
increased. And long-term costs declined.
These products were successful from economic and engineering 
perspectives because Jensen used a ground-breaking holistic approach to design 
the technology, much like the company's willingness to break new ground with 
environmental protection policies. He recognized that the equipment interfaced 
with the geological environment, the constructed mine environment, the 
operators, and the mechanics. Cost-effectiveness was also mandatory. Since 
the new production units such as the LHD and support units such as the grader 
consisted of high-cost components, Jensen helped institute a new philosophy 
about maintenance.
With regard to vehicle maintenance, Jensen, then a mechanic 
underground, learned about the established philosophy when an older operator 
commented, “I break 'em, you fix 'em." When he was called on as an engineer to 
design the new vehicles for the mine, Jensen said he recalled such frustrations 
from his days repairing abused vehicles. The new philosophy enlisted the 
operators and made them accountable for the maintenance of their own 
equipment. This maintenance responsibility ended the tradition of reckless use. 
Instead of spending $180,000 annually to repair a $60,000 grader, the operators 
cared for the vehicle while in use because they were responsible for fixing it.
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Once again, productivity increased, because the tools of mining were no longer 
disposable.
The older paradigm of unmechanized mining yielded to mechanized mining 
with modern, sophisticated techniques and equipment. Yet hard rock mining had 
in some ways completed a full circle. The duty specialization of the silver era 
gave way to generalizations in the molybdenum era. Similar to the placer miners 
of the gold era, the moly miners needed many skills; they operated the LHDs and 
repaired them, and they learned how to input a summary of their work at a 
computer bank at the end of their shift. However, molybdenum miners also 
created their own paradigm. The new technology at the Henderson Mine allowed 
and encouraged the labor force to favor brains over brawn. According to Jensen, 
this transition was a side benefit of mechanization. The technological 
improvements and holistic philosophy “removed the requirement that miners be 
big husky men. Now they could be men and women, large and small. Now the 
miners had to be smart.”414
The relationship between technology, mine design, and the environment 
has clearly been a reciprocal relationship at the Henderson Mine and at other 
mines throughout the watershed. Economics was a significant undercurrent of 
those reciprocal interactions, but the mine’s environmental context also informed 
the designs. The industry needed to increase its efficiency in order to compete in 
the global market. Increased efficiency was a product of the willingness to adapt. 
Without that willingness the Henderson Mine would not have survived.
The molybdenum mining in the Clear Creek watershed has demonstrated
414 Similar changes to the work force, technology, and philosophy also occurred at the 
Henderson Mill in the Williams Fork watershed.
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the connection of local mines with global markets and international politics. Such 
ties to the global market mean that distant cultures and economies influence the 
local reciprocal interactions with the environment. “Exports, touted as the primary 
source of local economic welfare, [become] the conduit through which instability 
in the national and international economies are imported."4is That instability 
impacts the political entities that base their economic well-being or tax base on 
exports, and therefore the environmental policies of the entity. Thus, in his book 
about colonial New England, historian William Cronon asks, “Which ecosystem is 
influenced by which culture?"4ie Cronon’s question is applicable throughout the 
mining history of the Clear Creek watershed to some extent, but the molybdenum 
era demonstrates the greatest influence of the global market and events on the 
local mining industry.
Gerald Nash argues that the Second World W ar transformed the American 
West from a colonial economy based on the exploitation of raw materials into a 
diversified economy based on self-sufficiency and innovation.4i7 That summary 
may apply collectively to the American West, but it does not describe the Clear 
Creek watershed. During both world wars the molybdenum mine in the 
watershed sold raw materials to the coastal war industries and to the automobile 
industry of the Great Lakes region. When those industries crashed and 
significantly decreased their demand for molybdenum, the mines also crashed. 
When the mines decreased production, the economies within the county felt the
415 Tom Power, The Eœnomic Pursuit of Quality, 1989; quoted in Bert Lindler, “Making 
Economics Less Dismal," in Reopening the Western Frontier, Ed Marston, ed. (Washington,
D C.: Island Press, 1989), 194.
416 William Cronon, Changes in the Land: Indians, Colonists, and the Ecology of New England 
(New York: Hill and Wang, 1983), 14.
417 Gerald Nash, The American West Transformed: The Impact of the Second World War 
(Lincoln: Bison Books of University of Nebraska Press, 1990), vii; originally published 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1985).
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reverberations, although they were buoyed moderately by the nascent tourist 
industry. The mines of the twentieth-century watershed reflected the innovative 
aspect of Nash’s vision, but not the economically self-sufficient and diversified 
aspects.
An analysis of the Clear Creek County Assessor’s records demonstrates 
the connection between the national and global economies, molybdenum mining 
in the Clear Creek watershed, and the host county’s economy. The tax base of 
Clear Creek County has been integrally linked to molybdenum mining since 1967, 
the year AMAX started production at Urad. Between 1960 and 1967, the property 
of productive metal mines accounted for less than five percent of the County’s 
assessed value. After 1967, at least fifteen percent and as much as seventy- 
eight percent of the County’s value was based on the mines.4i8
Diane Settle, the Clear Creek County assessor, said assessors base the 
valuation of the Henderson Mine on the mine’s production, whether the extracted 
molybdenum concentrate is sold or s to c k p iled .9 Assessors use the world price 
of molybdenum for evaluating the production. With her assistance, I examined 
the annual abstracts of assessment for Clear Creek County from 1960 to 1997 
and compared the total assessment of metalliferous property to the total 
assessment of the entire county. The total value of the metalliferous property 
was a sum of the producing land, the improvements, and the equipment recorded 
in the abstract. While the Henderson is not the only metal mine in Clear Creek 
County, it has been the most siginificant in terms of its size, the quantity of
418 The only exception was in 1984 when the mine temporally shut down. Abstracts of 
Assessment; 1960-1962, Ray Wilson; 1963-1976, Ray Barber; 1977-1978, Donald Sprague, 
1979-1982, Janet Culp; 1983-1988, Harold Scheid; and 1989-1997, Diane Settle. Copies of 
abstracts from 1960 to 1976 and 1997 provided by Diane Settle, others by Carl Small.
419 Diane M. Settle, Clear Creek County Assessor, interview with author, 8 January 1998. Notes 
in possession of the author.
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mineral produced, and employment. Therefore, Settle agreed with my 
interpretation that trends in the numbers reflect trends experienced by the 
Henderson M ine.420
When the mining industry’s health fluctuated, the county's economic health 
followed suit. Clear Creek County's budget officer, Carl Small, said the county 
offset some of the monetary losses from low production years with funds from the 
state severance tax on mineral extraction.421 Despite the presence of that fund, 
the county relied heavily on molybdenum mining and therefore on the global 
economy. For example, starting in 1977, when the Henderson Mine started 
production, the relationship between the Henderson Mine and the county rose to 
25 percent and increased in great leaps until the 1983 plummet. In 1980, 1981, 
and 1982, productive mineral properties accounted for 68 percent, 78 percent, 
and 70 percent of the county’s tax base respectively. The total assessment of 
producing mineral lands climbed to 164 million dollars in 1981, marking the 
pinnacle of economic health at the Henderson. The global and national demand 
for molybdenum was high in those years and the price of molybdenum reflected 
that demand. One year later, 1983, the price of molybdenum crashed.
Ed Marston has attributed the decrease in metal mine production to a 
national shift in industries, from automobile manufacture to high technology and 
telecommunications. "Consumers are making do with fewer and fewer raw 
materials . . .  [while] mines, mills, farmers, and wood-products firms produce 
more with fewer workers, thinner ores, and less en erg y  "422 in 1983 and 1984, 
AMAX drastically reduced production at Henderson, laid off employees, and
420 idem.
421 Carl G. Small, Clear Creek County Budget Officer, interview with author, 29 December 1997. 
Notes in possession of the author.
422 Ed Marston, “Global Economy Turns ‘Lite’,” in Marston, Reopening the Western Frontier, 67.
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watched as the industry’s economic troubles reverberated outward into the 
surrounding human communities.
Molybdenum mining in Colorado was linked to the federal government 
almost since its inception. The Climax Mine on Fremont pass, the first site 
developed by Climax Metals, initiated the federal presence in Colorado’s 
molybdenum mining. “Not only did Uncle Sam tell miners what could be mined, 
he also deferred miners from the draft, purchased minerals, set ceiling prices, and 
helped underwrite exploration.”423 Uncle Sam continued his influence with 
molybdenum mining in Clear Creek County. The influence splintered in the 1960s 
as it both promoted the development of essential minerals and served as a 
“watch dog,” as Smith described, against environmental disruption.424
Following the devastation of the Great Depression, World W ar II 
industrialized the American West, bureaucratized the federal government, and 
globalized the national economy into the levels accepted as normal today. The 
federal government became the major consumer of the mines’ production, much 
like it was in the late nineteenth century before the repeal of the Sherman Act. 
After each war, conflict, police action, and period of weapons proliferation the 
federal government drastically lowered its molybdenum purchases and the 
purchases made by other suppliers. The loss of government purchases coupled 
with the loss of purchases by the domestic automobile industry to cripple the 
watershed’s molybdenum production.
During the mid-1980s, the United States automobile industry both 
downsized its production and decreased the amount of steel used in construction 
in response to Japan’s developing auto industry. Structural steel exports to
423 Smith, “Boom to Bust and Back Again,” 4.
424 Ibid., 8.
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eastern Europe temporarily increased the demand for molybdenum in the late 
1980s, but the Henderson Mine has never repeated its soaring production rate of 
the early 1 9 8 0 s. 425
Production did not cease permanently in the 1980s. In 1992, Henderson 
employees produced the 100 millionth ton of molybdenum from Red Mountain. 
Although production increased, the price of moly remained low. William 
Doepken, a general manager of the Henderson Mine, summarized the mine’s 
economic history in 1992: "In 1979 . . .  the price of molybdenum was about $10 a 
pound. Molybdenum prices fell by more than half in the 1980s and now are at a 
17-year low of just over $2 per pound. ”426
The loss of purchases was not the only factor influencing the crash of the 
world price of molybdenum. The copper mines of Chile flooded the world market 
with cheap molybdenum, a byproduct of their primary metal. Many primary 
producers had to shut down because they were unable to compete. Economics 
forced the industry to readjust. Henderson’s readjustment process consisted of 
further mechanization, a process that downsized a two thousand person 
workforce to between four and five hundred cross-trained employees. The mine 
also shut down temporarily, in periods between one and fifteen months.
Henderson dropped production costs more than fifty percent while tripling 
productivity.427 The managers of the Climax Mine, an ancestor of Urad and 
Henderson, were unwilling to adjust, and watched as the mine was forced to 
close. Molybdenum mining had proven it, too, was open to the industry’s boom
425 AMAX, Inc., 1990 Annual Report {Ne\N York: AMAX, Incorporated, 1991), 16-18. The 
production numbers for the Henderson Mine were: 1987 - 4,940,000 tons; 1988 - 5,939,000 tons; 
1989-9,115,000 tons.
426 Carol Wilcox, “Henderson Mine Produces 100 Millionth Ton of Moly,” Clear Creek Courant 
(29 April 1992): 3.
427 Ibid., 3.
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and bust cycle.
Mining in the late twentieth century has pitted environmentalists against 
the mining industry. As Patricia Limerick warns, “Casting environmentalists as 
the principal enemy, anxious Westerners can distract themselves from the 
intrinsic instability and ‘treachery’ of extractive industries dependent on prices set 
by outside fo rc e s .”428 Similarly, casting extractive industries as the principal 
enemy of society ignores the consumer’s role in determining how raw materials 
are recovered.
The Henderson Mine’s Experiment in Ecology demonstrated the value of 
combining the knowledge of multiple interest groups to mitigate environmental 
disruptions. But the best laid plans remain maleable when applied to the actual, 
living environment surrounding the mine. Molybdenum mining in the Clear Creek 
watershed demonstrated how corporate mining, with its global economic ties, 
must still adjust its own designs and traditions for the political climate and the 
regional ecological context. The willingness to adapt to the historical hybrid 
environment and all its aspects, economic, ecological, social, and political, has 
been part of a tradition that characterizes the Clear Creek watershed.
428 Patricia Nelson Limerick, The Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American 
IVes/(New York: W. W. Norton & Company. 1987). 147.
CHAPTER EIGHT
MINERS IN THE TOURIST INDUSTRY; 
HEROES AND DEMONS
Tourism thrives on picturesque poverty.
-Jonathan Raban, 1996
Clear Creek County: A Blast from a Pasi-time.
-C le a r Creek County Tourism Board
The tourism industry can objectify the landscape, transform local 
economies into a sprawling service sector, and convert a place from catering to 
inhabitants to catering to outsiders.429 Because it values parts of the 
watershed’s heritage over others, it is an industry similar to mining and logging.
In addition to the national and global economies and events, it relies on “the 
packaging and selling of p/ace.”430 That place is a geographic space with an 
ecological context and human histories. Images of heritage and place become 
resources, commodities, sold to the highest bidders in the most marketable form. 
The extraction is selective.
When industry officials market a place and its heritage, only some 
components become commodities for purchase. Consumers often buy the 
beautiful vistas, the quaint or rustic old buildings, and stories about the 
romanticized heros of the past, the prospectors, villains, marshalls, and 
transplanted Europeans, but they turn down the historical context of those
429 Scott Norris, “Preface,” in Scott Norris, ed., Discovered Country: Tourism and Survival in the 
American IVesf (Albuquerque: Stone Ladder Press, 1994), vii.
430 His emphasis. Ibid., idem.
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components. Some images become resources while many others are ignored or 
forgotten, much like inaccessible and unwanted minerals remain deposits. This 
phenomenon is not new, nor is tourism new to the Clear Creek watershed. Both 
had antecedents in the Nineteenth Century.
Earl Pomeroy claims the tourist has been overlooked as a historical agent 
worthy of examination in the past in part because “he was always there; . . .  
hitchhiking] with the explorers and soldiers of the mid-nineteenth century; 
saturat[ing] the highways and parks of the twentieth century."43i Historian Hal 
Rothman has agreed with Pomeroy’s assessment. “As yet, no one has 
systematically addressed the social, cultural, environmental, and economic cost” 
of embracing tourism as the foundation of local and regional economic 
prosperity.432 The history of tourism in the Clear Creek watershed can add to 
the environmental history of mining because the tourism industry has 
commodified the culture and identity of the mined watershed. Tourism is another 
extractive industry in the Clear Creek watershed because the images of the past 
are resources extracted from the watershed, commodified, and sold to the 
visitors.
Today, the major tourist sites in the Clear Creek watershed highlight the 
industries that created the county, those “blasts from the past-time.” This 
“industrial” tourism has resurrected the heroism and romance of the watershed’s 
economic history. In the twentieth century, it developed alongside the modern 
environmental movement and the environmentalist anxieties about industrial
431 Earl Pomeroy, In Search of the Golden West: The Tourist in Western America (Lincoln: Bison 
Books of University of Nebraska Press, 1990), xv; originally published (New York: Knopf, 1957).
432 Hal K. Rothman, "Devil’s Bargains: Tourism and Transformation in the Twentieth-Century 
American West,” paper presented at the 37th Annual Conference of the Western History 
Association, (St. Paul, MN: 15-18 October 1997), xii.
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resource extraction. As a result, many tourists condemn the ecological heritage 
of the mined watershed. They consume some images and reject others as if they 
existed independently of each other. The scenic majesty that initially attracted 
visitors continues to draw visitors to late twentieth-century Clear Creek County, 
but the county's cultural history is also a significant draw. This cultural history 
rests with the mines and railroads that transformed the landscapes and the 
communities of the watershed.
Historians have long interpreted the power of images and sound-bytes to 
convey ideas to audiences. Only recently have historians examined the 
connection of images of the W est and the tourism industry. Historian Richard 
White used a term from Clyde Milner to describe how events, individuals, and 
sites of "great emblematic significance” inform the national memory of the 
American West.^ss An entire panel at the 1997 Annual Conference of the 
Western History Association was dedicated to the subject of tourism and the 
American West because images of the West saturate American and international 
cultures. When people from outside cultures visit historic sites in the Clear Creek 
watershed they bring that baggage of images with them, expecting and often 
demanding to find those images.
With roots in the nineteenth century, tourism is not a new economic 
phenomenon in the Clear Creek watershed. European Americans had a limited 
history in North America yet they dearly sought some proof of having a culture 
distinct from their Old World heritage. As Roderick Nash declared, "Creation of a
433 Clyde A. Milner, II, “The Shared memory of Montana’s Pioneers," Montana, the Magazine of 
Western History 37 (Winter 1987); quoted in Richard White, I t ’s Your Misfortune and None of 
My Own": A New History of the American West (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991), 
618.
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distinctive culture was thought to be the mark of true nationhood. ”434 Nash 
further explains, “In at least one respect Americans sensed that their country was 
different: wilderness had no counterpart in the Old World,” at least not one that 
was recognized by the cultural elites of the Old World.435 The Americans found 
a substitute for the European cultural and artistic traditions in the physical 
landscape. Yosemite, Yellowstone, the Grand Canyon, and Niagara Falls 
countered the Louvre, Rome’s Coliseum, the Globe Theatre, and the Acropolis. 
The western landscape became an important source of American cultural pride.
Late nineteenth century tourists searched for this grand and sublime 
scenery of America. This search was part of the Romantic movement. Nash 
defines Romanticism as “an enthusiasm for the strange, remote, solitary, and 
mysterious.”436 That enthusiasm was a product of the Enlightenment’s 
philosophy that wilderness was a temple of God instead of the hideout of Satan. 
Those tourists who could afford travel to the nation’s hinterlands sought 
revelatory and regenerative connections to the Christian God. Westward 
travelers also sought physical regeneration at mineral hot springs, high altitude 
lake resorts, and mountain peaks.
At first the Europeans were reluctant to respect the scenic landscapes of 
the American continent, but they soon embraced the new wilderness and 
embarked on adventures into the new nation’s hinterlands. Artists, journalists, 
entrepreneurs, and wealthy travelers from Europe and the eastern United States 
went west to discover God’s wondrous lands.
Rothman distinguishes among types of tourism. Heritage or cultural
434 Roderick Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind, 3d edition (New Haven; Yale University 
Press, 1982), 67.
435 /6/Ü., idem.
436 ibid., 47.
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tourism has existed since the nineteenth century. It was linked to the concept of 
Manifest Destiny and “the quest for the sublime.”437 As the ability to travel 
spread to more people, a form of tourism evolved that he terms recreational 
tourism. This phenomenon "involved physical experience in the outdoors instead 
of the museum-like appreciation for cultural and natural features that 
characterized heritage tourism.”438 in the Clear Creek watershed, these two 
types were fused. Experiencing the outdoors and the majestic scenery was the 
same as appreciating the cultural roots of the nation because that culture’s 
uniqueness was founded in the wonders of the natural landscape.
The act of travel is one way to purchase personal identity because it 
enables the consumer to experience, visit, and photograph, or otherwise record, 
distant cultures and places. “The act of travel,” explains Rothman, “especially on 
terms dictated by the self, has come to mark the self-proclaimed well-rounded 
and allowed individuals to define themselves as unique.”439 Individuals have 
traveled to the Clear Creek watershed throughout the previous fourteen decades. 
And they have done so to consume the experiences of the place: bathing in 
mineral springs, hiking above timberline, riding the train or tramway, and visiting 
resorts. Having the means to travel, individuals such as Isabella Bird visited the 
romantic sites in a watershed made accessible by the mining that she 
condemned. She deemed the miners’ roads and entrepreneurs’ resorts a 
resource, but she considered the transformed landscape, the context of those 
access roads and resorts, an ugly waste.
Artists and photographers transcribed the regenerative landscapes into
437 Rothman, “Devil’s Bargain,” 20. 
438 /6/c/., 21 .
439 Ibid., 15.
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media that could be consumed by the masses who were unable to experience the 
grandeur first-hand. On a canvas measuring 83 inches tall and 142 1/4 inches 
long, Albert Bierstadt painted Storm in the Rockies. This painting depicts Mount 
Evans standing divinely behind the Chicago Lakes in the southwestern portion of 
the Clear Creek watershed. Like much of the art of the West, it “purported to 
depict its subjects realistically, but perhaps it depicted more accurately the needs, 
values, and aspirations of its viewing a u d i e n c e . B i e r s t a d t ’s mountain 
resembles the Matterhorn more than Mount Evans, catering to the expectations 
of the European audience. The canvases from artists of the Rocky Mountain 
School, like those of Bierstadt, reflected the cultural baggage of the audience.
The artists and audiences prescribed those ideas onto the visited landscapes.
Articles in contemporaneous newspapers trumpeted the extensive 
economic impact of nineteenth-century tourists.44i Fabulous hotels such as 
Empire’s Peck House, Georgetown’s Hotel de Paris, and the Beebe House in 
Idaho Springs housed the travelers. By 1870 local boosters had completed the 
trail up Gray’s Peak and William H. Cushman had “improved” Green Lake into a 
resort. According to one account, Idaho Springs was the first community in the 
watershed “to turn unabashedly to tourism and market its scenery and hot
springs. ”442
The Clear Creek watershed’s railroads promoted tourism to offset the 
unpredictable fluctuations of the mining industry. Tourists viewed the 
Georgetown, Breckenridge, and Leadville Railroad as a successful combination
440 Jules David Prown, “Introduction,” in Jules David Frown, et al.. Discovered Lands, Invented 
Pasts: Tranforming Visions of the American West (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992), xi.
441 Daily Miner, 14 January 1873.
442 Duane A. Smith and Hank Wieler, Secure the Shadow: Lachlan McLean, Colorado Mining 
Photographer {Golden: Colorado School of Mines Press, 1980), 7.
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of technological sublime and natural sublime. Their nickname for the railroad,
“the eighth wonder of the modern world,” revealed the nineteenth- and early-
twentieth-century pride in the project. The Devil's Gate high bridge drew
passengers from around the world who wanted to “do the loop”. As one writer
commented, “Everybody who is anybody, and who comes to Denver takes the trip
around the Loop.”443 The other high altitude railroad, Edward Wilcox’s Argentine
Central, relied on tourism from its inception.
The Sunrise Peak Aerial Tramway was another attraction. It was an ore
haulage system modified to haul tourists from Silver Plume to Sunrise Peak on
Pendleton Mountain. The Tramway
carried [twenty-six] 300 pound cars on a continuous 1 1/2 inch cable 
supported on 18- to 60-foot towers spanned from 80 feet to 485 feet from 
Silver Plume, about 9,200 feet above sea level, to Sunrise Peak at 12,500
feet.444
The popularity of the Tramway extended the life of the Colorado & Southern in 
the watershed. Each car held four passengers. Robert Ormes said the company 
averaged 500 passengers a day in 1911.445 initially those passengers took the 
three hour train ride to Silver Plume, but as the automobile roads improved and 
more people bought cars, the lengthy rail trip lost favor. After all, the train was a 
means to the mountains, not an end in the mountains.
Barbara Novak, an art historian, asks, “At what point did the arc from virgin 
wilderness through the pastoral ideal to the industrial landscape swerve from 
constructive accord with God’s will to human destructiveness toward nature?”446
443 Emma A. Gage. Western Wanderings and Summer Saunterings (Baltimore: The Lord 
Baltimore Press, 1900), 76; quoted in Pomeroy, In Search of the Golden West, 56.
444 Robert M. Ormes, Railroads and the Rockies: A Record of Unes in and near Colorado 
(Denver: Sage Books, 1963), 372.
445 Ibid., 372.
446 Barbara Novak, Nature and Culture: American Landscape and Painting, 1825-1875, with a 
new preface by Barbara Novak, revised edition (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 159.
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The arc swerved in the twentieth century as the American population migrated 
from the rural areas to cities, then out to the suburbs.
Historian Roderick Nash also writes that “appreciation of Wilderness 
began in the cities."447 if wilderness is considered the opposite of cities, as Nash 
presumes, then the urban perspective defines wilderness. O f course, a person 
with the rural perspective may consider cities to be a wilderness. Similarly the 
widespread concern for wilderness preservation began in the cities. As Leo Marx 
has argued.
The soft veil of nostalgia that hangs over our urbanized landscape 
is largely a vestige of the once dominant image of an undefiled, green 
republic, a quiet land of forests, villages, and farms dedicated to the 
pursuit of happiness.448
Increased industrialism and new attention to the ecological consequences of 
landscape transformation also nurtured the declensionist tone surrounding the 
transformation of the landscape. That soft veil hides the transformative power of 
mining while highlighting the prospector, the lone man in the wilderness. Visitors 
can retain their disgust for mine dumps, mill tailing piles, and other forms of visual 
pollution while simutaneously celebrating the romantic heros in the same genre 
as the mountain men.
The philosophical admiration for nature has not been constant through 
time. During the Progressive Era, the philosophy shifted from praising the divine 
organization of nature to improving the Divine through human intervention. The 
following quotation demonstrates how Progressive Americans saw themselves as 
the organizers of God’s Nature:
Geological formations are such that nature alone or the construction
447 Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind, 44.
448 Leo Marx, The Machine in the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Ideal in America (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1964), 6.
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of engineering works frequently disturbs their equilibrium, resulting in 
landslides. In most cases, water in one form or another is a contributing 
factor, so that drainage, alone or in conjunction with retaining walls, is 
necessary in restoring equ ilib rium .449
This attitude developed alongside the non-interventionist ideas of 
preservationists. In recent years, humans have renewed their spiritual respect for 
nature with a transcendant awe of pristine wilderness. These perspectives spring 
from the conditions in urban communities.
While the perspectives toward the nature of the West diverged along 
conservationist and preservationist lines, the perspective toward the history of the 
W est diverged into two traditions, the Nostalgic West and the Negative West.
Both traditions elevated specific images from western history to a superlative and 
seemingly untouchable status. Because the traditions emphasize images over 
context, they distort the heritage of western places to convey particular agendas. 
For disciples of the Nostalgic West, “propectors, cowboys, lumberjacks, and 
mountain men became quintessential western figures."4S0 The idea of 
resuscitating a vanishing race of quintessential figures has long appealed to the 
upper- and middle-class American populace. These figures were the agents of 
the national economy in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries but since the 
national economy was centered in the manufacturing centers of the coastal 
United States, the actual economic, cultural, and ecological roles of the 
prospectors, cowboys, lumberjacks, and mountain men disappeared into 
obscurity.
Although the prospector lost his usefulness to the industry, the most
449 Armco Drainage Products Association, Handbook of Culvert and Drainage Practice: For the 
Solution of Surface and Subsurface Drainage Problems, 2d edition (Chicago: The Lakeside 
Press, 1937), 4.
450 White, “It’s Your Misfortune and None of My Own”, 243.
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popular images of miners in the twentieth century are of those grizzled, hard­
bitten old prospector accompanied by his small team of jacks. The consumers of 
the prospector images were not interested in the reality of the prospector, usually 
young, nor in the roles of other miners; they were interested in these supposedly 
innocent victims of the industrializing mining com panies.451 According to the 
popular image, these picturesque paupers wandered through the mountains, 
stooping at the side of a pristine creek and washing sediment from their rusted 
pans. From the perspective of the consumers, these men were a romantic part 
of nature, choosing to eke out a living in the solitary wilderness rather than joining 
the populace in the immoral urban areas.
A  slightly more accurate tribute to the miners of old comes in the form of 
the mascot of Clear Creek High School, the lone high school in the Clear Creek 
watershed. The mascot is Gus the Golddigger. While Gus never appears 
stooped over a pan next to a creek, he always has a pick and handful of gold 
nuggets with him. Yet images of the proud Gus appear at center court of the high 
school gym, not alongside the dump of nearby mines.
The other dominant, traditional images of the American West belong to the 
Negative Tradition. This tradition, which mushroomed during the 1960s, 
combined post-Modernism and multi-culturalism to present the West as the victim 
of the nation's ills. Under this scenario, the West was a region of racial 
intolerance, political embarassment, and environmental destruction. This latter 
characteristic has plagued the images of the mining industry, although it was not 
new in the 1960s, as the preceding chapters have demonstrated.
Recalling her journeys to Georgetown, Isabella Bird wrote, “Agriculture
451 Paul A. Rossi and David C. Hunt, The Art of the Old West from the Collection of the 
Gilcrease Institute (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1971), 245.
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restores and beautifies, mining destroys and devastates, turning the earth inside 
out, making it hideous, and blighting every green thing, as it usually blights man’s 
heart and sou l.”452 Many modern tourists share this belief, yet they can hardly 
wait to see mines opened for tourism and they become quite angry when they 
encounter sold-out tours or seasonal closures. Bird’s statement is interesting, 
additionally, because while Bird despised the miners in the valley, she seemed to 
have no qualms about riding the train into the mountains and visiting a resort at 
Green Lake, developed to lure visitors into the mountains.
These perspectives on transforming the landscape are important because 
mining is “just as dependent on public opinion as McDonald’s or any other 
retailer.”453 As Bird revealed, in the tourist industry the Nostalgic and Negative 
Wests were not divergent, but complementary. Public opinion oddly celebrates 
the heroes who prospected and initiated development in the West, but it also 
condemns the transformation of the landscape from an idealized and fictional 
pristine wilderness into hillsides honeycombed with adits and shafts and surface 
areas lined with piles of waste and tailings and skeletons of old buildings.
Alexander Wilson argues that the tourist industry instigates a massive 
conceptual reorganization of the landscape. “Lands once productive in a 
traditional industrial or agricultural sense were reclassified as recreational 
z o n e s .”454 Old cattle ranches find life as dude ranches; dairy farms, brothels, 
and boarding houses become bed-and-breakfasts; and farmland becomes parks
452 Isabella L. Bird, fK Lady’s Life in the Rocky Mountains, with an introduction by Daniel J. 
Boorstin, with a map and index by Nancy G. Gambrill, the Western Frontier Library Series 
(Norman; University of Oklahoma Press, 1960), 192.
453 Sharon Prager, “Changing North America’s Mind-Set About Mining,” Engineering and Mining 
Joi/rna/198 (February 1997): 37.
454 Alexander Wilson, “The View from the Road: Recreation and Tourism,” in Norris, Discovered 
Country, 15.
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and golf courses. Slag piles from smelters also find life as golf courses. Mines 
are resurrected as tour sites. Wilson argues, "One of the historical functions of 
tourism, then, is to be a kind of parasite feeding off sectors of the economy that 
seem to have become su p erflu o u s ."455 The parasite analogy is more direct with 
the mine and mill tours in the Clear Creek watershed because the site reflects 
only part of its past heritage.
Clear Creek County's motto is “A Blast from a PasMime.” It can be found 
on the sign demarcating the county’s eastern boundary, tourist brochures, and 
county employee business cards. But what does the phrase mean? Blast: the 
action following the detonation of black powder or dynamite in mines; a synonym 
for fun; maybe a grand scene. The past-time: history, heritage, what happened 
previously; a diversion. The motto is thick with metaphors. Four significant 
blasts from the past-time of the Clear Creek watershed are the Georgetown Loop 
Railroad, the Colorado Historical Society’s Lebanon Mine, the independent 
Phoenix Mine, and the Colorado School of Mines Edgar Experimental Mine.
The railroads have been integral to tourism in the Clear Creek watershed 
for over a century. While the train of old carried sightseers to the mountains, the 
train is now a destination. It is an end in itself, not the means.
The Colorado & Southern abandoned its line in the Clear Creek watershed 
in 1939. Railroad companies moved quickly to tear out track after shutting down 
to avoid paying taxes on the land. Although the hardware was gone, the 
ecological legacy of the railroad remained in the valley. A diverse subalpine 
forest grew back, first lodgepole pines but then Douglas firs, subalpine firs, and 
Engelmann spruces followed. Animals returned to the once noisy and smoky
455 Ibid., idem.
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valley. Landslides and water erosion modified the former roadbed. Seeds and 
spores drifted onto the right-of-way and germinated into new communities around 
aspen trees that had suckered out to the bed.
That abandonment could have been the end of the line for the GB&L and 
of the direct impacts of railroads in the watershed. In the 1960s, as part of the 
Eisenhower Interstate Highway Act, the Colorado Department of Transportation 
(COOT) had plans to run Interstate 70 down the middle of the valley along the 
creek. The project would have destroyed much of the physical evidence and 
ecological legacy of mining and railroading in the valley. The Colorado Historical 
Society (CHS) persuaded the highway department to build 1-70 along the south 
face of Republican Mountain, thus protecting the hybrid landscape. When the 
Society preserved the site of the railroad, they also protected the growing 
ecological context of the railroad valley.
Under the auspices of the CHS, the reconstruction of the GB&L Railroad 
began in 1973 with the help of of the US Navy’s Construction Battalion, the “Sea- 
Bees.” One of the Sea-Bees nicknamed the project Operation Silver Spike: silver 
for the mining heritage and spike for the railroad heritage. In the same year, the 
CHS awarded W est Rail, Inc., a 30-year contract to operate the Georgetown 
Loop Railroad .456
Unlike its predecessor, the new Georgetown Loop Railroad began 
construction from the Silver Plume yard and headed dow ngrade.457 Despite 
some erosion and revegetation, the original grade was quite discernible. Bridge 
abutments remained. The crews found the original walls, dry-stacked by Cornish
456 Steven J. Meyers, ed., Trails Among the Columbine: A Colorado High Country Anthology 
(Denver: Sundance Publications, 1985), 42.
457 Unless otherwise noted, the information about reconstructing the Georgetown Loop Railroad 
is from Einar Jensen, “Georgetown Loop Narrative,” 1997.
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miners, standing guard over the old right of way. With only a little maintenance 
each spring, the walls continue to hold the rocky slopes away from the rails, ties, 
and ballast.
By 1975 enough track had been built to begin passenger service between 
Silver Plume and the pin truss bridge, the first crossing of Clear Creek for an 
eastbound train. Extensive research led the owners to the original turntable 
bridge. It was returned to its place over the second creek crossing. Between the 
winter of 1983 and the summer of 1984, crews constructed a new Devil’s Gate 
Viaduct. Visually, the new bridge mirrors the old bridge, but modern safety 
requirements and technological improvements have changed its composition. 
Laborers built the original with wrought iron and set it on granite abutments while 
the modern version is constructed of solid steel and rests on reinforced concrete 
abutments. Tourists rarely grasp the importance of the changes until they learn 
the original bridge was only one fifth as strong as the new one; so weak it used to 
sway in the zephyrs that blew through the valley. Full service resumed on the 
reconstructed railroad in 1985.
From the original high bridge, passengers could overlook the railroad’s 
other engineering marvels to the West: two more crossings of the creek, the 
ladder through the boulder field, stone retaining walls, and the big fill curve.
Those features still exist, but the regrowth of the coniferous subalpine forest 
prevents late twentieth-century passengers from marveling at the same 
unobstructed views.
Railroads enjoy a schizophrenic embrace from the touring public similar to 
mines and miners. Leo Marx, who investigated the cultural integration of 
machines and nature, pointed to a line from Nathanial Hawthorne’s The Legend
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of Sleepy Hollow to explain the initial Romantic response to industrialization.
But, Hark! there is the whistle of the locomotive--the long shriek, 
harsh, above all other harshness, for the space of a mile cannot mollify it 
into harmony. . . . and no wonder that it gives such a startling shriek, since 
it brings the noisy world into the midst of our slumbrous p e a c e .458
The steam locomotives that interrupted the pastoral settings of Hawthorne’s era 
have become part of the modern pastoral and rustic setting while rumbles from 
the internal combustion engine and shrill cries from electronic horns are the 
current alien sounds.
The steam train of the Georgetown Loop no longer represents the portent 
of advancing technology and civilization. Automobiles and recreational vehicles 
are the current mechanized trespassers in the gardens and wilderness of the 
American psyche. Instead it represents the ghost of a civilization past; it is a 
touchable artifact. In my conductor's narrative I suggest.
W e begin this uphill journey by backing underneath the high bridge 
as a reminder that we are going back in tim e-back to a time when 
railroads were the chief form of transportation in the mining districts and 
mountain valleys of C o lo rad o .459
My passengers often ignore the suggestion, instead sticking to their romanticized 
memory of artifacts without contexts. Visitors can ignore the clear-cutting that 
accompanied the original influx of the railroad because the forests have regrown. 
Another reason fueling their historical myopia is that the current steam engines 
burn fuel oil, not wood. Yet the passengers also condemn the billowing clouds of 
smoke and steam that flow from the smoke stack as if their steam train could 
function without it. The company’s diesel locomotives become the sudden, 
violent intruders upon a fantasy of idyllic satisfaction, as described by Marx, while
458 Marx, The Machine in the Garden, 13.
459 Jensen, “Georgetown Loop Narrative.”
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the train, with or without a  steam engine, joins the fa n ta s y .460
Visitors can tour three mines in the Clear Creek watershed: the Lebanon,
the Phoenix, and the Edgar. Each mine provides a perspective on the mining
industry and its place in the watershed’s history. Not surprisingly, each tour is
unique because it extracts and commodifies different images from that history.
The tourists become miners, as much as the mine owners, because they help
decide which aspects of the mine’s heritage become resources and which are
discarded as deposits and waste material.
The Lebanon, a silver mine, is owned and operated by the Colorado
Historical Society. The objectives of the tour are,
to provide a broad overview of gold and silver mining in Colorado and to 
concentrate specifically on the history of silver mining in the Clear Creek 
Valley; to tour and interpret a silver mine and its support buildings, 
including a mill; to examine early mining tools and early mining
techniques.461
Tourists disembark from the train and with the CHS tour guides, walk down to the 
hard rock mine, its dump, and its surface buildings. Since it can only be reached 
by the Georgetown Loop Railroad, the mine tour can enhance the rail experience, 
presenting additional contexts and images to the consumers.
Mine guides provide a description of visual landmarks in the valley such as 
the Devil’s Gate High Bridge and the distant roadbed for the Argentine Central, a 
brief history of mining in Colorado, and a history of the Lebanon site. Visitors 
follow their CHS guides through the mine for half the tour, and they see the mine 
manager's office, the miners’ changing room (also known as the dry), the
460 Marx, The Machine in the Garden, 29.
461 Lee Behrens, “Recommended Reading and Narrative for Georgetown Loop Historic Mining 
and Railroad Park Guides,” (March 1995), 1. Copy in possession of the author.
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blacksmith shop, and the tool shed. They also learn about the neighboring 
Everett Mine and some of the connection of railroads to mining. The Lebanon 
tour is extensive for its ninety minute duration. The context of silver mining in the 
Georgetown area is a commodity offered to the consumers. Whether they 
assess the commodity as a resource and purchase it in whole or in part is another 
matter.
Some gold mining has continued in the watershed but on limited scales, as 
demonstrated by the Phoenix Mine along Trail Creek. The vein was discovered 
in 1871, fairly late in the gold mining era of the Clear Creek watershed. Initial 
mine owners produced little gold until the owners of the nearby Rockford Tunnel 
discovered what they hoped was a new vein but instead was a rich branch of the 
Phoenix vein. The mine underwent limited production in the twentieth century by 
recreational miners. The current owners purchased the mine in 1972. They 
found a second vein, named the Resurrection, in the early 1980s. Although the 
owners pursued the vein, the price of gold was such to discourage the drift’s 
continuance.462 Throughout the life of the mine, the Phoenix has produced over
13,000 ounces of gold. While some mining continues, the mine has experienced 
its own renaissance in recent years as a tourist venture.
While the guides at the Lebanon have a specific narrative, the guides at 
the Phoenix Mine tell the tourists “whatever they know or feel like telling 
them.”463 The flexible tour supplies the demanded images. Touching the mine’s 
“Lucky Ore Bucket” is more important to the mine owner and his customers than 
the history of mining in the watershed and its ecological consequences. Panning
462 Bob Harvey, Senior Tour Guide at the Lebanon Silver Mine and Phoenix Gold Mine, letter to 
author, 23 February 1996. Letter in possession of the author.
463 Ibid., idem.
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for gold and “keeping what you find” is also a resource of great emblematic 
significance. The Phoenix caters to the expectations of the audience more than 
the Lebanon and Edgar tours.
The Edgar Mine, located on a gulch north of Idaho Springs, also offers 
tours in conjunction with its use as an underground laboratory for the Colorado 
School of Mines. John Jordan, the mine's current manager, said he would prefer 
to get away from the “Mom and Dad and kids from Kansas” tours and focus on 
educational groups such as high school and elementary school students and 
scout g ro u p s .464 He wants to shift the audience because he and the Colorado 
School of Mines are interested in teaching the context of mining and its full place 
in the heritage of the watershed, county, and state to the tour participants. The 
Edgar is less popular among tourists because it gets away from the romantic 
prospector, an image that can obscure the greater implications of mining and 
miners throughout Colorado's history.
A video kiosk at the Idaho Springs Visitors Center uses a touch-sensitive 
screen to present information about the attractions in the county. Regarding the 
Edgar Mine, the guide states: “Opened in 1921 by the Colorado School of Mines 
as an underground laboratory for students.”465 That drab description compares 
to the excitement waiting for visitors at the Phoenix Mine:
Experience mining history, where real miners still push tons of gold 
and silver ore in small rail cars just as they did 100 years a go ! . . .  Try the 
old timer's tools, listen for Tommyknockers, dig a gold ore sample, pan for 
gold and keep what you find.466
This exaggerated description matches the expectations of the tourists. When
464 John Jordan, Mine Manager, Edgar Mine, interview with author, 6 February 1998. Notes in 
possession of the author.
465 Clear Creek County Tourism Board, Video Kiosk, Idaho Springs Visitors Center, Idaho 
Springs, Colorado, 6 February 1998. Notes in possession of the author.
466 Ibid.
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they visit the Lebanon they still ask when and if they can pan for gold at the silver 
mine.
The romantic images of the watershed’s history are not limited to the mine, 
tours as the following description of the town of Silver Plume demonstrates. 
“Walking down Silver Plume’s old dirt Main Street takes one back to years gone 
by. This is a town that has not been ruined by the commercialization of today’s 
w o rld ."467 With such descriptions drawing visitors into town, residents should be 
less surprised when they find tourists picnicking in the private yards and picking 
flowers from planters and g a rd e n s .468
A recent newspaper article about a mountain road between the 
watersheds of Clear Creek’s main stem and its north fork further demonstrates 
the romantic popularity of the mining districts along the Front Range.
Among all the locals, this hairy, twisting, winding, climbing, dipping, 
unmarked gravel trail with no center line, no reflectors, no signs, no guard 
rails, not even an indication of the edge is simply the “Oh My God
R o a d ”.469
The author glorifies the miners’ road with this rollercoaster description and then 
condemns the actions of the miners with the following passage. “But great piles 
of rock still spill down the fir covered mountainsides like some runny, festering 
sore, giving ugly evidence of the endless search for g o ld .’’470
An analysis of a residential development reveals that the nostalgic images 
of mining were not limited to the tourism industry. One interesting aspect of the 
following case is that the newcomers recognized the actual historical context of
467 Ibid.
468 Those revealing anecdotes are from Deirdre Baldwin and Pauline Marshall, Silver Plume 
residents, conversation with author, 3 February 1998.
469 N.A., “’Oh My God Road’ not for faint-hearted drivers,” Ogden Standard-Examiner, 27 
September 1987.
470 Ibid., idem.
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York Gulch while the mine owners and some politicians remained mired in 
stereotypes. The Mining Claim Occupancy Act of 1962 authorized the Secretary 
of the Interior to deed through fee simple terms un patented mining claims to 
residential occupancy. This process has occurred in the Clear Creek watershed 
at York Gulch and in other relatively remote regions, much to the displeasure of 
the mining claim owners who attempted to block the transactions, believing their
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Map 8. York Gulch, Clear Creek watershed
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livelihoods and identities threatened. (See Map 8)
In the mid-1980s the York Gulch Homeowners Association formed to unite 
potential property buyers who wanted to build a residential community in York 
Gulch. They faced resistance from small miners and local government officials to 
building homes in the gulch but also because they wanted to change the zoning 
of mining claims. To acquire mortgages the buyers needed the zoning account 
for housing as a primary use for the claim instead of mining alone. What seemed 
like a minor change mushroomed into a battle over interpreting the region’s 
heritage. In a recent interview, B. Moran and Kathleen Krebs adamantly stated 
that they and the other homeowners wanted to maintain the interests of 
homeowners and miners. Said Moran, “W e didn’t want to take the mining out of 
the claims and we didn’t want to take the housing out of the claims. W e thought 
it could be both,” or what Krebs called, “a compatible fash io n .”471
Nelson Fugate, then a Clear Creek County commissioner, opposed the 
zoning changes despite the increased taxes that the county would receive from 
them. In 1985, a five-acre parcel of vacant residential land was taxed $500 while 
a five acre parcel with mining generated only fourteen dollars in taxes. In a public 
meeting Fugate justified this difference by claiming “miners don’t have children,” 
meaning miners required fewer services from the county government.472 
Fugate’s claim was not the only misrepresentation of miners and their history in 
the watershed during the York Gulch controversy.
At another public meeting, the miners tried arguing that the land should 
belong to the first people who lived there. In response, one of the homeowners
471 Both quotations are from ‘'Maintaining the Mining Heritage of Our Residential Property," 
Interview of B. Moran, Kathleen Krebs, Rick Gaubatz, and Larry Lindner with the author, 13 
February 1998. Notes, transcript, and audio tape in possession of the author.
472 This quote was a recollection by Moran, interview with the author, 13 February 1998.
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reminded the miners that the Utes were in the Gulch first 7̂3 a  miner responded, 
“Well, we killed all them.”474 instead of following this apparently legal and 
preferred precedent, the new inhabitants of York Gulch, the homeowners, 
continued to seek compatible relationships with their hard rock neighbors. A 
decade later, the latter strategy proved the best in maintaining the cultural and 
ecological context of mining in that portion of the Clear Creek watershed.
The current tourist attractions in the Clear Creek watershed that resurrect 
the mining heritage are “conceptually-organized environments,” borrowing a term 
from John Findlay.47s Conceptually-organized environments are places 
constructed with distinct ideologies in mind. The sites are managed to provide 
resources to consumers. When tourists participate in a mine tour or ride the 
Georgetown Loop Railroad they expect to visit a controlled environment that 
matches their expectations. Often reality fails to meet those expectations: tickets 
are sold out, the train gets behind schedule, or precipitation drenches the area. 
The tourists become frustrated and vent their anger on the employees. This 
reaction is predictable because most consumers object when an advertised 
commodity is no longer available or, when purchased, falls short of its billing.
The blasts from the past-time discussed in this chapter demonstrate how 
resource assessment can be based on perspective. Each vignette relies on the 
commodification of some aspects of a place’s scenery and heritage. When the 
given resource is an image, a steam locomotive, panning for gold, or independent
473 Krebs attributed this statement to Gene Anderson, interview with the author, 13 February 
1998.
474 The identity of the miner was not recalled. Krebs, interview with the author, 1998.
475 John M. Findlay, Magic Lands; Western Cityscapes and American Culture After 1940 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992), 3.
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bachelor miners, that resource can attain a value out of proportion to its context. 
These resources also inform how the context is assessed and how the hybrid 
landscape has evolved.
This chapter helps establish the changing attitudes and values governing 
mining in the American West and specifically in the Clear Creek watershed from 
the perspective of tourism. Limerick writes,
To celebrate the Western past with an open invitation is a 
considerable risk: the brutal massacres come back with the cheerful barn 
raisings, the shysters come back with the saints, contracts broken come 
back with contracts fulfilled.476
White agrees, “History above all depends on context."477 When tourists 
celebrate the propectors and their found flakes of gold or nuggets of silver while 
also condemning the transformed landscape, the tourists forget that their 
nostalgic images were part of a larger heritage. Tourism is similar to mining 
because it commodifies the landscape. Langston writes that tourism is “a 
sentimentalized view of nature where the observer is an outsider, someone 
whose true work and true home is elsewhere.”478 Tourists become absentee 
land stewards who value the romantic and scenic images of the place as 
resources, rather than the context. Most late twentieth-century tourists choose to 
celebrate only the cheerful West, not the other aspects that hover in gray areas.
The previous chapters related the stories of how the present context has 
evolved around environmental parameters, human designs, and their reciprocal 
interactions, whether acknowledged as /nferactions, and the interpretations of the
476 Patricia Nelson Limerick, The Legacy of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of the American 
West (New York. W. W. Norton & Company, 1987), 330.
477 White, 7 fs  Your Misfortune and None of My Own", 616.
478 Nancy Langston, Forest Dreams, Forest Nightmares: The Paradox of Old Growth in the 
Inland West, Weyerhauser Environmental Series, William Cronon, ed. (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 1995), 306.
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consequences. What does the watershed look like today? How has the past 
influenced the present? The next chapter examines the Clear Creek watershed of 
the mid-1990s, the mined landscapes that are the historical foundations for future 
reciprocal interactions.
CHAPTER NINE
LANDSCAPES OF THE MINED: 
INTERPRETING THE ECOLOGICAL CONTEXT OF 1997
The relationship between people and place is never simple; 
people shape the land and the land shapes the people, 
and sometimes both are shaped by forces largely outside their control- 
forces that originate in other places entirely.
-N an cy Langston, 1995
Although mining has had a profound effect on its economy, environment, 
and people, the landscape of the Clear Creek watershed has been remarkably 
durable and flexible through time, two traits that have ensured the maintenance of 
life in the watershed. The current landscape is the visual legacy of history of 
mining, as Francaviglia argues, but it is also the chemical, physical, and biological 
legacies of the history of mining.479 with the histories of mining, logging, 
railroading, and tourism in mind, a better understanding of the watershed’s 
current environment is possible. Some habitats remain unchanged but many 
others have been transformed.
While the humans of the mining eras have transformed the ecology 
directly, many other changes have occurred with little regard for the permanent 
presence of humans. Historian William Cronon wisely cautions, “Not all the 
environmental changes which took place after European settlement were caused
479 Richard V. Francaviglia, Hard Places: Reading the Landscape of America’s Historic Mining 
Districts, with a foreword by Wayne Franklin, The American Land and Life Series, Wayne 
Franklin, editor (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1991), 4.
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by it."480 The Clear Greek watershed, from geological, climatological, and 
biological perspectives, affirms his strong statement. Anthony Berger also 
cautions against this “anthropoblamism,” a term he used to describe the “attitude 
that natural environments left untouched by humans are stable and unchanging, 
and that it is only human actions that cause change."481 This attitude is self- 
deceptive. While humans certainly instigate landscape transformations, many 
transformations occur independently and concurrently of human actions and 
desires.
That said, the Europeans and Asians who settled in the watershed 
modified their surroundings, but their modifications were not separate from the 
natural world. Francaviglia claims the human results are separate:
Across the country, mining has left its legacy on the landscape. 
Wherever miners worked and ores were processed, one can see the 
results of their labor: mining communities huddled amid barren piles of 
waste rock, and mountains of tailings and slag are left in the wake of 
historic milling and smelting activity. . . .  Mining, in fact, creates its own 
distinctive topography that may last for thousands of years.482
He is partially correct because the distinctive topography will endure, but it will 
endure because it has transformed the topography. Most topographical 
transformations last for thousands of years. Despite the seemingly permanent 
nature of the changes caused by mining, they exist on a backdrop of peneplains, 
glacial valleys, and stream-cut valleys, transformations that have lasted 
thousands of thousands of years.
Mining’s distinct transformations of the region’s topography created
480 vvilliam Cronon, Changes in the Land: Indians, Colonists, and the Ecology of New England, 
(New York; Hill and Wang, 1983), 9.
481 Anthony R. Berger, “Environmental Change, Geoindicators, and the Autonomy of Nature,” 
GSA Today 8 (January 1998): 5.
482 Francaviglia, Hard Places, xvii.
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opportunities for new animal and plant communities. The barren piles of waste 
rock are not as barren as Francaviglia hints. Understanding environmental 
reactions to human activities is difficult because those reciprocal interactions are 
of a long duration, longer than humans seem able to perceive.
The watershed’s topographic landscape has survived the last 138 years of 
mining largely unscathed. The old peneplain remains along the headwaters of 
Leavenworth Creek and Bard Creek and along the Continental Divide. The 
relatively few mining projects that occurred at those high elevations were 
underground and few operations were extensive. The signs of mining at the 
surface remain visible. The short growing season and fragile soils prevent the 
vegetation from reclaiming the disturbances. The roadbed for the Argentine 
Central is now used as a four-wheel drive and recreation trail which make 
revegetation nearly impossible. Grasses have taken root in spots on the dumps 
of Waldorf s mines and plants such as the marsh marigold {Caltha leptosepala) 
have established themselves on the ponds near mine drainages.
In the glacial valleys, those with a U-shape, the legacies of hard rock 
miners increased. The visual record of their presence-dumps, piles of tailing, 
excavated holes, and dilapidated buildings-also increases, although the trees of 
the subalpine forest have obstructed the views of much of the visual record. Old 
buildings and felled trees within the subalpine forests are hidden reminders of the 
old logging operations.
The sides of the V-shaped valleys show the most obvious signs of hard 
rock mining. Precarious, worn trails lead to the silver and gold mines perched 
above Silver Plume, Georgetown, Empire, and Lawson, and the valleys in 
between those towns. Rotting and rusting structures stand guard over mine
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dumps, mounds of dirt that add soft relief to the steep slopes. The bottoms of the 
valleys are less organically diverse than they were prior to the mining eras. First 
the railroad and then a series of automobile roads impinging on the stream 
channel forced it to abandon its meandering course for a straighter one. 
Waterborne sediments, chemicals, metals, and garbage covered and scoured the 
aquatic and riparian communities.
The loss of vegetation from clear-cutting has had long-term consequences 
for these valleys. In the spring and summer, when the saturated ground gives 
way under the strain of heavy rains, mudslides slip down the mountain sides 
toward the stream, roads, and residences. On 12 February 1899, an unexpected 
thaw caused a mud slide that hit and covered most of B row nsville . 483 Later that 
year, an avalanche slid into Brownsville’s neighbor. Silver Plume, killing ten Italian 
citizens. Without trees to act as snowfences, snow accumulated above the town 
in a shelf too heavy for the lower brittle layers to hold. Writing about the 
importance of trees in these settings, one historian observed.
In an effort to reduce avalanches on slopes approaching Loveland 
[Pass], pine trees were replanted in areas where timbering activities had 
ripped out everything big enough to go to a sawmill. Still avalanches 
roared down cuts, sweeping across roads, and covering anything and 
anybody in their paths.484
Even late in the twentieth century, when humans understand the conditions that 
nurture snow and mud slides, avalanches consistently block highways and 
consume backcountry travelers.
At the wide spots in the incised valleys between Empire Junction and
483 John K. Aldrich. Ghosts of Clear Creek County: A Guide to the Ghost Towns and Mining 
Camps of Clear Creek County, Co/orado (Lakewood, CO: Centennial Graphics, 1984), 31.
484 Ethel Morrow Gillette, Idaho Springs, Saratoga of the Rockies: A History of Idaho Springs, 
Colorado, (New York: Vantage Press, 1978), 188.
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Idaho Springs, miners developed placer operations. The placer miners ripped 
through the levels of alluvia in ancient and recent stream channels. Placer and 
hard rock operations in nearby gulches such as Gilson and along Clear Creek’s 
larger tributaries also moved rock from the mountains into the streams where it 
slowly deposited in the channel and along floodplains.
Otherwise wind and water have continued their slow and steady 
modification of the landscape in each of these topographic sections of the 
watershed. The most significant transformations happened before the 
appearance of miners or are ongoing. Until the next major continental uplift or 
glacial era, wind and water erosion will be more significant than any human- 
initiated disturbance. The mountains of the watershed are not covered in 
“festering sores," as a writer from the Ogden Standard-Examiner suggested 
The mountains do have new mounds, reservoirs, and holes that have combined 
with the transformations independent of human actions, shaping its future in 
shaping the past.
While the region’s topography has changed little, the hydrological system 
of the Clear Creek watershed has undergone significant transformations. As 
soon as humans first settled in the valleys, they began diverting water away from 
the streams and lakes to sluices, reservoirs of varying sizes for multiple 
purposes, an assortment of mills, and agricultural fields. They created and 
enlarged new and existing lakes for recreational use as well. Adits and tunnels 
concentrated connate water and directed it to the surface. When the water 
changed channels, volume, velocity, and composition, the ecosystems directly 
and indirectly reliant on the waterbodies transformed-adapted-to meet the new
485 M A., " Oh My God Road’ not for faint-hearted drivers,” Ogden Standard-Examiner, 27 
September 1987.
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availability of the resource.
Residents of neighboring watersheds and the plains employ water 
diversion systems today. Central City operated the Consolidated Ditch in the 
previous century but the ditch leaked more water than it actually transported from 
the headwaters of Fall River to Russell Gulch. The newer systems are more 
efficient and capable of greater transformations downstream of the diversions.
The Vidler Tunnel transports water from Dillon Reservoir in Summit County into 
Leavenworth Creek under Argentine Pass. The tunnel's owner, Water 
Resources Company, Inc., imports additional water because the company diverts 
it from Clear Creek after it flows into Jefferson County. The Berthoud Pass Ditch 
transports water from Current Creek in the Fraser River watershed under the 
Pass to Hoop Creek, a tributary of West Clear Creek. The City of Northglenn 
adds this water to Clear Creek and then supposedly waits for it to travel down to 
the Church Ditch in Jefferson County where it is diverted to Standley L a k e .486
The town governments of Central City and Black Hawk currently have 
plans to divert water from Fall River just before it reaches Clear Creek and from 
Clear Creek at Hidden Valley respectively, to quench the thirst of the exploding 
gaming industry in Gilpin County. Central City’s system will pump water from Fall 
River through York Gulch and into the city water supply. In the words of one York 
Gulch homeowner who opposes the plan, the city wants “to pump [the water] 
back up to Fall River Road, back up to York Gulch Road, and then pump it up 
York Gulch Road with four other separate pumping stations.”487 With similar
486 Holly Fliniau and Carl Norbeck, ed. State of the Watershed Report-1997: Clear Creek, 
Colorado (Denver: Environmental Protection Agency Region 8 and Colorado Department of 
Public Health and Environment, 1998), 5.
487 Kathleen Krebs, "Maintaining the Mining Heritage of Our Residential Property," Interview of 
B. Moran, Kathleen Krebs, Rick Gaubatz, and Larry Lindner with the author, 13 February 1998. 
Notes, transcript, and audio tape in possession of the author.
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motives in mind, the town of Black Hawk wants to build a pumping station at 
Hidden Valley and divert water north to its municipal supply. Cities in the Denver 
Metropolitan Area and companies such as Coors downstream of the proposed 
diversions are challenging the plans in the Greeley W ater Court.
The habitats of individual organisms, species, and entire ecosystems feel 
the impact of human water use. Yet habitat is also created when humans modify 
the presence of water. For example, miners who used lakes and ponds for tailing 
catch basins may have destroyed tiger salamander {Ambystoma tigrinum) habitat 
although salamanders have bred in ponds polluted with animal manure. In the 
last few decades, the Clear Creek Skiing Corporation has constructed ponds at 
the Loveland Basin Ski Area to retain water for snow-making. According to forest 
service surveys, those ponds, in the western portion of the watershed along the 
Continental Divide, hold new breeding locations for the salam ander.488
The Rocky Mountain capshell snail {Acroloxus coloradensis) has probably 
been in the watershed since before the mining eras. However, since it inhabits 
oligotrophic and mesotrophic lakes and ponds with rock or boulder substrate and 
with neutral or slighty alkaline conditions, it may find new habitat in diluted mine 
streams or in springs from mineralized sources.489 The ponds at Loveland may 
also provide them habitat.
“However grand their scale, nature begins to reclaim even the most 
ambitious topographic works of miners shortly after they are completed, that is.
488 Jeff Bohler, “Revised Biological Evaluation for Loveland Ski Areas’ Revised Master 
Development Plan," in Loveland Ski Areas: Revised Master Development Plan and Final EIS 
(Idaho Springs: United States Forest Service, Arapaho National Forest, Clear Creek Ranger 
District, 1995), 18.
489 Oligotrophic refers to younger lakes with less benthic and plantonous food while Mesotrophic 
refers to middle-aged lakes with only a bit more food. While the snails have less food for 
themselves, they also have fewer competitors and fewer predators.
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a b a n d o n e d .”490 Actually, the environment’s adjustment to the presence of the 
mine begins as soon as the mining commences because miners do not function 
outside the natural world as Francaviglia implies. As Fiege demonstrates in the 
agricultural districts of Idaho and as I have demonstrated with the mining districts 
of Colorado, human designs intermix with nonhuman processes and factors as 
soon as the idea transfers from the imagination and the blueprint into the physical 
landscape. Economic factors and technological factors exist within the hybrid 
context. Francaviglia's error stems from his attempt to separate humans and 
their activities from nature, an artificial and problematic divorce.
Writing for a preservationist-minded journal, an author recently argued, 
“there is a critical difference between [human] work and that of other species or 
physical forces: we may sculpt the earth more dramatically, but we seldom make 
it more ecologically co m p lex .”491 Humans dramatically sculpt the landscape in 
brief periods, but the organisms that recolonize the land do so at their own pace. 
Complexity returns, but not at a pace recognized by that author. Her statement is 
also flawed because the very factors she identifies as initiating complexity, 
glaciers and volcanoes, also scour landscapes dramatically. Over time, life 
regrows. The author’s application of two different scales of time to human and 
nonhuman changes is a problem. Change rarely results in more complexity or 
diversity immediately after its occurrence. Only after time elapses do new 
relationships develop around new niches. Then diversity and complexity can 
rebound.
Among the most obvious signs of mining are dumps and piles of mill 
tailing. They are visible throughout the watershed. Recolonization is slow, in part
490 Both quotations are from Francaviglia, Hard Plaœs, 143.
491 Yvonne Baskin, “The Work of Nature,” Natural History 106 (February 1997): 50.
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because the potential soil is compacted in the process of deposition. Sitting 
along Little Bear Creek, a tributary of Soda Creek, the Little Bear Mine site 
exemplifies the difficulties vegetation has when trying to colonize a mined site.
The sides of the mine dump are extremely steep and the material is densely 
compacted.492 Seeds bounce along the surface and roots from neighboring 
plants have been unable to penetrate the waste material. Revegetation must wait 
until the forces of erosion create a microtopography along the surface of the 
mound. Microrelief on the surface of disturbed sites increases the rate of soil and 
vegetation development because microhabitats form.493 Each microhabitat is a 
different niche for a potential pioneer species. Fine soils and organic debris 
collect in the valleys of the relief. Nutrients and moisture collect and infiltrate the 
dirt. Slowly, pioneer vegetation species germinate and promote future growth.
These geological and topographical transformations occurred in ecological 
and climatological contexts. The Clear Creek watershed’s climate has changed 
little over the past fourteen decades. What has changed is the human 
understanding of how weather systems influence life in the watershed and how 
global phenomena have influences locally. For example, the El Nifio system is 
not new to North America, but the human understanding of how this system 
functions is new. Many of the watershed's flooding events can be tied to El Nino 
and to the consequences of the weather system on a mined landscape.
Nineteenth-century mining exacerbated future flooding events by
492 Clear Creek Watershed Advisory Group, "ERA Funding for Minnesota Mine Tailings 
Cleanup,” WAGL//VE (June 1996): 2.
493 G. A. Singleton, 0 . A Steen, K. Weagle, and D Weir, Fish and Wildlife Habitat Recovery in 
Placer Mined Areas of the Yukon, prepared for the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern 
Development (Calgary: Hardy Associates, 1978), 81.
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narrowing channels and removing organic flood absorption systems such as 
beaver dams and riparian plant communities. A local hydrogeologist and 
volunteer for the National Weather Service has observed, “Flooding of 
[Georgetown] has occurred numerous times over the last 135 years, often with 
remarkable parallels of conditions, reactions, and c o n s e q u e n c e s ."494 One such 
event occurred in the Spring of 1872. An extended period of warm temperatures 
followed a spring of heavy snows during May of that year. The saturated soil 
along one flank of Republican Mountain slid into and dammed the usually meek 
Silver Creek. The dam broke and sent water down the channel, picking up “a 
large quantity of wood, saw-logs and cord-wood" along the w a y .495 The debris 
jammed into another dam. When the second dam broke, the accumulated water 
blasted down the gulch into the lower part of the town. The weather conditions 
that produced that flood have repeated numerous times.
A rapid late-spring snowmelt caused another flood in Georgetown in June 
1900. Although weather data from June are missing, high temperatures leading 
up to that month were near seventy degrees. That warm weather and the direct 
sunlight causing it melted the existing snow fields more quickly than the already 
saturated soils could absorb the additional water. Many hillsides upstream of the 
town still lacked vegetation, removed during the gold and silver mining eras, 
which allowed even more water to drain into the creeks. In the words of a 
reporter for the Rocky Mountain News,
A levee broke under the force of the creeks, which are filled bank 
high with a swift raging current and in several places they have broken 
through their banks and are inundating the streets and dwellings. More 
especially on the east side of town on Main and Griffith] Streets, also on 
 Rose Street to and beyond the depot doing so much damage to the
494 William E. Wilson, "Georgetown Weather Observations: A Historical Perspective,” Colorado 
History  ̂ (1997): 138.
495 Ibid., 139.
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dwellings and streets.. . .  On Griffith] and Main Streets a new channel is 
being cut by the waters.496
In his story the next day, the reporter elaborated that
the water turned and ran down Main Street, forming a channel that soon 
became a raging stream. At Ninth Street the water turned to Griffith and 
Taos Streets, where it ran in deep channels to the depot, which is now 
surrounded by running water to a depth of two feet.497
The Silver Queen of the Rockies had been built at the junction of two mountain 
streams, Leavenworth Creek and Clear Creek. Although the site was convenient 
for the miners and for transportation companies, it was in a massive floodplain for 
numerous gulches and two streams prone to experience high water annually.
Even after the forest recovered, the events described by the reporter would haunt 
the town's residents.
Governor Richard Lamm declared a State of Emergency in Clear Creek 
County on 22 June 1983. Just as it had eighty-three years before, Leavenworth 
Creek overflowed its channel and residents diverted it down Rose Street. Town 
residents also lined Griffith Street with sandbags, preparing it for the overflowing 
creek waters. City crews in Silver Plume removed bridges to prevent temporary 
damming. Idaho Springs did not experience the same degree of flooding 
because the Clear Creek valley widens between it and Georgetown, providing a 
large enough floodplain to absorb and slow most of the high water. However, the 
tributaries to Clear Creek were running high throughout the watershed.
A  local reporter blamed the flooding on “an exceptionally snowy winter, a 
dense snow pack, a cold spring, and now a spate of hot weather.”498 in recent
496 Rocky Mountain News, 8 June 1900; quoted in Wilson. “Georgetown Weather 
Observations,” Colorado History, 140.
497 Ibid idem.
498 Clear Creek Courant & Evergreen Today, 22 June 1983.
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decades, meteorologists have traced those conditions to an eruption of the El 
Nino phenomenon in the Pacific Ocean. The heavy snows began on 24 
December 1982, when over three feet of snow fell in Idaho Springs in under 
twelve hours. Higher elevations received much more. The snow continued 
accumulating throughout the new year until a string of days in the late spring of 
1983 brought high temperatures to the Front Range. The abrupt weather change 
induced a massive meltdown. Similar to Clear Creek, the Cache La Poudre 
River, Arkansas River, and numerous smaller rivers and streams rose above 
flood stage and saturated flood plains throughout the Front Range.499 Mine 
drainages also participated in the El Niho-induced flooding. The Argo Tunnel 
flooded on 28 May 1983. The water eroded much of the mine dump into an 
already swollen Clear Creek. “Today,” wrote a local newspaper editor, “the Argo 
still f lows. . .  and flows . .  . and flo w s .”soo
Heavy rains amplified the consequences of unusually heavy snows, cold 
spring temperatures, and a sudden spell of high temperatures that caused a late 
snow melt in Georgetown in June 1995. Clear Creek was running high, but 
Leavenworth Creek was in true flood stage. Leavenworth Creek flows through 
town in a channel flanked by house foundations and other artificial improvements. 
The creek rose continuously and threatened to burst through the constricted 
channel into basements and to wash out bridges. To combat the floodwaters, the 
volunteer firefighters directed scores of other volunteers to line Taos and Rose 
streets with sandbags. Once lined, heavy equipment operators opened breaches 
in the creek that allowed the waters to flow into the new channels, thus easing 
the pressure on the main branch. Those 1995 channels were the same used by
499 /6/d., idem.
500 Clear Creek Courant & Evergreen Today, 1 June 1983.
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For a map of Georgetown with its floodplains, 
see Map 9 in the sleeve.
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the creek in 1900 and 1983. Because the creek lacked its historical floodplain, 
the water volume and velocity grew into a menacing torrent. The city park, 
athletic fields, and the parking lot of the depot became floodplains that slowed the 
water as it meandered toward Georgetown Lake.
While Idaho Springs receives protection from upper watershed floods, the 
town is vulnerable to localized flooding from the gulches along its north side. The 
generally south-facing slopes have some ground cover, but not enough to absorb 
all the water from hit-and-run rainstorms. During a seemingly typical afternoon 
storm on 18 August 1991 three inches of rain fell in twenty minutes north of Idaho 
Springs,501 A torrent roared down Virginia Canyon, picking up trash and wood 
debris along the way. The deep and scoured channel of the former placer gulch 
lacked floodplains until it reached the Virginia Street bridge in the city limits.
Upon reaching the part of the channel with shorter walls and level terrain 
surrounding it, the torrent exploded out of the constricted channel, resembling the 
flooding events, called blowouts, at the mouth of the Argo Tunnel. A  dam formed 
under the bridge and ruptured the abutments. The debris flowed down to the 
culvert under Riverside Drive and clogged it, forcing the water onto the street. 
While some water rolled down the embankment, most of it flowed down the street 
through driveways, yards, and homes as it seemed to search for the channel of 
Clear Creek.
Many factors influence the rate of vegetation recovery in the Clear Creek 
watershed. Soil composition, climate, available sunlight, species characteristics, 
and slope are among them. Historian Dan Flores argues that slope is the
501 The story of this storm comes from my memory of living in the flood’s path and from the Clear 
Creek Courant, 21 August 1991.
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“fundam ental organizing principle for biological life in the mountains."502 Slope  
angle, both of m ountains and mine dumps, influences the growth o f vegetation  
because it helps control soil and w ater retention. S teep er slopes are  more  
difficult to colonize while m ore gentle slopes are eas ier to colonize. A nother 
important factor that m ay change the ability o f plants to grow well at som e  
elevations but not at others is lapse rate. T h e  lapse rate describes the difference  
in tem perature that accom panies increases in elevation. Each 1,000 m eters o f 
elevation change results in a difference of 5.5 degrees Celcius.sos Since 1,000 
m eters equals 3,281 feet and 5.5 degrees Celcius equals 9.9 degrees Fahrenheit,
1 ,000  feet of elevation change causes a three degree  change of tem perature on 
the Fahrenheit scale. T h e  ecological context of the C lear C reek  w atershed, the  
hybrid o f human designs and nonhum an responses, has developed within this 
com plex setting.
The State of the Watershed R eport-1997  claims Clear Creek, above 
Silver Plume, is a pristine mountain stream.504 Hardly! It can only be considered 
pristine if the rest of the creek is also considered pristine. Otherwise, an 
interstate highway that averages 20,000 automobiles a day discects the valley. 
Two ski areas, Loveland Valley and Loveland Basin, rest along its headwaters at 
the Continental Divide, as does the route for vehicles hauling hazardous materials 
between Summit County and Clear Creek County. Numerous hikers, climbers, 
skiers, and anglers also use the valleys west of Silver Plume. The report's 
statement also ignores the historical mining, logging, and railroads of the past
502 Dan Flores, “The Rocky Mountain West: Fragile Space, Diverse Place,” Montana: The 
Magazine of Western History 45 (Winter 1995): 48.
503 Bill Nye, “Climate,” Bill Nye the Science Guy, television series, KRMA-6, Denver, Colorado, 
6 November 1997.
504 Fliniau and Norbeck, State of the Watershed Report-1997,19.
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fourteen decades. This report implies that human activities do not start 
transforming Clear Creek until it flows by the Burleigh Tunnel in Silver Plume.
The tunnel is a significant ingress of mine water and waterborne pollutants but 
the historical and contemporary impacts of humans on the creek stretch from the 
Continental Divide along the entire course of the stream.
Although much of the forested areas was significantly disturbed by humans 
during the gold and silver mining eras and during the construction of the railroad, 
some stands were isolated enough that they survived the human presence 
relatively untouched. Because they survived in such a condition, their makeup 
today probably represents what the old-growth stands of 1858 resembled. These 
remnant communities are windows to the ecological past. Even with two sites of 
modern molybdenum mining at the headwaters of West Clear Creek, “the highest 
quality habitat in the Clear Creek watershed is in the West F o rk .”505 The 
subalpine forests of Leavenworth Creek, Clear Creek, and West Clear Creek 
consist of a spruce-fir mix that gives way to a younger lodgepole forest as the 
water flows downstream. Evidence of logging operations and fires still exist in the 
subalpine watershed.
In a recent book, Nancy Langston argues, "Declaring a crisis in forest 
health assumes a shared cultural ideal of what a healthy forest should be.”5oe 
Assessing forest health, and for that matter, watershed health is political as well 
as ecological. The assessment contained in this thesis differs politically with 
most accepted views, because it interprets the ecosystems differently. They are 
hybrids, not contaminated refuges of pristine wilderness or resource stockpiles.
505 Ibid., 24.
506 Nancy Langston, Forest Dreams, Forest Nightmares: The Paradox of Old Growth in the 
Inland West, Weyerhauser Environmental Series, William Cronon, ed. (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 1995), 4.
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Langston elaborates on her ideas:
Definitions of forest health depend on what kind of forest people 
want, and the difference between their ideal forest and the actual messy 
plot of ground. Ideas of ecosystem health rest on our changing 
conceptions of the relationship between people and nature, because there 
is no essential health or integrity independent of human perceptions, so?
Whose perspective determines health? Why do humans determine the definition 
of these assessments? As Langston argues, humans will always have these 
definitions, but human desires should not lie at the center of the definitions. 
Instead, ideas such as diversity, complexity, and uncertainty should be at the
center. 508
Some old-growth forest stands remain in the watershed despite the 
exhaustive cutting of the gold and silver miners and the railroad engineers.
These areas are windows to the ecological past of forested areas. Most of that 
old-growth hides in the upper watershed above the mineralized regions and far 
enough away from the communities that transportation of the fallen trees would 
have been most difficult. Those old-growth stands maintain a rich diversity of life 
that probably mirrors the communities that existed before the mining eras began 
in 1859.
Since George Jackson’s diary entry about the scuffle between his dogs 
and the wolverine {Gulo gulo luscus), I found no other mention of that mammal 
existing in the watershed. Because limited human presence is necessary for 
these scavengers, the human pressures of the previous 138 years must have 
pushed the wolverines outside the watershed. Because they rarely inhabit dense 
stands of young timber, the watershed of 1997 does not provide prime habitat for
507 Ibid., 278.
508 Ibid., 306.
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them. However, the Continental Divide is considered a travel corridor for 
migrating w o lv e rin e s .so9 Therefore, they may yet travel through the region as 
parts of their expansive home ranges.
Barring the undocumented presence of wolverines and lynx (Felis lynx 
canadensis), martens (Martes amehcana) are the chief predator of the old-growth 
lodgepole, spruce, and fir stands. They feed within the stands and on nearby 
talus slopes on insects, amphibians, birds, and small mammals such as shrews, 
voles, and pikas.
Capper’s red-backed voles, pygmy shrews (Microsorex hoyi montanus) 
northern goshawks (Accipiter gentilis), and boreal owls (Aegolius funereus) are 
also among the animals that typically inhabit the late successional lodgepole pine 
and spruce-fir forests of the central Rocky Mountains. In the Environmental 
Impact Statement for the Loveland Ski Areas these species were not found, but 
because their habitats existed, they were presumed present. Because most old- 
growth stands in the watershed measure only a few hundred acres, they are 
small enough to limit the presence of species that require larger ranges for 
forgaing, breeding, and migrating.
Marshes and riparian meadows are interspersed along the channel of the 
Creek in the alpine, subalpine, and montane zones. In the subalpine zone, 
spruces and firs have started mixing into the lodgepole stands as the enitre forest 
grows through its successional stages. Riparian vegetation acts as a filter, 
trapping excess sediments, nutrients, and other forms of physical pollution. It 
reduces the velocity of water, especially in times of floods, holds the
509 United States Forest Service, Loveland Ski Areas: Revised Master Development Plan Final 
Environmental Impact Statement (Idaho Springs, CO: United States Forest Service, Arapaho 
National Forest, Clear Creek Ranger District, 1995), 34.
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embankments in place, and provides shade habitats for aquatic and riparian 
animals. ‘T h e  soil in riparian zones acts as a sponge taking up water during high 
flows and releasing it during low flo w s ."sio
A nonmotorized recreation trail between Bakerville and the Loveland Ski 
Areas would utilize ground currently holding subalpine wetlands and inhabited by 
a boreal toad (Bufo boreas) community. The toad is a Colorado endangered 
species. The breeding site within the wetlands is “one of eleven known breeding 
ponds for the Southern Rocky Mountain population.”511 Another breeding area 
exists along West Clear Creek downstream of the Henderson Mine. Researchers 
claim fifty known breeding sites of the boreal toad exist in Colorado, but the 
species occupy only a fraction of the territory they inhabited two or three decades 
ago.512 In addition to the marshes, the toads use barrow pits, mine tailings 
ponds, and probably the old quarry where sufficient water exists.sis
Only recently have the toads received proper notice from the human 
inhabitants. The initial environmental assessment for the trail claimed “the 
proposed action will not adversely affect endangered or threatened species or 
their habitat. "si4 This disregard for the toad and its habitat was soon dismissed 
by the forest service, demonstrating the changing values of society, valuing 
wildlife and habitat at least as much as economic development. The parties
510 Matthew K Arno, "Reestablishing Fire-Adapted Communities to Riparian Forests In the 
Ponderosa Pine Zone,” in The Use of Fire in Forest Restoration: A General Session at the 
Annual Meeting of the Society for Ecological Restoration, Colin C. Hardy and Stephen F. Arno, 
eds. General Technical Report INT-GTR-341 (Ogden; United States Forest Service, 
Intermountain Research Station, 1996): 42.
511 Jeff Bohler, Letter to Corey Wong on the Loveland Bike Trail and Boreal Toad Impacts, 
Clear Creek Ranger District, 3 February 1995, 2. Provided by Adam Burnett.
512 Clear Creek Courant, 1 October 1997.
513 Bohler, Loveland Ski Areas: Revised Master Development Plan and Final E/S, 3.
514 Chad DeVore, “Decision Notice and Finding of No Significant Impact,” ÜSDA, Forest 
Service, Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forests and Pawnee National Grassland, Clear Creek 
Ranger District, 20 March 1992.
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supporting development actually fought the move to place the boreal toad on the 
endangered species list. The commissioners of Clear Creek County wrote letters 
to elected officials and bureau directors opposing the species protection.5i5 
Referring to Tennessee’s snail darter, the commissioners championed state’s 
rights and complained about federal regulation, classic responses of westerners 
to unpopular federal policies.
“Today people are the primary agents of environmental change in most 
areas of the world, and animal influences are not as easily reco g n ized .’’S16 
Although nonhuman animals are not recognized as geomorphological agents, 
they remain significant agents of change in hybrid environments such as the 
Clear Creek watershed. The beaver is one example, but as David Butler argues, 
many animals including other mammals, insects, and fish also alter the 
landscape.
Beavers {Castor canadensis) are one of these zoogeomorphic agents, as 
Butler refers to them, because they actively and passively transform the 
e n v iro n m e n t.517 it is a keystone species. Ecologist Robert Paine has found 
certain species to be “keystones” within specific communities. They may or may 
not be the most abundant or the most visible, but they do “contribute most to 
controlling the lushness of plant growth, the fertility of the soil, and other
515 The commissioners wrote to and pleaded with LeRoy W. Carlson, the Colorado Field 
Supervisor of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; Perry Olson, the director of CDOW; James 
Lochhead, the director of the Colorado Department of Natural Resources; Elizabeth Estill, a 
USFS regional forester; Bill Yellowtail, the director of ERA Region VII, Senator Ben Nighthorse 
Campbell; State Senator Sally Hopper and State representative Sam Williams. See Nelson 
Fugate, Robert J. Poirot, and Edward G. Rapp, Letter to LeRoy W. Carlson, 13 September 1994, 
and Letter to Senator Ben Nighthorse Campbell, 21 September 1994. Both letters provided by 
Bert Weaver.
516 Robert J. Naiman, "Animal Influences on Ecosystem Dynamics,” BioScience 38 (December 
1988): 751.
517 David Butler, Zoogeomorphology: Animals as Geomorphic Agents (New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1995), 6.
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processes” all contributing to stability through diversity.sis Because their power 
is disproportionate, their removal can lead to ecological transformations along a 
ripple or domino effect. However, after those transformations occur, 
reintroducing the missing keystone species may not reverse the transformations 
because a new community with new keystones would have formed. Along similar 
lines, the protection of keystones should not sacrifice the other populations. The 
keystone depends on the same diversity it supports. Because an ecosystem is a 
system, any species loss has profound consequences, but some are more 
obvious and significant than others.
Beavers, one reknowned keystone species, have had a turbulent history in 
the Clear Creek watershed. In 1880, Aaron Frost described the valley north of 
Georgetown as David and George Griffith found it:
Throughout the length of the park, a colony of beavers had 
industriously dammed the stream at occasional intervals and were happy 
in their semi-aquatic existence, and the attentuated otter slyly watched for 
the finny denizens of the crystalline waters, which at that time 
abounded.519
The Griffith brothers had to travel along the sides of the hills to avoid the beaver- 
filled valley below them. Years before, a fur trapper named Louis Vasquez had 
established an outpost near the junction of what he called Vasquez Creek and its 
west fork, at the base of Douglas Mountain to take advantage of the local fur- 
bearing animal populations. Two centuries later, beavers are infrequent visitors 
to the valley.
Beavers modify channel behavior upstream and downstream of the dams. 
Generally, the dams increase retention of sediment and organic matter and
518 Baskin, “The Work of Nature," 48.
519 Aaron Frost, “History of Clear Creek County,” History of Clear Creek and Boulder Valleys, 
Colorado (Chicago: 0. L. Baskin & Company, 1880), 274.
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increase the retention of water in the surrounding ground. The impounded water 
also induces the sloughing of streambanks by destroying the fibrous root systems 
of floodplain plants, enabling the pond to expand itself.S2 0  Habitat for aerobic and 
anaerobic organisms develops. Over time, the ponds fill with sediment and push 
the flow of water to another channel. The old ponds dry and provide soil for 
meadows because the retained organic matter is high in carbon and nitrogen, the 
chemicals necessary for future plant growth.S21 The specific effects of beaver 
dams on the host ecosystem “vary with biome, stream morphology, discharge, 
dam age, and other physical factors.”522
One study examined “the rate and degree of natural fish and wildlife 
habitat recovery” in the Klondike and Mayo placer mining districts of the Yukon 
Territory.523 Those ecosystems are different than the ones in the Clear Creek 
watershed but their recovery demonstrates that mining transforms the landscape 
rather than destroying it. These investigators determined twenty years were 
necessary for the water quality of the placer districts to recover.524 The 
consulting engineers in the Yukon recommended several strategies to assist 
habitat recovery in riparian ecosystems. Most of the engineers’ strategies 
mimicked the results of beaver activity. For example, one strategy was to 
enhance “the formation of placid flow areas by creating velocity barriers” similar to 
dams.525 Placer miners eliminated beaver habitat and beavers can eliminate
520 George J. Knudsen, Relationship of Beaver to Forests, Trout and Wildlife in Wisconsin, Ruth 
L. Mine, editor, Technical Bulletin Number 25 (Madison: Wisconsin Conservation Department, 
1962), 28.
521 Robert J. Naiman, Carol A. Johnston, and James C. Kelley, "Alteration of North American 
Streams by Beaver,” BioScience 38 (December 1988): 754.
522 Robert J. Naiman, Jerry M. Melillo, and John E. Hobbie, “Ecosystem Alteration of Boreal 
Forest Streams by Beaver {Castor canadensis),” Ecology 67 (October 1986): 1266.
523 Singleton, Fish and Wildlife Habitat Recovery, 2.
524 Ibid., 4.
525 ibid., 5.
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placer miner habitat, although the timeframe of the latter elimination is longer than 
the former. Neither party permanently destroys the environment but they do 
leave a legacy in the ecological context, contributing to the history of the land.
Their impact stretches from the large herbivores who will eventually graze 
in the beaver meadows to the invertebrates of pond taxa that replace running- 
water taxa. 526 Standing water with warmer temperatures can increase the 
amount of prey in riparian systems starting with the phytoplankton, and impacting 
all the links of food chains that are directly and indirectly connected to the micro­
organisms from zooplankton and macroinvertebrates to birds and mammals.52? 
Brook trout {Salvelinus fontinalis) are among the fish species that benefit from the 
increased populations of phytoplankton behind beaver ponds. The additional 
food allows for a greater growth rate.528 On the other hand, impounded trout 
streams can also block spawning cycles and cover fish eggs. As these examples 
demonstrate, beavers destroy habitat and they create habitat, transforming 
riparian ecosystems from one neutral equilibrium to another.
Because streams with diverse habitats are less vulnerable to disturbance 
than more homogenous riparian systems, “streams with beaver ponds probably 
have a high resistance to perturbation.”529 Habitat created by beavers provides 
for the long-term ecological vitality of host watersheds. It also promotes 
population growth.
526 Naiman, Johnston, and Kelly, “Alteration of North American Streams,” 755.
527 Geoffrey A. Hammerson, “Beaver {Castor canadensis): Ecosystem Alterations, Management, 
and Monitoring,” Natural Areas Journal 14 (1994); 46.
528 Knudsen, Relationship of Beaver to Forests, 4.
529 Naiman, Melillo, and Hobbie, “Ecosystem Alteration,” 1267. For information on how beavers 
influence the ecological contexts of watersheds also see Robert J. Naiman, Gilles Pinay, Carol 
A. Johnston, and John Pastor, “Beaver Influences on the Long-Term BioGeochemical 
Characteristics of Boreal Forest Drainage Networks,” Ecology 75 (June 1994): 905-21; Ming-ko 
Woo and James M. Waddington, “Effects of Beaver Dams on Subarctic Wetland Hydrology,” 
Arctic 43 (September 1990): 223-30.
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In addition to the increase of fish, invertebrates, and microorganisms, a 
study conducted in Idaho found three times as many small mammals in a riparian 
ecosystem with a beaver pond than a riparian ecosystem without b eavers . S30 
This study could unlock some answers about what was lost when the 
Georgetown Valley lost its beavers. Although the species were the same, the 
populations of each recorded species were larger in the beaver ecosystem. 
Standing crop biomass was also triple that of the non-beaver ecosystem because 
the soil retains much more moisture. These increased food resources supported 
more animals.
While the green cutthroat trout {Oncorhynchus clarki stomias), a species 
which is native to Clear Creek, remains in the headwaters of the watershed, the 
exotic brown trout (Salmo trutta) is now the dominant species in most streams in 
the watershed.531 A local water quality expert claimed, “In the same way that 
canaries of old warned miners of bad air, the brown trout in Clear Creek tell us 
today about instream levels of water pollution.”532 This statement is strange 
because, brown trout are not endemic to the watershed. The endemic fish have 
become subordinate to the alien.
Browns may have had impacts in the riparian and aquatic communities 
previously blamed on miners or other direct human activities. The current 
populations of brown trout are naturally reproducing. On the other hand, the high 
populations of native brook trout from the 1980s have all but disappeared and 
experts are not sure why.533 interestingly, as the pollution levels throughout the
530 Dean E. Medin and Warren P. Clary, Small Mammals of a Beaver Pond Ecosystem and 
Adjacent Riparian Habitat in Idaho, Research Paper INT-445 (Ogden: USDA, Forest Service, 
Intermountain Research Station, 1991), 2.
531 Fliniau and Norbeck, State of the Watershed Report-1997, 7.
532 Clear Creek Watershed Advisory Group, WAGLINE (November 1997): 3.
533 Ibid., A.
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watershed have decreased, the brookies have disappeared and the brownies 
have stabilized.
The Colorado Division of Wildlife (CDOW ) stocks Clear Creek between 
Bakerville and the Loveland Ski Areas with rainbow trout (Salmo gairdnen), while 
the stream maintains a small viable population of brook trout.534 Between Silver 
Plume and Bakerville, Clear Creek has been newly recognized for fishing for 
rainbow, brook, and brown trout. 535 The area is upstream of most mine water 
ingresses but not all of them. Stevens Gulch and the logged gulches are all 
upstream of this stretch of the creek.
Increased levels of silt in a stream produce consequences for the aquatic 
invetebrates. “To prevent conditions toxic to fish, human-caused disturbances 
should not result in suspended sediment peaks above 250 mg/L for over one 
hour duration in any stream reach, nor more than 500 mg/L at any point in 
time.”536 Siltation reduces the overall density of invertebrates, replaces sensitive 
species with more tolerant species, and reduces species diversity. Silt infills the 
interstitial spaces where their food normally collects.537 The aerobic benthic 
communities, the sedentary plant and animal life at the bottom of the 
waterbodies, also suffer from the deposition. The silt also clogs and causes 
abrasions on the gills and feeding organs of aquatic animals.
Macroinvertebrates such as stoneflies, caddisflies, beetles, and worms are 
prey for fish. They can also indicate the health of a river from the microorganism
534 staff, Clear Greek Ranger District, “Environmental Assessment: Bakerville to Loveland 
Bicycle Trail Construction,” March 1992,12.
535 Brad Frano, “New Places to Fish: The State Trust Lands program is opening waters to public 
access,” Colorado Outdoors Fishing Guide 1997 (1997): 36.
536 United States Forest Service, Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forests and Pawnee National 
Grassland Proposed Revised Land and Resource Management Plan (Fort Collins: United States 
Forest Service, 1994), 18.
537 Singleton, Fish and Wildlife Habitat Recovery, 43.
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level and the macro-organism level because they are the hinge between those 
levels. Because insect populations reflect the populations of insectivorous birds, 
reptiles, and amphibians, and mammals such as bats and rodents, the diversity 
and population of animals in the Clear Greek watershed plummeted as beavers 
were trapped, poisoned by water-borne sediments, metals, and chemicals, and 
crowded out by new volumes of water caused by human usage.
Despite the obvious and well-known dangers to humans, such as pockets 
of deadly gas, rotting timbers, and unstable rock, abandoned mine shafts 
continue to attract humans. The United States Bureau of Mines considered the 
hazard significant enough to compile a 150-page handbook on the subject.538 
The Bureau determines sites to be hazardous if “site conditions contribute to 
degradation of the environment or human health on or adjacent to the site of [if] 
physical site conditions could lead to human injury or death."539 Since any 
abandoned equipment, structures, and landscape modifications such as shafts, 
piles, and pits can harbor dangers, all sites are hazardous. Metals and chemicals 
that can seep through the soil and into water also create a level of hazard at 
abandoned mine lands.
In October 1996 near the local high school, a sixteen-year-old student 
slipped on loose gravel at the lip of a shaft and fell down it.540 Although local 
emergency services personnel were able to rescue the youth from his forty-foot 
cavern, other humans have not been as fortunate. The injuries and deaths to 
humans and damage to personal property have motivated local governments.
538 United States Bureau of Mines, Abandoned Mine Land Inventory and Hazard Evaluation 
Handbook {May 1994); Mineral Lands Assessment Reports, 1981-1996, National Archives, 
Rocky Mountain Region, 8N8-070-96-063.
539 Ibid, 9.
540 Clear Creek Courant, 30 October 1996.
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landowners, and the Bureau of Land Management to seal the mine openings 
permanently. Until recently, however, few of those closure-advocates bothered to 
check if the mines had been reclaimed or adapted to by their nonhuman 
neighbors.
According to one expert, “Bats currently represent the most imperiled order 
of land mammals in the United States and C a n a d a .”541 The current programs 
that seek to seal abandoned mines have helped create the threatened condition. 
When midwestern mines were sealed, the well-intentioned, but ignorant humans 
killed upwards of a million bats per mine. Although the surveyed roosts in the 
Clear Creek watershed have not been that expansive, individuals and colonies 
remain at risk from the watershed's reciprocal interactions and changing values.
Driven from their traditional roosts, caves and tree hollows, by spelunkers 
and loggers, bats in North America have found new habitat in abandoned mine 
adits and shafts. Nearly half of the 44 species of bats residing in the United 
States have been found inhabiting abandoned mines. 542 Bats use abandoned 
mines as substitutes for their traditional habitat, roosting in them for hibernation, 
nursing and rearing their young, sleeping during the day, and as havens for 
temporary rest based on the air temperatures in the mine. Sites with warmer 
temperatures are used for growth and development during the summer while 
cooler sites are used for torpor in the winter.543 Although larger colonies can 
sustain their own warm temperatures simply from body heat, sites with
541 Sheryl L. Ducummon, “The North American Bats and Mines Project; A Cooperative Approach 
for Integrating Bat Conservation and Mine Land Reclamation,” Preprint 97-155 (Denver: SME 
Annual Meeting, 24-27 February 1997), 1.
542 Georgene Renner, “BCI’s Bats and Mines Project: An environmental success story in 
progress,” Mining Engineering 48 (December 1996): 43; William Stolzenburg, “Out of Sight, Out 
of Mine,” Nature Conservancy 46 (September / October 1996): 18.
543 Kirk W. Navo, “Grate for Bats!,” Colorado Outdoors 41 (March-April 1992): 18.
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geothermal warming and pockets of captured wind are preferred.
The sites that pose the greatest threat and usually the greatest temptation 
to humans, the more complex and dangerous mines with multiple entrances, may 
be more important to bats than the simpler mines. The former type often harbors 
the most significant populations of bats because they offer their inhabitants a 
greater measure of security from human disturbances.S44 Micro-climates are 
also more diverse in these settings, providing numerous habitats for numerous 
species in a single mine.
The advocates of preserving bat habitat learned how to construct a special 
door to keep humans out of the abandoned mines and allow for the bats to travel 
from their roosts inside to their foraging grounds on the surface. These grates 
must also allow air to flow freely in and out of the mine to maintain temperature 
requirements and allow water to drain to eliminate the possibility of flooding 
chambers inside the mine and causing blowouts.
Kirk Navo, a wildlife biologist with CDOW, said the Division had surveyed 
110 mines in the Clear Creek watershed as of the summer of 1997. They had 
installed grates on only nine of those mines suggesting only nine had significant 
populations of bats inhabiting them. "Up until this year,” admitted Navo, "we have 
had very little success at sites in that area.” In 1997 the researchers found a 
previously undiscovered roost of Townsend’s big-eared bats.545
Townsend’s big-eared bats (Corynorhinus townsendii) have inhabited the 
watershed since before the mining era in areas up to 9,500 fe e t.546 |t feeds on
544 Ducummon, “The North American Bats and Mines Project,” 2.
545 Kirk Navo, wildlife biologist, Colorado Division of Wildlife, letter to the author, 16 July 1997. 
Letter in possession of the author.
546 The Townsend’s big-eared bat was formerly known as {Plecotus townsendii). Michael Quinn 
and Jim Petterson, “A Grand Effort in the Grand Canyon,” Bats 15 (Fall 1997); 5.
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flying insects that congregate around meadows and wetlands so it roosts near 
riparian lands. The other species found in the watershed are long-legged myotis 
{Myotis volans), long-eared myotis (Myotis evotis), big brown bats (Eptesicus 
fuscus), and little brown bats (Myotis lucifugus). These latter species also 
consume hundreds of thousands of mosquitos, gnats, moths, and bark beetles in 
their nightly foraging quests. One little brown bat can ingest as many as six 
hundred mosquito-sized insects in a single h o u r .547 The colonies can number in 
the dozens or into the thousands depending on resource availability.
A pair of researchers from Bats Conservation International described bats 
in terms of society’s growing value for wildlife. “In summary, bats are a key 
natural resource, which now rely heavily on old abandoned mines for their 
s u rv iv a l.”548 The next step entails understanding that the abandoned mines are 
a part of the natural environment. They are not artificial habitat as Navo refers to 
them in an article he wrote for Colorado Outdoors. They are a component of the 
landscape, exemplifying how human structures integrate into the ecological 
context.
The human communities have also undergone transformations in the 
previous fourteen decades. In the Clear Creek watershed the valley floors are 
the sites of lasting towns; the wagon roads, railroads, and highways followed the 
creek to reach the towns. The roads did not determine settlement in the 
mountains as they did in the plains and prairies. Ecology determined townsites 
and transportation routes, more so in the past, but also in the present.
The humans in the Clear Creek watershed follow a settlement pattern
547 Ducummon, “The North American Bats and Mines Project,” 3.
548 Merlin D. Tuttle and Daniel A. R. Taylor, Bats and Mines, Resource Publication No. 3 
(Austin, TX; Bats Conservation international, 1994), 23.
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common among most western regions. They are mostly urban, living in towns as 
opposed to individual houses scattered among the mountains.549 Even the 
people in the unincorporated areas of the watershed seem to congregate into 
neighborhoods and create organizations common to municipalities. For example, 
the homeowners in York Gulch and near St. Mary’s Glacier created fire districts 
and the residents of the Fall River valley have a homeowners association.
These urban humans have settled in seven permanent communities. Silver 
Plume, Georgetown, Empire, Lawson, Downieville, Dumont, and Idaho Springs. 
The other historical Clear Creek County metropolises, towns, and hamlets,
French Camp, Graymont, Red Elephant, and Yorktown among them, dissolved 
earlier this century because they were too remote from transportation routes and 
services.550 The crash of the mineral industries also led to the towns’ 
abandonment. Interestingly, new communities have developed to re-establish 
remoteness from the cities because they value that distance. The human 
inhabitants of York Gulch. Spring Gulch, Blue Valley Acres, and along other 
tributaries to Clear Creek, have the vehicles, the supplies, the money, and the 
desire to live separately from the major towns.
The relationships between humans and clematis, deciduous plant 
diseases, and cougars further demonstrate the integration of human communities 
in the ecological context of the watershed. They are proof that the watershed is a 
place, not merely topographical space. The plant species that have seeded on 
the disturbed lands are not all natives. The reclamation plan at Urad introduced 
new species but I do not know if or to what extent they have spread beyond the
549 William H. Hornby, “Recognizing the West as an Urban Place,” in A Society to Match the 
Scenery: Personal Visions of the Future of the American West, Gary Holthaus, Patricia Nelson 
Limerick, and Eve Stryker Munson, eds. (Niwot; University Press of Colorado, 1991), 120.
550 Carol Wilcox and Cary Stiff, "Publication Box," Clear Creek Courant.
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site. The United States Forest Service and Colorado Department of 
Transportation (COOT) have implemented vegetation reclamation programs for 
surfaces disturbed by highway construction that also use exotic species based on 
market availability and cost-effectiveness.
One significant exotic species that has been attributed to COOT is 
Clematis orientalis, known simply as clematis. This plant, a native to the Middle 
East, thrives in distrubed soils. It has earned a reputation as the high-country 
nemesis of backyard gardeners. Some residents blame the highway department 
for using it to stabilize surfaces disturbed by the construction of the interstate. 
Another origin myth is that it escaped from the garden of a nineteenth-century 
resident. Miners may have brought the exotic plant to the districts for its herbal 
and medicinal properties. Regardless of its origin, “it just escaped and found its 
niche and has gone wild,” in the words of a local resident.s5i Clematis is not 
listed as a noxious weed, but it exhibits invasive characteristics. When it gets a 
foothold, it grows over the top of nearby plants and prevents them from absorbing 
sunlight. It kills existing vegetation by out-competing them for access to sunlight.
The understanding of plant diseases also demonstrates the interesting 
interface between humans and their environmental surroundings. Marssonia and 
Melampsora are two fungal diseases that lead to premature leaf drop. “This 
causes little harm to the trees when it occurs late in the growing season, but it 
does reduce the aesthetic impact of the fall color c h a n g e .”552 Foliage diseases 
are more serious with coniferous species because conifers can not refoliate as
551 Patrick O’Driscoli, “Vine choking plant life along 1-70,” Denver Post, 26 December 1996,
6(B).
552 Kristin Garrison, compiler, "Forest Insect and Disease Survey, 1997,” report by the Colorado 
State Forest Service, 16 October 1997, 3. Provided by Jack Benson, Clear Creek County 
Administrator.
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quickly as deciduous trees.553 Since conifers depend on several years of 
foliage, they are immediately impacted by any loss of needles. This needle loss 
is also an aesthetic loss. Without the loss of foliage, the watershed’s humans 
might be less interested in the diseases. As yet another example, one author 
distinguished between background and outbreak levels of insects in forests.554 
Both levels are natural because populations of pathogens and parasites oscillate. 
The visible impact of these pathogens and insects on the forests grants them 
attention from the general public.
Animal species also make their way into the human communities. Small 
mammals such as skunks (Mephitis mephitis) and raccoons (Procyon lotor) 
become nuisances to many humans but larger mammals can be more difficult to 
coexist with. Gardeners who raise vegetables and fruits, and residents who plant 
exotic shrubs and trees in their yards, lure large herbivores into towns. While 
deer and elk are usually welcome visitors, their predators are not.
Mountain lions (Felis concolor) follow their prey into towns and 
neighborhoods. While the number of herbivores has plummeted since George 
Jackson’s first visit, they have rebounded in part because new food resources 
exist in lawns and gardens. Hunting restrictions have also led to higher prey 
populations. As the deer and elk populations have grown, the mountain lion 
populations have followed. Cougars abandon deer for easier prey such as 
chickens, geese, housecats, and chained and penned dogs. Resultingly, the 
number of cougar-human confrontations has increased. Occasionally, those
553 J vVorrall, “Forest Pathology,” [http://www.esf.edu/course/jworrall/foliage.htm], 17 October 
1997.
554 Norm Cimon, “Budworms and Chaos: Non-linear relationships between spruce budworm and 
fir trees in the Blue Mountains of northeast Oregon and southeast Washington,” Wild Earth 7 
(Fall 1997): 39.
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confrontations lead to death as when a cougar attacked, killed, and consumed a 
high school student who was jogging on the mountain behind the high school.555 
The current Arapaho National Forest Management Plan describes the 
process for determining which species to save. “When competing uses arise, 
favor the species which are habitat specialists, characteristic of restricted niches 
present in rare or declining habitats, over species which are habitat generalists, 
characteristic of common or expanding habitats. ”556 One long-term 
consequence is that general species could be pushed to the brink of extinction, 
sacrificed to the niches of specific species. Among those generalists are 
probably crows and deer, but humans should also be considered. The plan adds 
that lands will be managed to provide multiple benefits to people in a manner 
sustainable over time. These human benefits “will only be sustained when the 
ecosystems from which they are derived are sustained.”557 The ecological 
history of the Clear Creek watershed demonstrates the accuracy of this 
hypothesis.
555 Scott Lancaster died 14 January 1991. With the memory of my friend's life-motto, Carpe 
diem, I pursue excellence and take risks in my own life, this thesis included.
556 United States Forest Service, Proposed Revised Land and Resource Management Plan, 8.
557 //,/cf., li.
CHAPTER TEN
MINING IN THE CLEAR CREEK WATERSHED: 
LEGACIES AND CONCLUSIONS
The interesting region (the most so in the world) 
is the high Rocky Mountains about the sources of the Platte, 
and thence south. -A s a  Gray, 1842
Behold the Work of the O l d . .  .
Let Your Heritage not be Lost,
But Bequeath it as a Memory, Treasure, and Blessing . .  . 
Gather the lost and the Hidden 
And preserve it for thy Children. -Christian Metz, 1846
As Dan Flores writes, place and its history should be understood “in the 
sense that geographers do -as the evolving product of interactive nature and 
human culture.”558 Place is physical space and human values. Almost one 
hundred and forty years of mining and its related industries in the Clear Creek 
watershed demonstrate that the reciprocal interactions between human and non­
human systems create a place, an ecological context best interpreted as a hybrid 
landscape. All ecosystems are hybrids of the reciprocal interactions of humans 
and nonhuman contexts, but not all hybrids are the Clear Creek watershed. The 
hybrid interpretation explains the influence of the environment on identity and 
nurtures a better environmental ethic.
Resource assessment is one window to the hybrid understanding. The 
way society assesses a landscape for resources corresponds to the needs of that
558 Dan Flores, “The Rocky Mountain West; Fragile Space, Diverse Place,” Montana: The 
Magazine of Western History 45 (Winter 1995): 47.
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society.559 As its needs change, the perceived resource base also changes.
The mineral needs of the Pikes Peak gold rush participants did not include silver, 
so it was unknowingly discarded as waste rock. Large discoveries of high grade 
silver answered a latent demand for the metal. As a result, the miners' resource 
assessment shifted to include this other metal. The repeal of the Sherman Silver 
Purchase Act retired silver as a national resource. It remains a precious metal 
today but the demand is limited. In the twentieth century miners sought minerals 
for war materials and domestic manufactures. Tourists value and commodify 
images of gallant prospectors in the wilderness. Those images are a non­
extractive resource mined in the watershed.
Multiple factors shape the resource assessment process. Technology and 
economic gains have been joined by costs from environmentalist values. “It is 
the price at which a given metal or other mineral can be sold that ultimately 
determines whether a deposit containing it is mineable or just so much rock.”560 
For example, a national mining corporation conducted a gold exploration project 
near Empire. One expert estimated the ore body to be worth over $40,000,000. 
The cost of the environmental impact assessment alone would have topped 
$3,000,000. That sum, plus the cost of exploration, amounted to ten percent of 
the optimistic evaluation of the ore deposit-too much for the investors.sei 
Consequently, the gold remained a deposit instead of becoming a resource.
This political climate regarding mining also manifests itself in public 
opposition to the industry. Opposition to large-scale gold mining projects has
559 Richard P. Sheldon, "Replenishing Non-Renewable Mineral Resources-A Paradox,” reprint 
from USGS Yearbook, Fiscal Year 1977 (Washington, D C.: United States Geological Survey, 
1978), 4.
560 Homer Aschmann, "The Natural History of a Mine,” Economic Geography (April 1970): 174.
561 Bob Harvey, senior tour guide for the Lebanon and Phoenix mines, letter to the author, 23 
February 1996. Letter in possession of the author.
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grown throughout the Rocky Mountain West, as the planners of mines near 
Yellowstone National Park and along Montana’s Blackfoot River discovered. In 
fact, the opinions of the general public seem to favor mines only if they have been 
neutralized into tourist sideshows.
According to the Gooen principle of identity, an environmental history 
should account for the ecological, cultural, economic, and historical contexts that 
provide identities for the individuals living among the regions. It is the history of a 
place; a place being a geographical space with context and meaning, temporal, 
communal, and personal. The value of historical investigation from an ecological 
perpective should be clear at this point. The main alternative to a watershed 
approach is a point-source approach, although this term usually describes 
pollution investigations. Point-source investigations focus on individual sources 
of water contamination. When applied to history, the term means a methodology 
that examines events or agents separate from their contexts. As a result, 
historical legacies and connections are lost. Although each agent and each site 
is important, the sum of the parts and the consequences from the sums are also 
important. The point-source approach may improve water quality or 
understanding at a specific time or site, but it will not result in significant and 
comprehensive interpretations because adjacent sources are overlooked . 562
Clearly the nonhuman environment is a much greater influence on human 
activities than most scholars have acknowledged previously. A recent 
dissertation in anthropology relegated the environment to a secondary role.
562 This model for understanding, comprehensive versus point-source, was adapted from an 
argument about investigating water pollution in A. D. Davis, C. J. Webb, and T. V. Durkin, “A 
Watershed Approach to Evaluating Impacts of Abandoned Mines in the Bear Butte Creek Basin 
of the Black Hills," Preprint 97-2, presented at the SME Annual Meeting, Denver, Colorado, 24- 
27 February 1997.
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“acting to constrain rather than direct change” while technology both responds to 
and instigates social and economic change. The author further claims that 
“economic organization determined the technological systems employed to exploit 
the American W est’s natural resources such as precious minerals, and to this 
extent influenced social organization and frontier lifew ays .”56s | have shown that 
the economic organization and social organizations of any region, but specifically 
the mining communities of the Clear Creek watershed, occurred within a dynamic 
ecological context.
Are mines environmentally benign? No. No animal can enter an existing 
habitat and create a niche for itself while remaining a benign factor. Change is 
inherently not benign. In addition to presenting an environmental history of a 
watershed, this thesis attempted to break through the politically infused myths 
about mining and its impact on the environment to demonstrate how mines 
integrated into the local ecoregion. By no means should these statements be 
understood as an excuse for irresponsible resource exploitation by humans. I do 
not advocate the position that humans can ignore the consequences of their 
actions, mindlessly extracting resources from the environment for maximum 
short-term profits. On the contrary, a greater understanding of how mines 
integrate into the environment will promote better planning and wiser designs to 
prevent the large-scale, long-term disturbances that have tended to represent the 
industry.
W hat I am advocating is a new environmental ethic. Aldo Leopold wrote, 
“In short, a land ethic changes the role of Homo sapiens from conqueror of the
563 Both quotations are from Michael Ostrogorsky, “The Influence of Technology on Social 
Typology and Change in the Western American Mining Frontier," Ph.D. diss., University of 
Idaho, 1985, 7.
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land-community to plain member and citizen of it. It implies respect for his fellow- 
members, and also respect for the community as su c h .”564 Charles F. Wilkinson 
also weighs in on the need and the method for a new ethic; “Thinking like an 
ecosystem requires us to think in terms of interconnectedness, cooperation, 
diversity, and community, all of the things that provide the philosophical basis for 
an ethic of p la c e .”565 Humans should learn to decrease their impacts within the 
environment by lessening both the rates and degrees of change, and accounting 
for the short-term and long-term consequences of their decisions.
Garrett Hardin describes some of his ecological ideas as having no 
“technical solution,” that is, no solution that is grounded “only in the techniques of 
the natural sciences.”566 The solution depends instead on a change in human 
values and ideas about morality. The change in understanding the human place 
in nature and the ways humans inhabit and interact with the environment is not a 
matter of finding and utilizing new technologies as Malin prescribes. Instead, it is 
a matter of viewing the environment as a combination of human designs and 
nonhuman responses within a neutral equilibrium. As Charles Wilkinson 
suggests, we need to consider the vole’s perspective.567 Said another way, 
expand human morality to see humans as a component of nature, just like gnats, 
bats, and clematis. We humans should inhabit the environment responsibly.
The reason to adopt this ethic comes down to simple facts. “Nature, it is 
best to remember, provides no preferential regard for human life. With or without
564 Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac and Sketches Here and There, with illustrations by 
Charles W. Schwartz and an introduction by Robert Finch (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1987), 204.
565 Charles F. Wilkinson, The Eagle Bird: Mapping a New West (New York: Vintage Books, 
1993), 185.
566 Garrett Hardin, 'The Tragedy of the Commons,” Science 162 (13 December 1968): 1243.
567 Wilkinson, The Eagle Bird.
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humans, life will continue on this planet for some time to c o m e .”568 Humans
must also evolve to occupy new niches. If they, or rather we, do not adapt to new
niches, we, too, will become extinct. “A  satisfactory philosophy of nature . . .
must recognize that natural processes go on in their own way, in a manner
indifferent to human interests and by no means incompatible with man’s total
disappearance from the face of the earth."569
The ecological context needs to become a resource. “Humanity is a part
of nature," writes Wilson,
a species that evolved among other species. The more closely we identify 
ourselves with the rest of life, the more quickly we will be able to discover 
the sources of human sensibility and acquire the knowledge on which an 
enduring ethic, a sense of preferred direction, can be built.57o
A comprehensive plan for the future of Clear Creek County designed by a citizen 
committee is part of this adaptation. The plan expressed desired outcomes for 
economic vitality, community culture, community quality, communications, and 
transportation. “To achieve environmentally sustainable development" was a 
significant goal for the citizen group, called stakeholders. They also wanted to 
form a county-wide identity and find county-wide approaches to enhancing the 
environmental and cultural assets of the politically defined unit. Throughout the 
plan, the stakeholders expressed maintaining and enhancing environmental 
quality as keys to conserving a good quality of life for the county’s human 
inhabitants in the future. Under the Community Quality section, the stakeholders 
envisioned “better stewardship for our forests, wildlife, clean air, and clean
568 James Earl Sherow, Watering the Valley: Development along the High Plains Arkansas 
River, 1870-1950, The Development of Western Resources Series, John G. Clark, editor 
(Lawrence; University Press of Kansas, 1990), 80.
569 John Passmore, Man's Responsibility for Nature, second edition (London: Duckworth, 1980), 
213.
570 Edward 0. Wilson, The Diversity of Life (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1992), 348.
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water.”571 Except for these general calls for environmental quality, stewardship, 
and sustainability, the document does not address the needs of the nonhuman 
organisms in Clear Creek County. Understanding the legacies of the past, 
expressed in hybrids today, will enable these goals to be met.
In some ways, my conclusions about the legacies of mining are site- 
specific. The Clear Creek watershed witnessed extensive placer and hard rock 
techniques and minimal leaching and hydraulicking. The creeks and valleys were 
too narrow for dredging and water was scarce for extensive hydraulic techniques. 
West Clear Creek was unsuitable for the tailings ponds of the Henderson milling 
process. While two glory holes have opened, no open pit or strip mines exist in 
the region. Therefore readers should not be too quick to apply the specific 
experiences of the Clear Creek watershed to places such as Butte, Montana; 
Bisbee, Arizona; Bingham Canyon, Utah; or Climax, Colorado. In other ways, 
some of the overriding themes can be applied elsewhere after accounting for the 
local characteristics of other places. Mines become part of the local ecology and 
are subject to natural processes. Humans can modify landscapes, but rarely do 
the actual consequences match the estimated consequences from human 
designs.
The environmental history of the Clear Creek watershed is not complete.
Much like the scientific man in a quotation attributed to Theodore Dru Alison
Cockerell, a historian is
never at the journey’s e n d . . . .  W e necessarily work with incomplete 
materials and more or less inadequate tools. W e have to build on 
foundations often poorly established, and no matter how clever or
571 Clear Creek County Stakeholders, Clear Creek County Comprehensive Plan: Overview and 
Action Plan (Georgetown, CO; Clear Creek County Planning Department, 1992), 4. The author 
of this thesis was a member of this citizen committee.
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industrious we may be, posterity will have to revise and correct much of 
what we have done. . . .  it is easy to become discouraged, and many do 
fall away and give up the quest.
Before the quest to interpret the watershed’s history ends, an exhaustive 
interpretation would also have to examine factors beyond mining. A more 
detailed study of tourism, federally owned land, the highway system, ski areas, 
human settlement patterns, and civic history would also be necessary.
Ecological transformations, caused by organisms, weather, and geological 
phenomena, both destroy and create habitats.S72 The destruction is temporary, 
not permanent as the politically infused myths about mining imply. Fiege’s 
agricultural model reminds historians, lawmakers, ecologists, and residents that 
the destruction of habitat for one species enhances the habitat for another 
species. Mining also fits the hybrid model. The mountains that people see today, 
the water they fish, and the relics of mining they scorn are all components of this 
historical, hybrid landscape.
Mining has certainly left its legacy on the ecological, cultural, mental, 
emotional, and historical landscapes. Francaviglia presents two pictures of the 
mined landscapes: the stereotypical view of mined landscapes as unilaterally ugly 
and the historic preservationist view of landscapes older than fifty years as 
culturally significant. The former view highlights the festering sores while the 
latter view highlights the “ghosts and skeletons” of the old communities. Neither 
acknowledges the organic processes and organisms that are the more accurate 
results of the miners’ labor.
What remains in the wake of mining, milling, and smelting in the Clear 
Creek watershed is more complex than mountains of tailings and slag and
572 Mark Fiege, "Creating a Hybrid Landscape: Irrigated Agriculture in Idaho,” Hlahee 11 (Spring- 
Summer 1995): 64.
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picturesque buildings and opportunities to pan for gold. “For most people who 
live in them, these [mining] landscapes have simply become part of the visual 
framework of ordinary everyday life."573 More accurately, the mined landscapes 
are integral components of the history of the Clear Creek watershed and, as the 
Gooen principle suggests, the identity of its human inhabitants. I see a complex, 
historical, and dynamic hybrid landscape transformed by eons of growth, but most 
recently by 139 years of permanent human use for resource extraction. I see a 
mined landscape of the mind.
573 Richard V. Francaviglia, Hard Places: Reading the Landscape of America’s Historic Mining 
Districts, with a foreword by Wayne Franklin, The American Land and Life Series, Wayne 
Franklin, editor (Iowa City; University of Iowa Press, 1991), 11.
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